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Included in the new COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere, Volume 2 (CIRA)
(to be published by Pergamon Press) are reference models of ozone up to altitudes of 90 kin.
These ozone models, of spatial and temporal variations, are based on five recent satellite
experiments. Previously, the CIRA atmospheres below 100 km had been limited to
representations of the atmospheric structure and its variations without regard to trace species.
Interest in developing additional reference models of trace species has stemmed partially
from two COSPAR workshops in recent years: one held in July 1986 at Toulouse, France,
entitled "Proposed Reference Models of Trace Constituents of the Middle Atmosphere (Adv. Space
Res., 7, #9, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1987) and the other held in July 1988 at Espoo, Finland,
entitled "Reference Models of the Middle Atmosphere and Lower Thermosphere and Recent Data"
(Adv. Space Res., I0, #6, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1990). The first workshop was cosponsored
by IAGA, IAMAP, and SCOSTEP and the second by IAGA, IAMAP, SCOSTEP, and URSI.
The primary purpose of these workshops was to produce a set of preliminary reference
atmospheres of significant trace species which play important roles in controlling the chemistry,
radiation budget, and circulation patterns of the atmosphere. These models of trace species
distributions are considered to be reference models rather than standard models and thus it was not
crucial that they be correct in an absolute sense. These reference models can serve as a means of
comparison between individual observations, as a first guess in inversion algorithms, and as an
approximate representation of observations for comparison to theoretical calculations.
On 18 July 1988 the Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP) Steering Committee met in
Espoo, Finland, and invited COSPAR to compile a preliminary draft of these reference
atmospheres of trace species for publication in a MAP Handbook for early distribution to the
scientific community. After publication in the MAP Handbook, an improved draft will be
submitted to COSPAR as a proposed addition to the COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere
(CIRA).
Proposed reference models are provided here for ozone (Chapters 1 and 2) H20
(Chapter 3), CH4 and N20 (Chapters 4 and 5), HNO 3 (Chapter 6), CO 2 and halogenated
hydrocarbons (Chapter 7), background aerosols (Chapter 8), thermospheric NO (Chapter 10) and
atomic oxygen (Chapter 11). Two chapters are devoted to comparisons between observed and
calculated distributions of trace species in the middle atmosphere (Chapter 9) and in the lower
thermosphere (Chapter 12). Chapter 1 gives the ozone reference model which is included in the
new CIRA (to be published by Pergamon Press). Chapters 2, 3, 5, 10 and 12 are reproduced
from Adv. Space Res., 10, and Chapters 4, 7, 8 and 9 are reproduced from Adv. Space Res. 7,
with permission from the publishers, Pergamon Press, and the copyright holder, COSPAR.
Chapters 6 and 11 are new contributions.
As may be noted, these models, which give spatial and temporal variations of trace
species, are based principally on satellite data from the late 1970s and early 1980s. As more
satellite, ground based and rocket and balloon data of good accuracy become available and are
archived, the present models may be improved and models of additional species may be generated.
G. M. Keating, Editor
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665 USA
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last SO years, a ntmber of measurements of ozone in the middle atmosphere have been
obtained from the grotLnd and from balloons, rockets, a_d satellites. Numerous models have
been developed to sum_a_rize various portions of these measurements since detailed knowledge
of the Elohal distribution of ozone Is Importazlt for studies of atmospheric circulation,
dynamic processes, and the radiation balance and the photochemistry of the atmosphere. From
the grot_nd-]:Ne_ed ozone network, the latltudiru_l-seasonal va_istions of total column ozone
were summeLrlzed by Dutsch [I] B_nd the iongltudlnal vB_riatlons were included in a series of
monthly atlases for the period 1957 to 1967 by London et al. [2]. Measurements of vertical
structure obtained from balloonsondes and rocket data at mldlatitudes In the Northern
Hemisphere were summeLrlzed in a 45" a-n_ual model generated by A. l_rueger and R. Hlnzner
contained in the United States Sta_ndaz'd Atmosphere Supplements, 197S [3]. BoJkov [4)
generated models of ozone vertlcal structure related to total coluran ozone amount based on
Dobson data and early Umkehr measurements. Models relating the vertical structure of ozone to
total ozone based on approximately 7000 balloonsondes and a number of rocketsondes were
generated by Hilsenrath et al, [5] as a "first guess" for the Nlmbus 4 Backscattered
Ultraviolet (BUY) ozone experiment retrievals of total ozone _ vertical structure and for
the early Nimbus 7 SBUV/TOMS total ozone retrievals. Similar models based on essentially the
same data base were Eenerated by blateer et al. [6] as a "first guess" for inversion of
"short" Umkehr obser-vations to determine vertical'structure of ozone from the ground. The
22 vertical profl]es in [6] were given as a function of latitude (low, mid and high) and
total coltu_n ozone, but not season. Inconsistencies between rocket and balloon data were
handled differently by Mateer et al, [6] than by HiIsenrath et al, [5]. Bha.ptia eI al. [7]
have developed similar models using both ozonesonde and satellite data. Klenk et al. [B)
developed a model of ozone vertical structure based on Nimbus 4 BUV data at pressures less
than 15.6 mb and on balloon data at lower altitudes. This model _ used as a "first guess"
for vertical structure retrievals from the Nimbus 7 Solar Backscattered Ultraviolet (SBUV)
ozone expc:ime:.:. _t:e _od_i co;_i_=cd of _ _pie pa_-_._ri_ _,.esentatlon of the aJ_nual
and latltudlnal variations of ozone B.s a function of pressure and assumed symmetry between
the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Also included in this model is the ozone covarlance
matrix which describes the variance of ozone in individual atmospheric layers and the
covarlances between adjacent layers. An ozone covariance matrix is also included in the
models of Mateer et al. [6]. Dutsch [9] complied data on the vertical ozone distribution
uslnE chemical-tyl)e balloon soundings and early BtrV results. A tabulation of monthly Nimbus
7 SBUV ozone profiles for the period November 1978 through October 1979 is provided by
McPeters et al. [10] in 10" latitude increments from 0.17 mb to the surface. Results are
given in terms of column density and its standard deviation, volume mixing ratio and number
density. Heath et al. [II] have generated a set of atlases of total ozone for the period
April 1970 - December 1976 ba._ed on Nimbus & BUV data. Bowman and Krueger [12] have provided
a climatoloE.v of total ozone from Nimbus 7 TOMS measurements. Tolson [13) has generated a
nlnth-order, ninth-degree spherical harmonlo model to represent the monthly mean total
colum-na_ ozone field over the 7-year period of the Nimbus 4 BUV data set. Annual and
semla_uauml components are determined for both latltudln_l and Iongltudlnal variations, and
thebiennial and longer term variations are determined as a function of latitude.
Hasebe [14] has modeled the latitudinal and longitudinal variations In the total columnar
ozone field over the 7-year period of the Nimbus 4 I_ data set using filtering techniques.
Clobal mean total column ozone and Its annual, semiannual, quaslblennlal and longer term
components have been determined through spherical harmonic analysis [13, 15].
Data on total ozone and Its vertical structure have been obtained from a number of satellite
experiments. Shown In Table 1 (K_ueger et aJ. [167) is a tabulation of most satellite ozone
experiments through 1978. Included are solar and stellar occultation, solar beckBcatter
ultraviolet, and Infrared types. Since then. other satellites have been launched with ozone
measurement capability including Applications Explorer 2 [17}, Dynamics Explorer 1 {18,197,
Solar ]4emomphere Explorer [20], EXOS-C [21} end instruments aboard the NOAA series of
satellltes (TOVS and SI_ 2) [22,23] and _ (SAGE II) [24].
With the wealth of recent satellite data allowing high preclslon determination of ozone
variations wlth pressure, latitude, and time, it _ decided to generate models of ozone
vertical structure based not Just on one satellite experiment, but on multiple data sets from
satellltes. This is the first time such models have been generated [25- 28]. The very good
absolute accuracy of the Individual data sets allowed the data to be directly combined to
generate these models. The data used for generation of these models are from some of the
most recent satellite measurements over the period 1978-1993. A discussion Is provided of
validation and error analyses of these data sets. Also, inconsistencies in data sets brought
about by temporal variations or other factors are indicated. The models cover the pressure
range from 20 to 0.003 mb (25 to 90 km). The models for pressures less than 0.5 mb represent
only the day side end are only provisional slnce there was limited longitudinal coverage at
these levels. The models start near 25 km in accord with previous CIRA models. Hodels are
also provided of ozone mixing ratio as a function of height using the converslon from
pressure to height given by Barnett and Corney [29]. The monthly standard deviation and
interaxmual variations relative to zonal means are also provided.
In addition to the models of monthly latitudinal variations In vertical structure based on
satellite measurements, monthly models of total eoltmu_ ozone and Its characteristic
variability as a function of latltude based on 4 years of Nimbus 7 measurements, models of
the relatlon between vertical structure and total column ozone [6], and a mtdlatitude annual
mean model similar to {3] are incorporated In this set of ozone reference atmospheres.
Various systematic variations are discussed including the annual, semiannual, quasiblennlal
oscillations, diurnal variations, longltudlnal varlatlons, and response to solar activity
variations,
Considering the good agreement among satellite data _ets from 1979-1982 (generally within 10Z
of the interim reference models below 0.5 mb} It is expected that the present tables will be
Useful for many applications.
2. SATELLITE DATA FOR REFERENCE MODELS
The reference models provided here of monthly latltudlnal varlatlons of vertical structure
are based on ozone data from five satellite experiments (see Table 2): Nimbus 7 Solar
Backscatter Ultraviolet {SBUV}, Nimbus 7 Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (Lib.},
Applications Explorer HissIon-2 Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE), Solar
b_esosphere Explorer UV Spectrometer (SME-I_), and Solar Idesosphere Explorer 1,27 I_m Airglow
(SHE-IR). Other ozone data sets are included to define the nature of systematlc variations
other than the latltudlnal-seasonal varlatlon.
The nadlr-vlewlng SBUV experlment determines the vertical structure of ozone from absorption
of solar ultraviolet backscattered radiation between 260 and 340 um. The resolution of the
ozone measurements Is about B km in the vertical. For these studies, the first 4 years of
SI_ data were employed (November 1978 - September 19927 using dally zonal averages every 10"
In latitude over the Illuminated portlon of the earth from 20 mb to 0.5 mb. Data
contaminated by volcanic emlssions after October 1980 (including El Chlchon) have been
removed [30|.
Validation studies have been performed on the SBI]V data employing balloon, rocket, and
ground-based Umkehr measurements [31]. The preclslon of the SBUV measurements was found to be
better than 8_ for pressures between 1 and 64 mb. Constant biases of generally less than IOZ
between the SBUV results and the balloon and Umkehr results may be largely due to errors in
ozone ab6orptlon cross-sectlons assumed earller. Ozone absorption cross sections
TABLE 1 Satellite experiments to measure ozone [161
Type Satellite Wavelengths Latitude Comments References
Coverage
Occulta- Echo 1 590,529.5 17"N Dec. 1960
tion USAF 1962 260 33"S-13"S July 1962
Solar Ariel 2 200-400 50"S-50"N Apr.,May,
Aug. 1964











OAO-2 250 16"S-43"N Jan. 1970
Aug. 1971
OAO-3 258-343 12"S-3'N July 1975
USAF 1965 284 60'S-60"N Feb.,Mar.
1965
USSR 225-307 60"S-60"N Apr. 1965
250-330 60"S-60"N June 1966
1966-111B 175-310 80"S-BO'N 1966
_.,0-4 110-340 80"S-80"N Sep. 1967-
Jan. 1969
Nimbus 4 255.5-305.8 80"S-80"N Apr. 1970-
b.u.v. Ju1.1977
AE-5 255.5-305.8 20"S-20"N Nov. 1975-
b.u.v. Apr. 1977
Nimbus 7 255.5-305.8 80"S-80"N Nov. 1978
s.b.u.v.
Nimbus 4 312.5-339.8 80"S-SO'N Apr. 1970-
b.u.v.
AE-5 312.5-339..8 20"S-20"N Nov. 1974-
b. u.v. Jul. 1977
Nimbus 7 312.5-339.8 global Nov. 1978
t.o.m.s.
_m
Nimbus 6 9.6 65"S-90"N Jun. 1975-
1.r.i.r. J_Ln. 1976
Nimbus 7 9.6 65"S-90'N Oct. 197B-
l.l.m.s Hay 1979
Nimbus 3 9-I0 spec- 80"S-80"N
l.r.l.s, tral scan











Rawcllffe et al. [i07]
Miller and Stewart [I08]
Guenther et al. [109)
Hays and Roble [II0]




Iozenas et al. [I13]
Elllott et al. [I14]
Anderson et al. [115]
Heath eta]. [54]
Frederick et al. [116]
Heath et al. [117]
Mateer et al. [I18]
Heath et al. [117]
Gllle et ai. [55]
Nimbus Project [119,120)
Hanel et al. [121]
Prabhakara et al. [58]
Lovlll et al. [122]
TABLE 2 Satelllte data used £or Interlm reference ozone models
Instrument Incorporated Incorporated
Pressure P,&nge T%me Interval
Nimbus 7 LIMS 0.4 - 20 mb 11//8 - 05/79
Nimbus 7 SBLTV 0.4 - 20 mb 11/78 - 09/82
AE-2 SAGE 4 - 20 mb 02/79 - 12/79
SHE UVS 0.07 - 0.5 mb 01/82 - 12/83
SHE IR 0.003 - 0.5 mb 01/82 - 12/83
Nimbus 7 TOMS Total 11/-/8 - 09/82
Incorporated recently by the International Ozone Coamlsslon of IAMAP are employed in the
inversion of the data employed in the present models (Version 5) [32-34].
The LI}4S instrument, a slx-channel cryogenically cooled radiometer measured 0 and3
temperature In the stratosphere and mesosphere and H20, HNOs, and NO 2 dlstrlbutlons in the
stratosphere from 94"N to 64"S latitude from October 25, 1978 to Ml_y 28, 1979 (35,36]. The
LIMS ozone c_l measures emission near 9.6 _us with a field of view at the llmb of less
than 3 km in the vertical and 18 km In the horizontal (perpendicular to the llne of sight].
Monthly zonal means of Kalman-flltered LIHS ozone values are incorporated in the model for
the period November 1978 through _ 1979 from BO'S to 80'N and from 20 mb to 0.5 rob. Non
LTE effects become important above these altitudes [37]. Valldatlon studies have been
performed using balloon and rocket underfllghts, Umkehr soundings, and Dobson measurements
{39]. Comparlson with the correlative measurements shows mean dlfferences of less than lOZ at
mid latitudes for balloon-borne sensors and less than ISZ up to 0.3 mb for rocket data. The
comparison with balloon measurements near 20 mb Indlcate Llb_ data may be high by about 8Z at
low latitudes. At greater pressures there is evidence of a significant bias relative to
balloon data in this region.
The SAGE instrument is a four-chaxmel sun photometer which measured solar intensity at
sunrise and sunset to derive ozone, aerosol, and NO 2 concentrations. Absorption of 0.6 _m
solar radlatlon by ozone allowed determination of the vertlcal structure of ozone to be
obtained up to 30 tlmes per day from February 1879 until September 1981. After data
processing, the vertical resolution of the data was estimated to he I km up to approximately
40 km altitude and 5 km above 40 km. The horizontal resolution was estimated to be 200 to
300 Ion in the viewing direction and 200 km perpendicular to the field of view {39]. Monthly
latitudinal coverage depends on the time of year and solar geometry, but can extend from 78"S
to 78"N. However, on any particular day, the vertical structure is obtained at a discrete
latitude for sunrises or sunsets. Comparlsons were made between balloon measurements and
SAGE profiles from 18 to 28 km, and average differences were found to be less than lOZ
[17,40]. Comparisons by _k=Cormlck et al. [17] wlth rocketsondes up to SO km yielded average
differences of less than 14Z . An initial comparison between SAGE and SBLrV in blarch-Aprll
1979 indicated agreement to generally better than lSZ between 5 and 30 mb [39]. A
comparative study between the three data sets SBLrV, SAGE, and LIllE for blarch 1979 has been
performed by Flelg eta]. [41,42]. The LIMS/SBUV comparisons are sho_rn to be very good in the
upper stratosphere, while the SBI_/SACE comparisons are shown to be very good in the lower
stratosphere.
Idesospherlc ozone mixing ratios are available from two llmb- scanning experlments aboard the
Solar Mesosphere Explorer [SHE) spacecraft (whlch was launched 6 C_tober 1981). The first of
these, the SHE-UVS, ls a two-channel Ebert-Fastle spectrometer. The instrument measures the
IRaylelgh scattering of solar photons at the earth's llmb at _velengths of 265 nm and 298.4
nn from _.[=h the ozone profile is determlned between 1.0 mb and 0.07 mb [43]. The fi=Id of
view of the instrument is 3.5 km in the vertical by 35 km in the horizontal at the llmb.
Generally zonal means are not obtained. The prlmary orbits were over the longitude range
from 40*W to 100"W, and the local solar time of measurement at the equator is 15 hours. An
error analysis indlcates total errors should range from 8Z at 48 km to 15Z at 69 km (I.0 to
0.1 mb) [49,44]. The data chosen for the model are over the range 0.5 mb to 0.1 mb over the
period Jan_y 1982 through December 1983.
The second SHE experiment, S_4E-IR, is a near-lnfrared experiment that measures 1.27 pm
airglow from which ozone densltles from 50 to 90 km are deduced. The dayglow is principally
associated with photodlssoclation of ozone [45]. Monthly means from this experiment agree
fairly well with the SIdE-UVS experiment and with Krueger and Minzner [3]. Thomas eta]. [45]
describe the error analysis of this experiment in some deta11. Random errors are estlmated
to be less than IOZ from 50 to 62 kin, and increase to 20Z at 90 kin. Systematic errors are
estimated to be 15Z but could be as high as 5OZ. The data used for the model are monthly
means over the range 0.5 mb to 0.003 mb and over the period January 1992 through December
1993. The local solar time of the measurements is again about 15 hours. Latltudlnal
coverage is consistent wlth the illumlnated earth, and longitudinal coverage is principally
from 40°W to IO0°W.
RevieWs on mesospherlc ozone are found in [47-81]. Ozone measurements made in the Al_ddln
program [52] by several techniques on June 29-30, 1974, are in good agreement wlth SHE
measurementsbelow70km.Above7Skm,Aladdinozone is a factor of 2-3 lower than S_-IR.
It is very possible that this is a real ozone variation [53|.
Other satelllte instruments which have obtained measurements of the vertlcal structure of
ozone include the Nimbus 4 BUV experiment [54] and the Nimbus 6 Limb Radiance Inversion
Radiometer {LAIR) [BS]. Since the Nimbus 4 BUV experiment had problems with a serious drift
in blms, the Nimbus 7 SBUV data from 1978-82 was considered to be a better choice for the
model. The Nimbus 7 LIMS is generally considered an improvement over the Nimbus B LaIR
experiment and was therefore chosen for the model, More recent experiments such as SBUV 2,
SAGE If, and EXOS-C are still in the validation phase.
The models of total column ozone given here are based on 4 years of Nimbus 7 TOMS
measurements. The TOMS instrument is used to determine total column ozone by measuring
backscattered solar ultraviolet radiation attenuated by ozone employing a simple
monochrometer whose instantaneous field of vlew scans through the subsatelllte point and
perpendicular to the orbital plane. Backscattered and direct solar radiation are smmpled at
six wavelengths from 312.5 nm to 380 rim. The resolution of ozone measurements is about 50 km
in the horizontal. For these studies the first 4 years of TOMS data were employed (November
1978 - September 1982) using daily zonal averages every S* in latitude over the lllumlnated
portion of the earth. Comparisons of TOMS data with ground-based.Dobson and M-83 data have
shown a retrieved precision of better than 2Z and biases of BZ where the TOMS measurements
have lower values than the Dobson measurements [SB].
Global measurements of total ozone from backscattered ultraviolet measurements have also been
obtained from the Nimbus 4 Backscattered Ultcavlolet (BUV) and the Nimbus 7 SBI;V experiments.
The TOMS experiment, however, obtains more measurements per day than the other two and does
not appear to have the serious drift problems which occurred on the Nimbus 4 BUV experlment_
Infrared experiments which measure total column ozone from absorption of g.s pm radiation
have included the Nimbus 4 Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer (IRIS), the DMSP Multlfllter
Radiometers (MFR), and the ongoing Tiros Operational Vertical Sounders {TOVS). A study of
the relative biases between a limited amount of the TOMS, MFR, TOVS and SBUV total column
ozone results was performed [_7] showing excellent global average agreement between the TOMS
and MFR (3%) but not as good agreement between SBUV and HFR {5%) or between TOVS and MFR
(7%), where in each case MFR gave a lower value for total ozone. Significant latitudinal
biases relative to BUV data have been noted in the Nimbus 4 IRIS data [58,59].
3. MODELS OF TOTAL COLL_ OZONE
The monthly latitudlnai models of total column ozone are based on the archlved first 4 years
of data from the Nimbus ? TOILS experiment. The total" column ozone values tabulated here are
5.5Z higher than the TOMS archlved data to be more in accord with the improved ozone cross
sections of Bass and Paur [331 and with Dobson meastn-ements [SB], A more detailed correction
for the future TOF_ algorlthm improvements is given by F1elg et al. [BO]_ Shown in Figure 1
Is total column ozone in Dobson unlts [the Dobson unit Is defined as 10 -3 meters of ozone at
C'C and al ztandard sea level pressure) as a function of latitude and month. Note the hlgh
values in mid and high latitudes in spring in the Northern Hemisphere and at mld latitudes in
local spring in the Southern Hemisphere. Also note the low values in September-October near
BO'S. These low values reflect the recently discovered "ozone hole" in the Antarctlc [81].
Much higher values of ozone were detected in the springtime Antarctic before the 19BOs
[BI,BZ]. Shown in Figw'e 2 Is the standard deviation in percent of individual ozone
meastu'ements relatlve to the zonal mean obtained each month for a l-year period (November
1978 - October 1979]. Mlnlmum standard deviations occur at low latltudes while the maxlmum
values occur near the "ozone hole." A comparison of monthly ozone values from year to year
over the 4-year period (November 1978 - September 19B2) gives an approximate idea of patterns
of Interannual variablltty In total ozone. Shown in Figure 3 is the Interaxtnual variability
expressed as standard deviation (in percent) relative to 4-year means as a function of
latitude and month. The variations are generally less than 4Z (except near October, 80"S)
and are strongly related to quaslblennlal variations discussed brlefiy in the section "Other
Ozone Variations." The large variations in october, 80"S again reflect the recently
discovered antarctlc ozone hole.
Shown In Table 3 is a tabulation of the latitudinal variation of total column ozone in Dobson
units for each month based on the days_de observations of ozone over the 4-year period. The
spaces indicate times when no TOMS measurements were avaliable.
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Figure l. Zonal mean of total column ozone (Dobson units)
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Figure. 2. Standard deviation (percent) from
zonal mean of total column ozone for period
January 1979 through December 1979
(Nimbus 7 TOMS data).
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Figure 3. Interannual variability of total
column ozone expressed as yearly standard
deviation (percent) from 4-year zonal means
(Nimbus 7 TOMS data).
TABLE 3. Zonal Mean Total Column Ozone (Dobson units)
Jan Feb },is.," Apt Nay Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
85" 467 467 411 371 333 311 283 - -
80" 470 465 414 371 332 308 291 -
75" 433 460 462 416 370 332 308 302 299
70' 436 469 455 415 368 334 313 308 30g 314
65" 395 432 451 444 410 367 338 320 312 315 332
60" 392 428 441 431 406 372 346 327 317 317 332 358
55" 390 426 433 421 402 375 350 330 318 317 327 353
50" 387 418 420 410 394 372 346 326 313 312 322 349
45" 376 402 401 395 382 360 336 319 307 302 311 338
40" 354 374 377 373 363 341 321 310 300 291 297 320
35" 322 338 347 348 342 323 310 303 295 263 284 299
30" 292 303 316 325 324 311 302 298 290 280 276 281
25" 269 278 291 304 307 301 296 291 284 275 270 267
20" 254 261 271 287 291 290 289 286 279 270 263 256
15" 246 251 260 275 279 282 284 283 279 268 261 252
10" 246 246 254 267 271 275 280 281 279 267 260 251
S" 247 248 254 261 264 268 274 277 278 263 258 251
O" 251 250 255 259 260 263 268 273 276 263 259 253
-5" 255 254 257 258 258 ,259 262 268 272 265 264 257
-I0" 260 258 259 259 257 256 259 264 270 269 270 264
-15" 266 262 261 260 258 258 261 266 273 277 278 272
-20" 271 265 264 263 264 264 268 274 282 287 286 279
-25" 277 270 269 27t 271 273 279 288 295 301 298 287
-30" 286 278 277 278 281 289 295 306 313 317 311 297
-35" 295 286 264 284 291 306 315 327 333 336 323 307
-40" 306 294 289 289 303 319 331 343 348 354 335 318
-45" 319 303 296 297 312 327 340 353 360 371 350 332
-50" 334 313 305 306 318 328 342 355 367 387 366 347
-55" 344 322 312 314 322 32B 338 351 368 402 381 358
-60" 344 325 315 318 323 337 344 339 353 402 390 365
-65" 338 324 317 319 322 - 340 325 324 374 388 366
-70" 331 317 312 313 - 307 291 333 376 364
-75' 324 30_ 305 3_R - - 294 267 297 357 358
-GO" 3ZO 299 299 - - - 253 274 346 356
-85" 316 294 295 - - 230 259 341 353
4. MODELS OF VERTICAL STRUCTURE OF OZONE
As descrlbed in section 2 the vertical structure models of monthly latltudlnal varlatlons
are based on the SBUV, LIMS, SAGE, SME-UVS, and SME-IR data tabulated In Table 2. The 4-year
mean of the SBUV data was given a weight of 2 due to the combination of extensive temporal
and spatial coverage, while the other shorter data sets were each given a welght of i.
Although there is Interannual variability, comparison of the SBUV data over the 4-year period
of measurements shows a remarkable similarity of structure from year to year. For example,
shown in Figure 4 is the vertical structure at 0", 20"N, 40"N and 60"N for November of 1978,
1979, 1980 and 1981. Note how the O" and 20"N profiles come together near 4 mb, The 60"N
profile changes in each case from the lowest profile at 4 mb to the highest at 1.5 mb.
Shown in Figure 5 is the Interannual variability of zonal mean ozone expressed as standard
deviation (in percent) relative to the mean of 4 years of SBUV data as a function of pressure
and latitude for the months of November and July. As indicated in the previous figure, the
Interayu_ual variability of zonal means In November Is very low, generally less than 4%. In
contrast, the month of July gave the largest variability over this 4-year perlod with the
maximum variability occurrlng at hlgh winter latltudes. The Interannual varlablllty appears
to be strongly related to quaslblennlal oscillations.
Figure 6 shows the average standard deviation (in percent)"of the individual data points
ma_Ing up the monthly zonal mezLns based on the & years of SBUV data. The standard devlatlons
are shown as a function of latitude and pressure and appear considerably different from the
Intersnnual variability displayed in Flgure S, Minimum standard deviations occur near the
equator and in the summer hemisphere. Standard deviations can exceed 15Z at high latitudes
and result from substantlal longltudlnal variations in ozone as well as changes in the zonal
means during the month. The patterns for individual years look very similar to these &-year
mean patterns.
In Figure ? is shown an example of the agreement between the five data sets used to generate
models of the ozone vertical structure from 20 mb to 0.003 mb (25 to 90 km). Note that the
mixing ratio Is displayed on a log scale to allow accurate representation of the two orders
of magnitude variation over this altitude range. It should be recognized that each data set
represents entirely different techniques of measuring the vertical structure of ozone. The
agreement shown here Is fairly representative. Generally the SBUV ozone values redetermlned
with the Improved ozone cross section [Verslon 5) give better agreement wlth the L]M S and
SAGE data sets than the earlier versions.
Table & gives the monthly zonal mean ozone volume mixing ratios (ppmv) as a functlon of
pressure and latltude. The standard type face indicates only one data type was used to
determine the average. Itallcslndlcate that the percent standard deviation from the model of
weighted data tld_es exceeded 10 percent. An underlined entry indicates standard deviations
from the model of less than 10 percent, The dashed entry indicates :ona? means were not
available at that latltude and pressure, As may be noted, in most cases at altitudes below
0.5 mb the standard deviation from the model of weighted data types was less than 10 percent,
_onsldering the dlfference In technlques, this is noteworthy. I_Ing to the lack of
longitudinal coverage for the data types used above 0.5 mb and the somewhat larger
differences between data types, the (dayslde) model above 0.5 mb should be considered only
provisional. Nlghtside mesospherlc ozone concentrations are generally much higher than
days lde values [51]. Shown In Figure 8 are the ozone distributions given in Table 4 for the
equinox and solstice months.
Comparison of entries in Table 4 shows the nature of the eLnnual and semiannual variations of
ozone in the middle atmosphere. The amplitudes of annual variations are generally highest at
high latitudes, and amplitudes are especially high near 15-5 mb, 2.0-0.5 mb, and above 0.03
mb. Amplitudes are high at low and mid latitudes near O.i mb. There is a sharp change of
phase near 4 mb with maximum ozone values in summer below this altitude and maximum values in
winter in the upper stratosphere. Figure 9 shows the ozone annual variation in percent of
annual mean at 50"S and 50"N over the entire range of altitudes. Notice the asymmetry
between the two hemispheres. A substantial semiannual variation occurs near the equator from
15 - 3 mb, but the largest semiannual variation occurs at mid and high latitudes above 0.03
mb [63]. and at high latitudes near I mb. Figure 10 shows the ozone semiannual variation in
percent of the erulual mee_n at 30"S and 30"N for the entire range of altltudes, The annual
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Figure 4. Similarity of ozone vertical structure in November from
year to year (Nimbus 7 SBUV data),
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Figure 5. lnterannual variability of ozone vertical structure expressed
as yearly standard deviation (percent) from 4-year zonal means for
the months of November and July (Nimbus 7 SBUV data).
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Figure 7. Comparison of measurements from five satellite
experiments of zonal mean ozone volume mixing ratios for
March, 50°S.
p (mb)
TABLE 4. Zonal Mean Ozone Mixing Ratios (ppmv) as Function of Pressure
(standard typeface: only 1 data set used in average,
italics: standard deviation of data types > fOX
underllned: standard deviation s 10Z )
average ozone (ppmv) for January
latitude

































2l .19 18 17
31 .28 26 25
41 .38 37 36
54 .53 52 49
76 .74 73 73
89 .90 92 92
.59
.92
13 1.17 1.21 1.25 1.33














.63 57 .53 .53
.46 43 .42 .41
.36 37 .38 .39
.26 29 31 .33
.16 19 20 ,21
.13 14 16 .16
15 15 ,15 16
22 22 .23 23
31 32 .32 32
49 49 ,47 45
74 71 .68 68
96 92 .89 89












.81 84 .83 -
.SO 52 .50 -
.31 30 .27 -
.23 19 .14 -
.26 23 .17 -
.27 28 .24 -
.24 .32 .37 -
.30 .37 .47 -
.46 .49 .53 -
.69 .69 .67 -






99 3.07 3.26 343 3.67 3. 9____._224.10 4.19 4.23 4.28 4.42 4,74 5.05 5.04 4.65 3.98 3.75
92 3,97 4, I7 4.38 4_66 4.95 5.20 5.35 5,40 5.46 5.60 5.87 6.03 5.88 5.33 4.65 4.34
45 5.48 5.77 6.13 5.48 6.82 7.13 7.34 7.35 7.31 7.27 7.21 7.04 6.65 5.96 5.34 5.06
99 6.26 6.96 7.63 6.20 8.68 9.07 9.36 9.14 8.79 8.33 7.79 7.29 6.67 6.14 S.55 5.39
49 5.94 6.94 7.82 8.54 9.08 9.56 9.96 9,68 9.16 6.35 7.60 6.99 6.34 6.02 5.37 5.27
625,146,327,308.108,669.159,719,629.037.967,116,525.985.83 S,O14,91
86 4.35 5.52 6.41 7.08 7.45 7.78 8.15 8.09 7.6___S6.9______226.4__._____I5.10 5.78 5.52 4.62 4.45
52 3.96 4,99 5.68 6.10 6.25 6.36 6.42 6.27 6.12 591 584 5.82 5.67 5.19 4.34 4.14
p [mb)
average ozone (ppmv) for February
latitude
-80" -70" -60" -50" -40" -30" -20" -10' 0" 10" 20' 30" 40" 50" 60" 70" 80'
003 .43 .55 .64
OQ5 21 .29 .37
007 14 .16 .24
010 13 .14 ,16
015 ]4 .13 ,14
020 15 .15 .14
030 20 .19 .18 ]7
050 30 .28 ,28 26
070 40 .40 .40 38
100 56 .54 .53 52
150 76 .75 .75 77








































.75 .73 .71 .70
.98 .94 .92 .£1
1,36 1.30 1.29 1,30
.65 63 .66 .73
.44 42 .42 .43
.39 33 .30 .27
.38 33 ,27 .22
30 32 .31 .28
.21 26 .30 ,31
,17 19 .23 .29
.25 27 .29 .32
.38 .40 .43 .45
.48 .52 .53 .64
,70 .71 .72 .75






















O0 2.01 2, 12 2,25 2.3"/ 2,42 2.34 2.24 2.2._..._2 2.25 2.29 2.40 2,60 2,86 2.98 2.95 2.60
73 2.68 2.73 2.86 3.00 3.09 3.03 2.90 2,86 2.91 3.02 3.24 3.58 3.83 4.00 3.80 3.22
81 3.71 3,71 3,8.__.__._13,98 4.11 4.10 3.95 3.87 3.98 4.20 4.58 5.10 5.38 5.22 4.79 4.11
65 4.61 4.68 4.80 4.98 5.15 5.17 5.06 4.99 5.08 5.30 5.73 6.24 6.29 5.92 5.41 4.82
3.000 5.60 5.84 6,16 6.42 6.68 6,91 7.03 7.08 7.05 7.04 7.09 7,37 7.45 7.04 6,47 6.07 5.69
6.000 5.52 6.28 7, 10 7.58 8.05 8,60 9.02 9.37 9.23 8.99 8.76 8.39 7.73 7.00 6,49 6.42 8.30
7.000 4.84 5.78 6.90 7. 5.__.____668. 21 9.00 9.6010,2010.10 9.68 9.0___.__9__8.20 7.32 6.72 6.31 6.46 6.31
10.000 3.98 4,84 6.12 7.02 7.85 8,63 9.3310.0310.10 9.59 8,73 7.52 6.68 6.37 6.15 6.42 6.07
18.000 3.39 4.08 5.27 8.07 6.82. 7,46 7.95 8.37 8.38 7.97 7.37 6.63 6.15 6.03 6.01 6.06 5.72
20.000 3.22 3.78 4.76 5.34 5.89 6.21 6.40 6.50 6.39 6.22 6.12 5.94 5.82 5.82 5.80 5.54 6.30
14
p (mb)
TABLE 4 - continued
average ozone (ppmv) for Hatch
latitude





















































.82 81 .74 69 .71
.53 52 .47 44 .46
.43 43 .41 40 .41
.38 37 .34 33 .34
.25 23 .21 20 .22
.18 16 .15 16 .16
.15 17 .17 17 .17
.25 25 .24 23 ,24
.35 34 .33 31 .32
.5o 5.__!I.s_._q 4.__p6-.4.._3_7
.75 7_.._s.7_.A.7____3.7_!
.97 96 .95 .95 .94
1.331.34 1.33
.500 1.97 1.96 1.92 1.93 1.95 1.9__3 1.8__9 1.8__8 1.8..__99 1.9__0
















.69 .58 57 .60 .61
• 42 .35 33 .31 .27
• 36 .30 26 .22 .16
• 38 .34 28 .22 .15
• 38 .39 36 .31 .23
.33 .38 39 .37 .31
.29 37 .43 .41
.30 37 .46 .49
.43 46 .50 .52
.54 55 .58 .6_.!I
.74 73 .74 .75
.94 91 .91 .93
1.321.281.291.35
1.95 2.02 2.12 2.27
2.50 2.69 2.89 3.00






lO.O00 4.09 4.52 5.64 6.67 7.55 9.45 9.3610.2810.5910.12 9.27 9.26 7.38 6.72 6.24 _.036.18
15.0003.733.984.8___7_75.816.557.2__67.938.548.708.377.8__37.146.486.0_____885.865.865.9____55
20.000 3.613.854.495. I____995.70 6.10 8.42 6.56 6.67 6.5__7 6.47 6.23 5.915.73 5.85 5.68 5.5____88
average ozone (ppmv) for Apr11
latitude
p [mb) -80" -70" -60" -50" -40" -30" -20" -10" O" 10" 20" 30" 40" 50" 60" 70" 80"
.003 - .77 .83 .92
.005 - .35 .43 .54
.007 - .24 .32 .41
.010 - .25 .30 .35
.0}5 - .28 .27 .26
.020 - .28 .22 .19
.030 -- .26 .1E .1_
.050 - .32 .28 .27
.070 - .42 .41 .40
.100 - .5_....66 .5"7 .55
.150 - .80 .81 .79
.200 - 1.061.05
.300 - 1.541.50















• 84 .77 .76 .79 .93 1.01
.50 • 44 .43 .48 • 62 .72
• 41 .39 .39 .41 .49 .56
• 34 .36 .36 .36 .39 • 46
.20 .22 .23 .22 .24 .33
• 15 .16 .16 .17 .23
.16 .17 .17 .17 .19 .21
.25 .25 .26 .27 .27 .28
.35 .34 .34 .37 .38 .39
.53 .50 .49 .50 .49 .49
.7._..88 . 76 . 75 . 75 .74 .73
1.00 .98 .97 .96 .95 .95
1.38 1.36 1.35. 1.35 1.33 1.32
1.94 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.89
.83 .59 52 .56 .63
.61 .43 36 .38 .42
.51 .41 34 .32 ,30
.48 .45 41 .35 .26
.41 .44 43 .39 .29
• 31 .35 37 .37 .31
.23 26 .30 .33
.29 31 .35 .39
.41 43 .46 .49
.50 53 .55 .56
.73 73 .73 .73
.93 9l .90 .89
1.29 1.26 1.24 1.24
1.84 1.83 1.86 1.90
.700 3.50 3.34 2.9__6 2.77 2.56 2.42 2.36 2.37 2.37 2.37 2.40 2.41 2.33 2.26 2.28 2.37 2.48
1.000 4.64 4.64 4.19 3.87 3.52 3.25 3.07 2.99 2.98 3.00 3.06 3.11 3.03 2.96 3.03 3.18 3.35





10.000 4.18 4.50 5.23 6.08 6.95 8.07 9.2110.1610.4510.00 9.25 8.64 7.95 7.22 6.47 5.78 5.40
15.000 3.734.154.825.456.127.027.898.628.808.487.957.496.866.295.775.405.30
20.000 3.46 4.03 4.63 5.02 5.45 6.01 6.46 6.79 6.85 6.7__.96.,..._66 6.49 6.1__..15.74 5.41 5.24 5.26
15
p (Ib}
TABLE 4 - contlnued
average ozone (ppmv) for May
latitude
-80" -70" -60" -50" -40" -30" -20 ° -10" O" 10" 20" 30" 40" 50" 60 ° 70" 80"
.003 - - .99 1.02 .92
.005 - .51 .57 .53
.007 - - .33 .39 .39
• 010 - .27 .30 .32
.015 - .24 .22 .23
.020 - - .22 .18 .17 .17
.030 - .22 .17 .16 .16
.050 - - .30 .28 .28 .27
• 070 - .41 .41 .40 .39
. ioo - - .5____9. 5._Z •5___&6. 5__!7
.150 - .8___s.81 .81 .83
.200 - 1 1__/21.05 1.03 t.o__ss
.300 - - 1.8__Z1.52 1.43 1.4___A
.500 2.64 2.47 2.4__6 2.24 2.02 1.9__6
• 700 3.86 3.50 3.35 2.89 2.54 2.43
1.000 4.97 4.91 4.79 4.09 3.49 3.18
1.500
2.0O0
•75 .65 63 .67
.46 .42 41 .43
.40 .42 43 .43
.37 .41 42 .40
.24 .27 26 .25
• 18 17 . 17















. 17 . 19 . 19
.18 .19 .20 .20
• 27 .27 .28 ,29
.38 ,37 .38 .39
•5_____3 .5I .49 .51




2.42 2.40 2.33 2.23
,74 .64 .56 .48
.56 49 .41 .33
.46 41 .33 .25
.36 33 .28 .21
.25 24 ,21 .19










3.07 3.03 2.92 2.79 2.67 2.59 2.59
6.30 6.39 6.61 5.85 4.98 4.3____34.10 4.05 4.04 4.06 4.02 3.88 3.74 3.62 3.54 3.64
6.52 6.77 7.38 6.94 6.15 5.41 5.10 5,03 5.05 5.11 5.08 4.94 4.81 4.72 4.62 4.75
3,000 6.07 5.39 7.46 7.76 7.54 7.06 6.74 6.68 6.77 6,93 6.92 6.82 6.73 6.60 6.31 6.30
5.000 5.79 5.73 6.78 7.57 8.15 8.39 8.31 8.27 8.57 8.71 8.64 8.50 8.20 7.59 6.75 6.19
7.000 5.46 5.31 6.21 7.12 8.03 8.77 9.12 9.18 9.27 9.20 8.98 8.70 8.16 7.35 6.26 5.47
10.000 4.93 4.93 5.69 6.57 7.61 8.74 9.64 9.95 9.44 8.94 8.57 8.09 7.57 6.75 5.63 4.84
15.000 4.43 4.7__4 5.33 5.95 6.72 7.60 8.28 8.55 8.39 7.91 7.59 7.10 6.57 5.92 5.06 4.43
20.000 4.13 4.61 5.09 5.47 5.92 6.36 6.63 6.77 6.86 5.71 6.59 6.30 5.88 5.38 4.76 4.32
average ozone (ppmv) for June
latitude

























.80 .78 .59 .47
.50 ,50 .38 .34
.35 .37 .34 35
• 27 .30 .30 31
21 .22 .21 30
- .18 .17 .16 15
- .18 .17 .17 16
- .31 .30 .28 26
- .45 .45 .41 38
- .58 .57 .56 57
- .82 .82 .83
- 1.06 1.04 1.05
- 1.5_._....331.44 1.44
2,46 2.42 2,26 2.02 1,98
• 47 • 54 • 62
.38 .41 .43
• 38 .39 .36
• 31 .30 .28
.19 .19 • 18



















8_8 . 8__& 8_9_o 8__0_o
1.11 1.08 1.031.0!,
__ 1.4__._.991.45 1.39 1.3.__._5















.94 .88 ,72 57













3.56 3.54 2.96 2.56 2.46
5.01 5.18 4.29 3.56 3.30
6.50 7.11 6.19 5.06 4.51
6.77 7,74 7.27 6.16 5.55




4.825.19 5.93 6.48 7.04











2.45 2.44 2.41 2.30 2.16
3.16 3.13 3.05 2.88 2.88
4.19 4.15 3.98 3.73 3.49
5.21 5.20 5.014.73 4.49
6.94 7.02 6.84 6.59 6.38
8.72 8.78 8.63 8.36 7.84
9.28 9.17 8.99 8.63 7.91
9.11 8.67 8.45 7.95 7.42
7.84 7.38 7.22 6.83 6.36
6.40 6.20 8.15 6.00 5.64
1.99 1.83 1.7l











TABIF 4 - continued
average ozone {?pmv) for July
latltude
-80" -70" -60" -50' -40" -30" -20" -i0" 0" 10" 20" 30" 40" 50" 60" 70" 80"
.003 - - .58
.005 - .34
.007 - - .24
.010 - - - .20
.015 - - - .21
.020 - .21
.030 - - .22
.050 - - .31
.070 - - .43
,I00 - - ,61
.150 - - .8g
.200 - - 1.
.300 - - l.
.500 - 2.05 2.14 2.
,700 - 2,85 3.03 2.
1.000 - 4.06 4.40 4.
1.500 - 5.62 6.28 5.
2.000 - 6.24 7.1"7 6.
3,000 - 6.22 7.38 7.
5.000 - 5.79 6.63 7.
7.000 - 5.39 5.91 6,
10.000 - 4.98 5.29 6.
15.000 - 4.74 5.08 5.


























• 34 .37 .40
• 33 .35 .36
• 28 ,28 .27
• 17 . 16 . 16
. 14 . 14 . 14
. 16 . 17 . 17
.25 .25 .25
.36 ,36 .36
.5._.% . 55 .5__.6
.8._& .8_! .85


















8___8 . B_A 8..._/2
.85 .93 80 .58
.55 .52 40 .31
.37 .30 23 .21
.23 .19 16 .17







1.12 1.09 1.04 1.00 .98 .95
1.50 1.51 1.46 1.39 1.32 1.26 1.19
1.9__9 1.99 t.99 2.00 2.00 t.93 1.81 1.68. 1.55 1.44
2.44 2.44 2.44 2.48 2.49 2.39 2.20 2.00 1.82 1.66
3, 23 3. 19 3. 18 3.22 3. 19 3.01 2.76 2.52 2.30 2. 14
4.39 4.31 4.29 4.31 4.18 3.91 3.61 3.32 3.08 2.97
5.47 5.38 5.37 5.38 5.21 4.90 4.59 4.28 4.03 3.97
7.16 7.12 7.15 7.18 6.98 6.68 6.37 6.00 5.66 5.64
8.62 8.76 8.87 8.85 8.67 8.34 7.88 7.11 6.21 5.84
8.98 9.26 9.34 9.17 8.99 8,59 7,97 6.98 5.79 5.18
8.77 9.11 9.08 8.65 8,45 7.95 7.23 6.28 5.14 4.50
7.53 7.81 7.79 7.35 7.19 6.80 6.22 5.45 4.51 3.95
6.14 6.31 6.41 6.17 6.08 5.91 5.55 4.94 4.14 3.68
average ozone (ppmv)
lat%tude
p (mb) -80" -70" -60" -50" -40" -30" -20 ° -I0" O"
for August
10" 20" 30" 40" 50" 60" 70" 80"
,003 .62 .65 .69
.005 - ,37 .40 43
.007 - .26 .29 32
010 - .23 25 28
015 - .25 23 24
,020 - 24 .20 19
.030 - .24 .19 17
.050 - .33 .32 31
.070 - 44 .47 48
.100 - .60 .6t 62
.150 - .84 .85 88
.200 - 1.01 1,09 1.I2 1.
.300 - 1.18 1.561.58 I.
.500 - 1,90 1.90 2.19 2.22 2.
.67 .61 .60 .61 .52 .65 .68
43 .41 .40 .40 .41 .44 .46
34 .35 .36 .36 .36 .38 .36
30 .32 .31 .30 .30 .31 .27
24 .22 .19 .18 .18 .19 .17
18 ,16 .14 .14 .14 .15 .14
17 .17 ,15 .!6 16 .17 lq
30 .26 .25 .25 .25 .25 .24
44 .38 .36 .36 .35 .34 .35
59 .5_ ,52 .53 .53 .52 .52
87 .82 .79 .79 .7___99.79 .80















.65 .67 .60 . 44
.41 .4t .35 .24
.29 .28 .22 18
.20 . 18 . 15 15
.15 .14 .14 13




.52 . 53 .54
. 77 .75 .73
.9.___& . 9__2 . 9._..2
1.43 1.40 1,39. 1.43 1.46 1.45 1.38 1.30 1.23 1.18
1.97 1.95 1.94 1.97 2.02 1.98 1.85 1.74 1.64 1.56
.700 - 2.50 2.55 2.76 2.79 2.60 2.45 2.41 2.39 2.40 2.45 2.50 2.44 2.26 2.11 2.01 1.92
1.000 - 3.35 3.54 3.87 3.87 3.55 3.29 3.17 3.13 3.14 3.22 3.28 3.18 2.95 2.77 2.65 2.55
1.500 - 4.41 4.97 5.51 5.43 4.97 4.55 4.31 4.24 4.27 4.38 4.42 4.25 3.98 3.78 3.61 3.48
2.000 - 4.92 5,79 6.60 6.55 6.09 5.68 5.42 5.33 5.37 5.51 5.49 5.27 4.99 4.77 4.53 4.32
3.000 - 5.2I 6.35 7.57 7.78 7.54 7.37 7.23 7.16 7.20 7.32 7.23 6.94 6.64 6.34 5.86 5.43
5.000 5.34 6.14 7.42 8.06 8.32 8.65 9,04 9.07 9.15 9.07 8.69 8.31 7.81 7.06 6.18 5.30
7.000 5.29 5.59 6,73 7.56 8.10 8.72 9.46.9.54 9.60 9.39 8.93 8.45 7,73 6.78 5,69 4.68
10.000 - 5.11 4.94 5.88 6.74 7.36 8.14 9.43 9.51 9.53 9,16 8.60 8.01 7.13 6.11 4,94 4.06
15.000 - 4.53 4.59 5.33 5.99 6.43 6.98 7.74 7.84 7.89 7.58 7.19 6.78 6.06 5.21 4.28 3.62
20.000 4.14 4.53 5.16 5.59 5.78 5.96 6.22 6.31 6.43 6.26 6.05 5.84 5.35 4.66 3.95 3.45
17
p (ib) -80" -70" -60" -50"
TABLE 4 - contlnued
average ozone (ppmv) for September
latltude
















































• 58 .59 .64
• 33 .36 .39
• 26 .29 .33
.28 .31 .35
.32 .31 .32
• 30 .27 .25

















1.01 1.05 1.06 1.03 1.00
.77 .77 .75 .76
48 .48 48 .49
40 .38 38 .40
32 .30 29 .32
21 .20 19 .21
16 .16 15 .16
17 .16 16 .16
24 .23 24 .24
34 .33 34 .34
49 .50 49 .47
76 .76 74 .72













61 .60 .56 .46
37 .31 ,28 .21
29 .24 ,21 .16
25 .21 .19 .15
19 17 .16 .17
16 15 .15 .18
16 16 .I7 .21
.26 26 .27 .29
.38 39 .38 .38
.49 48 .49 .5.__.00
.73 70 .67 .67
.97 94 ,89 .86
1.35 1.40 1.47 1.48 1.43 1.41
I. 88 1.98 2. 10 2. 10 2.02 I. 96
2.34 2.48 2.67 2.64 2.47 2.38
3. 18 3.38 3.66 3.62 3.36 3. 16
4.38 4.72 5. I0 5.07 4.7I 4.35
5.16 5.72 6.23 6.26 5.90 5.50
5,89 6.86 7.58 7.80 7.63 7.36
5.94 6.86 7.76 8.45. 8.81 9,04
5.62 6.45 7.31 8.06 8.64 9.20
5.18 5.81 6.61 7.34 8.02 8.80
4.51 5.12 5.85 6.38 6.83 7.31
3.97 4.75 5, 42 5.79 6.00 6.14
1.41 1.38 1.36 1.38 1,40 1.40 1.40 1.36 1,28 1.25
I. 95 I. 93 I. 92 1.84 1.98 1.95 1,92 1.89 I, 87 1.93
2.36 2.35 2.36 2.38 2.40 2.38 2.36 2.37 2.41 2.48
3.06 3,04 3.07 3.15 3.23 3.23 3.23 3.30 3,37 3.34
4.13 4.08 4.15 4.34 4,48 4.51 4.54 4.86 4,69 4.33
5.21 5.13 5.21 5.45 5.60 5.59 5.60 5.67 5.52 4.87
7,08 5.97 7.04 7.25 7.31 7.17 7.03 6.82 6.23 5.22
8.99 8.96 8.9B 8.98 8.80 8.41 7.89 7.17 6,07 4,97
9.54 9.61 9.57 9.34 8,98 8.43 7.63 6.67 5,47 4.58
9.25 9.39 9.31 8.84 8,35 7.71 6.74 5.75 4.71 4.14
7.81 7.94 7,91 7.45 7.04 6.59 5.76 4.94 4. 13 3.75
6.30 6.38 6.42 6,15 5.92 5.71 5.18 4.54 3.89 3.53
average ozone (ppmv) for October
latitude































.24 .21 2u !U
.35 .33 32 31
.45 .45 44 43
.5___6 .55 .54 53
.78 .75 .75 76
.97 .93 .94 96
1.31 1.28 1.30 1.33
1.7......._6 1.79 1.86 1.92
,61 .80 .93 .87 .80 .84 .81 .76 .84
.45 .58 .66 .60 .53 .55 .54 .51 .55
44 .50 .52 .47 .42 .43 .42 .39 .42
45 .44 .39 ,34 .33 .33 .32 .30 .30
35 .31 .26 .24 .24 .24 .23 .22 .22
25 .23 .19 .19 .19 .20 .18 .18 .18
.18 .17 .17 .18 .18 .17 .16 .16
• 29 .26 .26 .26 .25 .24 .24 .25
.41 .39 .38 .37 .36 .35 .35 .36
.50 ,48 .48 .46 .46 .45 .52 .53
.74 .74 ,73 .7] .69 .69 .79 .66
.96 .97 .96 .94 .92 .92 .93 .92
1.37 1.39 1.40 1.39 1.37 1.38 1.41 1.40










2.16 2.18 2.33 2.40 2.36 2.31 2.33 2.35 2.37
2.83 2.87 3. 10 3,22 3. 17 3.07 3.04 3.03 3.04
3.86 3.93 4.26 4.47 4.43 4.27 4.14 4.05 4.03
4.754.915.345.645.665.475.275.115.03
5.92 6.33 6.93 7.39 7,58 7.47 7.24 6.98 6.82
6.19 6.87 7.70 8.30 8,74 9.04 9.17 9,06 8.90
8,00 6.61 7.39 7.99 8.47 9.06 9.53 9.76 9.75
5.76 6.08 6,66 7.14 7.60 8.18 8.90 9.52 9.77
4.86 5.27 5.96 6.30 6.44 6.92 7.47 7.99 8.05




























1.97 2.07 2.16 2.16 2.09
2.44 2.68 2.84 2.88 2.94
3.44 3.80 4.05 4.06 3.97
4.96 5.41 5.66 5.49 4.96
6.09 6.42 6.49 6.07 5.26
7.41 7.30 6.92 6.18 5.18
8.01 7.33 6.75 5.92 5.03
7.79 6.91 6.24 5.52 4.81
7. 2______666.27 5.54 4.99 4.45
5.21 5.52 4.97 4.49 3.98
5.05 4.70 4. 19 3.62
18
p (mb) -80" -70" -60" -50"
TABIF 4 - contlnued
averaEe ozone (ppmv) for November
latltude














































67 .74 .82 84 .77 .76
48 ,54 .59 59 .55 .53
37 .42 .45 45 .43 .43
27 ,31 .32 33 .32 .33
19 .21 .22 23 .23 .24
18 .18 .18 18 .18 .20
21 ,20 .19 18 .17 .18
30 ,30 .28 27 .26 .25
41 .41 .40 39 .38 .37
52 .49 .46 46 .46 .46
74 ,73 .72 72 .72 .70
91 .93 .93 94 .94 .94
24 1.28 1.32 1.35 1.38 1,40















07 2. 15 2.21 2.26 2.30 2.36 2.40 2.3__7
63 2.72 2,78 2.86 2.9______!3.02 3.07 3.06
55 3.64 3.71 3.82 3.94 4.02 4.06 4.09
59 4.71 4.79 4.90 5.01 5,04 5.05 5.09
326,616.766,856.90 6.816,706.72
78 .84 .98 .97
54 .54 ,59 .52
43 .41 .41 .32
35 .33 .30 .24
26 ,25 .24 .25
20 .20 .20 .24
18 .18 .19 .24
26 .27 .28 ,31
38 .39 .41 .43
57 .58 .58 ,59
.73 .70 ,70 ,71
.95 ,96 .95 .92












29 7.93 8,40 8.67 8.82 8.69 8.36 8.35
1.961.992.082,192.092.09 1.84
2,31 2.37 2.60 2.87 2,98 2.89 2.42
3.04 3,22 3.68 4. 14 4.24 3.98 3.24
4.194.605.345.875.765.264.14
5.26 5.76 5.46 6.77 6.38 5.78 4.55
692 7.25 743 7.18 6.45 5.88 474
8.27 8.03 7,46 6.78 6.04 5.67 4.29
6.03 6.45 7.09 7.84 8.49 8.97 9.34 9.41 9.11 9,01 8.70 8.08 7.01 6.26 5.67 5.39 3.82
5.58 5.87 6,46 7.11 7,76 8.41 9.00 9.45 9.43 9,32 8.73 7.83 5.39 5.72 5.31 5.00 3.42
5.05 5.26 5.81 6.22 6.67 7.23 7.74 8.178.23 7.93 7.46 6.78 5.78 5.33 4.98 4.52 3.18
4.67 4.90 5.40 5.64 5,89 6.22 6.46 6.61 6.53 6.37 618 5.82 5.30 5.05 4.68 4. II 301
average ozone (ppmv) for December
latitude

























.54 ,70 79 .80
28 35 44 •52
.20 22 27 ,35
.17 17 19 .23
.17 17 17 .17
.18 18 17 .16
.22 21 20 .19
.33 30 29 .28
.43 41 40 ,39
,58 57 52 .50
.78 77 76 .75














.66 .58 .57 ,55 .52 .60 .79 94 .96
47 .44 ,45 .45 ,42 4t .49 .58 .57
36 .37 .40 .41 .39 .36 .36 .37 .33
26 .28 .33 .33 .33 .34 .31 .27 .21
19 .20 .22 .22 ,23 .26 .27 .26 .24
15 .16 .17 .17 .18 20 .23 ,25 •27
16 .16 .17 .17 .I7 17 .19 ,23 .31
25 .24 .25 .25 .24 .26 .30 .34 .39
38 .36 .35 .35 ,35 .39 .45 .49 .51
49 .51 ,50 .49 .48 .49 .65 .71 .70
77 .77 .7__44 .7t ,72 .72 .76 .80 .99
•97 .94 .94 .971.021.041.25
1.99 1.36 1.37 1,42 1.48 1.50 1.78
1.98 1.98 1.98 1,97 1.99 2,09 1,94 1,94 1.71 1.5_
2352.382.572.722.682.212.15
96 1.00 1.0I
1.22 1.26 1.29 1.33 1.40 1.42
1.55 1.65 1.77 1.86 1•93 1.97
1.65 1.77 1.94 2.10 2.21 2.29 2.34 2.40 2.4,1 2.41
2,11 2.23 2.42 2.57 2.72 2.86 2.99 3.11 3.18 3,15 3.13 3.25 3.63 3.92 3.74 3.00 2.93
2.923.003.193,343.533.774.01 4.184.274_294.354.665.275.595.104.144,03
3.90 3.95 4.13 4.31 4.54 4.81 5.08 5.25 5.32 5.35 5.45 5.80 6376.49 5,79 4.86 4.72
5.61 5.64 5,83 6.16 6.45 6.71 6.96 7,04 6.99 6.97 7.02 7.18 7.31 6.92 6.10 5.39 5.21
6.27 6.46 7.03 7.71 8. 18 8.57 8.90 8.8,___.98.55 8,26 7,97 7,74 7.28 6.54 5.94 5.19 4.98
5.796.136.997,828,478,979.389.499.088,668.107.626.896.075.694.814.62
4.99 5.40 6.40 7,41.., 8,16 8.75 9.24 9.60 9.36 8.79 7.90 7.25 6.38 5.65 5.42 4.37 4.25
4.354.725.625.417.01 7.447.778.047.937.536876.445.855.425.104.084.0[3
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Figure 8. Monthly zonal mean ozone volume mixing ratios (ppmv) as function of
latitude (deg) and pressure (mb) for (a) March, (b) September, (c) June, and (d)
December.
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Figure 9. Annual variation of ozone volume mixing ratio in percent of annual mean
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Figure 10. Semiannual variation of ozone volume mixing ratio in percent of the
annual mean at 30°S and 30°N latitude.
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latltude semleLnnual variations In the two hemispheres and evidence of proI_atlon from the
mesosphere Into the stratosphere.
Shown In Fig_re 11 Is the vertical structure of global mean ozone (weighted by cosine of
latitude) _Lnd the maximum and minimum extremes of the tabulated values.
For convenience, Table 5 11sts conversion factors for deriving common units for ozone
meaSUrements from volume mixing ratio.
Tabulated in Table 6 are the zonal mean ozone volume mixing ratios (ppmv) as a function of
height and latltude using the conversion from pressure to height given by Barnett and
Corney [29].
5. ANNUAL MEAN MIDLATITUDE MODEL
The Erueger and Mlnzner annual mean ozone reference model [3}of 45"N based on balloon and
rocket data is compared here wlth thls set of reference models. The Krueger and Hi nzner
model has proven to be very useful 2Lnd w_ included In the U. S. Standard Atmosphere, 197B.
Data from rocket soundings in the latitude range of 45"N ± 15", results of balloon soundings
at latltudes from 41"N to 47"N, B_nd latltude gradients from Nimbus 4 BUV observations were
combined to glve this eB.pller estimate of the B.nnual mee_n ozone concentration and Its
varlablllty at heights up to 74 km for an effective latltude of 45"N.
Shown in FlgLu_e 12a Is a compB_'Ison of the vertlcal structure of the B.rLnual meB.n volume
mixing ratio given by Krueger and Mlnzner [3]'wlth that of the _nnuaI mea__ determined by
averaging the monthly values at 40" and 50"N based on satellite data given in Table 4. As
may be detected, there Is good agreement between the balloon and rocket measurement model B.nd
the satelllte measurement model. Thls agreement Is even more noteworthy considering the lack
of 1ongitudlnal coverage in the balloon B.nd rocket measurement model. Sho_ro In Figure 12b
Bre the percent differences of the Krueger and Mlnzner model [3] from the _n_ual mean model
based on Table 4 values. Below altitudes of 0. Z mb, the agreement Is generally within 1OZ.
Above 0.2 mb, differences B.s IBrge a_ 45Z occur, but differences at all levels are within the
error bars indicated by the Krueger _nd HInzner model. Both models glve maximum mixing
ratios ne_u_ 5 mb.
Shown in Figure 13 Is a comparison of the BJ_nual me_Ln vertical ozone distribution from
ozonesonde data from Hohenpeissenberg (FRO} (4g'N, 11"E} over the period 19BT-1985 and from
Thalwil-Payerne (Swltzerl_nd) (47"N_7"E) over the period 1967-1982 wlth the 47.3"N zonal
average Bnnual meB_ based on the satelllte data. Also the BJ_.nual meBo vertical structure of
Umkehr data from Arosa (Switzerland) 1955-1983 is compared. These threedata sets were
generously provided by R. BoJkov [S4]. Considering that the ozonesonde and Umkehr data do not
represent a zonal average but do represent conditions over a period of many years, the
agreement is very good. Comparisons month by month of the ozonesonde data show better than
fOX a_h-eement with the zonal meB.n mixlng ratios but show evidence of local phB._e shifts
_el_tlv_ to the zonal _e_ ,'_r_ti_ms. A num_e: of other comparisons have been made with
these satellite ozone reference models [B5-BB]
6. MODELS OF TOTAL OZONE-VERTICAL STRI.ETURE RELATION
M_teer et aJ. [6] developed models of the vertical structure of ozone as a function of total
coItunn ozone and Iatltude. The models were based on balloon and rocket data. These models
of the relatlon of total ozone to vertlcal structure are incorporated here. Shown in Figure
14a are low-latltude {about t25") profiles for ozone mixing ratlos for total column ozone of
200, 230, 250 and 300 Dobson units {left to right). Shown in Figure 14b B.re slmllar
mld-latltude (_25 to 58") profiles for total colwnn ozone In increments of 50 Dobson units
from 200 to $50 Dobson units (left to right}. Finally, shown in FIKure 14c are similar
hlgh-latltude (_58 to B0") profiles for total column ozone in increments of S0 Dobson units
from 200 to 650 Dobson units {left to right}. Note that the substantial vsrtabllity In
mixing ratio extends to lower pressures {higher altitudes) at the higher latitudes.
Tabulations of the models are found In [B].
7. OTHER SYSTEMATIC VARIATIONS
A number of systematic variations of ozone in addition to latitudinal-seasonal variations
have been analyzed. For brevity only a few references a__e included here. Empirical analyses
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Figure 11. Global mean vertical structure
of ozone volume mixing ratio (ppmv)
(weighted by cosine of latitude) and the
maxima and minima of Table 4 monthly
latitudinal profiles.
TABLE 5. Unlt Conversion
To convert from volume mixing ratio (ppmv) to
the units below, multiply by:
MASS MIXING RATIO (ppmm) 1.657
MASS DENSITY (kg.m -2 ) 1.657- lO-°.pt
Ig
NUMBER DENSTTY (m -3) 2,079.10 "Pt
PARTIAL PKESSURE (nb) __t
where Pt is the total atmospherlc pressure |n mb
(I mb = 100 pascal} B.nd Pt Is the total atmospheric
density In kg,m -3 at a given altitude.
Total column burden [fl) In atm'cm
{I atm-cm : I000 Dobson units) above a given pressure (p0)
cBun be calculated by Integrating pRrtlal pressure p[O 3)
wlth respect to In(pt) :
Po




TABLE 6. Zonal Mean Ozone Mixing Ratios (ppmv) as functlon of altitude
average ozone (ppmv} for January
latltude
-80" -70" -60" -50" -40" -30* -20" -10" O" 10" 20" 30" 40" 50" 80" 70" 80"
80 .16 .15 .15 .18 .20 .23 .26 .28 .29 .31 .31 .28 .24
75 .26 .22 .19 .17 .15 .14 .15 .15 .15 .16 .19 .23 .27
70 .48 .44 .40 .35 .30 .25 ,24 .25 .26 .25 .25 .26 .27
65 .82 .79 .76 .69 .64 .60 .57 .56 .54 .53 .53 .54 .64
60 1.16 1.19 1.22 1.20 1.19 1.17 1.11 1.04 1.01 1.01 1.03 1,04 1.00
55 1.56 1.85 1.76 1.83 1.87 1.86 1.78 1.68 1.65 1.67 1.70 I. 74 1.78
50 2.36 2.43 2.55 2.63 2.73 2.77 2.71 2.62 2.60 2.62 2.65 2.77 2.92
45 3.90 3.90 4.03 4.10 4.19 4.28 4.31 4.29 4.30 4.36 4.50 4.75 4.92
40 5.82 5.89 6.22 6.56 6.80 6.98 7.14 7.23 7.21 7.19 7.15 7.07 6.86
35 5.53 5.97 6.94 7.78 8.43 8.91 9,31 9.62 9.36 8.95 8.34 7.72 7.20
30 4.09 4.61 5.79 6.74 7.51 8.04 8.52 9.06 9.01 8.47 7.54 6.83 6.37







2.78 2,53 2.11 1.86
4.69 4.14 3.32 2.96
6.40 5.64 4.83 4.38
6.61 6.14 5.51 5.26
5.93 5.81 5,07 5.06
5.46 5.01 4.30 4.18
average ozone (ppmv) for February
alt. latitude
z(km) -80" -70" -60" -50" -40" -30" -20' -10" O' I0" 20" 30' 40" 50" 60" 70' 80"
80 .13 .13 .15 .17 .21 .26 .31 .31 .32 .34 .36 .33 .27 .23 .19 .14
75 .21 .19 .18 .16 .14 .15 .15 .16 .17 .17 .19 .23 .29 .31 .29 .25
70 . 40 • 38 . 37 • 33 . 29 . 26 . 26 .26 .26 . 28 . 27 . 27 .26 • 28 . 36 • 42 -
65 .74 .71 .69 .67 .63 .60 .59 .58 .57 .$5 .54 .54 .51 .55 .53 .56 -
60 1.15 1.15 1.17 1.19 1.21 1,18 1.12 1.08 1.06 1.07 1.07 1.02 .93 .85 .79 .87 -
55 1.65 1.67 1.76 1.83 1.89 1.87 1.78 1.71 1.70 1.73 1.75 1.73 1.67 1.57 1.45 1,51 -
SO 2.67 2.61 2.65 2.75 2.85 2.86 2.74 2.59 2.55 2.61 2.67 2.75 2.83 2.82 2.75 2.58 2.26
45 4.30 4.22 4.26 4.34 4.43 4.46 4.35 4.13 4.04 4.17 4.38 4.66 4.95 4.93 4.63 4.13 3.34
40 5.65 5.99 6.39 6.64 6.87 7.06 7.08 7.03 6.97 6.98 7.03 7.23 7.21 6.77 6.18 5.64 4.95
35 5.05 5.93 6.95 7,56 8.16 8.84 9.31 9.73 9.59 9.29 8.90 8.31 7,61 6.96 8.49 6.39 6,15
30 3.65 4.41 5.62 6.46 7.26 8.02 8.69 9.34 9.42 8.93 8.18 7.17 6.50 6.29 6.13 6.42 6.12
25 3.02 3.43 4,19 4,54 4.90 4.98 5.06 5.08 4.95 4.90 5.10 5.30 5.46 5.59 5.59 5.39 5.28
average ozone [ppmv) for March
ai_. latitude
z(km)' -80" -70" -60" -50" -40" -30" -20" -I0" O" 10" 20" 30" 40" 50" 60" 70' 80"
80 .12 .19 .21 .25 .31 .34 .33 .29 .28 .30 .33 .37 ,38
75 • 16 • 15 . 15 . 15 • 16 . 16 • 16 , 16 •16 . 17 •18 .21 . 29
70 • 28 • 28 .28 • 27 . 27 . 27 . 27 . 27 . 26 . 26 . 27 • 28 . 27
65 , 53 • 53 . 55 . 57 • 58 • 58 • 59 • 60 • 58 . 57 • 55 . 53 • 53
60 .95 .96 1.02 1.09 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.12 1.12 1,11 1.06 1.02 .98
55 1.55 1.59 1.67 1.76 1.82 1.79 1.78 1,79 1.80 1.80 1.79 1.75 1.68
50 2.87 2.76 2.73 2.80 2.84 2.79 2.71 2.66 2.65 2.67 2.73 2.76 2.71
45 4.71 4.83 4.65 4.63 4.63 4.54 4.32 4.06 3.99 4.09 4.31 4.51 4.64
40 5.40 6.16 6.66 6.93 7.05 7.11 6.99 6.63 6.50 6.65 6.90 7.11 7.37
35 5.01 5.86 6.79 7.45 8.02 8.56 9.07 9.43 9.43 9.31 9.05 8.68 8.37
30 4.00 4.34 5.32 6.25 7,03 7.85 8.68 9.51 9.79 9.38 8.67 7.81 7.06
25 3.44 3.66 4.12 4.57 4.82 4.97 5.08 5.15 5.10 5.14 5.32 5.44 5.40
• 34 ,28 .22 . 16
,36 .39 .36 ,28
• 29 ,35 .45 .45
• 52 .52 .54 .56
.92 .84 .82 .82
1.59 1.52 1.'48 1.51
2.64 2.67 2.74 2.77
4,75 4.83 4.72 4,43
7.34 7,02 6.54 6.08
7.88 7.25 6.64 6.50
6.54 6.16 6.01 6.16
5.42 5.45 5.50 5.40
24
TABLE 6 - contlnued
average ozone (ppmv] for Aprll
alL. latitude
z[km) -80" -70" -60" -SO" -40" -30" -20" -10" O" 10" 20" 30" 40" 50" 60 ° 70" 80"
80 .25 .30 ,34 .33
75 .28 .23 .18 .16
70 .27 .23 .25 .27
65 .46 .51 .55 .59
60 .86 .97 1.04 1.10
55 - I. 60 1.70 1.73 1.76
50 2.59 2.67 2.70 2.78 2.85 2.79
45 4.61 4.87 4.92 5.06 4.95 4.69
40 5.65 6.32 6.77 7.08 7.25 7.26
35 5.00 5.63 5.49 7.11 7.71 8.45
30 4.29 4.52 5.15 5.66 6.58 7.57
25 3.40 3.91 4,42 4.62 4,78 5.04
.31 .32 .32








9.05 9. 15 9.02
8.57 9.44 9,71
5.17 5.26 5.25
.32 .34 .41 .45 .44 .41 .36 .26
.16 .17 .20 .25 .28 .31 .34 ,32
• 28 .29 .30 .31 .32 .32 .35 .39
.58 .57 .56 .56 .56 .57 .57 .57
1.13 1.10 1.08 1.07 1.03 .98 ,95 .94
1.84 1.83 1.80 1.75 1.68 I.-63 1.61 1.60
2.75 2.79 2.80 2.70 2.58 2.57 2.63 2,73
4.21 4.34 4.44 4.36 4.26 4.30 4.41 4.49
6.73 7.00 7.13 7.18 7,14 7.07 6.81 6.28
9,10 9.02 8.78 8.66 8.35 7.63 6.77 5,96
9.32 8.66 8.14 7.51 6.87 6.20 5.62 5.36
5.35 5.51 5.58 5.45 5.27 5.07 5.02 5.08
alt.
z(km) -80" -70" -60"
average ozone (ppmv) for Hay
latitude



















.30 .31 .32 ,36 .40 ,40
.23 . 18 . 17 . 17 . 17 . 17
. 24 . 23 . 27 . 28 . 28 . 29
.45 .52 .57 .63 .64 .62
.87 .97 1.08 1.16 1.18 1.16
1,68 1.73 1.73 1.81 1.86 1.86
2.90 2.91 2.85 2.82 2.81 2.80
5.45 5.41 4.96 4.54 4.36 4.31
7.41 7,52 7,41 7.07 6.81 6.75
6.79 7.45 8. 10 8.58 8,74 8.75
5.62 6.34 7.21 8.20 9.00 9.29
4.83 4.98 5. 15 5.22 5. 17 5.22
.38 ,35 .35 .34 .32 .28 ,24 ,19
.17 . 17 .19 .19 .20 .19 . 19 .21
.29 • 30 . 30 • 32 . 34 • 35 . 38 • 42
.62 .82 .61 .61 .64 .67 .69 .70
1.16 1.16 1.15 1.14 1,14 1.13 I.II 1.10
1.85 1.86 1.86 1,83 1.78 1.72 1,67 1.63
2.80 2.82 2.81 2.73 2.63 2.54 2.49 2.50
4.31 4.36 4.35 4.24 4. 12 4.07 4.05 4.21
6.86 7.04 7.04 6.94 6.84 6.70 5.42 6.34
8.94 8.98 8.83 8.61 8.18 7.45 6.44 5.70
8.95 8,43 8.08 7.60 7.07 6.32 5.31 4.60
5.45 5.53 5.58 5.47 5.17 4.82 4.41 4.15
alt.
z(km)
average ozone {ppmv) for June
latitude













- .30 .31 .30 .31 .31
- .18 . 17 .16 .15 .15
24 .28 .28 .27 .27
.52 .56 ,61 .64 .64
- ,93 1,05 1,15 1.19 1.19
- 1.66 1.68 1.78 1,84 1.94
2.35 2.71 2.84 2.81 2.86 2.86 2.84
4.69 5.45 5.43 4.95 4.67 4.51 4.44
6.70 7.67 7.67 7.25 7.04 6.96 6.93
5.86 6.53 7,44- 7.89 8.37 8.70 8.89
5. 12 5.28 6.32 7.02 7.59 8.29 8.63
4.63 5.07 5. 15 5.03 4.89 4.85 4.94
.30 .27 .26 .26 .23 .18 .16 .16
.15 .15 .16 .18 .20 .20 .21 .24
.27 .27 • 30 .32 .35 .38 • 43 .41
.65 .67 .66 .67 .73 • 79 • 83 .84
1.21 1.24 1.24 1.23 1.26 1.27 1.24 1.20
1.84 1.86 1.86 1,85 1.82 1.75 1.67 1.59
2.82 2.84 2.84 2.75 2.62 2.48 238 2,33
4.40 4.42 4.34 4.19 4.07 3.96 3.90 3.96
7.00 7.12 7.03 6.88 6.68 6.38 6.19 6.19
9.02 9.00 8,85 8.54 7.89 7.03 5.97 5 42
8.49 8.00 7.78 7.30 6.77 5.95 4.85 4.31




TABLE 6 - contlnued
average ozone (ppmv) for July
latitude
-80" -70" -60" -50" -40" -30" -20" -10" O" 10" 20" 30" 40" 50" 60" 70" 80"
80 - - ,22 .25 .28 .29 .28 .27 .27 .24 .24
75 - - .21 . 18 ,16 .15 ,14 .15 .16 .15 .15
70 - - .25 .24 .27 .26 .26 .26 .25 .24 .26
65 - .48 .55 .59 .61 .61 .61 .62 .64 .66
60 - - 1.00 1.10 1.15 1,15 1.15 1.17 1.22 1.26
55 - - - 1.72 1,75 1.79 1.80 1.79 1.79 1,83 1.88
50 - - 2.09 2.59 2.86 2.90 2.87 2.82 2.78 2.77 2.85 2.91
45 - - 3.94 5.00 5.29 5.00 4.74 4.55 4.45 4.42 4.50 4.48
40 - 6.11 7.23 7.49 7.29 7.21 7,17 7.11 7.14 7.23 7.14
35 - 6.04 6.77 7.36 7.94 8.38 8.81 9.01 9.11 9.03 8,87
30 - 5.18 5.28 6.20 6.80 7.43 8. 16 8,49 8.45 7.98 7.73
25 - 4.66 5.03 5.15 5.02 4.89 4.83 4,95 5.10 4.97 4.87
average ozone {ppmv) for August
alt. latitude
z(km) -80" -70" -60" -50" -40' -30" -20" -{0" O' 10" 20" 30"
.23 .21 .17 .16 .16
.16 .19 .20 .21 .25
.31 .35 .38 .43 .48
.69 .73 .79 .84 .85
1.27 1.28 1.29 1.27 1.21
1.88 1.84 1.77 1.67 1.56
2.85 2.70 2.54 2.42 2.33
4.35 4,20 4.05 3.92 3.94
6.96 6.78 6,44 8.03 5.95
8.52 7.95 6.99 5.82 5,18
7.24 6.55 5.69 4.66 4.06
4.80 4.63 4.18 3.57 3.24
40" 50' 60" 70" 80"
80 - .24 .26 .29 .30 .31 ,29 .28 .28 .29 .26
75 - .24 .21 .19 .18 .16 .15 .15 .15 .16 ,15
70 - .27 .24 .26 .28 .27 ,26 .26 .26 .26 .25
65 - .49 .53 .58 .59 .60 .60 .60 .60 .58 .59
60 - .88 .96 1.07 1.15 1.17 1.16 1.13 1.12 1.13 1.16
55 1.25 1.69 1.80 1.82 1.82 1.81 1.78 1.76 1.78 1.84
50 1.96 2.26 2.69 2.98 2.95 2.87 2.80 2.75 2.75 2.83 2.92
45 3.26 4.01 4.92 5.25 5.01 4.73 4,51 4.40 4,42 4.58 4.67
40 4.76 5.92 7,15 7.57 7.46 7.37 7,24 7.13 7.17 7.34 7.30
35 5.27 6.28 7.39 7.87 8,21 8.69 9.26 9.30 9.38 9.24 8.83
30 5.26 5.13 5.78 6.42 6.91 7.56 8.61 8.74 8.75 8.36 7.81
25 4.43 4.53 4.96 5.11 5.04 4.92 4.84 4.96 H. lO 4.99 4.87
.22 .19 .16 . 14 .14
, 14 .16 .17 . 18 .20
.27 .31 .34 ,36 .39
.62 .65 .67 .70 .71
1.20 1.20 1.17 1.15 1.12
1.86 1.80 1.73 1.67 1.61
2.91 2.77 2.66 2.58 2.50
4,60 4.44 4.31 4.16 4.01
7.09 6.84 6.49 6.02 5.49
8.40 7.75 6.85 5.79 4.81
7.28 6.45 5.52 4. 49 3.76
4.77 4.49 3.98 3.49 3. 18
average ozone (ppmv) for September
alt. latitude
z(km) -80" -70" -60' -50 ° -40" -30' -20" -10" C" IC" 23" 3C 49" 50" 60" 70" 80"
80 ,24 .27 .31 ,34 .36 .36 .33 .30 .28 .27 ,30 .31
75 .28 .30 .27 ,24 .21 .18 .17 .16 .16 ,16 .16 .16
70 .30 .30 .26 .26 .27 .28 .28 .26 .26 .26 .25 .24
65 .47 .51 .52 .55 .57 .57 .57 .58 .59 .57 .54 .52
60 - .89 .92 .99 1.06 1.11 1.14 1.16 1.13 1.16 1.09 1.08
55 - 1.44 1.54 1.67 1.74 1.79 1.82 1.83 1,80 1.78 1,78 1.78
50 2.06 2.19 2.43 2.76 2.92 2.87 2.82 2.78 2.74 2.75 2,79 2.82
45 3,38 3.65 4.20 4.82 5.03 4.85 4.62 4,41 4.31 4,37 4.56 4.69
40 4.84 5.32 6.28 7.21 7,64 7,61 7.43 7.18 7.00 7.06 7.28 7.34
35 5.39 6.02 6.85 7.66 8.28 8, 73 9. 12 9.28 9.28 9.27 9. 17 8.90
30 8.72 8.65 8. 16 7, 68
25 5.04 5.11 4.92 4.79
5.26 5.41 5.86 6.39 6.89 7.42 8,06 8.55
4.21 4.18 4,68 5.06 5,17 5.16 5.00 4.95
.30 .25 ,21 ,19 .16
. 16 . 16 , 15 . 16 . 19
.24 .25 .26 .26 .28
.52 .52 .50 .49 .50
1.07 1,06 1.00 .90 .85
1.75 1.71 1.63 1.53 1.51
2.81 2.76 2.72 2.64 2.60
4.70 4.69 4.71 4.59 4.18
7.20 7.03 6.77 6.14 5,16
8.42 7.76 6,92 5.82 4.83
7.11 6.24 5.36 4.45 3.98
4.74 4.49 4.07 3.60 3.28
26
TABLE 5 - contlnued
average ozone (ppmv] for October
alt. latltude
z(km) -80" -70" -60" -50" -40" -30" -20" -10" O' 10" 20" 30" 40" 50" 60" 70" 80"
80 .28 .36 .40 .42 .40 .35 ,31 .31 .31 .29
75 .24 .23 .22 .22 .20 .18 .18 .19 .19 .17
70 .37 .35 .34 .32 .31 .29 .29 .28 .27 .26
65 .61 .59 .58 .56 .56 .56 .56 .55 .54 .53
SO 1.04 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.06 1.10 1.13 1.13 1.11 1,11
55 1.56 1.58 1,64 1.87 1.73 1.79 1.84 1.86 1.86 1.85
50 2.34 2.42 2.63 2.73 2.75 2.73 2.76 2.78 2.78 2.78
45 3.69 3.86 4.26 4.51 4.59 4.52 4.45 4.36 4.31 4.36
40 5.44 5.94 6.70 7.23 7.53 7.51 7.35 7.09 6.91 6.94
35 6.20 6.86 7.61 8.17 8.61 9,05 9.37 9.43 9.33 9.29
30 5.82 6.09 6.47 6.79 6.98 7,55 8.20 8.80 8.99 9.09
25 4.07 4.53 5.27 5.29 5. 10 S.09 5.07 4.97 4.93 5.02
.28 .29 .31 .29 .24 .19 .12
.17 .17 .17 .20 .25 .27 .22
• 26 .25 .24 .22 .25 .34 .33
.60 .55 .55 .51 .46 .43
1.09 1.03 .95 .87 .78 .74
1.81 1.73 1.65 1.60 1.51 1.38
2.75 2.70 2.74 2,78 2.71 2.51 2.26
4.50 4.64 4.90 5.09 5.00 4.53 4.07
7.14 7.26 7.25 7.07 6.74 6.11 5.25
9.18 8.74 7.92 7.21 6.68 5.93 5.06
8.67 7.85 6.90 6.00 5.39 4.91 4.43
4,94 4.82 4.71 4.59 4.38 3.93 3.42
average ozone (ppmv) for November
alt. , latitude
z(km) -80' -70" -60" -50" -40" -30" -20" -I0" O" I0" 20" 30" 40" 50" 60" 70" 80"
80 .16 .18 .22 .25 ,28 .29 .29 .31 .33 .34 .34 .32 .32 .27 .21 -
75 ,23 .21 .21 .19 .19 .18 .18 .19 .19 .18 ,19 .20 .20 .24 .24 -
70 .43 .41 .39 .37 .34 .32 .30 .29 .27 .26 .27 .26 .25 .26 .34 -
65 .73 .71 .68 .64 .60 .58 .56 .54 .54 .55 .61 .58 .54 .49 .46 -
60 1.17 1.17 1.16 1.15 1.15 1.14 1.13 1.12 1.10 1.10 1.09 1.02 .89 .78 .79 -
55 1.55 1.70 1 76 1 79 1.82 1.84 1.85 1.85 1.85 I. 84 1.80 1.72 1.63 1.48
50 2.40 2.45 2.57 2.61 2.63 2,66 2.71 2.75 2.78 2.76 2.68 2.65 2.67 2.66 2.43 2.17 1.77
45 3.98 4.00 4.13 4.14 4.13 4,17 4.26 4.27 4.29 4.32 4,37 4.58 4,96 5.00 4.60 3.97 3.03
40 6.10 6.27 6.53 6.80 6.91 6.97 7.00 6.87 6.74 6.75 5.89 7.07 7.14 6.96 6.40 5.78 4.42
35 6. 18 6.57 7. 16 7.87 8.45 8.83 9. 10 9.04 8.72 8.67 8_47 8.05 7.36 6.77 6. I0 5.74 4. 50
30 5.37 5.58 6.13 6.65 7.21 7.84 8.40 8.88 8.91 8.71 8.18 7.41 6.19 5.64 5.29 5.04 3.53
25 4.35 4.62 4.94 5.01 5.08 5.22 5.26 5.26 5.12 5.05 5.05 4.97 4.81 4.75 4,45 3.96 2.98
average ozone (ppmv) for December
alt. latitude
z(km) -80" -70" -60' -50" -40" -30" -20" -10" O" 10" 20" 30" 40" 50" 60" 70" 80"
80 . 17 .17 .17 .19 .22 .23 .26 .30
75 .26 .23 .22 .19 .17 .15 .16 .17
70 .51 .47 ,42 .38 .35 .31 .28 .28
65 .85 .82 .77 .71 .66 ,64 .62 .58
60 1.23 1.25 1.26 1,23 1.22 1.22 1. 19 1. 12
55 1.58 1.66 1.76 1.83 1.88 1.89 1.86 1.82
50 2.31 2.38 2.49 2.55 2.64 2.71 2.74 2.76
45 3.87 3,88 3.95 3.98 4.07 4.18 4.29 4.36
40 6.04 6,08 6.26 6.53 6.74 6.90 7.04 7.04
35 5.84 6.18 7.00 7.79 8.37 8.80 9.14 9.17
30 4.57 4.95 5.91 6.83 7.54 8.09 8.55 8.92
25 3.75 3.94 4.56 4.86 5.07 5. 18 5. 16 5.08
.30 .31 .32 .30 .29 .27 -
.17 .17 .19 .22 .25 .26 -
.27 .26 .27 .29 .29 .33 - -
.56 .56 55 .TO .64 .55 -
1.08 1.08 1.I0 1.08 .97 1.03 - -
1.80 1.80 1.79 1.74 1.68 1.79 - -
2.79 2.76 2.73 2.70 2.66 2.42 2.11 1.67 1.54
4.42 4.44 4.51 4.67 4.93 4.66 3.93 2,84 2.58
6.95 6.94 6.97 7.03 7.04 6.68 5.84 4.69 4.33
8.78 8.43 8.03 7.89 7,19 6.54 5.98 5,28 5.13
8.76 8,27 7.48 6.93 6.21 5.60 5.42 4.52 4,48
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Figure 12. Comparison of annual mean ozone volume mixing ratio (ppmv) at 45°N based
on the satellite data model of Table 4 and based on the balloon and rocket data model of
Krueger and Minzner [3], On the left (a) is shown the vertical structure in the two
models and on the right (b) the percent difference from the satellite data model of the
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Figure 13. Comparison of annual mean ozone reference model with annual means of
long-term balloon and Umkehr measurements.
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Figure 14. Variation of ozone mass mixing ratio with total ozone (from Mateer et al. [6]).
(a) low-latitude ozone profiles for total ozone of 200, 230, 250, and 300 Dobson units
(b) midlatitude ozone profiles for total ozone of 200, 250 .... 550 Dobson units
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Figure 15. Biennial component of zonal mean ozone variation based on 7 years of
Nimbus 4 BUV measurements. Contour interval is 2 Dobson units; solid lines are
positive and the shaded area with dashed lines negative (Tolson, [13]).
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Figure 16. Variation of global yearly average total column ozone expressed as
percent deviation from the mean based on ground-based Dobson spectrophotometers
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Figure 17. Vertical prof'fle of the ozone diurnal variation calculated in a one-
dimensional model and the corresponding values obtained from LIMS data after
correction for non-LTE effects, assuming quenching rates of 1 and 2 x 10 -14 cm 3
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Figure 18. Comparison of Nimbus 7 LIMS measurements of zonal mean ozone and
temperature obtained within 20 ° of the equator (Keating et al.[73]).
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solar rotation varlatlons [72-75,123] , diurnal variations [37,38,76,77] , longitudinal
variations [2, 11,78,79],volcanlc eruptions [69,80], possible response to nuclear explosions
[81], long-term trends [71,82,83], 4-year oscillations [14], response to stratospheric
temperature [84-86], response to sudden winter warmlngs [87], and response to solar proton
events [88,89].
The quaslbtenntal variation in ozone Is thought to be related to the quaslblennlal variation
in equatorial zonal winds [90]. Shown in Figure 15 [13] is the biennial component of the
zonal mean total ozone variation based on 7 years of Nimbus 4 BUV data. The contour interval
is 2 Dobson units w_th the solid lines posltlve and the shaded area with dashed lines
negative. Referring back to Figure 3, it _y be seen that In the low and midlatltude regions
the large Interannual variations correspond to regions of large quaslblennial variation.
However, since the variation is quaslblennlal as opposed to biennial, the phase indicated in
Figure 15 will change with time. There Is also evidence that the period of the quasibiennial
variation may vary somewhat wlth latitude [91] and that the latitude of maxlmum quaslblennlal
variation may vary somewhat wlth tlme [14].
Evidence has accumulated that variations In ozone with a period of the order of 11 years
occur at varlous locations. On the other hand, there has been a lack of consensus as to
whether these variations are related to the 11-year solar actlvlty, cycle. The early studies
which were performed were reviewed by Keatlng [70]. Recent empirical studies on the possible
response of ozone to 11-year solar variations include the works of Relnsel et al. [92] ,
Oehlert [93], Chandra [94], and Keatlng et al. [IS]. From a study of Umkehr data, Relnsel et
al. [92] estimate a 3Z variation in ozone over the solar cycle near 36 km superimposed on a
3Z per decade 11near decline which may be associated with anthropogenlc effects. Long term
variations In total column ozone have been detected using the global Dobson network. Shown
in Figure 16 are estlmates of percent variation In global mean ozone based on those
measurements as determined by Angell and Korshover [83]. Haxlmum values appear to occur near
the times of solar maxima. It has now been establlshed that there are solar UV variations of
the order of 5"/. at w_velengths between 180 end 208 nm associated with the 27-day rotation
period of the sun [9S,96]. Analyses of satellite data are indicating a clearly detectable
ozone response in both the stratosphere and mesosphere to these short-term solar variations
[72-75,97,98,123]. Peak positive responses are detected near 40 km and peak negative
responses {associated with solar Lyman-_ radiation) are detected near 70 km [ 123],
The SME mesospheric measurements from which the mesospherlc ozone models are based are
dayslde measurements. Observations end theoretical models show that mesospherlc ozone Is
higher on the night side [37,38,51,76.77,99-I03]. Shown In figure 17 is the nlght/day ozone
ratio at the equator {January 13. 1979) based on Nimbus 7 LIHS data after correcting for
non-LTE effects, assuming quenching rates of I and 2.10 -14 cm3s -l [37]. The photochemical
model results shown in the figure employ the photochemistry In the two-dlmensional model of
Garcla and Solomon [104]. The nlght/day ratios given in Figure 17 are also in good agreement
with the model of A11en et al, [Sl]. Thls model [SI] appears to be fairly consistent with
most of the measurements obtained at different latitudes, seasons, and altitudes of
• mesospherlc diurnal variations.
Due to the temperature dependence of rate constants in the mlddle atmosphere, temperature
decreases can result In Increases of upper atmospherlc ozone In regions approaching
photochemical equilibrium [84]. Other processes can also lead to negative correlations
between ozone and temperature [105]. The sensitivity of ozone to temperature varlatlons
reaches a maximum value near the stratopause of about 2Z increase in ozone per Kelvin
decrease In temperature. Shown In Figure 18 Is an example of the negative response of upper
stratospheric ozone to temperature variations [73]. Shown is the negative correlation
between zonal mean temperature and ozone from 2 mb Nimbus 7 LIMS measurements within 20' of
the equator. In addition to the stratospheric ozone response, the mesospherlc ozone is found
to be strongly affected by temperature variations [20].
• 8. RECENT RESULTS
The Inversion algorithm for the SAGE ozone data has been refined and the resulting SAGE data
was combined with the other satelllte data sets and used to generate improved reference
models [124]. However, the improved models are within 5Z of the tabulations provided here.
Also included In [ 124] are latitudinal seasonal models of nlghtslde mesospherlc ozone based
on the Nimbus 7 LIMS data. Results concernlng recent trends in column ozone and ozone
profiles are summarized in the most recent Ozone Trends Panel report (125]. This report also
identifies blames between measuring instruments.
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ABSTRACT
Improvements are provided here for the ozone reference model which is to be incorporated
in the COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere {CIRA). The ozone reference model will
provide considerable information on the global ozone dlstributlon, including ozone
vertical structure as a function of month and latitude from approximately 25 to 90 km,
combining data from flve recent satellite experiments (Nimbus 7 LIMS, Nimbus 7 SBUV, AE-2
SAGE, Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SME) UVS, and SME IR), The improved models described
here use reprocessed AE-2 SAGE data (sunset) and extend the use of SAGE data from 1981 to
the period 1981-1983. ]t is found that these SAGE data agree at all latitudes and months
with the ozone reference model within 15 percent and result in modifications in the
reference model of less than 4 percent. In the mesosphere, a model of nighttime
conditions (- I0 p.m,) has been added using Nimbus 7 LIM5 data between pressures of 0.5 mb
to 0.05 mb (- 54 to 7D km). Minimum nightside ozone mixing ratios occur at about 0.2 mb
(- 61 km). The ratio of nightslde LIMS data to dayside (- 3 p.m.) SME data gives diurnal
variations as large as a factor of 6 at the highest levels. At 0.1 mb (_ 66 km), the
night-day diurnal variation can exceed 3 and maximizes during solstice periods near 45
degrees in the summer hemisphere and near the Equator during equinoctial periods. Xhis
may largely result from the dayside ozone being more strongly photodissociated by the more
directly incident summer Sun at mid latitudes and the equinoctial Sun at the Equator.
Comparisons are shown between the ozone reference model and various non-satellite
measurements at different levels in the middle atmosphere.
INTRODUCTION
An ozone reference model is being developed for incorporation in the next COSPAR
International Reference Atmosphere (CIRA). Previous versions of Lhe Keating et el. model
are described in the ozone chapter in the "Draft Reference Middle Atmosphere" published in
Map Handbook Number 16 111 and in editions of Advan{es in Space Research 12, 3, 41. The
ozone vertical structure from - 25 to 90 km Is determined by combining results from five
contemporary satellite experiments: Nimbus 7 Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV),
Applications Explorer Misslon-2 Stratospheric Aero_cl Gas ExperimEnt (SAGE), Sola_
Mesosphere Explorer (SME) UV Spectrometer (SME-UVS), and SHE 1.27 Micron Airglow (SME-IR).
Total column ozone is determined using Nimbus 7 TOMS data. Monthly standard deviations in
the zonal mean ozone are provided for both the vertical structure and total column ozone,
indicators of the interannual variability are given, and models developed by 151 relating
verLIcal structure of ozone to total column ozone for low, medium, and high latitudes are
also included in the Keating and Young representation. A brief discussion is also
provided by Keating and Young II/ of the various systematic variations in ozone which have
been studied, including the annual and semiannual variations and quasi-biennial
oscillation, estimates of solar rotation and solar-cycle variations, diurnal variations,
longitudinal variations, possible variations with volcanic eruptions and nuclear
explosions, response to solar proton events, response to stratospheric temperature
variations, possible 4-year oscillations, and long-term trends.
In this paper, the models of vertical structure are improved using reprocessed AE-2 SAGE
data as one of the data sets for the period IgSl-lgB3. Previously, only SAGE data from
1981 had been used. Also, models of the nlghtslde mesospheric ozone are provided using
Nimbus 7 LIMS data from 0.5 mb to 0.05 mb (- 54 to 70 km). The reference model is
compared with various non-satellite measurements of ozone.
The pressure range and time intervals of the data used in these improved models are shown
in Table 1.
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TABLE I Satellite Data Used for Improved Ozone Reference Mode]s
Instrument Incorporated Incorporated
Pressure Range Time InteFval
Nimbus 7 LIMS 0.5 - 20 mb 11/78 - 5/79
0.05 - 0.5 mb (night) 11/78 - 5/79
Nimbus 7 SBUV 0.5 - 20 mb ]I/78 - 9/82
AE-2 SAGE 5 - 20 mb 2/79 - 11/81
SME UVS 0.07 - 0.5 mb 1/82 - 12/8]
SME IR 0.003 - 0.5 mb 1/82 - 12/83
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Comparison of ozone mixing ratios from five satellite experiments.
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Figure 2. Comparison of reprocessed SAGE ozone data with irnpmved reference model.
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Figure 4. Comparison between Krueger-
Minzner annual mean ozone model (45°N)
and model of ozone based on satellite data.
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Figure 5. Nimbus 7 LIMS measurements I _"" t ;of dayside equatorial ozone (J n, 13, 1979) F _ 1
before (LIMS LTE) and after (LIMS NLTE) r_ ]
"_ 1 I / UMS
k _\ L L'rEcorrection for non-LTE effects. The two LIMS e _ "'..\ k2 ','.. , ,_ ,_,s _-_
NLTE curves are for different quenching rates. __o __ ""
Also shown is a comparison between SME day- _ i I
side ozone measurements in January 1982 and __ I ,,,, i
the LIMS measurements corrected for non-LTE _"_ _'_ z,_
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Figure 6. Night-to-day ozone ratio based on
LIMS nightside measurements and the uncor-
rected (LIMS LTE) and corrected (LIMS NLTE
for the two quenching rates) LIMS dayside
measurements. The observations are compared




The Applications Explorer Mlsslon-2 Stratospherlc Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) used a
four-channel Sun photometer which measured solar intensity at sunrise and sunset to derive
ozone, aerosols, and NO, concentratlons. Absorption of 0.6 micron solar radiation by
ozone allowed determination of the vertical structure of ozone to be obtained up to 30
times per day from February 1979 untll November 1981. The early validation of the SAGE
measurements is described in some detail by /6/ and /7/. Recently, the algorithm for
determining ozone mixing ratios has been refined. We incorporate _ere a provisional
version or the refined (sunset) data whlch has been provided by the experimenter. The
data have been interpolated to the model latltudes, times, and pressures.
The reprocessed SAGE data is found to have very good agreement with the ozone reference
model. Shown in Figure ! is an example of the agreement between the five data sets used
to generate the models of the ozone vertical structure from 20 mb to 0.003 mb (- 25-90
km). Note that the mixing ratio is displayed on a log scale to allow accurate
representation of the two orders of magnitude variation over this altitude range. It
should be recognlzed that each data set represent entirely different techniques of
measuring the vertical structure of ozone. The agreement shown Is fairly representative.
The reprocessed monthly SAGE data is shown by right trlangles and closely matches the
other data sets.
The vertical structure models are generated giving the 4-year mean of the SBUV data a
weight of 2 due to the c(xnbinatlon of extensive temporal and spatial coverage, while the
other shorter data sets are given a weight of I. The resulting updated model is compared
with the reprocessed SAGE data in Figure 2. Over the latitudinal range of SAGE data
provided for September, the SAGE data gives values near the Equator which are less than 15
percent hlgheF than the reference model. This is the worst case of all months and
results in less than a 4 percent modification in the reference model at 20 mb near the
Equator for September. Thus, there are very small differences between this reference
model, which is available upon request, and the Keating and Pitts tabulation /4/.
The resulting ozone distributions for the equinox and solstice months are shown in Figure
3. Shown in Figure 4 is a comparison of the Krueger and Ninzner /8/ annual mean ozone
reference model of 45N latitude, which is given in the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976, and
the updated ozone reference model provided here. The Krueger and Minzner model is based
on rocket and balloon soundings and takes into account the latitudinal gradients in ozone
near 45N from Nimbus 4 BUV observations. As may be seen, there is good agreement between
the balloon and rocket model and the satellite measurement model, especially over the
pressure range of the SAGE measurements incorporated here.
NIGHTSIOE MESOSPHERIC MODEL
The SME mesospheric measurements from which the mesospherie ozone models are based are
days/de measurements (- 3 p.m.). Observations and theoretical models show that
mesospherlc ozone is higher on the nights/de (Hilsenrath /9/; Anderson et al. /I0/; Wilson
and Schwartz /11/; Lean /12/; Vaughan /13/; Remsberg et al. /14/: Allen et el. /15/;
Solomon et al. /16/: Green et at. /17/; Lobsiger and Kunzi /18/; Bjarnason et el. /19/).
The Nimbus 7 Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIHS) (Russell /20/) detained
mesospheric measurements on both the nightslde and days/de. The LIMS instrument, a six-
channel cryogenically cooled radiometer, had a number of channels to measure temperature
and various species and included an ozone channel near 9.6 microns. Detailed validation
studies have been described by Remsberg et at. /14/. Solomon et at. /16/ have shown that
the LIMS days/de measurements of the mesosphere should be corrected for nonlocal
thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) effects. Shown in Figure 5 is an example of a LIMS
dayslde profile before (LIMS LTE) and after (LIMS NLTE) correction for non-LTE effects.
After this correction, Solomon et at. /16/ point out there was good agreement between
days/de LIMS and SHE measurements. Shown in Figure 6 is the night-day ozone ratio based
on LIMS nlghtside measurements and the uncorrected (LIMS LTE) and corrected (LIMS NLTE for
two quenching rates) LIRS days/de measurements. As may be seen after the non-LTE
correction, the ozone ratio is in good agreement with the photochemical model. The
photochemical model results shown in the figure employ the photochemistry in the 2-
dimensional model of Garcia and Solomon 121/. Since the correction for non-LTE effects in
the dayslde mesosphere have not been applied to the LINS data as a whole, we have chosen
to use only the SME data to represent the days/de mesosphere and nights/de LIMS data to
represent the nightslde mesosphere.
Shown in Table 2 are the monthly nlghtslde (ascending) zonal means of Kalman-filtered LIMS
ozone volume mixing ratios (ppmv) (Remsberg et al. /Z2/) from the LIMS Map Archival Tape
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TABLE 2 Nigntside Mesosphertc Ozone Volume Hixlng Ratios (ppmv)
03 ZOHAL U_N _1
-68 -_e *48. -38 -28 -_e. e lo. 28. 38. _e _e. 68 ?e 88,
em_ ,47 1.39 1.38 I.sg 2.O8 2.17
B O7 .36 1.32 1.35 1.42 1.61 1.66
O 10 _.40 1.59 1.55 1.52 I 47 1.61 1.63 I._7 _.42 .30 1.29 _.33 1.31 1.30 1.31
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e._e 192 _ 87 1 m6 1.87 t.em 1.96 _.88 1.87 1.89 1.91 1.94 _99 2,13 2.68 i.|6
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(LANAT) interpolated to the standard levels in the models. An "_" is placed after values
where the error in zonal mean is estimated to exceed 20 percent, Values are shown between
0.5 mb and 0.05 mb (when available) from 60S to 80N. Values between 505 and 60N are near
10 pom. At the highest latitudes, earlier local solar times occur.
Shown in Figure 7 is the reference model for January, Equator, The LIHS nighttime values
from 1 mb to 0.05 mb are seen to depart from the dayside model abov_ 0.5 mb (= 54 km).
Below 0.5 mb, little diurnal variability occurs due to the lower dayside 0/O, ratio at
lower altitudes resulting in less production of ozone on the nightside. In Figure B, a
simllar pattern is shown for January, 60N (winter). Again, substantial day-night
variations do not appear to occur below 0.5 mbo Referring to the table, it may be seen
that a minimum mixing ratio generally occurs on the nightside near 0.2 mb (- 61 km). As
may be seen in Figures 7 and B, a dayside minimum occurs at much higher altitudes, 75 or
80 km.
Shown in Figure 9 is the nlght-day ozone ratio for January, based on 1980 LIHS (- 10 p.m.)
and 198Z-1983 SHE (- 3 p.m.) data, as a function of latitude and pressure. It should be
taken into consideration that as opposed to all of the difference being diurnal, part may
be due to interannual variations and biases of SHE data relative to LIMS data, even though
the agreement between dayside SHE and LIMS in Figure 9 appears to be in accord with the
observed and predicted values given in Figure 6.
Figure 10 gives a detailed view of latitudinal-seasonal variations in the night-day ozone
ratio at 0.1 mb (- 66 km). Ratios at this level can exceed a factor of 3 and maximize
during solstice periods near 45 degree latitude in summer and near the Equator during
equinox periods. This may largely result from the dayside ozone being more strongly
photodlssoclated by the more directly Incident SuFFrner Sun at mld latltudes and the
equinoctial Sun at the Equator.
COMPARISON OF MODEL WITH OTHER HEASUREHENTS
It is of interest to compare the ozone vertlcal structure model, which is based on
satellite measurements, with ozone measurements obtained by other techniques. In Figure
4, a comparison has already been shown with the Krueger and Minzer (19761 model based on
balloon and rocket data. Shown in Figure 11 is a comparison with the satellite data mode1
(47"N, annual mean) of the annual mean vertical distribution from ozonesonde data from
Hohenpeissenberg (FRG) (48'N, If'E) over the period 1967-1985 and from Thalwil-Payerne
(Switzerland) (47"N, 7'E) over the period 1967-1982, and the annual mean vertical
structure from Umkehr data frofn Arosa, Switzerland (47"N, 10"E), over the period
1955-1983. The three data sets were generously provided by R. D. Bojkov /2]/,
Considering that the ozonesonde and Umkehr data do not represent a zonal average, but do
represent conditions OVer a period of many years, the agreement is very good.
Over the period April 1984 to April 1985, a microwave radiometer was operated at Bern,
Swltzerland (47'N, 7"E), measuring the thermal emission of the rotational ozone transition
at 142.2 GHZ to determine stratospheric and mesospheric ozone abundances in the range of
25 to 75 km. Monthly mean ozone partial pressures for Umkehr ]ayers 6-10 were calculated
from over 300 daytime proflles. Shown in Figure 12 (Lobs_nger ,'24/) are the .e_ulting
ozone profiles ohtalned by the microwave measurements (solld line) compared with Umkehr
measurements from Arosa (dashed llne). 20-year monthly mean Arosa Umkehr (crosses), and
the Keating and Young /I/ ozone reference model (open circles). The differences with the
reference model may oe partially due to local year-to-year phase shifts relative to the
zonal mean variations. Note the excellent agreement in the annual variation at Umkehr
levels 7 and 8 between the reference model and Arosa Umkehr (20 years) measurements.
A comparison with other information is also made between the annual mean of the microwave
measurements in Figure 13. Residuals are shown relative to the microwave measurements
(Lobsinger /24/). The solid line is the 20-year annual average of Arosa Ijmkehr
measurements, the dash-dotted line the Krueger and Hinzner /B/ model, and the dashed line
the Keating and Young HAP model /1/. With the exception of LImkehr levels 5 (- 22 mb) and
14 (- 0.04 mb), the annual microwave measurements agree very closely with other
Informatlon.
An ozone measurement campaign was conducted at Natal, Brazil (6"S, 35"W) in March-April
1985, resulting in seven profiles from ROCOZ-A ozonesondes (Barnes et al. /25/). Shown in
Figure 14 is comparison of a mean of the ROCOZ-A ozone measurements with the NAP Interim
Ozone Model /I/. The agreement is excellent, with the Natal measurements averaging 2
percent higher than the MAP model with a 3 percent standard deviation. The agreement
between ozone data in the mid-lg8D's wlth a model based on satellite data in the late
1970's and early 1980's has interesting implications concerning the amplitude of long-term
trends.
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Figure 7. Diurnal variation of mesospheric ozone from sateUite data. Comparison of ozone
reference model (dayside above 0.5 mb) with the LIMS nightside measurements (0.05 mb to l rob)
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 but for 60°N in January.
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Figure 9. Night to day ozone ratio for Janum"y based on 1980 LIMS nightside data and 1982-1983
SME dayside data as a function of latitude and pressure.
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Figure 10. Night (LIMS) to day (SME) mesospheric ozone ratio at 0.1 mb(= 66 kin) as a
function of latitude and season.
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Figure 11. Comparison of ozone reference model based on satellite data with annual means of
long-term balloon and Umkehr measurements.
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AROSA UMKEHR (20 YEARS)
O REFERENCE MODEL
Figure 12. Comparison of monthly variations in ozone partial pressure from (a) microwave
measurements from Bern, Switzerland, (b) simultaneous Umkehr measurements from Arosa,
Switzerland, (c) 20 years of Umkehr measurements from Arosa, Switzerland, and (d) the ozone
reference model based on satellite data (from/24/).
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AROSA UMKEHR (20 YEARS)
• -. KRUEGER AND MINZNER MODEL
--- REFERENCE MODEL
Figure 13. Residuals from annual mean of microwave ozone measurements from Bern,
Switzerland of (a) 20 years of measurements from Arosa, Switzerland, (b) The Krueger and
Minzner model/8/, and (c) the ozone reference model based on satellite data (from/24/).

















SYMBOLS -- MAP INTERIM OZONE ._ODEL
CURVE -- ROCOZ.A MEASUREMENTS (1985)
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Figure 14. Comparison of equatorial ozone measurements obtained from 7 ROCOZ-A
ozonesondes in 1985 with the ozone reference model based on satellite data (from/25D.
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AN INTERIM REFERENCE MODEL FOR THE VARIABILITY OF THE
M]I)DLE ATMOSPHERE H20 VAPOR DISTRIBU'I'ION
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ABSTRACT
Water vapor is an important minor constituent in the studies of the middle atmosphere for
a variety of reasons, including its role as a source for (_t;_ tlOy chemlcals and its
use in analysis of transport processes, k nu_nber of in sl remote techniques hav_
been employed in the determination of water vapor distributions. Two of the more complete
data sets have been used to develop an interim reference profile. First, there are the
7 months of Nimbus 7 LIMS data obtained during November 1978 to May Ig79 over the range
GiS to 84N latitude and from about 10O-m.D to l-mb. By averaging radiances before
retrieval, LIMS randofn errors have been reOuced, and the results have been improved and
extended recently from l.S-mb to O.5-mb. Secondly, the ground-based mcrowave emission
technique has provided many profiles from 0.2-mb to O.OX-mb in the mid mesospheFe at
several fixed Northern Hemisphere mid latitude sites. These two data sets have been
combined to give a mid latitude, interim reference water vapor profile for the entire
vertical range of the middle atmosphere and with accuracies of better than 25 percent.
The daily variability of stratospheric water vapor profiles about the monthly mean has
also been establlshed fro_ these data sets for selected months. Information is also
provided on the longitudinal variability of LI_S water vapor profiles about the daily,
weekly, and monthly zonal means. Generally, the interim reference water vapor profile and
_ts variability are consistent with prevailing ideas about chemistry and transport.
INTRODUCTION
Water vapor (H,O) is an important minor constituent in the middle atmosphere for several
reasons. It is a major source of the active chemical radicals, OH and IIO,, which affect
the ozone distribution in the mesosphere /11 and upper stratosphere /2/. Water vapor
plays a significant role in the ion cluster chemistry of the mesosphere /3, 4/. Condensed
phase water in the fom of nacreous or polar stratospheric clouds at high latitudes of the
winter hemisphere is regulated by the water vapor mixing ratio and atmospheric
temperatures needed to reach saturation /5/. Similar constraints apply for the
noctilucent or polar mesospherIc clouds that occur near the summer polar mesopause 161.
The infrared emiT_icn frcw'q w_t_r ..ap_r !_ th- upoer troposphere helps determine the
temperature oistribution at the lower boundary of the middle atmosphere. Water vapor also
contributes in a minor way to the radiative balance throughout the middle atmosphere /7/.
For most of the middle atmosphere, water vapor can be used as a tracer molecule to
describe a net global transport or circulation there 18, 9/. Knowledge of the peak
mesospheric H,O mixing ratio, the altitude of the peak value, and the rate of mixing ratio
decrease above the altitude peak is needed to validate chemical/transport models and to
gain an improved understanding of seasonal changes in the mesosphere /I01. Finally, the
long-term trend in middle atmosphere water vapor can be an indicator of trends in minimum
tropical tropopause temperatures, coupled with the effect in the upper stratosphere of the
_ncrease in methane, which is a source gas of water vapor there 1111.
Russell /12/ presented a comprehensive review with references for those satellite and in
situ data sets that are generally available for defining the distribution of middle
atmosphere water vapor. The primary data source for those distributions was derived from
the 7 months of observations from the Nimbus 7 Limb Infrared Monltor of the Stratosphere
(LIMS) experiment which began operations in late October 1978. Data were obtained from
64S to 84N latitude and from about 1-mb to ]O0-mb. Those data were supplemented with
results from the Grille Spectrometer on Spacelab i 113/ and the host of microwave
radiometer measurements of water vapor (e.g. /141) to produce a Northern Hemisphere mid
latltude reference profile for the wlnter/spring seasons from about 100- to O.O05-mb.
Profiles of water vapor by several dlfferent techniques from rocket soundings at high
latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere are also available (e.g. /15/), and they may be used
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to supplement LIMS results above 1-mb. The rocket data and techniques were reviewed in
Ill. Because those soundings have occurred sporadically over a tO-year period, no attempt
has been made to develop a reference profile of water vapor variablIlty for the high
latitude mesosphere. Information is lacking on mesospherlc water vapor measurements at
low latitudes or In the Southern Hemisphere. Finally, measurements of water vapor using
balloon-borne and airborne techniques have provided considerable information about the
water vapor profile in the mid to low stratosphere /2/. In particular, Mastenbrook and
Oil marts 116/ report a I6-year time series of measurements using frost-polnt hygrometer
soundings near Washington, D.C. A slmilar series is now available for 19BI-I9B6 from
measurements at Boulder, Colorado /I7/.
Although a climatology of middle atmosphere water vapor has yet to be achieved, there is
now sufficient information for establlshlng a reference model for some latitudes and
seasons. This rnodel is heavily weighted by the extensive LIMS data set (see 1121 for
details). Tabulated reference profiles are given In thls paper, along with their
estimated uncertainties. ]n addition, new information ts presented on the longitudinal
variations about the zonal mean profiles, on the monthly variations of the zonal mean
distributions, and time series of the zonal mean and wave amplitudes on a pressure
surface. Variability of mesospherlc water vapor on dally to seasonal timescales is also
presented using data from ground-based microwave radiometers at Northern Hemisphere mld
latitudes. All of these results should provide adequate information about mlddle
atmospheric water vapor for Initlal scientific studies and for use in comparisons with
modeled distributions of water vapor and the association of the HO X and 0 x chemical
families.
MONTHLY ZONAL MEAN LIHS WATER VAPOR DISTRIBUTIONS
The quality of the individual LINS water vapor profiles (LAIPAT tapes) archlved at the
National Space Sciences Data Center (NSSDC) in Greenbelt, Maryland, has been dlscussed in
112, 18, 19/. An extensive study was conducted to validate the LIMS data and to establish
any limitations of the results. Table L from 112/ summarizes those results and Is
reproduced here. Note that the measured precision in orbit (geophysical plus instrument
effects) is about 0.2 to 0.3 ppmv from 50- to 2-mb, decreasing to 0.7 ppinv at I-mb.
Single profile accuracy at mid and high latitudes varies from 30 percent near the
stratopause to 20 percent In the mid stratosphere and 37 percent at 50-mb. Accuracy
estimates are better for zonal mean LAIPAT profiles, becoming 27 percent, 17 percent, and
20 percent, respectively IZO/.
Russell eL at. 1181 noted that there is an apparent diurnal variation in water vapor (day
values higher than night values) of as much as i to 2 ppmv near t-mb, decreasing to
0.2 ppmv near iO-mb, Kerridge and Remsberg IZll have found that the probable explanation
for the difference Is the presence during daytime of small radiance contributions from
vibrationally excited water vapor and, especially, NO= at the long wavelength side of the
LIHS water vapor channel. Correction for these effects In the retrieval eliminates the
bias between day and night water vapor. Because corrections for these mechanisms nave not
been applied to the archived data and because these mechanisms are inoperative at night,
we have chosen to present LIHS reference profiles and variability using only niQj_9..b_tt_me
water vapor data.
Over most of the stratosuhere, the other principa; sysLematiu erroa in w_Le, vapor is due
to bias errors in temperature through the retrlevaI. Such biases can affect either night
or day data. An extreme example of thlS occasional problem was pointed out In 1221,
Figs. 6c and 7, for a situation when large vertical and horizontal grddlenLs in
temperature existed at high northern latitudes In early February 1979. The effect on
water vapor there is of the order of several ppmv. On the other band, a much more
prevalent, positive temperature bias occurs near the tropical tropopause. That bias is
estimated to yield water vapor values that are too low between ±15 degrees latitude by
about 0.3 ppmv at BO-mb and 0.6 ppfnv at 70-mb, with only half that bias at ±25 degrees
latitude 1191. However, no such corrections have been applied to the archlved data.
The monthly mean profiles derived from the archlved vertical profile tapes (LAIPAT) were
presented for the latitude zones 3ZS-56S, ZB$-28N, 3ZN-S6N, and 56N-84N in /t2/--his
Tables 4 and 5. The average profile for 28S-28N was adjusted for the temperature blas
effect at 5O-mb and 70-mb. Results for each latitude zone have been interpolated ltnearl)
in log pressure to yield the reference profiles In Tables 2 and 3, The zonal mean
distributions are shown in Fig. I (a through g). Similar figures have been produced from
the LIMS Map Archive Tapes (LAHAT) at NSSDC 123/, and a detailed description of that
product is given in 1221.
Tables 2 and 3 also contain information about the standard deviation of the
nighttime zonal means about the monthly nighttime zonal mean and, in general, the changes
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(c) January (d) February
Figure i. LIMS H20 zonal mean pressure versus latitude cross section for
descending orbital data. Countour interval 0.5 ppmv. (a) November, (b)



































are very small. Figure 2 (a,b) shows those results for the months of Noveunber and May.
Zonal mean deviations are minimal in the mid stratosphere, and they are a bit smaller for
late autumn versus late spring, possibly due to a stronger net transport during late
autumn.
Day-to-day zonal mean variability in Fig. 2 near l-mb is about IS percent, which is larger
than expected for the real atmosphere. However, a significant fraction of that
variability is due to random error in the measured radiances and from uncertainties in the
retrieval at the tops-of-profiles. According to /18/, radiance slgnal-to-noise (S/N) for
individual profiles is only about 2 to 3 at l-mb. In fact, variations near l-mb may be
more indicative of data quality there than independent simulations of known LIHS error
mechanisms. In that regard, it is also noted that variability at l-mb decreases at 605 in
November {Fig. 2a) and at 60N in May {Fig. 2b).
Seasonal mean mixing ratios are given In Table 4 from the LIMS data, along with the daily
variations about the seasonal moans. If one compares the northern and southern mid
latitude zones {32-56 degrees latitude), it is clear that more change is occurring in
winter versus summer, l.e., standard deviations are larger by a factor of Z in winter.
This difference is most likely related to the relative absence of net transport due to
stratospheric wave activity in mid latitude summer /24/.
Changes in the monthly zonal mean water vapor cross sections (Fig. I) occur smoothly with
time over the 7 months. In fact, the November and May distributions are nearly mirror
images. Between lO-mb and l-mb, the largest change in the distribution occurs from
January to March at a time when the diabatic circulation is undergoing a similar shift
/25/. These changes in the net circulation are also being influenced by strong gradients
in radiative cooling in the Northern Hemisphere in response to the poieward heat transport
by enhanced planetary wave activity.
Seasonal changes are also apparent at mid latitudes of the lower stratosphere, but water
vapor variations at the tropical hygropause are less apparent from the zonal mean data.
Tropical forcing due to the semiannual oscillation (SAD) is most pronounced in late winter
to early spring, which must contribute to the appearance of a double minimum in water
vapor near 7-mb on either side of the Equator during April and May /26/.
The relative water vapor maxima near l-mb and above and between 6ON and 84N in January and
February 1929 (Fig. I c,d) are not believed to be real for the following reasons. The
production of nitric oxide (NO) by auroral particle precipitation followed by partitioning
between NO and NO, and downward transport by the mean merldional circulation in the polar
winter mesosphere has been analyzed /27/. Kerridge and Remsberg /21/ have shown that the
vibrationally excited emission from this relatively large amount of mesospherlc NO, in
polar night must be accounted for during the H_O retrieval in order to give accurate water
vapor levels. After correcting for these effects, the water vapor values are not elevated
there, and they appear to be more in llne with the idea that there is a net downward
transport of relatively dry air from mesosphere to stratosphere at high latitudes of the
winter hemisphere /28/.
Global-averGge esti_tcs of t_t 'IMS water vapor have been prepared for December-January-
February and March-April-May, along with estimates of accuracy in the zonal mean (Fig. 3).
Water vapor values for each 4 degree latitude zone are multiplied by the fractional global
area due to that zone, followed by a sum over all zones, to yield an area-weighted profile
for comparison with one-dimensional models. Mixing ratios at 64S were extended to 9DS and
values at 84N were extended to 90N, but because those areas represent only 5 percent of
the globe, the uncertainty due to the extrapolation is small. The average mixing ratio is
nearly constant at 4.4 ppmv from 30- to 5-mb, decreasing to 3.5 ppmv at SO-tab. Mixing
ratios increase from 4.4 ppmv at 5_nb to 5.0 ppmv at 1.5-mb, consistent with the idea of
methane oxidation as a source of water vapor in the upper stratosphere (see also /19,
2gl). The estimated accuracy at 1-mb is poorer than the difference between the mean
values at 1-mb and 1.5-mb, so interpretations of the increase from 1.5- to 1-mb are not
meaningful; this is not the case at 50-n_.
Prior to the existence of the LIMS data set, there was still some uncertainty about the
magnitude and even the sign of the merldlonal gradient of water vapor. Given the
precision, accuracy, and general physical consistency of the LIMS water vapor, there is no
reason to doubt results such as those displayed for 2 January 1979, in Fig. 4, where
meridlona% gradients are shown at 50-mb, lO-n_, and 3-mb. Based on current understanding
of the measurements, the only caveat to these gradients would be a probable li,O
underestimate of 0.3 pp_v between ±15 degrees latitude at 50-mb.
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Figure 2. LIMS H20 standard deviation (ppmv) of daily zonal mean profiles about the
monthly zonal mean. (a) November and (b) May.
}ABLE 4 LKMS Zonal Mean H,O Profiles (p_v) _ Standard 0evlatton of the Oatly Zonal Mean about the
Seasonal Mean for Various Latitude Ban0s for Northern Hemisphere w_nter (NOven_er, Oecetraoer,
January) and Spring (Hdrch, kprll, Nay).
Pressure 32"N - 56"N'" 28"5 - 28"N" 32"N - 56"N 56"_4 - B4*N
(_) StJ_Tner kuttwnn Winter Spr_ng Winter Sprln9 Winter Spr_ng
1.5 4.92.29 4.5_.42 5.2±.41 5.12.37 5.0_,4915.4_.27 4.5_.61 5.22.3B
2.0 4.9_.2] 4.3_,35 4.9_.32 4.9:.29 4.B_.]B 5.2t.27 4.4_.5| 5.0_.]8
14.6.t. 3]3.0 4.8.t.]6 4.2.t.30 4.6._.26 4.6_.22 ,5.1_.22 4.'6_'.46 5.0.t.]5
5.0 4.7_.13 4.2*.24 4.2,.20 4.3_.I/ 4.5t.2814.9_.21 4./t.42 4.%.2G
1.0 4.6*.12 4.3,.2D 4.0..17 4.1%.14 4.4_.26_4.8:.17' 4.7_.39 ¢.9z. ZU
I0.0 4.7±.II 4.6*.I/ 4.1,.14 4.0_.I_ 4.6*.26 4.71.16 4.91.)9 5.01.16
16.0 4.7_.12 4.B_.16 4.2..12 4.0I.|0 4.71.23 4./_.14 4.91.]{J 5.0_.14
30.0 4.7:.lj 4.9_.16 i].8_.14 3.U_.1_i4.6_.22 4.7_.I_ 4.gL.3b 5.21.IU
50.0 3.9_.17 4.5_.32' _.8..16 2.7:.17 4.2*.27 4.1=.18 4.8_.35 5.1_.24
70.0 3.71.24 4.3_.4/ 2.7_.29 2.5_.31 4.2_._2 3.91.27 5.1%.41 5.1_.30
I00.0 4.3:.33 5.21.62 3.7_.54 3./_.57 5.l*.53 ¢.5,.39 6.2_.64 5.7_.44
"Mi_ing ratios at the 50-mb and 70-_b levels have been increased by 0.15
and 0.3 ppmv, respectively, to account for water vapor _tas effects
Oescribe_ In liB. 19/.
='The November, Oecember, and January average Is $umer in the Southern













Figure 3. Global area-weighted average
LIMS H20 nighttime profiles for December,
January, and February (El) and March, April,
and May ( O ). Horizontal bars represent
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Figure 4. LIMS zonal mean H20 mixing ratio versus
latitude at 3-, 10-, and 50-mb on January 2, 1979.
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ZONAL VARIATIONS IN LINS WATER VAPOR
Estln_ates of variations about the zonal mean have been determined from the archtved LAIPAT
by calculating a S-day zonal mean cross section and determining the standard deviation In
ppmv of the individual profiles about the mean result. Figure 5a Is an example for 5 days
of data between 20-26 May 1979. These varlatlons include both "noise" and real wave
activity. Minimum May standard deviations of 0.4 ppmv occur near 20m_ at lOW latitudes
and In the Northern Hemisphere when wave activity Is expected to be weak. Variations in
the upper stratosphere are related more to the noise associated with the low
signal-to-noise at tops of profiles, while increases In the absolute variations at 1OO-mb
and below are due, in part, to the fact that water vapor mixing ratios increase sharply at
these levels such that small variations In the pressure registration of the water vapor
radiance profiles have become significant. The larger standard deviations in the mid
stratosphere at 40S to 64S are most 11kely due to enhanced wave amplltudes there durlng
late autumn (see also /30/). Figure 5b Is slmilar to 5a, but for 27-31 October 1978.
Again, the hemispheric mirror image is apparent between the two periods.
Water vapor varlabillty is presented for another period, i-5 February 1979, that was
dynemlcally active in the Northern Hemisphere. Figures 6a and 6b show results for
ascending (or day) and descending (or night) data at 5-mb and 50-mb. Note that regardless
of the day/night difference of about 0.5 ppmv (not shown) that exists In the zonal mean
result at 5-mb and Equator, the standard deviations about the respective ascending and
descending zonal means are very slmllar in Fig. 6a. At 5-mb, there appears to be a
gradual increase in variability from 60S to North Pole. However, If the water vapor field
near 5-mb possesses weak merldlonal and vertlcal gradlents (Fig. Id), the effect of
atmospheric waves on the field will be unnoticed. Conversely, variations at 50-mb
(Fig. 6b) are nearly constant at 0.4 ppmv from 64S to 3OH, but by 6ON, they have increased
by a factor of 3 to 1.2 ppmv. From Fig. ld, one can see that there are strong meridlonal
gradients at 50-mb at mid latltudes of both hemispheres, so low standard deviations in the
Southern Hemisphere are indicative of little wave activity, while such activity is more
apparent In the Northern Hemisphere. For example, the north polar vortex is shifted off
the Pole in early February 1979, so a strong wave 1 amplltude should be evident.
A time series of the wave I amplltude In ppmv at 5-mb and 50-mb was detennlned from the
zonal, Fourier coefficient form of the LIMS data set /22/. The Fourier analysis yields
wave I amplitudes of 0.2 to 0.4 ppmv at 5-n_o for day 100 (I February) or about one-half
the variability in Fig. 6a. Figure 7 for 50-mb shows that the wave i amplitudes for day
I00 are 0.6 to 1.0 ppmv from 60H to 8ON, accounting for most of the variation in Fig. 6b.
Previous analyses have also shown good correspondence in the patterns of the large-scale
water vapor fields and coincident n_ps of geopotentlal height or potential vortIcity, in
llne wlth ideas about water vapor being an appropriate tracer of transport processes
throughout the mlddle atmosphere /22, 311.
VARIABILITY OF HESOSPHERIC WATER VAPOR
Information about mesospherlc water vapor and its variations is available from two
extensive data sets. First, because of the analyses conducted in /21/, more confidence
can be placed in the lower mesospherlc nighttime water vapor values reported by /32/ from
LIMS results (winter/sprlng 1978-1979) between O.5-mb and 1.5-mb as retrieved from
soeclally processed, averaged radiance proflles. Secondly, sets of water vapor profiles
derived from ground-based measurements of microwave emission were reported for spring 1984
at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Californla (34N, 50- to 85-km) 133/. for wlnter/sprlng
1985 from JPL at 60- to 80-km by 134/, and for spring 1984 at Pennsylvanla State
University (PSU) (41N, 65- to 80-ldn) by 135/. The microwave measurement technlque and
earlier H,O results are summarized briefly in /121.
Bevilacqua et al. /33/ reported a monthly increase In water vapor of a factor of 2 at
75-km from April to June 1984, and they concluded that the change was due to a seasonal
variation In mixing due to gravity wave breaking. Comparisons of the 1984 and 1985
profiles at 34N indicate general agreement in shape and magnitude from 60- to BO-km.
Comparisons with data obtained in the early 1980's at Haystack Observatory (43N) reported
by 136, 14/, indicate slightly lower mixing ratios for spring than at JPL. Tsou et al.
/35/ find a similar difference between the 1984 results at JPL and PSU, which they
attribute to latitudinal and/or longitudinal variations In the occurrence of breaking
gravity waves. Gordley eL el. 1321 also found a definite latitudinal variation In LIMS
zonal mean water vapor in the lower mesosphere with values at 34N being greater than those
at 41N and 43N by about I ppmv. Thus, LIHS provides supporting evidence that there are
latitudinal variations in mesospherlc water vapor.
An estimate of a mean water vapor profile in the mesosphere at Northern Hemisphere mld
latitudes has been derived for spring (April and Hay) from 1.5-mb to O.Ol-mb by using the
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Figure 5. LIMS H20 standard deviation (ppmv) of individual profiles about the zonal
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Table 5 contains the 2-month average, plus the monthly difference profiles from the
combined data sets. Data from Flg. 8 of /35/ were used from 0.1- to O.Dl-mb, and LXMS
data prepared In the manner described In /32/ were used for 1.5- to O.S-r_. The average
values at O.2-mb (near GO-km) In Table 5 were obtained from the Haystack results (43N) of
/3G/, their Ftg. 2, plus the JPL results (Fig. 4 of /33/).
A REFERENCE WATER VAPOR PROFILE AND ITS VARIABILITY
A springtime, Northern Hemisphere, mid latitude water vapor profile and lts variability
were constructed from the data In Table 5 and from the mean spring results at 32H to 56N
in Table 4 from 2.0-mb to lO0-mb. Variability from 2,0-mb to lO0-mb for mid latitude
spring was derived by comblnlng data on variations of slngle tINS profiles about the 5-day
zonal mean as In Fig. 5, plus the variation of the daily zonal mean profiles about the
seasonal mean In Table 4. Variations from 0.5- to l.S-mb were set to those at 2.0-mb,
since information on variability about the zonal mean Is lacking for that region.
Variations from 0.2- to O.01-mb were derived by averaging the differences between the
April and Nay profiles at 34N, 41N, and 43N from /35/ and /36/. Figure g In /35/ contains
Infomatlon about the larger water vapor variations for the daily tlme series for each
month, but because these variations were not tabulated, they were not included in the
variability for th_ ref_,'ence profile. This means that the real atmospheric variability
at those level_ is bel_ig underestimated here. The final combined profile is given in
Table 6 and Fig. 8. It is also noted that thls profile is somewhat different from the
combined profile in Table 7 of /12/ because that earlier profile contained an average of
several different kinds of mid latitude mesospherlc measurements, it was derived as a
winter/sprlng average, and for the LIMS data, It only contained variations of the daily
zonal means about the seasonal means.
The profile In Fig. 8 contains only LIMS data, plus monthly averages of microwave emission
results, some of which were published In the past year. The profile is also only
appropriate for Northern Hemisphere spring. Nevertheless, this reference model has a
constant mixing ratio of 4.7 ppmv from 30- to 7-rnb, gradually increasing to 6.0 pPmv at
O.2-mb, then decreasing rapidly to 1.3 ppmv at O.Ol-mb. The determination of the vertical
position and magnitude of the peak mixing ratio at D.2-mb must be considered uncertain
because the one sigma error for that measurement is about 1.5 ppmv /33/. Obviously, more
mesospherlc data are needed at other seasons and latitudes and longitudes before
additlonal reference profiles can be prepared for the middle atmosphere. Mean mixing
ratios decrease to 4.0 ppmv at 50- to 70-mb, reflecting the net poleward transport of
relatively dryer elf from tropical latitudes.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This analysis is an update of the review by /12/ on interim reference profiles for middle
atmospheric water vapor. New emphasis is given to estimates of the observed variability
of stratospheric water vapor using the winter/spring data from the Nimbus 7 tINS
experiment from 64S to 84N. Some Initlal results obtained by averaging the LIMS radiance
data before retrieval are used to decrease the uncertainty In archived LIMS results from
I- to 2-r_b, as well as to extend results upward to O.5-mb. Monthly zonal mean LIMS cross
sections are shown to vary smoothly over the 7 months of the data set, and these results
plus global average estimates o; the seasonal mean water vapor proflle are physically
consistent with prevailing ideas about the sources, sinks, and mechanisms affecting the
water vapor distributions. Longitudinal variations about the zonal mean distribution are
generally small, except in the lower stratosphere where the merldional gradient in water
vapor is also large enough to reflect the effects of transport and mixing due to waves
during dynamically active periods of the winter hemisphere. An extensive set of microwave
emission measurements of mesospherlc water vapor Is included, along wlth LIMS data, to
determine a mesospherlc reference profile from 0.2- to O.01-mb for Northern Hemisphere mid
latitudes in spring. The observed variability for spring appears to be real and probably
is related to variations in mean vertical advection.
Several additional water vapor data sets are expected shortly. The most extensive wlll be
the multlyear, near-global data set from the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
(SAGE II) underway since late 1984 137/. Thls experiment Is provldlng water vapor
profiles by solar occultation for the entire stratospheric altitude range. Data from the
Spacelab 3 ATMOS experiment In May 1985 should also be available soon, and they are
expected to extend from 20- to 80-krn. Peter et el. /38/ w11l report H,O results from 20
to 70 km and 4SN to 7SN for December 1986 using an airborne milllmeter-wave instrument.
The stratospheric results are consistent with those from LIMS. In the near future, It is
also anticipated that permanent millimeter-wave emission instruments wlll be installed at
sites to be designated as part of a proposed Network for the Detection of Stratospheric
Change {NDSC). Based on the LIMS results in the lower mesosphere, it appears that the
profile at low latitudes is somewhat different from that at mid latitudes, so a continuous
measurement is needed there.
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TABLE 5 Mesosphertc Mean Hater Vapor Prof|le for Northern Hemisphere Spring
at Mld Latltude$



















"Specially averaged LIMS _ata are from 1.5-mb to 0.5-n_. Microwave data
are from 0.2-_ to O.Ol-_. Variability Is defined in the text.
TABLE G Mid Latitude Interim Reference Profile for 32"N - 5G'N Spring
Obtained Using LIMS Data from lO0-mb to O.5-mb and Microwave Data
from 0.2-_ to O.Oi-_. Varlabliity is defined in [he text.


















































Figure 8. H20 interim reference profile for Northern Hemisphere midlatitude
springtime. Bars represent variability of the data. Numbers in parentheses
represent estimated accuracies.
In the lower stratosphere, the time series of frost-point hygrometer measurements at
Boulder Is continuing /17/. Results will soon be available from the comprehensive
tropical Stratospheric/Tropospherlc Exchange Project (STEP) experiment conducted out of
Darwin, Australia, in early 1987. These data should be useful in defining the water vapor
fluxes, which contribute to the overall HmO distribution in the hygropause region.
Finally, preliminary results were reported from the 1987 Airborne Antarctic Ozone
Expedition (AAOE), along with so_e balloon-borne measurements of water vapor from NcMurdo
Base during the National Ozone Expedition (NOZE2} and the measurements from SAGE II (see
/39/). According to the measurements, it appears that a separate water vapor reference
profile may be required for the special conditions associated with cold lower
stratospheric temperatures over the Antarctic region, at least during winter and spring.
Air for those periods is dehydrated with mixing ratios equivalent to those at the tropical
hygropause (2 to 3 ppmv). With the addition of these new data sets, it should be possible
to know the seasonal distribution of water vapor for the entire stratosphere and for
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APZ;TRACT
Dat_ from the Str,'lto_]_h01-1c _r_¢] _¢_sospht-rJc ,qol_(1cr (SAng.q] on _ho NILTi_I_ 7
satellite, for the three yc.ls tram January lg/',-Oecembc_ 19tl, a_e _1_;ed to
prepare a reference model f_>r the long-lived tr,_ce gases meth,Tne (CH ) .h_id
nitrous oxic/e (N.)O) in tee stratosphere. The mo{I(:l Is l)resentc.d )e _abular
form on seventee_ pressure surfaces frr, m 20 to 0.1 rob, ID ]O O ]/JtItLJdc b]J]s
from 5OS to 7ON, and [or each month n[ the your . 'lhe meant, by which _ hc
data quallty and Interannu]l varlabl]Ity, and some of the. mote. tntc. rosti:_ _
globally and seasonally var_ _Lie features of _},e data aye dlscussed !:_ i ...
INTRODUCT]ON
N_O and CH 4 are both important minor const}tuents of the strntospher_ fo_
sever,*l i_'_sol_s. N_llhc) ,{.J_. h,ls ,i kllo_tH [,h,,_c,_:hr:mlC.l] s_,u_ c_. )n the.
middle atmosphere, both o]'l(itl_i, tlllq teal flu SHztac_. ) J)y a Vat loIy tTf
]_rot:esses which it_cludes ant h_opogUl, iC _:,uHc:(_n _n c.%t:h ca::t: /1/. /,s ],,,_ I:
gases have LaJrly lol_g lifetimes against photGchemieal destruct _o:7 (r_n_j_r_ 9
from about a year for methane in the low(_r stratosphere to a few week_ f(':
nitrous oxide neur the S! r_ll (_|_atlse) , tl_ey are im},or(ar_ tra(:i:l-_ o _, the
transfer process across tbc I l-opo/_ause a;]_ O_ the st r_qtos[±h('rl<: ni<:,_: ,. : _:_: ' -
ation. Methane is a source of water vapour IP, the m_dd]c atm_._[J_orc _ :
result of a serles of reactlons equivalent, to
CII 4 + 202 = CO 2 * 2 ll20
wh_]e n]t'r_us oxide is _he main sotlrce of strat_sphc_l-ic Nf] x by ;_ :;(_ :,';
equ ira/eat to
2Nirl + O_ = 4NO
and subsequent reactic,_is.
The Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder (SAMS) made observatior!s fr<_:' ,'
Nimbus 7 spacecraft from [978 to 1983. The SAM5 instrument has been
described by Drummond et al /2/ and examples of the results from the exporl-
meat are presented and discussed in the articles by Barnett et al /3/ ,_hd
Jones and Pyle /4/. The last-named paper dzscusses the methane and :i_trous
oxide observations in particular detail, including the retrieval of ai>und-
antes from radiance observations and an analysis at the error budge!, i _,
data used here are essentlally the same as these used by Jones and. I'ylu,
with some reprocessing and cP, nslderable reformatting and manipulat/on. Our
goal is to produce standard tables which represent the mean distributzon of
methane and nitrous oxide as a function of helgLt, latitude and month.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENTS
SAMS is a nine-channel, lJmb-viewlng infrared radiometer employing tbe
pressure-modulation technique /5/ to observe thermal emission from carbon
dioxide (for temperature retrievals) and five other atmospheric minor
constituents. Methane was observed in the t) 4 band near 7.6 _m and nltrous
oxide in the %)1 band near 7.8 p_,. Both ,:hannels shared the same pyroelec_ric




either species occupied about one-thlrd of each month on average.
The vertical resolution of the measurements is 8 to iO km. Profiles were
actually retrieved at seven altitudes, including a fixed base value at 1.4
scale heights (250 mb). The other levels were 2.6, 3.8, 5.0, 6.2, 7.4, and
8.6 scale heights [75, 20, 7, 2, 0.6, and 0.2 mb respectively). Most of the
useful information is restricted to levels between 0.2 (0.6 for N20) and
20 mb.
The SAM5 N_O and CH d observations are not entirely independent,since their
spectral b_nds overlap and data from one species is required by the retrieval
program to determine the other. Vertical correlations are introduced by the
finite field of view of the instrument and temporal correlations by the
'sequential maxlmu_ likelihood operator' approach used for the rutrleval /4/.
There is also some latitudinal interdependence in the data introduced by the
temperature retrieval algorithm /6/. All of these effects arc small, however,
especially in monthly averages.
For the purposes of producing the present model, an additional filter was
applied to the data. The smoothing was based on a logln (mixing ratio) grid
of 5 (altitudes) x 12 (latitudes) x 14 (months), (i.e.-_epllcating January
and December at each end to ensure continuity in time). Each grid point was
then combined with a value obtained from the interpolation of up to 13 p_irs
of adjacent grid points, each reduced to 10% weighting. This gives a relat-
ively small amount of smoothing which removed a few rogue points and smoothed
out the sharper features which although real were pr<.bably atypic_,[.
The accuracy of the retrieved zonal mean as determined by Jones and PyIc /4/,
who co_nbined conservative estimates of all of the known sources of error
including spectroscopic and retrieval uncertainties, and noise due to
instrumental sources ant] spacecraft 3itter, varies with height but is at best
20% for CH and 25% for _20. The corresponding precision is _3% for Cll.
and _ 6% far N O. The 'confidence limits' established by the same authors
for the vertic_l range of the measurements is 20 mb (_25 kin) to 0.2 mb
(_60 kin) for CH 4 and 0.6 mb (_53 kin) for N20.
COMPARISC]N WTTII O'FIIE_ MJ:ASUR_:MENTS
The lower part of the SAMS retrJe_,ed Qrofi]es can be compared w_th balloon
measHrement_ /7/, which extend up t[, ubou[ 7 mb an,] therefore overlap the
lowest two SAMS vertical resolL_tlon elemenfs. Jones a_,d Pylc /4/ madu sHch
comparisons and found that, while the i0-situ and satellite data _gree quite
well near the top of the region of overlap, lower down discrepancies of
nearly a factor of two occur with the SAMS amounts being higher. More recent
measurements /8/ of both CH 4 and NgO by a cryogenic sampling technique in
1979, 1982 and 1985 confirm the discrepancy but its origin is still a mystery.
One possibility is the spectroscopic data used in _e SAMS retrieval, which
may not include enough wea): lines of the fundamental or some overlapping band.
This p_ssibility is under investigation and the data set may be comp]etely
revised at some later date. Fo_ the meantime, even if it can be assumed
that the responsibility for the discrepancy lies entirely with the satellite
datu, which is probably not the case as the in-situ data shows a considerable
scatter, we can;lot correct our model without mr,re information on the extent
to which the difference depends on (a) altitude, (b) latitude, (c) month,
and (d) natural variability of the atmosphere. We do provide, however,
(Table i) a llst of the estimated mean differences between the two kinds of
data for the latitudes and times at which comparisons are possible. It
should further be noted that, according to Schmldt /8/, not only the absolute
amounts but also the trend with time in late summer at 45ON is in disagree-
ment. Balloon data show lower abundances in October/November than in Sep-
tember, in contrast to SAMS findings. Again, the reason for this is under
investigation but in this case a spectroscopic explanation seems unlikely.
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MODELS OF VERTICAL STRUCTURI_ OF MET|lANE AND NITROUS OXIDE:
Models were produced by averaging the SAMS data for the three year period
from January 1979 through December 1981 and applying some smoothing. SAMS
actually made observations from shortly after Jacinth on 24 October 1978 until
June 198J, but the early data con_:]sts mainly of instrument checkout tootles
while those obtained alter March J982 were ren,Jer_d more difficult to inter-
pret by the volcanic dust injected into the stratosphere by the eruption of
E1Chichon and will require fu*.,._)r vai_datJoe.
Averages were formed first by day and by latitude, the latter in iO ° bins.
The daily data and their estimate(] errors were then used to produce an erro)-
weighted average by month, before the correspondin:i months for the three
years were combined. Thereafter, the 'error' was taken to be the square rL>ot
of the greater of either the variance or the inverse sum of the weights or
the contributing data. This approach brings in the standard deviation of
the profiles contributing to the mean. For any further manipulation of the
data, each point was weighted by the inverse square of this 'error'. The
extension of the N20 data to O.2 mb was done simply by subtracting 0.5 from
the log (mixing ratio) at 0.6 mb, accompanied b}, an increase in the variance
of the log mixing ratio of 0.I, i.e. an additional error in the mixlnq ratio
of about a factor of 2.
Table 2 glves the monthly zonal mean _itrotls ox_de a_d methane mlxing ratlcF;
in ppbv and ppmv respectively, as a functlon of latltude and height, for cac!
month. The height intervals are the standard ones chosen by Keatii_g anti
Young /9/ for their model of middle atmosphere ozone. In the table, the
value for mixing ratio is accompanied by an indication of the uncerta1_,Ly <>_
the number due to instrument noise, to daily yariance and to extrapolation
outside the 'confidence limits' for the orlginal measurements.
DISCUSSION OF MAJOR FEATURES
A programme of scientific ana]y_s r;f these d_n(a _5 qo_nq oI_, an(| in _.,rtl -
ular a de_a_led discussiol, of the _Latures i)reselit ±I_ ti_e flee-averaged c_au,_
used to produce the model ti_bulated here wi_1 si%crrly appear tp a paper )_ ,,
in preparation /I0/. A sc_e;*ti_ic i_terpreLatio_ or the strucLure w)lich
appears in the distribution i)rofiles of stratospheric methane and nitrous;
oxide is clearly beyo_.J the scope of tl_e present paper, but the folJow]v_,3
brief phenomenological descriptlo_ of the main features may assist one's
understanding of the model.
F_rst]y, the overall structure seen in abundance charts for either C]I 4 nnd
N20 }s (itla]itnt_vuLy the saillt., as mi,lhl t,u {.Xl_6i:te(l r,f l,)l_,i-}Jve(i s[)('c*(.s
whos0_ Ol_itribuLion is contJ'olled n,I)re b_ Clyliiilll]es th_*n chemistry'. Tile
fo]low_ng remarks, therefore, apply to Loth gases, and always (in this paL)or)
to zonal mean abundances.
The highest abso]ute amounts occur towards the end of S,)mmer, i.e. in Septem-
ber/October in the Northern })emisphere and March/April Jn the Southern. At
any given latitude, the zonal mean abundance tends to peak earlier at b_gh(.r
altitudes, the opposite to the behavior to be expected if material from thu
troposphere was simply being advected vertic_lly. At high altitudes _,wear
the 0.2 mb level) there is a pronounced seml-annual oscilletion in the
abundances of CH 4 and N20 which, incidental|y, is not present il_ the thermal
structure when averaged in the same way. Remarkably, this feature is present





Mc,nthly mean mJ×ing ratios for nitrous oxide in parts per billion (10 9) by
volume (ppOv) then methane i_ parts per million by volume (ppmv). An indic-
ation of the reliability of the values as a model of the actual amounts to
be expected in any given year is given by the letter following each entry.
These represent the standard deviation or standard error of the data making
up the value, as given in the key and described in the text. Absence of a
letter meaJ_s less than ten percent deviation in the data. Annual averages
are qlven at the end of the !:ct of monthly meahs.
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1 |O D 0.91 _ 0.99 _ I 43 C 1.32 _ 2.3| _ 3.45 (7 4 24_ 4.07 r: 2.73 .7 161 c 1.08 ° 0.74 _
1.46 C 123 _ 1.33 ° 1.8"7 'C 2,34 c 3.09 _' 4.30/._ 6.33 j S.24 ¢ 3.40 c 2.04 c 1.37 C O_ c
1.945 _ 1.83 c 2.041 2.70/1 3.301 4.51/1 8.38 e (1.07 ! 7_481 4.801 2.77/1 1.85 's 1.33 d_
2.28 C 3.46 _ 2789 3.5_ 4.519 0.00 B 11.0] _ 10.019 9.80/1 6.00 _ 3.20/1 2.08 B 1.54 I
2.91 c 3+75 c 4+_ 8 5.7_/1 7311 9.991 14311 1676a 14.54 ! 8.529 4.O71 2.52/1 1.94 c
3.72 c 5+88/1 7.331 9.331 11.(1(1/1 16.40 _ 23+24 _ 2647 _ 22.041 12.11/1 5.19 _ S.0_ _ 2_46 c
6.17 c 9.3t_ 12.109 14 40 _ 10+00 B 24.109 32.811 3580 ! 29.57/1 17.10 ! a.031 4.(17 B 3.86 c
10'2-_: 14'(111 18579 21-809 2609J $493_ 45.409 4761_ 39.039 24.13 ! 12642/1 7.76 s 00_ c
16.93 C 23.368 20.341 3324 B 40.17 ° 50.$(_ 02.00 a 83 39 _ $1.32/1 33.09 ° 19.21/1 12.389 9_53 J
42.23c 53-309 61.129 70.94n (13.000 93. 0_s 113.10J_105.90_ (15.039 62.85/1 42.10/1 28.82 a 21709
63.91 c 79.041 89.9_ I 10] 798114.709127.346140.021130.]lm]05.081 81.00 a 50.71 ! 42801 33.663
127.33 c 152.159 171.32O 183,82 _ 196.6_ 10_.80 _ 199.00 ! 133.37 "q ]49.439 124.641 ]01._4 B (13. IS B 6093/_ !
254.4(1c2"9287c 326 20c339.3(Y:: 337.19_ 304.1_283 271254 421312.019 191.77 j 177 0(_ ]01.2_, s 145.38 n
Av_,,0* N:_O (pp1_) for SEPTEMBER
_aP_). L_ti_ud, (_N 1
-(10 ° --40 -30 -20 -10 0 610 +_0 +30 +40 -t-50 +60 670'
0.10"[ 0.91 u 0.(12 u 0.69 _ 0_66 u 0.00 ° 1.23 u 1.49 ° 1.87 u 2.0_c 1.86_ 1.290 0.74 u 0.43_
0.15" I 1-030 0"930 0"700 0"7Sz> 1-02x) 1.400 1-70J) 2- O_C 2.31C 2-09 D 1.43 D 0.82:) 0.49O
0.20*[ 1.170 1.0_D 0.(19c 0 .(10c 1.17c 1-60c 1.94 c 2.38 c 2.63 c 2.36 c 1.59O 0.92 ° 0._.0 D
0.$0:i 1.50 D 1.36 c 1.10 c 1.13 c 1._2 c 2.0,',',','_ 2.S3 c 3.11 ° 3.42O 2.98 c 1,9_ 1.16 c 0.73 °
0.40"1 1.92 `o 1.75 ° 1.$O c | 40 C 1.90 C 269 c 3.30 c 407 c 4.44 c' 370 '_' 2.43 c 1.44 c 0 94 c
0S0"l 2.48 c 2.24 c L94 c 1.94 #" 2.59 c 3.494: 4.29 c 5.32 C E,779 4.79 C 3.0C_ 1.80 C 1.21 _
DTO I 3_44 c 3.17/1 2829 287 a 3799 5_08 _ 0.31 ! 7.819 8.31 i 8.5_ 3 97/1 2.379 1.59 s
1.00 I 4.]3 c 3.97 s 3.73/1 3.941 _,13 n 0.(140 8.571 10,431 10.65/1 0.00 _ 4.64 ! 2.3(11 1.53 a
1.50 I 5.63 c 5.78 a 5.941 6._51 (1.49 J_ 11.20_ 14.20 _ 16.87 a 10.10 a 11.03/1 600 _ 2.90 s 1.428
2.00 i 7.60 c (1.-il 9 9,47 a 1123 Js 14.04 O 18.36 _ 23.80 _ 27.30 A 24.35/1 15.229 777/1 3.43 _ 1.329
3.00 [ 10.94 c 12.31/1 14.00 a 16.651 20.90 _ 27.19 _ 34.411 37.S_ 32.59' _ 20.79/1 11.15/1 5.321 2.23 a
4.00 I IS-49c 17"(123 _0.388 24 -20_ 30-52 _ 30.5(5 _ 40-79 _ (10-77 ! 42.02 J) 211.05 i 15.948 (1.28/1 3._. 9
(1.OO I 21.958 28.78/1 _9.63/1 35.15/1 44.53/1 57.(158 09.]7/1 (18+879 56.318 37.89/) 22.77/1 1218_ 6.67/1
7.OO [ 41.758 50.65 B 6(1_739 6951 i 80.40/1 112.779120.37/1]17.24 B 92.768 65.40 _ 43_51 i 28.79 B 18.13 II
IO.00 _ 64.6(18 74.09_ (14 -4_s 99178 120689143.81a153.8(19137.739113.10 a 65.3]/1 59.488 42.80/1 31.54 _y
15.00 I ]34.141 139.67/I 154.49 _ 179 3(Y_202.40021_.._.Sm2_5.(10_ 180.149 157.3(1/1 132.64/1100.15 ° (13_21 _ 79.40 a
20.00 ] 2_22`:Z63_29_282_72o324_10c33_65¢:323_4592_94123_12_(1_99a2_6_(1_68_63s_6_._.49_9907J_
' Extrapolated from oriliuaJ dlt_. V_ioa in d_ <I0%, >I0% 't, >20_/1, >50% c, >100% _>
73
Aw,ax_ N x_ (l_i_I f2T _'TOPF_
_2,t,_ I---S0" -40 -3o -20 -|0 0 i |o _ 20 _ 30 *40 +50 +60 +70"
o..;.V-i-iT_-N_a-'6"r_-W_ot.om-o,-_2 _k_-s_c_-_r_'i_'s--iTV' i s._o 1.2sv os4 _ o.s2o
O15"] 126 D 1 2_ J' O 82 tl O7_ > 09_ _ 102 I* II_ u ] _5 ¢' 1.0U s* 1.73': 1.41 (_ 0.04 ° O,89 D
0 ]0"1 143 L' 1.37 ° 0 04 O 0.80 .0 107 D 116 I: 1 2_ c 1 $4 c 1.$2 c ]-9_ C 1.$9 C 1.05 D 0-66 °
O.30'I 1.82 D 1 72 I) I 23 c l.OT _ 1.40 c 1,$2 c 168 c" 2.O0 ¢ 2.38 a 2._I c 2.0_ 1.32 c 0]4 °
O40"I 232 '1' 2AS'; l,F',O_ 1 41 _ I 83 c 1.9<3 _: 22l:: 2.61 ° 3 04 ° 3.21 c 2.53 q; 1.66 c l.OS c
O 50* 2,95 c 2.TS c 2.O8 c I.B9 c 2 33 c 2.61 c 2.89': 3 "19c 3,92 c 4,12 c 3.20 c _,IO C 1.37 c
070 4,01C 3,77 r: 3,05 'e 2 87 B 3,51B 381 _ 4.29 _ {'.00"e 5.69 e &,80B 4 ,41m 2 .83/_ 1.$3 B
I.(X) 4.$6 c 4 _''..)_ 4.07z_ 39_e 474e 524° 6"86"q _ B0e 7 P*I '0 728 _ $.371.' 3.30 _ 1.94 c
1.60 _.64 c 6.33 e 658 n 0.8_ 7,7_ I_ 8.75`0 6,8:. e 11.81 s 12,37 e 10.64 _ 7.4G # 4.25 (: 2.15 c
2.00 I 6,g7 a 8.80 e 10,64 _ 11.66 e 12,m3 a 14.5g # 1_.57 _' lg 67 a 20.09 _ 13.$4 _ 10.38 '1_ 5.43 c 2.33 c
300 I 10"89_ 1320_ 15"$6a 17"573 20A83 23"443 26"80_ " ISD 28'5ga 21"$gJ 14"83m 7"g8C 3"72C
4(]0 17,03 B 1065 _ 22.37 _ 23,g6 e 31.221. 37.01 `o 42.61 _ 45,33 B 3992 B 2g.62 _ 20.14 'e 11, 67_ 6.$4 c:
5.00 2663 _ 20.254) 32,14 _ 38358 45.30 '_ &8.46 _ 67 75 _ 8816/_ _5 74 e 4083 e 27.02/) ]_ 7d D 918 c
700 Sg.18B Sg84a 61.95a 77.31_105 20-n131_3_153 4301¢0 02_101,29"0 71.89 D 50.43 D 33.01 a 21.07"
1000 f 7_'.74 C 79.13_ 83-333 100.37313"_'03s160-7131753_B138'82U123"17# 31"68_ 6_'233 47"31"_ 34'21_
15.00 I 114.25 D 120 0_: 130.77 ° 133.07 B 19'2 7g a 224.14a2[904 e ZgS,gi a 170.6_ a 137, $OJ 101.30# 86,13 e 77.04 _
2000 I 172"34'_'20083C224 35c'239 59C231'52_312 81a273 60_241 67_'236 46a206"20a 164"37e 157"0Oa 173'$1'u
l:;_remL
0140" I
Avu*.$* NmO (ppbv) for NOVEMBER
[._,.d. ('N)
-SO* -.40 -30 -20 -10 0 +10 +20 ,4-30 -t-40 +50 +60 +70'
0.29 ° 0 51 _ 0_7 D 063 _ 073 u 0.71 c 0 -$5c 0 550 0.70u 0-99_ 0.85c 0-60c 0.61
O.33 z) o.r ,s_ 0.78D 0.73 D 0.84 D 0.82C 0._.3C 0.64C 080 C 1,12 c 0,977 0.68 c 0.,58
03_ D 0 67 D 0.87 D 085 D 0.97 C 0.94 C 0 -72C 0,74¢ 0g2C 1"28c 109 C 0.77 C 0.76
0,510 0.88D 1.14 c 1.13C 1.29c 1._3 c 0.9(5C 0.98C 1.22c 1.65 (: IAI c 0._8 B 0.94
0.680 1.15C 1.50 c 1.52c 1.72c 1.62c 1.26c 1.39c 1.60c 2.12 c 1 SI c 1.25a 1.17
0.91D 1.30 c 1.9_C 2.03 C 2.28 c 213 C 167 e 1,72 c 2.11C 2.73 _ .12_ 1,60 B 1.43
0.SOe I
0.70 [ 1.39 c 2.21 c 2.89 _ 3.10 m 3.44 a 3,13 _ 2.54 _ 2.61 _ 314 s 3 _7 B 3.27 _ 2.21 _ 1,32_
1.00 I 1.93 C 2.9_ C 3 -92e 4-353 4-73_ 4.37B 3"66# 3"733 4"24B 4"84_ 4"073 2"60J_ I'73J_
1.60 J 3.3_ C 4.84 B 6.50 B 7._3 _ 805 B 743 "_ 6 89 _ 6.74 B 7,03 B 7.01 _ 8,87 a 3.41/9 1.59_
200 3.86 c 7.g_ 10.73 B 13.45 B 13.70_ 12.63 B 12 .24J) 12.2OJ 11.65_ 10-133 _'47B 4-473 I'47_
300 g17 C 12.11 m 1624 # 20.77 _ 22.15 _ 20,963 20.47# 20.39_ Ig'00_ I$'87# 12"Sla 8"783 2"33_
4.00 14.0_ I_,25 B 2404 B 3L42 D 35.19 B 34.1(_ 33,$3 B 33.4_ 30.$0 _ 24+$8 B IS._ I0.24 s 4+43 B
S.00 21,63 B 27,50 _ 35.59 J 47.51B _5.gl B $5.68_ 54-g2'_ 54,73B 4_1'g7# 38-08a 26"743 13"473 7"g4C
T.00 _ 46.945 c $7,43 _ 71.47 _t g It.61a 126,6 g_131._0_131.0'48130,73#113"14a 33"13a 53"1gB 32"773 21'80c
10,00 I 66.48 (:. 74.g6 C $5.441. 112.39 J_ 147.60 A 133.93 B 130.24 B 150.14/_ 133.67 a 104.$7 B 72.6_ 'l 48.32 _ 33.g '4c
16.00 I 118.64D110.g6 c 115-0 _B 139. 763 I gO 3g*q 199.19 _ 18871B 189,11 _ 176 49 a 133.2g _ 122.19 'a 92.27 c 70.97 'Iz
2.___0.00I 211 730182"1671154'94317381_245"58_237"71"_23702_238 19a?33'O3_224"Tla203"49c17621c14E418
AverL|* N_O (ppbv) for DECEMBER
Prm,*. L_i*.d* {*hi)
(rob' -so' -40 -3o -_o -1o o +1o +,o +3o +4o +so +eo +7o"
o.l'0* 0,14 o 0.31 u 0.(_ D 007 u 1.0_ ° 0.81 c" 0,$8 c" 0.$1 ° 0.57 _ 0.77 z; 0.74 c; 0,56 u 0.60 _
0.IE*] 0.16/) 0.30 o 0.70_ 1.11 c 1.24C 0-g3C 0,66C 0"$_C 0"_D 0"87D 0"$4C 0"640 0"57"o
0.20* 0.19 D 0.4| D 0.$1C |.28 C 1.42'c l-0eC 0"73C 0"6'70 0"73C 0'99C 0"94(: 0"73C 0"83D
030" 0.26 ° 0.b '_o h07C 1.07C 1,86C 1,38C 0.gsc 088£' 0"0SO 1"2(_C 1"20c 0"940 0"$40










0.47/) 1.01c 1.90c 2.86 C 3.17c 2.35 'e 1.{_* I._}c 1.68° 2._ c 1.93a 1.56 c 1.41c
O,73 C 1.56 ° 289 # 4.26 _ 4.69 J_ 3.4"/_ 2.44 B 2.21 _ 2,43 B 2.8_ J 3.65 _ 2.14 _s 1.83 e
].08 c 2 21r_ 404 `0 5.9 O_ 6 43 I' 4.7u e_ 3133 !. 2.04 _ 3 16 s 3 E*9*q 31_ B 2.411. 1.92 a
2.05:: 3,97 a 7.03 _ 101(_`0 10.90 B 8,06 e 537/_ 4.751. 4,83/) $.131. 4.29_ 2.94 s 1.99_)
3.92 (: 712 B 12,26 a ]7,49 a IB.46/) 13.64 # 9.34/_ 7.8__ 7.39 _ 7.34 n _79 _ 333 a 2.OB#
6.63 c II,0_I`0 18.00`0 26140 2a.71 ° 21.97 u 15S& _) 13.20_ 12.8Oa 12'IOa g'22a &'61a 3"12B
lO.gSS 16.3_._ 2_.09 n 38.29 _ 43.84 _ 34.79 _ 25.48 # 22.481. 21.98 a 19.81 a 14-62 _ S.78_ 4.80#
18.10# 23.73 D 37.058 $8 .073 6_.933 83.09_ 41.78/) 3fl'283 37"7_ 32"44a 23"193 ]3"76_ 7"37C
44.42 _ 84.57 a 72.23 _ lOg.70a140.BSB124.40a100A4a gl_.21R 98.13 s 78._q_ a $3.44 a 31.18 ° 10.21 c
$g.110 6a,63# 114.07 B 120.29 J 185.71 _ 149.03 _ 124.85 _ 11g,72 _ 117,3_ 'lz 102.70# 78.12 'B 47.33 c 36.10c
98.194) I00 83c 111.40 B 140.27 a 133.9BB201.841.179.40# 1_4S.55 j 138.13 a 1451.52_ 147-07C 93-13C 57'7E'C"
133.29/) 147.56 c 146,04 B 163.$8 I_ 217.38 "_272 461. 257.78 _ 231.69 _ 213.07 a 254.04 # 276.89c lg1,23 c 127,78 c
)ol_ted from oHz_n_ dtt&. Vm-ittio* ;.,d*t_ <10%. >10% x, >20*_ _, >$O% c, >I00%o
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Av*r.f, CH4 (ppmv) for JANUARY
Pr**,. Latit*d* (*N)
(rob) -SO" --40 -30 -20 -IO 0 +10 +20 +30 +40 +$O +00 +70"
0.10' 0.14 0.12 0.10'* 0.09 as 0.10 a' 0.11 "4 0.12 'l 0.12 't 0,12`4 0.11A 0.0_ 0.08 `4 0.07 a
0.15* 0.14 0.12 0.11.4 0+10.4 0.11A 0.12.4 0.10 a 0.14 .4 0.13"* 0.12.4 0.10'* 0.09"* 0.08 I
0.20 0.14 0.10 0.12'* 0.11 x 0.12 .4 0.13 .4 0.14.4 0.15.4 0.14.4 0.13 a 0.11.4 0.09 A 0.040/.
0.30 0.10 0.1$ A 0.14 .4 0.10 a 0.16.4 0.17'* 0.17 A 0.17'* 0,115'4 0.10`* 0.13.4 0.11.4 0.0_
0.40 0, IS a 0,1(_ t 0.18.4 0.1_'* 0.21.4 0.21.4 0+21'* 0.21'* 0.1'_'* 0.18.4 0.10`4 0.13 .4 0.10.4
0.50 0.1_`* 0.18`* 0.22"* 0,28 _t 0.2(I.4 0.20" 0,20.4 0.2$.4 0.22.4 0.20 `4 0.19"* 0.10.4 0.12.4
0.70 0.17.4 0.22'* 0.28.4 0.3$ A 0.37"* 0,3S.4 0.$3.4 0+34Y 4 0.27.4 0.25.4 0,23`4 0.20 A 0.14.4
1.00 0.20'* 0,25`* 0.32 ..4 0.40 "4 @,42 A 0.40'* 0,38'* 0.$4 'l 0._`* 0.2:7.4 0.26 A 0.22.4 0.10`4
1.$O 0,24.4 0,31`4 0.40 .4 0.51.4 0.$4`* 0.$0 A 0.40.4 0.40 A 0.35 `4 0.$2`4 0.$0.4 0,2:6"* 0.19 JD
2:.00 0.29 A 0,38.4 0.SO 0.64 0.09 0.63 0.Sb 0.47 A 0.40 _ 0.$7.4 0.35`4 0.31 s 0.2.1 B
$.00 0.$4.4 0.44.4 0.M_ 0.69 0.76 0.70 0.63 0.$4'* 0.47.4 0.43"* 0.41 `4 0.3$ 'a* 0.26 a
4.00 0.41 `4 0._D.4 0,01.4 0.76 0.82 0,711 0.71 0.61`4 0.54.4 0.51`* 0.48`* 0.40'* 0.29 `#
IL00 0.49 0.5,7.4 0.67.4 0.80 0.119 0.87 0.79 0.70 0.63.4 0.60 A 0.$$`* 0.45.4 0,$2: a
7.00 0.07 0.71 0.7IV 4 0.91 1.02 ```/ L0$ 0.99 0.89 0.82: 0.79 0.72.4 0.$8.4 0.41/.
|0.00 0.78" 0.78 ``4 0.85.4 0.94.4 1.08"4 1.14.4 1.10 `4' 0.99 _ 0.02"* 0.904 0.83 't 0.69'4 0.86 B
10.00 0.95/. 0.90 "4 0.91`* 0.994 1.14.4 1.31`* 1.$I'*' 1.18.4 1.12:" 1.11/. 1.03/. 0.05/. 0.94/*
20,00 1.1$/. 1.05 'w i.00 `4 1.04.4 1.22 "t 1.$0`* 1.$7.4 1.42'/. 1.85/. 1.37/. 1.2:8/. 1.20 _ 1.$7 e
Av*r* r CB, (pFmv) far FEBRUARY
Pro., Lst_t.d. ('N)
(rob) -50* -40 -30 -20 -10 0 +I0 +20 +$0 +40 +_0 +60 +70*
OA0* 018 a 0. II A 0.08`4 0.08`4 0.09 _ 0,I0 A 010 _ 0. I0 A 0.09 a 0.09 A 0.09'* 0.08 "4 0.07 a
0.15" 0.17 _ 0,12`4 0.09 _ 009 A 0,11`4 0.11.4 0.12 x 0.11.4 0.10 A 0,10 A 0.09 _ 0.08.4 0.07/.
0.2:0 0.17 A 0.13 A 0,10 _ 0.31`* 0.12`4 0.13`4 0.13.4 0.1`2.4 0.11'4 0.1]`4 0.10 A 0.09 A 0.08 B
0.30 017 _' 0.15 x 0.14 .4 0.15.4 0.10.4 016`* 0.16.4 0.15.4 0.14.4 0.14`4 0.13 A 0.11A 0.10 B
0.40 0.17 x 017`4 0,18 A 0.20'* 0.21'* 0.20" 0.19 A 0.1g A O18.4 0.17.4 0.16 A 0.13.4 0.12/.
0.$0 017.4 0.20 A 0.24.4 0.'27.4 0.28`4'* 0.25.4 0.24'* 0,24 't 0.23 `4 0.`2]`4 0.19"* 0.18 A 0.14/.
0.70 0.18.4 0.25.4 0.33.4 0.40 _ 0.39"* 0.34.4 0,32`4 033`4 0,31"* 0.`28.4 0.25'* 0.21.4 0.1 't/.
1.00 0.20.4 0.28'* 0.311.4 0.40'* 0.4,5`4 0.30 '4 0.37 '4 0 37" 0.34.4 0.31 'M 0.27"* 0.23"* 0.21 .o
l,bO 0.25.4 0.34 A 0.4_r 4 0._ 0,57.4 0,51 0,47 "4 0.44"* 0.40`* 0.36"* 0,$2 A 0.28"* 0.27 _'
2.00 0.29 `4 0.42 .4 0.87 A 0,70 A 0,72.4 0.08 0.$0 0.$4 A 0-47 A 0.42 `4 0,37 A 0.$$`4 0._14/.
$ O0 0.$8.4 0.48 `4 0.62 0.T_* 0,79.4 0.75 0.07 061`* 0.53 _ 0,47`4 0,42.4 0,39"* 0,38 's
4.00 0.41.4 0.53 0.67 0.80 0,85 0,81 074 068 0.59 0.$2.4 0,48 `/ 0.45.4 0,41/.
$.00 0.49 _ 0.60 0,75 0._ 0.02 0.89 0.83 0.78 0.66 0,88 0.84 x 0.81.4 0.48 s
7.00 005 0.73 0.84 0.96 1.04 1,0_, 1.00 0,92 0 81 0.71 0.1MI.4 0.03 'q 0.54/.
I0.00 0.71`4 0.78 A 0.|7 0.98 1.08 A 1.14" 1.12 A 1.02 '_ 009 A 0._0 "4 0.79 -4 0.75.4 0,68/.
I$.00 0.83 _ 0.80.4 003 1,02 "4 1,15.4 1.`29"* ] 33.4 1.20 _ l.O3 _ 0.99 J_ 1.00 _ 1.00 B 0.99 e
2000 007 a 0.95 `4 0.99 _ 1,0(_ 1,21.4 1.46`* I _ I 40 a 1.20 a I,`23J_ 1.28/. 1.32 _ 1.43 s
Av*r*8® CH4 _ppmv) for MARCH
P'' L _._;,.d.('_1 ]
__.__b_ -SO* -/0 -30 -2:_ -10 0 ÷ I0 +20 +30 +40 +50 +60 +70"
o._o" f OHI O'_z/-X---oo8 o o.o_`4 O.ld ,a o._o _ o.lo A oo,Qr--o.-'_ ;_ o.oa o.os ooe, A o.oe,
0.18 ._ 0.12 .40.I$" I 0.O1_ 0.O_ 0. II`* 0.114 0.11A OlO _ 0.09 A 0.09 O.Oa 0.07.4 O.060
0.20 ] O.18.4 0.13 A 0.II/. 0.11.4 0.12:.4 0.13`4 0,12.4 0,12 _ 0.11`4 0.I0 0.09_ 0.O8`* 0,06
0.30 i 0.18.4 0.17.4 0.|8 't 0.15.4 0.10.4 0.10`4 0.15 `4 0.15`* 0.14"* 0.15.4 0.11 a* 0.0_ 0.08/. I
0.40 0.19 't 0.21.4 0.22 a' 0.`21"* 0.20 _ 0.19`4 0,1B.4 0. IS _ 0.|S _t 016'* 0.14 _* 0.12.4 0.10 _
0.SO 0.19 .4 0.28.4 0.:11.4 0.`2_' 0.20"* 0,24.4 0.23 A 0,23"* 0.23 `4 0.20'* 0.17.4 0.14"* 0.13.4
0,70 0.19 "_ 0.$4 '_ 0,47.4 0,40`* 0.8$.4 0.31`* 0.$0`4 0.31`4 0.$].4 0.27" 0,22 _ 0,19 "_ 0.18.4
1.00 0.224 038 _ 0.50 _ 0.4§`4 0.41"* 0,$6"* 0.$5 x 0.38 _ 0.$S x 0.30 _ 0.24.4 0.21 _ 0.30 _
160 0.26.4 040 .4 0,$8`4 0.$8`* 0,53 't (I 47 0.45 048.4 0 43.4 0.36.4 0.30 A 027 `4 02.
2,00 0,31A 0 45 A 0._1 0.704 0,08 _ 0.01 0.58 0,58 0 33 044 0.36.4 0.33.4 0.32.4
$.00 0.36.4 0.$0 #t 0.66 0.70`4 0.75.4 0.09 0.t_ 0.85 0._9 0,40 0,41.4 0.39 .4 0.$7.4
14.00000 0.41 x 0.85 x 0.71 0.81 '_ 0.82.4 0,70 0,74 0.72 0,80 0,54 0.48.4 0.44.4 0.43.4
$.00 0.48.4 0.61 '_ 0.70 0.87 0._t0 0.85 0.83 0.$0 0,7] 0,59 0.$2 _ 0.$I _ 0.$O _
7.00 0.62 035 0.86 0.99 1.04 1.05 1.02 0.M 0.84 0.70 .4 0.45,111.4 0.66 A 0.M`4
0.88.4 0.78 x 0.90 1.02: 1.08.4 1,11.4 1.12`* 1.05`* 0.g2`4 0.82.4 0.78.4 0,76.4 0.79 _
lS00 0.8_ 4 0.8_ 0.97`4 1.08.4 1.18 _ 1.2:4`4 1,31.4 1.22:`* 1.08.4 1.08`4 1,00 _ 0.97 A 1.05'4
20,00 0.97 n 0.96 A 1.04.4 1,15"* 1.22`4 1,$94 1.82 '4 14i _ 1.20 _ 1.34 a 1.$1 a 1.24 x 1.40 `¢
* It-'U'_pol*_d from od_/datL V_ristjor* in dst_*_<10%, >I0%'*, >20_ _, >50% ¢, >I00% _
75
Preu | L,titude ('N)
{rob} _ -50" -40 -30 -20 -10 0 -_ l0 +20 +30 *40 +50 +60 +70 t
0A0 • "6_-41 011B 0.09 # 009 _ 0.'H;_0._ 0.10 _ 0.09 A 0.O9 A 0.08 0.0_ _ 0.05 v
0.15" 0.18 A 0.12 a 0.10 a 0.10 A 0,12 A 0.12 A 0.12 A 0.11A 0.10 A 0.10 A 0.08 008 "t 0.05 B
0.20 016 A 0.14 B 0.12 a 0.12 A 0.18 A 0.13 A 0.18 A 0.12 A 0.11`* 0.11A 0.09 0.07 A 0.0_ a
0.30 0.17 A 0.17 B 0.16 B 0.15 A 0104 0.18 A 0.16 A 0 18 x 0.15 #. 0.13 a 0.11A 0.08`* 0.07 B
0.40 0.104 0.20A 0 20 `4 0.19A 0,19 Jt 0.19A 0 19_t 020 A 0,19A 0.16 _t 0. t3A 010 A 0.08 a
0.50 0 21 _t 0 25 A 0,26 A 0.25 A 0.23 A 0,23 A 0 24`* 0254 0.23 A 0 20 A 0 15 x 0 12 A 0, I0J_
0.70 i 0.24`4 O32 A 0.36 A 0-34 x 0.3Ox 0.29 0.314 O 34 A 0.34`* 026 A 019 A 0,15 A 0.134
1.00 0 26 x 0.34 A 0.41`* 0,40 _ 0 35 A 0.33 0 3,5 0 59A 0.38'* 0 29 A 021'* 0.18 A 0.154
1 50 0 29 _ 0.40 .4 049 A 0.50A 0 .48_ 042 0.44 O 47 0.44 A 0 35 A 0.28`* 0.22 A 0,20 A
2,00 0.34'* 0 45/` 0.58 A 0.83`* 0,59/` 0,54 055 0.58 053 042 033 0.28 0.25
3.00 0,39 a 052 "_ 0.85 't 0.71`4 0.87`* 0.63 0,63 065 059 0.47 0.37 033 0.31
400 0.45 A 0.58`* 0.72`4 0.78`4 0.70'* 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.65 0.52 0.42 A 0.38 0.37
5.00 0,52 A 0.66 A 0.79 A 088`4 085 0,82 0 80 0 79 0.73 0.58 A 0.47`* 044 045
7.00 0.68"* 0,8l x 0.94 1.02 1.05 104 1 00 09S 0.88 0.71`4 0,58 A 0.59A 083
10.00 I 0.74 A 0874 0._9 1.0_ 1.09 A 1.11 1.08 1.02 0.9_`* 0.824 0.72 A 0.74 A 0.78
15.00 0.85 A 0._ _t 1,08`* 1.14 A 1.18 x 125 A 1.25`* 1.]8 A 111'* 1.0_ 4 1.04 A 1.074 1.13 A
20.00 I 098 A 1 074 1.19 A 1.23 A 1.24`* 1.404 1.43`* 1 32 A 129 A I 38"* 1.48 a 1.38 A 1.62 A
Average CH, _,ppmv_) f_or_MAY
Pr_ J L*titude (°N}

















0.OO A 009 A 0.12 A 0.12 A 0.124 0134 O12 _ 0 12 A 011`4 0 104 0.08 A 0.07 B 00_ B
0.07 A 010 A 0.13 A 0.13`4 0134 Cl4 x 0 14 A CI3 A 0 134 0 11A 0.08 A 0 f17 a 007 e
0.09 D 0.134 0.154 0.154 015 A 0.1r3 A 0.17 A 017 x 0.16 _ 0.13 A 010 A 0.08`* 0.07 a
0.11J_ 015 _ 0.18"* 0.17 A 0.18 A 0.19`4 0,20 A 0.21A 0.20 A 0.15`* 0.11`4 0.09 _ 0.08 s
014 B 019 A 021A 020 A 0.21A 0.22`* 0.25`* 0.26/` (125 A 0.18 A 0.13`4 0 114 0.09 Js
0.20 a 024 A 0 28 A 0.23 A 028 0.28 0.82 A 0354 0.33 A 0.23 A 0_ x 015 _ 0.10 _
0.28 e 028 A 0.30 A 0 29 A 0.30 0.32 0.38"* 0 ¢0 _ 0¸37`4 0.20 _ 0.19 _ 0.15 A 0.12 _
0.30 a 0.36 A 0.39 A 038 A 089 0.41 0.454 048 _ 0 44`4 0.32 0.23 A 0.1_ 0.18 _
0._8/" 0.40 A 0.$0 A 0.S0 A 0._0 0¸32`* 0 57 0 59 0 52 0.3g 0.29 A 024 A 0.214
0.45 A 053 _ 0.57"* 0 584 0._9 0.60 0 64 0_ 0.58 0.44 0.34 A 029 A 0.27 _
0¸53`4 0.6]'* 0.68`* 0.68 0.68 0 89 0.72 0.75 0 _5 050 0.80 A 0.35 _ 0._3 A
0.83 A 070 A 0.75 078 0.Tg 0.78 0 80 080 0 72 0.58 _ 0.45`* 0.42"* 0.4tY _
0.83 A 0.81# 0._ I 02 1.03 0._ 0.g8 0.9¢ 088 0.70 A 0._O A 0.88 A 0.58
0.87 A 097 _ 1.04 1.08 1.10 1.08 1.0_ 100 0.gl A 0 80 A 0.73 x 0.73 A 0.744
0.94 `4 1.10A 120 A 1.21A 1 22 1.24 1.20 A I09 A 1.00A 1.00.4 I.O4_ L074 1.10_
1.01'4 1.24 A 1.3_`4 135 _ 1.37 1424 ] 35 _ 1.18 _ 1.09 _ I 25 e 148 _ 157 A 163 _
Pre_. I L_itude {'N)
_=_) ,o _.o-20_,o o .1o.o .o .o .o .o +7o.,
0. I0' 006 0.10 0.18 x 0,12 A 0 12A 0-12 A 0.12 x 0.11 _ 0.I0 A 0.09 A 0.07x 0 0¢_ 0-t_'_-
0.15 ° 0.0_ 0,]0 0.13 't 0.18 A 0. I$ 't 0.15"t 0.13 A 0124 0.11`4 0,10 _ 0.08 x 0.07"* 0.07 e
0.20 0.07 0.11 0 14A 0144 0 14`* 0.14`4 0,144 0.144 0.13 A 0]l A 0.08 A 0.07 '_ 0,078
0.30 0,084 0,13 a U.t0 A 0.18 _ 048 A 0,17 _ 0.18 _ 0.184 0.16 A 0.13_ 0-104 008_ 00?e
0.40 0. I0 A 0.14`* 0.18 A 0.18`* 0.19 A 0.20 A 0.22 a 0.22 A 0.20 A 0,15`4 0.11 _' 009 A 0.08 B
050 0.12/9 0.18`4 0.20 .4 0,21A 0.22`4 0.24 st 0.27 x 0.29"4 0.24 A 0.18 A 0.12 A 0-I0 A 0.08 D











0.18 a 0.23 a 0.27 A 0.29 't 0.31A 0.34 _ 040 A 0.43`* 038 A 028`* 0.17 A 043`* t_.11A
0.24 B 0 29 A 0.34`4 0.33 A 0.384 042 A 0.49 A 0 52 _ 0.44`4 0._1A 0,21 `4 0. 174 0,154
0.32 a 0.58 A 0.42 A 0,444 0.47 A 0,52 x 0.59 0.82 0,54 0,38 0.20'*' 0,22 x 0.20 A
0.38 B 0.46 A 0.51A 0.52`* 0.$5 A 0._0 A 0,87 0.68 0.60 0.44 0.82 .#` 0.27`* 0.254
0.45 a 0.58`* 0.01A 0._1`* 0.03 A 0 89 `4 074 0.75 0._ 0.50 0.$8 A 0.33 A 0-30 _
053 _ 088 x 0.72 A 0.72 A 0.73 A 0.79 0.83 0.82 0.73 057 0.48 x 0.414 037 x
0.71 x 0.90A 1,00 0._ _t 0.9_ x 1.00 1.0l 0._ 0.87 0.73 0.64 0.00 0,55
0.88 A 1.02A 1.0_ A 1.04A 1.03`4 1.0_ 1.07 1.00 0.91A 0.81A 0.75 't 0.73 0.71
IA0 • 1.27,t 1.28A 1.19A 1.17 '_ 1.21x 1.18 A 1.07_ 0,9_ x 0.94 A 0,97`* 1.02't I.I0
I.$8B 1.57# 1.49A 1.36`4 1,33`* 1.38x 1.80A 1.15/` 1.02 a 1.11B 1.274 L 43x 1.724














Av.rsf, CH, (pprnv) for JULY
L.,i,.d.__.)"
L _,')* --40 -30 -20 -,0 0 _, ,0 "_20 +$0 "4"40 "_.0 -t-¢_O "tT0*
008 o.Io __--_.'_--5-,_.'-_,_r-o-v,T-'Tu9" o.oa' DOS_ o.o_ar--
009 0 }) Ol.q A 0. I$ A 0 ]_ q 0 14 A 0 ,3 A 0 174 011A 0,04 0.09 A 0.OA D 00T _
OU_ 0 ,1 Oi4 _ 0 144 0 15 A 0 I_* D,E m 0 ,4 a N 12 A 0_l, m U.O9 a 0.08 A 0.07 B
0 09 0.]3 _ 0. I0`* 0.17'* 0 ]7'* 0.1'a 4 0.19 .4 0.18 A 0.16`* 0.13'* 0.I0 A 0.09 A 0.07 a
0 09 A 0.14 a 0 |8`* 0.194 0.214 0234 0 25 a 0 _44 0.21`4 0.16 a 0.124 0.09,* 0.07 B
OIO A 0.]5 a 020 A 1_22 a 0Z#, _ (17_* rl_2" U_t_ '_ ()_.'t 4 O.,D a 013 A 010 A 0.07A
0 1'D 0.18,4 0.24,L 0,27 A D :Sl A 0..17`* 0 4J _ U.45`* 038`* 0.15 '4 0.1S'* 0.1l A 0.08 a
0.13 m 0.20 A 0.26 A 0.29 x 0.33"* 0 40 A 0.48 A 050 A 0 4_A 0.28`4 0.17`* 0.12 A 0. I0 A
0 19 a 025`* 0.30 A 0.34"* 0.39 A 0.47 _ 0.$e`* o.sg _ 0 50 A 0.33"* 0.21"* O10`* 0 13 _
0.2fl _* 031 _ 0.35 _ 0.3g A 0.45`4 0 _a 0 B7"* 0.0U 0.$_ 0.40 A 0,2_`* 0.20'* 0.IT _
0.$2 a 0.30 _ 0.42 A 0.4_ _ 0._2 '_ 0.62"* 0.73 O.74 0.64 0.46 _ 0.32`4 0.2_ _ O.23 _
0.37 `4 O 4_ A O._] A O.54 A O._1A O.70 A 0_0 O.70 0.70 0.s3 `* OfJ8 A 0._2 A 0.29
O 44`* O.54`* 0.60'4 O._4 A O.70 A _. 7_PA 0.80 O.a_ 0._(_ 0._O A 0.48 A 0.404 0.30
O_O 0 75`* 0.84`* 0._7 _ 0,O_`* 0.98 [ 00 0,9_ 089 O,7R A 0.05 _ 001 0,60
O 82 0 g3`* 0.96 A O._ A I DO_ t.b$'* | O_ ].DO 0 _2 _ O 83 q 0.74 A O.73 0.78
I _9 1.30 A t.2(Y ¢ L13 A l. I84 X.lg A I ]?A 1.08 A 0gSA 0.g4 A 0.g2`* 0.g8 1.[5


















Av*r*l_, CH, {ppmv} for AUGUST
LsLitud* (*N) 0.11 le
-$O* -40 -30 -20 -10 O +10 +20 .*30 +40 -+50 +60 +?O*
009 (J 10 0.11 0,13 A 0,13`* 0,13 _e 0.12 _ 0.10 `4 0.10 -4 0.10 A 0,11`* 0.1,'4
009 0], 0.12 014 _ OI5"* 0.15 a 014"* 0.12`* 0.11A O.11"* 012"* O. ll`* 010 _
O. lO 0 ,2 O 1( O.15 _ O.18 _ 017 a Gift x O14 A 01_ A O.13 A 0.12"* 0.,1"* O. ID a
0 11 0.]4 O.IT O.l_ A 0.19 A 0.2|'* 0.21"* 0.20 A 0.10 a 0.10"* 0 13'* 0.11"* O.O_
0.12 A 0.17 A 0.21 0.23 A 0.23'* 0.26"* O.28 "_ 0.28"* 0.25 x 0.20 A O.IS'* O. XI'* 0.08"*
0]3 A 0,20 A 0,20 A 0.2_'* 0,_8 A 03_ A 0._7 A 0,_ "A 0 $4 A 0.24"* 0.10"* 0.1| A 0.0_ A
0.18 _ 0 25"* 0.34"* 0.35 _ 0.35 x 0.42"* 0.S2"* 0.58 A 0.49 A 0.32 A 0.19 A 0.11A 0.07 _
018 B 0.26 a O33 A 0.$$ _ 0.37`* 045`* OLO _ O._. _ 052"* 0.34"* 0.20 A 0.13"* O.O9 A
0.24 'B 028"* 0.33 `4 035 A 041 `4 0.52 _ 0_82 a 068 0.57 `4 0,39 A 0.25 x 0 1K`* 0,]1 `4
O.3' u O.30 A O.37 A 0.30 a 0.45 x 0.60 A 0.70 O.7l 062 0.45`* 0.20 A 0.17'* 015`*
0.$7 a 0.$6 A 0.38'* 0,42 A 0,_1 _ 0.66 _ 0,7_ 0.T? 0.87 0.80 A 0,$1 _ 0_2 A 0,]g A
O.43 s 0.43`* 0.40 A o.so A 0.69 A 073`* 0.81 0.82 0 73 0.56'* 0.$8`* 028`* 0.2_ a
0.50 A 0.52 `4 0._4`* 0.$9 A 0.08 A 0.7_ A O._B 0.0a 0.Tg 0.62 A 0.45 A 0.38'* 0.$3 x
0,87`* 0,72 "_ 0.T_`* 0,7g A 0.87 A 0,94 I.OO 1.00 0.g0 0.78`* 0.03 A 0,_T A 0,53
0.87'* 0.8_ A 0._4`* 0.80 A O.gS"* 1.02`* 1.O_"* 1.04 A 0.9_`* 0.83`* 0.7"2/4 O.M A 0._.8 A
1.3_ A 1.10 A 1.02 _ 1.00 x 1.10 A 1.17`* 1.11_`* ].12 A 1.05"* 0.9_`* 0.88"* 0.gl`4 1.0_'*




















Av_ra.le CH, Ippmv) for SEPTEMBER
L*ti*ud, C'N)
-SO* -40 -30 -20 -I0 0 +10 +20 -*-$O -t-40 +60 _60 +?0'
0.10 n 0.10 _ 0.10 _ 0.13'* 0.14 "_ 0.14 x 0.12 A O. 10 A 0.10 A O.13'* 0.1_ x 0.1_ A O.]S
0.]l a 011 m 0.12 A 0.14`* 0 10 A 0.10'* O 14'* 0 ]2'* 012"* 0.14`4 O. 10 A 0.15 "_ 0.14
0.12 a 0.12 A 0.13 A O. IO A 0.IT a O.18 _ 0.10"* O.14"* 0.14"* 0.16 _ O.]T A 0.1_"* 0.13
0.13 a 0.15 '_ 0.17`* 0.19"* 021A 0.22"* 021'* O.|9 `4 0.19"* O.20 A 0.]_ 0.1_ x 0.11
0.15 a 0 19"_ 0.22"* 0_74"* O.2S A 0.28`* 028`* 0 27"* 0,28 A 0.25"* 0.21'* O 14"* 0 In
0.18`* 0.24"* 0.28`* 029 _ 0,31"* 0J4'* O.36 A 0.37"* 0_38"* 0.32'* 0.23"* 0.14'* 0.O8
0.21"* 0.31"* 0,38"* 0.37"* 0.3_ A 0.45 A 0.50 A 0.54 `/ 0.52`* 0.42"* 0.26"* 0.|4"* 0.07
0.24'* 0.32`* 0,39 A 0,$_ A 0.42"* 0.49" 4 0 64`* 0,58 A 050 A 0.44`* 0.27"* 0.14"* 0.01
O.ZB'* 0.34"* 0.40 A 043'* 0.48 x 0.56"* 063'* 0._'* 0._3 A 0.48`4 0.28"* O15"* O.OB'*
G.,)2 A 0.30 a 0.41 a 0.4"/'* 0,_4"* 0,63 0.72 0.Tfl 0.70 0.$3 A 0.30 A 0.15 A 0,0_ A
0.38"* 0 41"* 0.45 a 0.$; _A 0.60 A 089 0.77 0.110 0.75 O,J_g'* 0,3S A 0.5_0 A 0.12"*
0 45"* 047`* 0.SI J| 0 $7`* 0,60 A 0.75 083 0.05 0 79 0.63 x 0 41`4 0,26 `4 0,18"*
0.53"* 0.54`* 0.58`4 0_2`* 0.72`4 0.82 0.88 0.g0 0.84 0.69 "a 0.49 A 0.34`4 0.25`4
0.7V e 0.09 A 00o_ A 0 73`* 0.8S A 0.05 100 0.99 0.93 0.80 _ 067 A 0.55 048 A
0.84"* 079 A 0.77"* 081`* 093 x l OS I O_ 1.03"* 0.98`* 0.87"* O.T5 A O_7 0.(_3"*
1.|1"* 0_ 0,g _la 0.95"* 108 `4 1 23a 118"* 1.10 A 1.07"* 0,99 A 0.gl`* 0.g3 A 1.04 a
1,47"* 1.24 _ 1.13 a l 12A 125`/ 1.4S _ 1.32 "¢ 1.17 A 1.17`* 1.12`* 1,11A ] 30 A 1.72 A






















-40 -30 -20 -10 0 ÷lu -120 +30 +40 +SO +60
o.1o _3_'-_1 _ ol# o ls4 bTo-r-_o.x;x--o-Tix-0_--d._--dZ-4T--6_o4.z--_T _"
0.10 0,11A 0,12 x 0.14 'l 0.1§ A 0IB A 0.|8 A 0 14 A 013 _ O IS A 0.154 0 14 A 0 14 A
0.11 0.12 x 0,13 A 0. IS _ 0.1B A 0,19 A 0.17 A 01S A 0.15.4 016 x 0.]64 0.14.4 0.13.4
0.13 0.15.4 0 18.4 0 18.4 0,21A 0.234 0.22 A 0.20 A 0 20 A 0.20 A 0.18 _ 0.18.4 0.11.4
0.18 0.17.4 020 A 0.22 _ 024 x 0.27 x 0.2"1A 0.28.4 0.26 A 0.24 A 0.20 _ Ol& x 0.1_
0.18 0.21.4 0.24 A 0,27.4 0.2_ 0.31 _ 0-33 A 034 x 0.34.4 0.20 A 0.23 _ 0.18.4 0.09 _
0.21.4 0.26 x 0.31A 034 x 0.36 0.30 0.43.4 0.47.4 046 _ 0.3U A 0.27 A 0,10 x 0.08 A
0.23 A 0.28 A ,033.4 0.37 .4 0,3_ 04_.4 0.47 A 0,51.4 080 _ 039 "a 0.28 A 010 A 0._ A
0.204 0.314 0_37`* 0.43.4 0.47.4 0 BJ A 0 [,0 .4 0.59 A 0.K7 `* 0.43.4 0.30 _ 0 174 0.08 '_
0.80 _ 0.83 _ 0.42 "_ 0.49 _ 0.SS A 0.81 x 0.87 0.09 0.05 _ 0.51 _ 0.32 A 0.17.4 0.0_ A
0.854 0.40 _ 0.47.4 0.$$`4 0.62.4 0,68 0.73 0.75 0,70 "a 0.50 A 0.88`* 0.21.4 0.11
0.42 A 0.474 0.53.4 0._ 0.68`4 0.78 0.79 0,81 0.76 A 0.82 A 0.44.4 0,28.4 0.16
0.49 _ 0.84 _ 0.604 0._ 0.78 .4 0.83 0.845 0.811 0.82 0.68 0.52 `4 0_36`* 0.23
0.67 `4 0.71.4 0.744 0.78`* 0.91 0._ 1.01 1.01 O94 A 0.82 0.09 0_56 _ 0.44
0.81 _ 0.82 A 0.81A 0.854 099 1A0 1.10 A 1.07.4 100 A 0.90.4 0.78 _ 0.68`4 0.574
1.13`4 1.02_ 0.95 a 0.97A I.L5 1.31 1.2@ 1.17A I.]2A 1.05x 0.90`* 0.9_ A 0.8_Y4
1.57 1.28B I.II_ I 11'4 133 1.57`* 1.48't 1.2_ B ! 26 B 1.23.4 119"4 1.25.4 1.39`4
Aver_K. CH, ._r,_ [or NOVEMBER
L_titud_
_-_ 0 +20 +30+40 +SO _60 +70'
0. I0" 0.0_
0.15" ] 0.11.4 0.12`* 0.13 A 0.14.4 015.4 0 I_A 0.15 "t 0.14`* g.14A 0.14.4 0.12 A 0.IO a 0.08 A
0.20 l 0.11`4 0.13A 0.14 a 0.15.4 0.1O A 0.184 0.17`* 0.16.4 0.16.4 0.15.4 0.13 A 0.10.4 0.0_ A
0.30 [ 0.13`4 0.14.4 0.1_ 0.17.4 0.19 _ 0.20 .4 0.20 _ 0.1_.4 0.1_ t 0.18.4 0.15 A 0.11.4 0.09 _
0.40 [ 0.14`4 0.18.4 0.18.4 0.20 A 0.22 _ 0.23 't 0.24 x 0.24.4 0.23.4 0.21A 0.17.4 0.13 x 0.09 x
0.50 l 0.10 `4 0.18.4 0.20.4 0.23.4 0 254 027 A 0.2[et 0.29 _ 0.28.4 0.24`* 0.19 a 0.14.4 0. I0_
0.70 0.19 B 0.21`4 0.24`* 0.28.4 0.31.4 0.33.4 0.30`4 0.37 x 036`4 0.30 't 0.23`* 0.10`* 0.10 _
1.00 0.20,4 0.24 A 0.27.4 0.32 A 0.38.4 0.37.4 0.40A 0.'11.4 0.39`* 0.33 't 0.25`4 0.17.4 0.11 _8
1.80 ] 0.23 A 0.28`4 0.33 A 0.39A 0.44.4 0.46.4 0.48`4 0.494 0.47`4 0.39 't 0.29 "t 0.20A 0.12 e
2.00 l 0.27`4 0.33 A 0 40at 0.47.4 0.54 0_,7.4 0.57 A 0.58 x 0.[,6 x 0.46 x 0.84 A 0.2_ 4 0.13 _
3.00 i 0.32 -4 0.$I# 0.47 A 0.$¢.4 0.81 0.65 0.6_ 0._45.4 0.63`* 0.53`* 0.40"* 0.27 't 0.17 a
4.00 i 0.38 x 0,4_ 4 054.4 061.4 0.03 0.73 0,74 074.4 0.70 .4 0.60 _ 0.47 _ 0.33 .4 0.22 B
_.00 I 0AS A 0.54.4 0.83.4 0.70 A 0.77 0 81 0.83 0.83.4 0.78" 0.88.4 0.55.4 0.41A 0.29 _
7.00 l 0.02 -4 0.72"4 0.81 0.87.4 0.94 1.00 1.03 1.03 0.96 0.86 0.74 A 0.604 0.48.4
10.00 0.77'* 0.18'* 0.18`4 0.93 't 1.03 A l.li 1.13`4 l.lO_ 1.08`4 0.97"* 0.84"* 0.71.4 0.61A
13.00 I I.II 't 1.0_.4 1.01x 1.04.4 L20 A 1.34` / 1.31a 1.24'* 1.21"* 1.17"* 1.04"* 0.93"* 0.91.4




















Av_rase CH, {ppmv) f_r DECF.MBER
Lttit ud* ('N)
-[.0" --40 -30 -20 -I0 0 +I0 +20 +30 +40 _-_0 +60 +?0'
0.11"4 0.12.4 0.12 _ 0.12.4 0.12 0.12 A 0.13.4 0.13.4 0.144 0.13.4 0.10 "4 0.08 0.07`*
0.12 "t 0.13.4 0.1Z.4 0.18.4 0.13 0.13`4 0.14`* 0.14.4 0.I[.`4 0.14`4 0.11"* 0.09"t 0.07.4
0.12 _ 0.13 a 0.14.4 0.14 A 0.14 0.14.4 0.1_ x 0.1[,.4 0.164 0.18 't 0.]1A 0.09 _ 0.08.4
0.13 `4 0.1_ a 0.15"* 0.17 _ 0.174 0.17 a 0.18`4 0.18 x 0.18 _ 0.16.4 0.13`4 0.10 A 0.0_ A
0.14`4 0.I@.4 0.18`4 0.20a 0.21.4 0.21't 0.21`4 0.21.4 0 21 _ 0.18`4 0.15`4 0.12 A 0.09 _
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The absolute abundance maxima and minima h:ive an Intere._t_ng distribution in
]atitude as well .is t_me. A:; already note_1, the _l.._;olute nlaxlma occur ]n
tbC :hmlt,_CJ-; tb('y _JJc t'_';il_t't) (_n ;_),,,tJL _(I _ J,,J Jlll_j.:. );J Lhc Nt)ttbcJn tl,_.n_ls-
pheru, Lhe low-IJt]tudt_ _tu,,l.eL- m_,y. imum Is i,a_ bed by a high-latitude(centred
on about 60 °) minlmum, and vlce-versa in the winter. Unfortunately, the
asymmetrical latltudlna] coverage of SAMS does not permit us to say whether
the Southern Hemisphere low-latltude maxima and minima are also accompanied
by high-latitude extrema of the opposite sign.
Consider now the variations with latitude and season which take place on
constant height (log pressure) surfaces. Startlng at the highest levels at
which CH 4 was observed, i.e. around 60 km (N20 is below the nolsc IQVCl at
this height), a non-seasonal trend is observed whereby all latitudes in both
hemispheres tend to have maxima around September, and minima around March.
Lower down, the pattern described above with a low latitude Summer maximum
and a high-latitude Summer minimum emerges, until at about 35 _m) all latit-
udinal and seasonal varJabJllty becomes subdued. The reason for this is
clear when lower levels are examined; the pattern reverses phase to give low-
latitude Summer minima and Winter maxima.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE MODEL REFINEMENTS
Models of the zonally averaqed, time averaged mixing ratios of nitrous oxide
and methane have been derived from three years of the data from the Stratos-
pheric and Mesospheric Sounder on the Nimbus 7 satellite. The distributions
of both species are sJnlilar, as would be expected since both originate in
the troposphere and both have long phctochelnlCal lifetimes. Considerable
latJtudinnl and seasonal]>-varyinq struc£ure _s pres_nt in the observed
distributions. This has been described in a phenomenological way but wlth no
attempt to explain the mechanisms underlying the features. This aspect is
still under study and will be reported at a later date.
It is likely that small imprcvements in the data set and hence _n the model
presented here will be posslb[e as a result of further processing of the
5AMS radiances, in particular to reduce the temperature error which contrib-
utes to the uncertainty in tbu constltuent retrievals, q'i_e dlscrepancy
between the satellite and balloon measurements suggests that errors of up to
50% in N20 and 25% in CH 4 may remain at the lowest level sounded. We intend
to reprocess the SAMS results with an improved treatment of the spectroscopy
and examine longitudinal and other trends to see if any reason for this can
be found.
An improved version of SAMS (ISAMS) is beJnq built for the Upper Atmosphere
Research Satellite, and a major revision of the model will be possible when
these data become available early in the next decade.
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ABSTRACT
Data from the Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder on Nimbus 7 have been
used as the basis for a model of the abundances of nitrous oxide and methane
in the stratosphere. A version Of this was produced two years ago (Taylor,
oudhia and Rodgers, /i/ - hereafter called paper I) and in this new [,dper we
consider some of the possible error sources in more detail, as well as long-
term trends. The principal source of error in tlle SAMS retrievals is thought
to be tlle use of climatological ozone profiles to invert the temperature
profile data. However, we rind that the effect is too small, and of the
opposite sign, to explain the discrepancies between satellite and in-nicu
measurements, noted in paper I. As expected, no sysEeluatic _rends which
exceed the estimaEc+d error in the data are iound in eiciler inochane or
nitrous oxide .
I NTRODUCT I ON
Nitrous oxide and methane are two of the important minor constituents of the
atmosphere. The former is the principal source Of stratospheric NO x which
plays a significa[it role in the photochemistry o_ ozone, while methane is an
important 'greenhouse' gas and clle only lll-situ source (through its photo-
oxidation) of stratospheric water vapour. Accordingly, data on the mean
abundance of these species is an important input to models and other studies
of the middle atmosphere, currently a region of much research interest.
The only comprehensive data set on these two gases, covering most latitudes
and all seasons over a period of several yellrn, is their obtained by tile
Nimbus 7 Stratospheric atld Mesospherlc Soun(le_ {._;AM.%- see Drummond e[ al.
/2/ for a description ot the instrument and 'l'aylor /3/ for a discusston and
overview ot the results obtained). These 'dace w_re used in p;q>ur I co
construct a three-year average (1979 to 1981 inclusive) from which tables of
mean monthly abundance versus log(pressure) and in ten degree latitude bins
were constructed. Seventeen pressure levels from 20 .tb. (about 25 kml to
0.i mb (about 65 km) and thirteen latitude bins (from 50 ° S to 70 ° N} were
presenr_ed.
The purpose of the present paper is primarily to re-evaluate the model in
the light of work that has been done in the meantime to _urther validate the
SAMS data and to investigate certain discrepancies with balloon data which
have been uncovered. We also examine the data set _oE signs Of trends in
the abundances of both species and present tables of results for Lhese.
EFFECTS OF OZONE ON SAMS DATA
(A) Sensitivity of temperature retrievals to ozone
In paper 1 we showed evidence for discrepancies between SANS data and in-
situ measurements from balloons, particularly below the i0 ,_D pressure
level. In investigating this, we decided that, if the discrepancy was due
to a systematic error in SANS, the most likely cause was the use of
climatological ozone profiles in the retrievals oF temperature from SANS
15pro carbon dioxide emission observations. A correction has to be applied
to the transmission _u1_ction in the temperature sounding channels because of
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theoverlappingopacityof the 16 W" ozone band. The constituent abundances
which are retrieved depend strongly on the temperatures, since the emission
which is measured is of course a function of both. Jones and Pyle /4/
quote variations in retrieved mixing ratio of as much as 50% for both gases
with a _2K temperature variation at 20 mb, although this sensitivity
decreases rapidly with pressure and is around 10% at higher altitudes.
In the present work, we have made use of new data on the ozone distribution
derived from a combination of SBUV and LIMS measurements which provides
profiles for a particular month and latitude. November 1979 was chosen for
these tests since balloon data for CH4 and N20 is available for that month
_5c_idt, personal co,_nunlc;ition). The m_In dlffere;Jces b_tween [hu
original and the new ozone profiles for uhat mo*_th are
(i) higher values in the new profiles above 0.05 mb
(2) higher values in the peak at 10 mb., in the new low latitude profiles
(but lower values at ±60 ° latitude).
Barnett and Corney /5/ suggested a 30% decrease in total ozone would produce
typically a +IK increase in retrieved temperature between 150-20 Tl_ and a 2K
increase between 20 to 2.5 mb. To examine the effect of the temperature
retrieval on the vertical structure of the ozone variations, a comparison
was made between the zonal v_ean temperature retrievals for Day 305, 1979,
using the original (climatological) ozone profile, and the reurievals
obtained after perturbing this profile at various levels. The perturbation
applied was a 20% increase at a selected level, decreasing above and below
by 4% per 0.2 scale heights, so that the unperturbed value resumes at ! 1
scale height either side of the perturbation. The results are listed in
Table i for perturbations applied at 8 different levels. The standard
deviation refers to the variation in result across the twelve latitude bands
(45°S-65°N).
T_b/* 1
RMponse of Re|r),ewd Temper_t_e (.a_La: O.O;K) |o O_ P_rturbadoeB o[ +20_
Level of M_. Rtspon*c _L l,vch l









-42_9 -lli_ +1"+2 0 -i,- '_ 0+2 0±2 -g ::l: 3 -_ ::/: 2
+48-,,-L'; -_,±11 -4-t-6 ,+1±$ +4=4 -7±11 +27"_4 23:£4
-33±28 _-35±L3 -6_$ -22+4 +25±_ +103±7 _'_I±7 -L7±2
-26±15 +9±I0 -|3+5 -IS±6 +14±5 +33±1_ +'2_'_ -2±4
+10± I_ --2+2 _l±l --L±2 +1±2 0±'_ 0±1 +i+l
+I_± L6 -4±7 -I±4 _±4 -_±3 -O±10 0¢2 +4±4
-i'3._1_ --_±7 _|_4 +_±4 -3±3 --9±10 +I±2 t4±3
"I-I± I 0±0 0±0 0±0 0±0 0_0 O±O 0±0
One particularly significant result is that the temperature retrievals below
10 mb are just as sensitive to the shape of the ozone profile at those
levels as they are to the total column amount, so the effect of introducing
the more specific ozone profiles on the temperature cannot be generalized.
(b) Sensitivity of constituent retrievals to temperature
The sensitivity of the retrieved constituent profiles to the shape of the
temperature profile was tested in a similar manner. The amplitude of the
perturbation was IK and uhe shape the same as for ozone. For each
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perturbation,temperatureandconstituentretrievalswereperformedfor the
wholeof November,1979.Theresultingchangesin themonthlyprofilegareshowni tables2 an_3.
Asexpected,thesignof theperturbationis negativedownthediagonal
elementsof eachtable (ahigherlocaltemperatureimplyinga lower
concentrationfor a givenradiance).Theconclusionhereis that, in orderto accountfor theapproximately50%reductionin mixingratios impliedbytheballoonmeasurementsat 20mb,theactualatmospheric temperatures would
have to be 5 to 10K higher than was measured by SliMS. This is a factor of 5
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70rob -0.3±2.0 -0.2 ± I.C. +0.29:0.3 -0.l :t 0._ +0.1 + 0.4 -_0.0 + 1.1
20nil 4.3± 6._ --S._ ± 5.3 -0.7 _ 0.7 +0.3 ± 0._ --0.1±0.2 +2.2 + _.1
7mb ! _..1±7._ -S.!±@.2 -@.8:t2.6 -0.4+2.3 +1.4±2.9 +i.2±3.7
i 3.'2_1.8 ff-0.3:tl.3 -1,1±0,3 -5.1+0.3 -O.l::tO.4 +)..7±11 [.%nb
Oemb i 3.1± 1.6
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(C) NOw retrievals of N20 and CH 4
The final e×per]men_ of this see was Lo retrieve temperatures for the whole
of November i!)79 using the SBUV/LIMS ozone see rather than the global annual
mean used in th_ original re[rievals, and then £o re-retrieve N20 and CH 4
fo_- this ;n_nch usir.g _i_c l_ew t_.._.era[u.u profile for each day. The
resulting differences in tl_e monthly mean are given in Table 4.
T_,Ble 4
Effect of u*_l[ ,peci_c O_ profile 00 Hovembe.r JgTg BetrievM*
Cen,titu*nt % Changt ia vmr _t Icv¢J:
20rob 71nb 2rob 0.6rob 0.2rob
N_O +4.3±[h3 48.4:h11,(_ -1.4-i-3.6 +3.7+4.2 +4.0+7._
CII,_ _-'2.(5±3.0 _-1.4±7.B -1.6±1.1 -F0.2_:|.U --2.2/:2.3
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The results show that use of a specific ozone profile results in a general
increase in the constituent mixing ratios. If table 4 is compared to Table
1 of paper I, it can be seen that the effect is too small, and of the
opposite sign, to that required to explain the discrepancies between SAMS
and In-situ measurements for that month.
SEARCH FOR TRENDS IN CH 4 AND N20 ABUNDANCES
Both nitrous oxide and methane are increasing in the troposphere and it is
interesting to consider whether this is reflected in the stratospheric
abundances at various levels. The use of satellite data to look for trends
must be approached with caution, however, since thu measurements techniques
are novel and subject to errors, while the expected trends are quite small.
The data of Rowland /6/, for example, shows methane trends of +].25% pel"
annum between 1979 and 1985 at the surface, which we might expect to see
repeated in the stratosphere if it has been going on long enough. With 5
years of data to examine, a total change of around 6% would be expected;
small compared to the estimated uncertainty in the data (20% or more, _ee
paper I) but perhaps Just possible to detect since most of the errors Xn the
data are systematic. In fact. the results (see tables below) are
inconclusive.
In each case we have looked at three year means, using the same data set as
in paper i, and also five year means, using the entire SANS data set. The
latter are obviously better in some ways in looking for trends, except that
the data from SANS was of poorer quality towards the beginning and end of
its lifetime. In the former case, the instrument was still bring
characterized and was used in various exploratory modes; in the latter,
there were problems with the instrument, leadlng to intermittent dat_
taking, and with the atmosphere, which was atypical in behaviour due £o the
eruption of el Chichon. In fact, similar results were obtained from both
sets. Table 1 shows the temperatures and their standard deviations. A
warming of around 0.15 degrees maybe present near the 2mb level. Tables 2
and 3 show the percentage changes in the minor constituents; again, some
levels exhibit changes which appear marginally statistically significant but
the evidence is unconvincing. The main conclusion to be drawn from [his
study is that a longer data set of more precise data is needed to identify
trends.
Table 5. TPmDeratur_ trends and standard deviations
Press_ire ]evel OK chan_e/vr OK chanqe/vr






T_le 6. Methane trends and szandard deviations
_ressure level % chan_e/vr % chanqe/vr
//_ 13 year _e_l [5 year _er)
20 10.97 _+ 5.21 5.50 _+ 5.53
7 5.53 + 4.08 6.84 _+ 2.08
2 -12.12 +_ 4.27 -5.55 _* 5.99
0.6 -5.47 + 6.67 0.51 + 10.24
0.2 4.38 + 5.79 4.81 + 5.08
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T_b]e 7. NitrOuS _x_de trends and standard deviations
pressure level % ch_ngp/yr % ehan_e/vr
__ (3 year set) .i.5__
20 -21.52 *--15.[5 -7.34 ± 8.63
7 7.37 +_ 8.94 5.19 + 4.94
2 -14.31 + 11.6 0.38 + 10.61
0.6 -6.38 ± 24.64 -2.25 _+ 14.27
0.2 11.89 ± 25.27 -17.04 _+ 12.21
CONCLUSIONS
The results of this work are summarized as follows:
i. The model presented in paper 1 with monthly values for the vertical and
lati_udinal distribution of me_hane and nitrous oxide is the best which c_n
be produced with present data.
2. There do seem to be real discrepancies between satellite and balloon data
at lower levels in t_e middle atmosphere, but we have been unable to e×plain
Lheso by llmitatlonS in the data reduc£ion methods used [or SA_MS.
3. There are no systematic trends in the middle atmosphere abundances of
the two species studied which can be detected reliably with the data
available; this is consistent with expectations based on other data.
4. Further progress awaits new instruments llke those forming the
scientific payload of the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite /7/. This
will include an improved version of SAMS, called ISAMS, which will measure
methane and nitrous oxide with much greater sensitivity and precisiol].
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REVISED REFERENCE MODEL FOR NITRIC ACID
J. C. Gille, P. L. Bailey, and C. A. Craig




A nearly global set of data on tl'_e nitric acid distributlon wes obtained for seven months by the Limb Infrared
Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS) experiment on the Nimbus 7 spacecraft. The svMu•tion of the accuracy,
precision and resolution of these data is described, and a description of the major features of the nitric acid
distributions is presented. The zonal mean for nitric acid is distributed in a stratoaptxerlc layer that peakl near 30
rob, wlth the largest mixing ratios occurring in polar regions, especially in winter.
INTRODUCTION
Nitric acid wa_ first identified in the stratosphere by Murcray ct M. /1/, who measured it* infraxsd •bsorptlon
spectrum from • balloon. It has subsequently been msuured many times from balloons/2/, •ircr_t /3/ and more
recently the shuttle /4/. In addition, it hw been observed by direct collection on filters from balloons and aircraft
/5/. Nitric acid is formed by the three body reaction
NO: + OII + M_ IlNO_ + M
although other processes may be involved during high latitude winter conditions. It is destroyed by the reactions
IINOI + h_, _ Oil + NO_
and
]INOs+ O11 ---,NOs + lI:O.
The time scales are several days /6/, indicating that the distribution will be strongly itdluenced by atmo_ _:
motions.
Tile only near-global observations were obtained by the Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS), whic!_
flew on *lie Nimbus 7 spacecraft. Because these are in good •grsern_ent with the other data, they are the b_ _b
for the nitric acid model proposed here. '].'he LIMS wa_ a 6 dlarxnel infrared radiometer that scanned the e_th's
Limb, meuuring e_tted radiances that could be inverted to yield proftles of hitrlc acid and other quantities. The
experiment and the data reduction have been described by Gills and Russell/7/; other discu_ions are contained in
Russell and (lille /8/and Gills ctal. /9/. The features of IR limb scanning relevant to tl,_ meuurement of ltNOs
include the long viewing paths, giving maximum sensitivity to small amounts of the ga_, high vertical resolution if
narrow field of view detectors axe used, and the ability to obtain measurements on both the day and night sides of
the orbit, ltowever, to obtain high signal to noise ratios with the narrow detectors required that they be cooled.
"l_'lle use of a solid cryogen limited the LIMS lifetime to about 7 months.
Over I;hb period, from 25 October 1978 to 28 May 1979, the instrument operated extremely well. On the average,
over I000 profiles were derived each day, from G4"S to g4"N. TILese profslee were then objectively analysed using
the Kalman filter approach suggested by Rodgers/10/ and described in more detail by Kohri /11/. Thla leads to
daily estimates of the zonal mean mixing ratio and the coefficients describing 6 waves in longitude. Only • model
for the zonal mean diatribut.ion ia presented here.
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ACCUILACY AND PItECISION OF TIlE NITRIG ACiD DATA
The chara_teriJti_ of the LIMS lINe, data were discussed by Gilh el aL /12/. The vertical range of the d•t• i,
set by the region of adequate mign-I to no:'* ratio, and, Lt the bottom, by the frequent occurrence of clouds. For
the HNOe signal, the upper llmll occurred •t •bout the 2 mb preuure level, or •round 45 km altitude. Cloud,
usually impose • lower limit •t or •boys tile 100 mh preuure ]eve] in the tropic.*. Retrievals to lower altitude are
poulble •t higher latitudes, but with rather im_ll signal to nolle r•tioe, la tills discussion Lhe lower boundary is
taken to be I00 rob.
The precision of the profiles, or *can-to-scan repeatability, ie about 0.05-0.1 ppbv in undisturbed regions where
,*am*spheric vsrlablllty does not conLrlbut4 to the varlstlonl. Thl* Intrln,lc precision hl or the order of 2_ up
to 7 rob, rising to only 5% •t 4 rob. When natural &tmoapharic variability ie included, which may incorporate
real variations on scales smaller than the approximately 100 km inter-scan spacing, , repeatability at almost all
l*titudee and a.ltitudee of 0.1 ppbv h, found.
The accuracy ie much more difficult to establish. Gills el al. /12/ estimated the errors presented in T._0le" I.
These estimates, at lent away from the top levels, are thought to be rather conservative. Again, these were checked
through comparilon with 15 baJloon-borne meuurementa from 100 to 10 mb. These differences ate a.Ieo collected in
Table 1. They are approximately the err*r* an*elated with the balloon-borne meuurementa. However, the L1MS
reeula become incre_ingly larger than the correlative mea.suremente with altitude, leading the authors to suggest
that they were in error. In addition, chemical consi-tency 0uggeat_ that the original values are too large /13/.
Subaequeatly Bailey and Gille /14/ have shows that an instrumental correction should be applied that slightly
reduces the radiance* at all altit.udeg. This has the effect of *ignillcantly reducing the liNes mixing ratios •boys 10
rob, where the signals are small. Tho re*ulna presented here have now been corrected for this effect. Thees reiulta
therefore differ at the upper levehs from 1,hose presented hx Gills el aL /lr,/.
LLMS Nitric Acid Errors +
Pressure Level hi*. or Estimated SyeLematlc Differences from
Crab) Compar_eons Err*re (%) Corral•ely.
Mes_uremente (_)
80 42
70 4 -19 + 24
50 14 41 4 ± 8
30 14 33 9 4- 7
10 12 2g 27 + 11
7 11 53 4- 11
5 6 90-'}-4
3 65
+ From Cille il ol, /t2/.
NITRIC ACID DISTRIBUTION
Ver tica_ Oh'trib_tioli
Vertical profiles of IINOI at 60°S, 32°S, the equator, 32"N and 600N are shown in Figure 1. At the equator, there
h little vertical vati*tion. A alight maximum of between 2 and 3 ppbv is located near 20 rob, but the ssuonal
variation is quite small. At 32"S the maximum of about 7 ppbv is shifted down to 30 rob. There i0 a minimum in
mid-summer with a maximum observed value in May, suggesting a,n annual variation with largest values in winter.
Temporal variations are shown in more detail below. A similar variation {shifted by 6 months) hi shown at 32"N.
The variation is similar but much larger at 60"$. The peak values, again •t 30 mb, are over 10 ppbv. At 60"N the
largest values are in winter, with maxima of nearly 10 ppbv, again at 30 mb.
la summary, the tropics are characterized by low mixing ratios, and have a small sea,*nag variation. At higher
latitudes the mixing ratios are larger, and have an annual variation charge*riled'by a hll-wiatar maximum. There
is very little variation in the pressure of the peak values, which increues from 20 mb in the tropics to 30 mb at
high latitudes.
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Figure 1. Vertical profiles of monthly average zonal mean HNO 3 mixing ratios at five
latitudes for October (--), January (- - -), April (-- --), and May ( .... ).
Monthly Average 7.,on.I Mesal (_rose-Sectione
At every location there _re short-term variations, _oclated with dynLmical effects, u well u seasonal changes,
Even attar re, king tb0 zon_ mean, there are short period temporal vlzlationl. However, over i month the etlndard
doviutlon of thane variations are ueu=lly small. Figure 2, for Jamu_y (197g) Ihow= that the standard deviation of
the daily values is less ths.n 5% except st upper levels in the wlntet hemisphere, where it cs.n be over 30%. (The
incroued values it the tropiced tropopauso are due in purr to incomplete removal of cloud contamlne, ted profiles,
and inpast tothe dilllcultyof*bcchratelyfollowingthe aharpradiancedecreue above clouds,inconjunctionwith the
low nLixingrati_ the_e.)In contrast,inApril(FigureJ) the standard devi._,ionieleesthen 5_ almvat everywhere,
end nevergreaterthen 15%. The standard devletionof the monthly averaged zonalmeLns (thesewlues dividedby
x/'N,where N iethe number of days with date inthe month) are thereforeleesthen I%, except forthe high upper
polsxwinter etratoaphere,where they are stillonly 6%, so the random unearth.entice_eociated with the re[lowing
mean crou-eectloneare ratheramall. These standard deviations_re tabulatedin Table 2.
The monthly averagezonal mean nitricaciddistributionsforOctober through May are presentedin Figurel4-11,
end in tabularform inT_ble 3. The generM featuresof the nitricacid distributionere illustratedby the October
date (Figure4}.There isa broad saddleinthe tropic0,centerednear 20 rob,Lid characterizedby valuesof2-_ ppbv,
Mixing ratiosdecrease slowly above end below thi_level,indicatingprofilescharacterizedby low and rel_tively
constantvalues.Maximum vMuee blcre_e towed both poles,with the altitudeof the maximum decreeing to the
30 mb levelat high latitudes,litthe Northern Hemisphere (Nil),the maximum of 3 ppbv at 20 mb lot I0_ N
programmesto a maximum ot 12 ppbv at 30 mb forg4°N. The latitudinalvariationsare eimil_ in the Southern
Hemisphere (Sit)as far as they can be seen.Note alsothat the ieollnesare rel_tlvelyBat on the upper *idaof the
layer,but have fairlysteepslopeson the lowereide.Finally,thereisan indicationofalightlyhighervaluesathigh
northern latitudes and high altitudes.
There is_.regularprogre_ion in the monthly mean values.In November (Figure 5),the northern polexmaximum
h u increasedto itsmaximum value,while the maximum at 64"S has decreased. By December (Figure6), the
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Figure 2. Cross section of the standard deviation of the daily HNO 3 mixing ratios from the
monthly average, as a percent of the average value, for January. Contour interval is 5%.








Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, but for April.
"L'zLble 2. Sts,dzrd devisLio, 04 moutb)y zvermlle zo,zl meal mixinl rzLioa (u • perctnt o1' the son "t mezn)
J•.uzr_
|'re..re -(_'! -GU -&U -40 -30 -20 -IU U JU 20 30 40 &U GO 7U 80
(.,i,)
2,UU U.37 0.44 U.GG 0.'/G U.Sg 0.81 0.&4 U.GG U.7! 0,4[ 0.04 0.39 0.04 1.66 3,08 5.10
3.UU U.38 0.29 0.44 0.07 U.35 O.GU U.E.U U.GU 0.02 0.68 U.OL 0.58 O.0B l.g& 3.;0 6.31
E.UU U.2U U.3U u.4g 0.63 U.4S U.53 0.5.0 0.53 0.38 0.42 0.84 0.01 0.78 1.33 1.83 4.15
T.tN) U.43 0.45 U.35 0.GI 0.43 0.40 0.38 0.26 0.25 O.b2 0.66 0.4 | 0.62 0.80 O.BT 2.42
IU.UU 0.43 U.43 U.42 U.4U U.2U 0.24 0.24 U.3L 0.25 U.43 0.50 U,30 U.71 0.60 1.01; 2.12
16.UU 0.43 U.4I 0,34 0.21 0.18 0.33 U.33 U,01 0.67 0.80 U.TG 0.63 0,83' 1.05 1,64 2,29
3U,UA] 0.4| 0.33 0.12 U,14 O.&U U.'/7 U.G7 U.05 0,34 U,54 0.33 U.42 U.30 U.30 0,82 0.8g
r,U.GO 0.3U 0.10 U.22 U.G5 0.83 0.92 U.92 U.42 U.84 U.50 0.42 U.4U Q.EU U.G4 0.65. 1.13
"/U.UU U.26 U.14 0.42 U.83 1.38 1.51 ].l I J.IU J.G3 1.60 0.88 0.73 U.6U 0.57 O.GS ].52
IUU.UU U.23 0.32 U.8V 1.23 1.59 2.32 3.39 2.fi9 3.'/1 2.54 1.01 1.11 1.04 0.52 1.13 2.34
April
]'re,ure -G[ -GO -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 5U 00 10 80
(.,I,)
2.00 1.32 1.33 1.12 1.0.1 O.GU 0.90 0._4 0.74 0.72 0.80 0.7(3 0.75 0.74 1.08 1.51 2.19
3.OU 1.22 1.57 U.U U.58 0.'/5 U.4S U.TU U.4E 0.53 0.74 0.48 0.58 O.09 0.87 1.48 1.97
5.OO 1.0Ei 1.50 L.IG O.95 U._.g _U.SG U.G2 O.38 U.54 0.GL 0.02 0.44 U.SU U.62 1.23 1.85
7.UU l.BO L.GO I..13 U.85 0.45 U.42 0.36 0.35 U,20 t.).3 L U.40 U.'Z3 0.33 0.70 1.32 1.40
10.00 l._SS I.f_l l.&2 OMU 0.58 0.35 U.27 0.24 U._5 U.2"1 0.14 O.25 U.4'2 U.07 1.24 1.0.1
IGmUU 1,22 1.23 1.38 L).'7_ U/'/U O.(.iU 0,32 O.3U U.44 U.4I U.3U 0.38 U.8U 1.03 1.01 O.GG
3U.UO U.'/2 U.74 1.07 049 U.G3 O.BG 0.25 0.52 0.59 O.17 0.31 0.42 0.59 U.02 0.71 0.58
GU.OO U.40 0.48 0.72 035 U.G3 1.51 0.78 U.59 0_8[ U.4G 0.30 0.59 0.3"/ O.00 0.73 . 1.11
70.0'U U.57 0.53 0.72 0.03 1.UI 1.93 0.95 1.50 1,51 1.59 0.04 0.64 U.38 0.76 0.98 1.54
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Figure 4. Monthly averaged zonal mean cross section of HNO 3 mixing ratio (ppbv) for
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but for November.
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Figure 6. As Figure 4, but for December.
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IAnulry'e d_=tribuLion (Figure 7) io much like December'e, but. with oome increue in the winter polar upper
etratospher*, This latter |eature i| largely gone in February (Figure g), _d the NH high latitude maximum hu
decreMed below I0 ppbv, while that in the SH hM increued, Thee ee_n_l changcm continue in March {Figure
9) _nd April (Figure 10), until by May (Figure 11) the NH maximum i. only elightly above 7 ppbv, while the SH
max at 64"S _ over |1 ppbv. ]n addition, there he.s been an increase in the SIt (winter) polar upper etrALoephere.
A comparb,on of Noyember And May, the two nearly complete montha that are 8 months spurt, indicatem little
change in the troplc_. However, they show L 7 ppbv contour in the $l| in November that ie not preeen_ at 64"N in
May, $imilerly, in May t.he rnixin& ratios hoar OO'S are ]argot ths.n thoee near OO'/_ in ]_ovembor, ]t is clear that
the SII maxima and minhnA have l_rger mixing ratios than those in Lhe NIl, indlcal, ing an uymmetry between the
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Figure 9. As Figure 4, but for March.
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Figure 11. As Figure 4, but for May (first 28 days).
Tempor'`l V'`ri'`tlo.0
The tenaporal vLristion of the zonal mean h, conveniently dieplayed by time-height croon sectione. At the equator
(Figure 12) there is "` semi-annual oscillation, where the lINes naaxinaa occur a_ the beginning of .1Lnu_y and
(probably) July .t 16 and 10 rob. The minimum Lt each level i. dose to the nald-point between the maxlnat, ThiJ
k coneiJtent with canal-annual vertical naotlon0, having maximum itrength in March, with nalnimuna naotione in
December and ,June u found by Gille el at. /16/,
At 32°bl _nd S (not chows), the pntterne are sinaii'`r to thoeo at. 60", but the varistlone are weaker, The N}I
nane,xima and SI[ minima occur in i'_obruary at 50 and 30 nab, which the mhowm the higher SII vsluea i. l'`te ,.u&amn
than in the Nll. Again, there iJ a euggeetion that the NII maxlnaum occure earlier thma the Sll minimum,
At 60"hi and S (Figtlres 13 and 14} there is "`n annual variktion, which il out" o[" ph_ between the two hemispheres,
with the NIl naaxinaum and SI[ mlnlnauna occurring in Isle December at 30 nab. ].'he patterns are einailer "`bore 30
nab, but the May vlduea in the SIt .re Larger than the NIl naaxima in December, u noted earlier.
'l'beae plots (and that for 80"N, presented in Gille /17/) show Long term (x_onsi) changee, prob,tbly duo to
photochenaicsl el['ecte, J.nd short period variationJ, elpec_'`lly during the winter, Lh'`t _re rel'`ted to dynLnaic'`l
effecta. There ,*re marked decreaaee during the tinau of naa_or diaturb'`ncel in the Jtratolphere, which axe to be
expected when the downward motio.e which lead 1.o etratoapheric w_nainga through sdiab'`tic conapreuion bring
down sir that ia poorer in ]lNOs,
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"J'_ble 3. Mo.LId I =ve;s|e so.hi miR. e.lxhl| r_t_oj (plr_ per bill_o, by volume}
October
Pleuure -64 -C,U -50 -40 -3U -2U -JU 0 10 20 30 40 50(,.I,) _ .10 80
2.UU 0.29 U.3U 0.32 0.32 U.32 0.33 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.34 0,34 0.34 0.39 0.40 0.46 0.S&
3.go U.44 '0.44 U,4G U.4G U.47 U.4B U.47 U,4g 0.5.1 u,4g U.8J U.E3 0.58 0.63 0.72 0.84
E.OU 1.15 l,J4 1.22 1.2_J |.30 1.52 1.40 J.42 1.4J l.OJ 1.50 1.48 1.53 1.78 IUU 1,92
7.UU 1.82 1.8U 1.88 1.92 2.US 2.02 1.04 J.OU 1,03 2.18 2.25 2.20 2,48 2.02 3.21 3.30
IU.UU 2.95 2.Q8 3.UU 2.9.1 3.(]9 2.033 2.27 2.26 2.GU 3.09 3.36 3.G0 4.16 4.77 S.34 i..g
16.UU 5,40 6.45 5.23 4.95 4.94 4.25 2.97 2.71 3.29 4.55 5.17 6.10 6.04 7.69 8.69 10.09
3U.UU 7.45 7.53 7.45 6.U4 0.4U 5.31 3.42 2.41 2.91 4.U0 5.52 T.3U L4U _.38 10.64 12.39
_U._U 6.21 6.46 0.52 5.71 4.52 2.08 1.78 1.21 1.53 2.22 3.'/4 5.17 6.56 ?,56 6.77 g,_l
"/U,LKJ 4.21 4.80 4.03 3._G 2.33 1.02 0.6'7 U.5G U.73 0.90 I.BS 3.11 4.41 8.36 6.32 6.97
JUU.UU 3.18 3.07 2,55 1.70 0.8-1 U.43 U.39 0.41 U.GU 0.89 0.76 1.38 2.3U 3.08 3,71 4.01
PreMu+e -04 -C,@ -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 GO .10 80{,,,b)
2.UU 0.27 U.2T U.28 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.34 0.33 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.38 0.41 0.45 0.52 0.59
3.bY| 0.39 U.40 9..13 U.44 0.40 0,48 0.5U U.4U O.SU 0.49 0.54 0.57 0.62 0.T1 0.80 I.OS
S,O0 I,U_ l.lO 1,15 1.23 1.39 1.49 1.40 1,44 1.42 1,58 1.55 1.50 1,68 1.97 2.1T 2.36
7,(_J 1.72 1.72 1.71 J,_2 2.00 2.UU 1.92 1,_ 1.93 2.19 2.27 2,40 2.8U 3.23 3.43 3,58
IO.UU 2.85 2.81 2.7U 2/'/5 3.UU 2.GU 2.31 2.28 2.58 3.11 3.40 3.02 4.GG 5.30 8.85 0.40
IG.LXJ 5.24 5.15 4.86 4.67 4.69 4.34 3,1U 2.78 3,38 4.76 Sfa4 6.67 7.64 8.58 g.78 11.10
30.UU 7.54 "1.42 G.97 G.4U 0.15 5.08 3.35 2.44 2.07 4.30 0.10 7.85 8.68 g.82 11.39 12.74
5U.UU 6.30 6.27 5.95 5.1"1 4,23 2.76 1.703 1.17 I.C_ 2.44 4.09 5.64 6.61 7,70 g.08 g.g3
7U.LKJ 4,53 4.52 414 3.25 2.10 0.98 0.76 0.60 0.74 0.t_8 2.01 3.43 4,56 5,SO 0.04 T.U4
IUU.UU 2.8"/ 2.77 2.26 1.,_1 0,77 0.44 0.63 0.52 O.GI U.53 0.78 1.50 2.48 3.44 4.03 4.] 1
L)cc¢lll_Cr
J=r c,q_.{e -4t *GU -5U -dU -30 -20 -10 0 IU 20 30 40 5U GO 70 80
(,.I,)
2.00 0.25 U.2_', 0.27 0.30 0,32 0.34 0.35 U.34 0,34 0.33 0.35 0.3.1 0.3g OA5 0.56 0.64
3.U_) I),38 U.39 0,42 0.44 U.4B 0.52 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.49 0.53 0.57 0,6L U.TG 1.04 1.20
5.UU 1.1). '+) l+_}_ 1.15 1.25 1.38 1.52 1.4G IAG 1.47 J.GO I.GU 1.57 1.71 2.UU 2.51 2.85
7,OU 1,O5 I.GG 1.71 1.62 2.U2 2.UT I.'05 1,95 2,01 2+22 2.31 2.48 2.81 3,14 3.54 3.gO
IU.UU 2.71 2._J 2.48 2+'1_ 2.03 2.82 2.48 2.35 2.131 3.1U 3.5U 4.07 4._0 5.28 5.68 6.10
1G.LK) 4.DU 4.84 4.07 4.51 4.53 4.34 3,39 2.88 348 5.U0 0.02 7.08 8,24 9.U9 g.70 10.O6
3U.UU 7.10 7.01 G.45 G.15 5.C._ 4+71 3.29 2.42 309 5.28 G.07 8.21 0.28 10.41 ]O.gl 11.U2
5U.UU 6.18 (;.02 5.43 4,64 3,118 2.4"/ 1.68 1.18 1.77 3+14 4.59 5.88 7.jtt 8.3U 8.55 8.46
7U,UU 4.34 4+17 3.57 2.78 1.80 0.80 0."18 0.fi3 U.1_2 1.12 2.10 3.74 5.34 G.2G 6.40 6.30
I00.00 2.55 2.40 1.87 1,2.1 0.07 0.41 U.72 O,58 O.63 U.47 0.81 1.8B 3.34 3.99 4,Og 4.10
J _llzllnty
Pressure -41 -GU -50 -40 -3U -20 -10 0 JO 20 30 40 50 GU 70 80
(.,lO
2tJJ U.24 U.25 0,28 0.34J U.33 U,3.1 U.34 0.35 0.34 0,32 0.34 0.36 0,38 0,41 0.51 0.60
3.041 U.38 0.39 U+.12 0.40 U.r,U 0.53 U.53 0.53 0.53 0.49 0.51 U.53 0.5.1 0../0 L.U.1 1.32
5.UU 1.O7 1.1U l,J4 1.28 1,,18 1.55 1.,49 1.52 1.57 1.58 1.45 1,50 1.68 2.23 2.90 3,40
7._O I..10 I,'/I 1.73 1.88 2._J 2.|3 I.gG 1.97 2.U5 2.18 2.2U 2.38 2.06 3.16 3.72 4.04
1U.L._U 2.79 2."16 2.'/.I 280 2.88 2.88 2.raL 2.34 2.50 2.04 3.35 3.82 4.32 4.72 5.07 6.25
10.00 4.98 4.94 4.T5 4.5,1 ,1.3[I 4.1./ 3.34 2.79 3.3J 4.83 5.90 6.72 '_.43 6.U7 8.031 8.T7
3U.UU .1.15 '/._J G.G3 5.03 5.2+1 4.13 3.UU 2.23 3.0/_ 5+G3 7.51 8.37 9.17 IU.20 1.U.88 10.95
5U,UU 6.12 S.U2 5.19 4+2,1 3.2U 2.14 1.56 1,15 1.703 3.35 5.23 6.47 7.20 6.3g 6.01 0.22
7U.UU 4.18 3.08 3.29 2.30 L,,15 0.8./ U.78 0.64 U.SU 1.1.1 2.G0 4.41 5.4U 0+43 0.84 '7.17
1_3,UU 2.35 2.10 1.54 1.0'U 0,55 0.51 U,.1U 0,t_2 0.57 0.52 l.Ufi 2.41 3.47 4.19 4,41 4.58
95
I_abcumry
PleMure -64 -5U -5U -4U -3U -'_U -1U U IU 2U 30 40 60 GO 70 80
(,.,h)
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Figure 12. Time-height cross section of HNO 3 at the equator. Contour interval is 0.2 ppbv,
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Figure 14. Time-height cross section of HNO 3 at 60°S. Contour interval is 1 ppbv.
CONCLUSIONS
The values of liNes mixing ratio above 10 mb presented hers have been corrected for sn instrumental effect. The
vertical mixing ratio profiles show a layered di,tribution, with the peak near 20 mb and low values in the tropic.a,
where there is s small semi-annual variation. Poleward of 30 ° latitude the peak is at 30 mb and there is aJa annual
variation, with maxima, during late fall or winter and minima during summer. CroM-sectlons of monthly averaged
tonal meann emphasize the strong poleward gradients, and indicate a hemispheric uymmetry. In addition, there
are slightly hilgher values at the upper levelm near the winter pole.
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PROPOSED REFERENCE MODELS FOR CO 2 AND HALOGENATED HYDROCARBONS
P. Fabian
Max-Planck-lmbmt fllt Ae_oaomie
D-3411 Kaflcnburg-Lmda_ Federal RepubUc of Germany
ABSTRACT
The vertlca] distribution of carbon dioxide, halocarhons and their sink pr_dtlcts, HCf and
lIF, have becoale available, mainly hy a_ans ot balloon ,eas1_refneots. /,k)Stmeasurements were
made at northern mid-latitudes b but some constituents were measured at tropical latitudes
and in the southern hemisphere as well. This report attempts to combine the available data
for presentation of reference models for C02, CCIw, CCI3F, CCI2F2, CCIF3, CFw, CCI_-CCIF 2,
CCIF2-CCIF2, CCIF2-CF3, CFz-CF3, CH3CI, CHCIF2, CH3-CCI_, CBrCIF2, CBrF 3, HCf and HF.
INTRODUCTION
CO 2 is a natural constituent of the atmosphere thot_gt,tto he well mixed up to the
turbopduse. Due to the burning nf fossil fuel, however, C(I2 abundances increase steadily at
ground level resulting in CO 2 profiles which fall off with altitude in the stratosphere.
Halogenated hydrocarbons (halocarbons) are source gases for CIOx, FO X- and
BrDx-radicals in the stratosphere. Besides methyl chloride (CHjCI), the halncarbnns
discussed here originate almost entirely fro_ anthropoqenic sources: While CFC-]O (ECIw),
CFC-II3 (CCI2£-CCIF2), and CFC-140 (CH3-CCI3) are mainly used as snlvents, CFC-?2 (CiIClf2)
and CFC-13 (CCIF 3) are chiefly applied as refriqerants. CI:C-114 (CCIF2-CCIF2) , CFC-II5
(CCIF_-CP3) , CFC-II (CCI3F) , and CFC-12 (CCI2F2) are used as propellants and refrigerants,
the twro latter ones for foam blowing as well. CFC-14 (CFw) and CFC-I}6 (CF3-CF3) are
released from aluminium plants, but CFw is likely to have natural sources as well. The
bromine containing species CFC-12BI (CBrCIF2) and CFC-13BI (CBrF_) are released from fire
extinguishers. Most halocarbons have long overall atmospheric life times. Thus the
abundances of those emitted from anthropogenic sources are growing wlth time (see table
I). The same holds for the sink products HCf and HF.
EXPERIMENTAL
Stratospheric C02 and halocarbon data presented here were obtained by analyses of
cryogenically collected air samples. CO 2 was analysed by infrared absorption /I/, while
halocarbon analyses were made by gas chromatoqraphy (GC) employing electron capture
detectors (ECD) as well as mass spectrc_eters (MS) for detection (e.g. /2-5/). lhe
balloon-borne cryogenic whole-air samplers flown by the Max-Planck-lnstitut for Aeronomie
(MPAE) and the Kernforschungsanlage J_llch (KFA) are described in /7/ and /8/,
respectively. The stratospheric d_ta are limited to balloon altitudes, i.e. up to about 35
km. Tropospheric data available from analyses of air samples collected aboard aircraft are
also presented.
Vertical profiles of HCf and _lF were obtained by varim_s IR spectroscopic techniques,
mainly through the efforts of the international _alloorl IrJterco_parison Campaigns (BIC)
conducted during 1982 and 1983. Since these are discL_ssed in detail in the NASA
Stratospheric Ozone Assessment Report i_5 /g/, they are not presented here.
RESULTS
C02
_yogenlcally collected air samples from 3 balloon flights carried out at 44°N during
November 1979, September 1982 and September- 1984 were analysed for CO 2 using IR
absorption. Employing this techniques, flask semples can be analysed with a total error of
_0.2 ppmV corresponding to _D.06%. The results are plotted in fig.l supplemented _j
aircraft data obtained close to the balloon site during the same time periods /I0/. A
striking feature of the CO2 profiles is the overall )imilarlty of the stratospheric
portions above 20 km. Obviously, the general increas6 of the tropospheric abundance of CO2,
resulting from the burning of fossil fuel, is reflected by a stratospheric increase at a
corresponding rate. Mid-stratospheric mixing ratios, as averaged over the height range
above Z2 ion, are 325.4±0.5, 329.6_0.2, and 331.6_0.3 ppmV for 1979, 1982, and 1984,
respectively. Average annual increase rates thus amount to 1.2 ppmV/y between 1979 and 1984
100
Table 1
Average vertical distribution of halocarbons at northern midlatitudes, units: pptV (10 -12
by volume), lhese profiles correspond to the times given at the bottom of each column.
Overall atmospheric lifetimes, N/S ratios and trends are also given. Trend values marked by
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which is quite comparable with those observed at trnpospheric levels. Annual means of
tropospheric C02, for the years discussed here, were found to be in excess of 6.810.9 ppraV
over the stratnspheric mixing ratios corr_spondin 9 to a tinle law uf 5.220.8 years, lhe
transltion occurs between 10 and 22 km a]titude, while there iS almost no height dependence
of the CO 2 VMR above that height.
The tropospheric CO2 profiles _hown in fig. i are representative of late summer/fall
conditions, when the c,mulative uptake of CO 2 by plants reaches its maximum. Thus at ground
level, an annual minimum is obtained in August/September. In late winter/spring, when CO 2
is returned Lo the atmosphere, a maximum occurs in April/May. This seasonal variation,
having a total amplitude of about 7 pp_V in the northern troposphere, is almost
undetectable within the lower stratosphere.
The existence of a shaped C02 profile as shown in fig. I may be relevant for satellite
sounders that use the assumption of well-mixed CO 2 in the stratosphere to retrieve
temperatures from infrared spectral features.
Haloqenated hydrocarbons (halncarhnns)
V,rt_¢al profiles of haT'uuc.a-a'_lm--nT_r_IotLedin figures 2-12. Every data point corresponds
to an air sample with sampling altitude ranges typically varying between I-2 km at 35 km
and abner 0.2-0.4 km at 10 km. The plotted altitudes correspond to the centers of the
sampling ranges. A careful error analysis has tn take i_Ln account the following
Table I contd.



















































CHCIF 2 CH3-CCI 3 CBrClF 2 CBrF 3
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contributions: The sa_plinn altitude ranqe and its errors due to the fact that measured
pressures were converted into altitudes using the temperature distribution of a standard
atmosphere, the statistical errors related to sampling, possible contamination and analysis
leading to an overall precision of _ (5-i0)_, and the errors of the absolute calibration
which are ±10% or less. The lowest detection limits are about 0.02 pptV for CFC-12BI, 0.i
pptV for CFC-IO, CFC-11, CFC-113, CFC-140, and CFC-13BI, and i pptV for CFC-]2, CFC-13,
CFC-14, CFC-114, CFC-I15, CFC-116, CFC-40, and CFC-22.
The data points _f the figures show a scatter, however, which is often considerably larger
than the quoted precision of 5-I0%. This certainly reflects s_ne natural variabll;t), but
no seasonal effects as all data represent September/October conditions. The scatter is
particularly large in those portions of the profiles which show a laroe vertical gradient
of the mixing ratio suggesting that sampling ;)eight errors may be involved. CH)CI (fig. 9)
is exceptional in revealing extremely large scatter between 20 and 30 km altitude. It is
not clear whether real natural variability or sample contamination may account for this
effect.
Thus, for calculating reference models for the different species, the individual errors
were not analysed for every data point. Instead, the points were averaged within 1-km
layers, and the standard deviations from the respective mean values were calculated. It
appears that this mean standard deviation is a reasonable estimate of all statistical
errors within each layer. The average profiles thus obtained and the standard deviations
are plotted in the figures. They are also compiled in table I.
For CFC-13, CFC-14, CFC-I15, CFC-II6, and CFC-I3BI, only one measured profile was available
at all (see fig. 5, 6, 12, data points compiled in table i). Thus no averaging was
possible. More data points will become available soon. At MPAE, air samples collected
during balloon flights made 1983, 1984 and 1985 have%already been analysed for those
constituents. The absolute calibration, however, has-not been finished yet. It can be
concluded, however, that these new data confirm the vertical slopes of the species, shown
102
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Figure 1. Vertical distribution of CO 2 between the ground and 35-kin altitude as analysed
by infra_red absorption of whole air samples collected aboard balloon and aircraft platforms,
for 1979, 1982, and 1984. The height range of the balloon samples is shown by the
symbols. The modelled profile (solid line) computed by means of a one-dimensional time-
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Figure 2. Vertical distribution of CCI 4 (CTC-10) at northern midlatitudes. Every data
point represents one whole-air sample collected during the year listed in the figure. Each
symbol represents data from a different flight or group of investigators, respectively. The
average profile and its error bars were obtained by averaging all data points within 1 km
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 but for CCI2F2 (CFC-12). Sources: a/3/; b/12/; c,e/13/; d
/6,8/; f/11/.
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Figure 5. Vertical distribution of CC1F 3 (CFC-13) and CCIF2-CF 3) (CFC-115) at northern
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Figure 6. Vertical distribution of CF 4 (CFC-14) and CF3-CF 3 (CFC-116) at northern
midlatitudes. Sources: a/16/; b/15/; c/14/; d/17/; e/3/.
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in figures 5,6, and 12.
The prnpnsed reference mndel_ _f halocarhnns are compiled in table 1. _le to the errors
related to the aDsol.te calibration. ,..v,-y profile is otcul .Je to within _II_ for the time
period given at the bottom of the respective column. The s_,e accuracy may be assumed for
the surface and lower tropospheric mixing ratios shown in the first line of tab|e 1. These
were obtained by averaging all pub]ished field data.
Since all stratospheric measurements presented here were made during September/October, the
tabulated values correspond to this time of year. On the basis of measurements made at KFA,
Schmtdt et al. /8/ have argued that seasonal variations do occur. These are small, however,
and thus most likely included in the quoted standard deviations.
The qiven ha)ocarbon profiles reflect northern mtdlat|tude conditions. Corresponding
_nuthern midlatitude data may be obtained by applying the N/S ratios also given in table 1,
which were derived from all availab]e tropospheric halocarbons measurements. Tropical
profiles of CFC-11 and CFC-12 are known to fall with height less rapidly than midlatitude
profiles /22/ as upward motion partly counteracts decomposition in this reg, n. A similar
effect can be expected for other halocarhons, but except for a few first exploratory data
/23/ no conclusive measurements are documented yet.
D.n to continuing anthropoqenic emission, atmospheric halocarbon abundances increase with
tlme. Present annual increase rates were evaluated and also listed in table ]. These trend
values base, wherever available on measured data. The trend values marked by an asterisk
were derived from time-dependent model computations at MPAE based on available global
emission scenarios.
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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to present a proposed reference model for the backgroun$
strs:ospheric aerosol based on currently avallable data fro: satellite observations. Infor-
mer=on on the chacacterxstlcs of stratospherlc aerosols xs i_portant to climate and remote
sensing studies through radiative transfer processes. Measurements of stratospheric aero-
sols actually date back nearly 30 years. Using balloon-Dome particle counters, Junge £t
el. /I/ discovered a layer of high particle concentratlcn several kilometers thick In the
lower stratosphere which has become known as the Junge layer, primarily, measurements of
stra:ospherxc aerosols have been made by two different approaches, elther using in sltu
mechanical/optical particle counters or by remote optical senslng techniques. In orde: to
obtain more information on the stratospheric aerosol layer, NASA has launched three satel-
llte instruments since October 1978: the Stratospherlc Aerosol Measurement (SAM II) on
NImbus 7, and the Stratospherlc Aerosol and Gas Experlmen:s I and 11 (SAGE I and 11) on t: •
App!Ications Explorer Mission 2 satellite and the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite, respec-
tlvely. These satellite instruments all utilize the solar occultation technique to measure
vertical profiles of limb attenuated solar intensity at deslred wavelengths during each sun-
rise and sunset experienced by the satellite. The SAM II instrument is a one-channel s_*n-
pho:ometer measuring aerosol extinction at 1.0 Lu_ in the polar regions. The SAGE I instru-
ment is a four-channel sunphotometer which measures aerosol extinctlon at 1.0 _m and 0.45 um
with nearly global coverage. In addition, it also provides simultaneous observations of
stratospheric 03 and NO 2 at 0.60- and 0.45-_m wavelengths, respectively. The detailed
as:>ezLs of the SAM 11 and SAGE I systems have been described by McCormick et el. /4/. L'T.e
SAGE 11 satellite instrument was launched in 1984 and is an advanced version of SAGE I. It
has three additional channels centered at 0.448-, 0.525-, and 0.94-_m wavelengths which pro-
vide a differential NO 2 measurement, additional aerosol extinction data, a_d an H20 vap:r
concentration channel. Thus, the SAGE 11 satellite instrument measures aerosol extinction
a: four different wavelengths, and the simultaneously _etermlned stratospheric H20 is cf
particular importance in understanding the aerosol micropn,s_cal processe_ as well as their
co_position. The data processing of SAGE II observations is currently in progress, and the
data set will b_ available to the scientific community beginning in 1987.
Unlike the stratospheric gaseous species, which can be fully characterized by determining
• he_r concentration (number density or mixing ratio), a complete description of aerosol par-
ti_3es requires information about their composition/refractive index, size distribution, an_
shame. A complete set of such information is very much needed, especially in order ro
understand the radiative implications of aerosols. Forxunately, there is sufficient eva-
dence that the stratospheric aerosol can be described reasonably well by assu_ing they are
spherical liquid droplets of approximately 75 percent H2_O_ and 25 percent H20 in compos!-
t*on by weight (Rosen, /7/); see also the Standard Radiation Atmosphere (SRA), /IO/. :n
addl:ion, analytic models have Men recommended for Lne background stratospheric aerosc!
size distribution and composition by Russell et el. /8/ which have proved gu=ae successful
in "...he validation of SAM 11 and SAGE I (Russell et el., /9/). The current understanding of
sources and sinks, and their distributions have been reviewed by Turco et el. /11/ who also
pointed out which experimental and theoretical analysis are needed in order to enhance our
knowledge about stratospheric aerosols.
Since aerosol extinction at 1.0-_m wavelength inferred from SAGE I satellite observations
constitute the only available multi-year aerosol data set with nearly global-scale coverage,
i: is reasonable to use this data set to derive a reference model of stratospheric aero-
sols. It should be kept in mind that strictly speaking, this proposed reference model is an
cpt!:al one. Neverthele3s, it summarizes Lhe general c!obal-sca!e features of the strato-
spheric aerosol layer and can be used, for example, to derl_ parameters which are important
to :lima te studies (McCormick, /5/; Lenoble and Brogniez, /3/; SPA, /10/).
u_
REFERENCE MODEL
During its operation lifetime from February 1979 to November 1981, the SAGE I
instrument produced 34 months of aerosol extinction data with nearly global coverage.
Except for the very minor volcanic eruption of La Soufriere (13.3"N, 61.2"W; 17 April
1979), the stratospheric aerosol layer was practically unperturbed during the SAGE
measuring period from February 1979 to May 1980 (Kent and McCormick, /2/). After that
time, a number Of large volcanic perturbations occurred. As a result, the SAGE
aerosol 1.O-mm extinction data set obtained during this period will be adopted in this
paper to establish a simple reference model for the background stratospheric aerosol.
The meridional distribution of the zonal mean stratospheric aerosol extinction at 1.0-
nun wavelength on a seasonal basis has been documented in tabulations and in graphic
representations by McCormick /6/. Thls distribution is reproduced in Figure I.
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Fig_ I. _easonal meridional distribution of aerosol extinction at 1.0 _m, in units of
I0-- km- , (a) March-April-May (1979), (b} June-July-August (1979}, (c) September-
October-November (1979), and (d) December (Ig79)-January-February (1980).
In order to obtain the vertical distribution of stratospheric aerosols in a climatological
manner, the averaged profiles are computed for five different latitudinal bins: 75"S-40"S,
40"S-20"S, 20"S-20"N, 20"N-4OeN, and 40"N-75"N on a seasonal basis. These latitude bins
roughly correspond to the tropics and the mid- and hiqh latitudes in both hemispheres. The
results are tabulated in Tables I-4 and Figures 2-5 using the northern seasonal period nomen-
clature, ltartln_ _Ith lpri_; and are in ill cases referenced to the tropopaule height. The
remarkable feature in Plgures 2-5 Is the similar vertlcal distribution of the averaged
profiles from the five different latitudinal bins when referenced to the tropopaule and the
similarity In the four different seasonal plots. Figure 6 presents a plot of all the data of
Figures 2-5 on one graph and shows the striking similarity in the data. This very similar
vertical distribution of the l,O-um aerosol extinction In Figures 2-6 Suggests that it Is
reasonable to construct i simple analytic representation for profiles from the five different
latitudinal bins. The following third order polynomial is used for this reprelentition:
LolhO(_)-a + bZ + cZ l + dZ 1 (l)
where _ Is _he I.C-_m aerosol extinction at altitude z measured frml the tropopaule and e, b,
c. _d d ale coefficients to be detinllned from the SAGE I satellite data let. This calculi-
tlon was carried out to 20 ka above the tropopau|e, the range over which the data are the
most accurate. The results of the derived coefficients are given In Table 5. The computed
profile using these coefficients for each of the seasonal periods is ledlcated in Figures 2-5
by the heavy curve, kJ one can see, the computed profiles represent the average of the
vertical pro[ales free the five dllferent latitudinal blns very well. It is understood that
TABLF I 7_nally _vcraqed _tratospherlc Keroso[ F_t_nctLnn
at 1.0 _crometer (1/km) for March, April, and _ay 1979
iii
LATITUDE
ALT"(Rm) 75S-40S 40S-20_ 20S-20N 20N-40N 4qN-75f=
0 1.921E-O4 1.371E-D4 5.779E-D4 2.871E-04 7,013E-34
I 1.668E-04 1.189_-_4 3.254R-O4 1.771£-O4 3.317_-o4
2 1.507E-04 1.096E-O4 1.708E-04 1.376E-04 1.973E-04
3 1.260E-04 1.IO9E-04 1.219E-04 1.221_-O4 1,597F-04
4 1,276E-04 1.141E-04 1.136E-04 1.156E-04 _.433E-34
5 1.315E-04 _.128E-04 1.087E-04 1.130E-04 1.33_E-04
6 _.323E-04 I.O67E-04 1.020E-04 _.098E-04 1.262E-_4
7 1.261E-04 9.676E-D$ 9.433E-05 1.044E-04 1.195E-04
8 1.140£-04 8.482E-05 _1.748E-O5 9.576E-O5 ].118E-04
9 9.858E-05 7.255E-05 8.047E-05 8.750E-05 1,032E-C4
10 8.205E-C5 6.083E-05 7.300E-05 7.781E-05 9.428E-05
11 R.59!E-C5 4.967E-05 6.586E-05 6.748E-05 5.538E-05
12 5.152E-C5 4.001E-05 5.865E-05 5.638E-05 7.626E-05
13 3.860E-05 3.203E-05 4.982E-05 4,599E-O5 6,615£-05
14 2.900E-65 2.520E-05 3.829E-05 3.678E-95 5,468E-U5
15 2.163E-05 1.954E-C5 2.771E-05 2.806E-05 4.250E-05
16 1,594E-05 1.477E-5 1.935E-05 2.184E-05 3.139E-05
17 1.164E-05 1.083£- 5 1.319E-05 1.642E-05 2.272E-05
_8 8.423E-06 7.894E-C6 8.857E-06 1.2_0E-05 1.663E-05
19 6,171E-06 5.72OE-06 5.905E-06 9.O26E-06 1.196E-05
20 4.596E-06 4.19_E-[,6 4.000E-06 6.506E-O6 8.65_E-06
TROP-HEIGHT 10.75 t4.21 16.60 13.15 9.54
"Altitude above tropopause
TABLE 2 Zonally Averaged Stratospheric Aerosol Extinction at
1.0 M_crometer (I/ks) for June, July, and August 1979
LATITUDE
ALT"
km t 75S-40. _ 40S- 2DS 20S- 2ON 2ON-40N 40N-75_
0 2.165E-04 1.542E-04 1.513E-04 1.475E-04 4.835E-04
1.795E-04 1.384E-04 1.157E-04 1.346E-04 2.241E-04
2 1.6_8E-04 1,275E-04 1.120E-04 1.128E-04 _.541E_04
3 1.489E-04 1.229E-04 1.108E-04 1.115E-04 1.338E-04
4 1.418_-04 1.235E-04 I._25E-04 I.O96E-04 1.274E-04
5 _.405E-04 1.25_E-04 1.I01E-04 i.OZ2E-04 I._5_-04
6 _.386E-04 1.209E-04 I.O65E-04 9.679E-05 1.232E-O4
7 1.329E-04 1o144E-04 1.023E-04 8.899E-05 1.169E-04
8 1.233E-04 1.049E-04 9,853E-05 7.755E-05 1.091E-04
9 1.095E-04 9.334E-05 9.29OE-05 6.694E-05 1.005E-04
10 9.288E-05 7.913E-05 8.388E-05 5.731E-05 8.945E-05
I) 7.709E-05 6,511E-C5 7,292E-D5 4,870E-05 _.697E-05
12 6.224E-C5 5.282E-05 5.620E-05 3.756E-05 6.293E-05
13 5.038E-05 4.238E°05 3.679E-05 2.86OE-05 4.820E-05
_4 4.118_-05 3.448E-05 2.420E-05 2.182E-05 3.510E-05
15 _.332E-05 2_834E-05 1.660E-05 1.610E-05 2.496E-05
16 2.691E-05 2.160E-05 1.142E-05 1.199E-05 1.746E-05
17 2.010E-05 1.642E-05 7.904E-06 8.819E-06 1.251E-05
18 1.439E-05 1.242E-05 5.544E-06 6.572E-O6 8.851E-06
19 1.026E-05 9.112E-06 3.947E-O_ 4.961E-O6 6.327E-O6
20 7.347E-06 6.616E-O6 2.858E-06 3.771E-06 4.604E-06
TROP-MEIGHT 10.98 12.82 16.57 15.36 10.50
"Altitude above tropopause
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TABLE 3 Zonally Averaged Stratospheric Aerosol Extinct*on at




(km) 75S-4OS 40S-2OS 20S-20N 20H-40N 40N-75N
0 3.843E-04 2.396E-04 3.432E-04 1.44OE-04 2.702E-O4
1 3.UO?E-O4 I°639E-04 2.77OE-04 |.205E-O4 1.721E-G4
2 2.393E-O4 1.533R-O4 1.691E-n4 1.152E-O4 1.423E-O4
3 2.033E-04 1.411E-04 1.240E-O4 1.17OE-O4 1.348E-04
4 I.BIBE-04 1.390E-04 1.148E-G4 1.197E-O4 1.349E-O4
5 1.654E-04 1.354E-04 1.084E-04 1.187E-O4 1.402E-_4
6 1,488E-04 1.29OE-04 1.044E-04 1.122E-04 1.407E-04
7 1.]14E-G4 1.180E-04 1.007E-04 1.023E-04 1,376E-D4
8 1.129E-U4 1.061E-04 9.502E-O5 8.859E-O5 1.291F-O4
9 9.593E-C5 9.340E-O5 8.69_E-C5 7.723E-05 1.149E-O4
10 7.8_3_-O5 7.88OE-O5 7.521E-O5 6.596E-O5 9.819E-05
11 6.550E-O5 6.656E-O5 5.682E-O5 5.494E-O5 7.950E-05
_2 5.398_-05 5.469E-05 3.977E-O5 4.490E-05 6.22OE-05
13 4.296E-C5 4.190E-O5 2.710E-O5 3.619E-O5 4.704E-05
14 3.387E-65 3.246E-05 1.848E-O5 2.726E-O5 3.524E-O5
15 2.658E-05 2.487E-O5 1.286E-O5 2.029E-05 2.513E-05
16 2.052E-05 1.890E-05 9.053E-06 1.511E-O5 1.827E-05
17 1.523E-05 1.442E-05 6.423E-06 I.O82E-O5 1.316E-_$
18 I._07E-C5 _.022E-05 4.640E-O6 7.896E-O6 9.563E-06
19 8.083E-O6 7.369E-O6 3.421E-06 5.762E-06 6.992E-O6
20 5.92OE-06 5.31OE-O6 2.555E-O6 4.267E-O6 5,128E-O6
TBOP-HEIGHT 9.70 13.49 16.77 14.99 10.77
*Altitude above tropopause
TABLE 4 Zonally Averaged Stratospheric Aerosol Extinction at




(km) 75S-4OS 4OS-2OS 2OS-2ON 20N-40N 40N-75N
0 3.798E-O4 2.909E-O4 5.[49E-O4 2.479E-O4 2,738E-04
I 3.044E-O4 2.349E-O4 4.376E-O4 2.237E-O4 2.34OE-O4
2 2.418E-O4 1.93OE-O4 3.385E-O4 2.286E-04 2.34lE-04
3 2.121E-O4 1.6{OE-O& 2.939E--O4 2.277F-O4 2 376E-04
4 1.952E-O4 i.439E-O4 2.132E-04 2.[82E-O4 2.341E-O4
5 1.743E-04 1.211E-O4 1.342E-O4 2.004E-O4 2.175E-04
6 1.483E-O4 1.024E-04 1.O47E-04 1.778E-O4 1.935E-O4
7 1,252E-04 8.859E-05 9.617E-05 1.563E-04 1.682E-04
8 1.075E-O4 7.722E-05 8.760E-05 [.311E-04 1.454E-04
9 9.471E-O5 6.697E-05 7.679E-05 I.IOIE-O4 1.242E-05
tO 8.263E-05 5.818E-05 6.183E-05 9.256E-05 l.O75E-O4
|l 7,141E-05 4.709E-05 4.638E-O5 7,784E-05 9.328E-05
12 5.955E-05 3.762E-05 3.444E-05 6.337E-05 7.888E-05
13 4.800E-O5 2.899E-05 2.496E-05 5.087E-05 6.676E-05
14 3.796E-O5 2.174E-O5 1.75OE-O5 3.915E-O5 5.466E-05
15 2.94OE-O5 [.612E-O5 1.247E-05 2.883E-O5 4.197E-05
16 2.197E-O5 1.145E-O5 8.842E-O6 2.047E-O5 3.087E-O5
17 1.596E-O5 8.205E-O6 6.294E-06 1.384E-05 2.134E-O5
18 1.147E-O5 5.86OE-O6 4.522E-O6 9.776E-O6 1.493E-O5
19 8.272E-06 4.219E-O6 3.276E-O6 6.858E-O6 1.054E-O5
20 5.974E-O6 3.065E-06 2.425E-06 4.885E-06 7.409E-06
TROP-HEICHT I0.14 14.74 16.65 12.52 10.42
"Altitude above t ropopau6e
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Fig. 2. Vertical distributions of aerosol [.O-_m ex:!nc¢ion for March-April-May (1979)
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Fig. 4. Vertica ! distribution of aerosol I .O-_m extznctlor, for September-OCtober-
November (1979) at the tropics, and mid- and hlgh latitudes in both hemispheres above
the t ropopause.
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Fiq. 5. Vertical distribution of aerosol 1,0-pm extlnctlon for December (1979)-January-
February (1980} at the tropics, and mid- and high latitudes In both heaispheres above
the [ropop_use.
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these heavy curves are only approximate representattons of the globally-averaged vertical
distribution since ve have only used ! year of the SAGE I data set, but It does appear to be
a reisonable representation. Also listed in Table S is a separate fit to the dace o[ Figure
6.
TABLE 5 Coefficients of the Polynomial (Eq. 1) Derived from
SAGE l.O-u= Aerosol Extinction (March 1979 to February
1980)
COEFFICIENTS
PERIOD* a b c d
H_.H -3.60 -8.59E-O2 6.3OE-03 -3.17E-O4
JJA -3.78 -1.79E-02 -5.66E-04 -1.27E-0_
SON -3.6? -3.26E-02 -2.99E-04 -].20E-O6
DJF -3.50 -5.42E-O2 4.01E-04 -1.21E-O4
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Fig. 6. The spreading of the vertical profiles froQ all the different seasons and
latitudinal bins given in Figures 2-5.
SUPJ_ARY
In this analyszs, a reference background stratospheric aerosol optical model is developed
based on the nearly global SAGE I satellite observe:ions In the non-volcanic period from
P_rch 1979 to February IgB0. Zonally averaged profiles o! Lhe 1.0--Um aerosol extinction for
the troplcs and the mLd- and high altitudes for both henlspheres are obtained and presented
_ graphzcal and tabulated form for the different seasons. In a_dition, analytic expressions
_: these seasonal glooal zonal means, as well as _e yea_y global mean, are determined
aczordlng to a thlr_ o:de: polynomla] fit tO the ver:Lca_ _:=f_!e data set. This proposed
background Stratoscne:1: aerosol model can be usefu_ :n :oc_::c studies of stratospherlc
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_TRODUCTION
The number density of atmospheric minor conatituents is char_terized by large temporal and spatial
variability, ha the car_ of long-lived species such aa the "source g_es" (N20, CH4, the ¢hlorofluorocar-
bona, etc ), transport processes m.ty a_count for much of this variability. In the else of f_t-rea_ting
species such as chemical radicals (OB, HO_, O, NO, Cl, etc.), a lute framtion of the v_riabili,'y is
produced by the diurnal and seuonal variation of the solar inaolation. Flowever, u these radicals are
usually produced by chemical or photochemical decomposition of long-lived specie-,, theix distribution is
alto indirectly controlled by tram*port processes. Finally, in the _:a.se of species whose chemical lifetime is
approximately equal to the trar_port charaxterittic time of the atmosphere (ozone and nitric a£id in the
middle stratosphere, temporary reservoirs such u HO2NO2, CIONO2, HOCI in given altitude ranges),
chemistry and dynamic* play an equally important role.
With the meanurement, over t significant period of time and over a wide spatial range, of a number
of traZe species concentration, it has become possible to produce climatological distributions of thee
compounds and even. for some of them, to infer reliable empirical models. As most of these models result
from averaging a large number of observations, they may be compared to theoretical models which intend
to simulate global average conditio_ by solving the conservatior_ equatiorm based on chemical, radiative
and dyna.mical considerations. Such comparison allows the validation of both observational data a._d
theoretical calculations. Moreover, such study leads to a better understanding of the ba.sit pro<e_ses
which control the observed dl.tribution_ and to the identification of incomistencies between theory L,_d
observations.
Ideally, in order to investigate all pro:eases involved, a comparison between theory and observaticrJ re-
quire on the one hand multidimensional modeL, and on the other hand atmospheric data sets coverL'_g ti_e
entire e.a.rth. However, because the data available are limited and _cura'e multidimensional tran.spor_
schemes are computationally exper_ive and dif_cult to a£hieve, "first order" validation of the currently
known chemical processes in the stratosphere can be based on simpler one-dimensional calculations
The pur_ of this ,hort paper is to ide.htify major discrepancies between empirical modeh and theore'ic_l
modela snd to atress the need for a,dditional observations in the atmosphere and for further laboratory.
work, since these differences suggest either problems asso<iated with observation techniquea or errors ir_
chemical kinetics data (or the existence of unknown procemes which appear to play an important role)
The model used for thi_ investigation I1! extendJ from the earth's surface to the lower thermosphere. It
includes the important chemical and photochemical processes related to the oxygen, hydrogen, carbon,
nitrogen and chlorine families. The chemical code is coupled with a radiative scheme which provides
the heating rite due to absorption of iolar radiation by ozone and the cooling rate due to the emission
and absorption of terrestrial radiation by C02, B:_O snd Oa.I21 The vertical transport of the species is
expressed by ado eddy diffusion pa.ra.meterization.
COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL MODELS AND OBSERVATIONS
Ks the model used hereafter is one--dimensional and produces global average vertical profiles, the present
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study will focuJ e_enti,!iy on the lonl-lived trLce |_es. However, =ome imponLnt Lnd unexplained
discrep_nc_ conce._ing the f_x-rexc:in I species will alam be mentioned.
Source Q_.es
The cLlcu|ated distributi_nJ of N=O. C_¢. CCI,. CH_CCIs. CFC-ll Lnd CFC-12. _ displayed in
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Fig. 4. CompLri_on between observed dLstributions of CFC-12 i3, 5] Lnd • 1-D theoretical
profile.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between observed distributions of c_bon tetr_chloride 18, 0] • od •
1-D theoretical profile.
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Fig. 6. Comp_'i_n between observed distributions of methyl _loroform [8, 91 and a 1-D
theoreticM profile.
Lnd for CRy. In the latterc_se however )_ge differencesinthe observationsexistabove 30 kin,m_ki_.g
the comparison between model _md observ_tinn dif_cuh. The re!acive!ygood _greement, in the cue
of N20, hlnot surprisingu :he eddy difl'_ioncoefficientswhich',axe used in the models (includmz the
pre_ent model) ate u_ually tuned to fit the vertical profile of t]-,_s particular gas. For the precursor g_es
of ,¢tive chlorine {e.g., the CFCs), the model tends to overestimate the mixing ratio, especi_db" m the
higher leveht, except for CFO-12. Such dL*crep_cy which appears in essentially all 1-D models hu not
yet been resolved.It ten be due either to the u_e of _aninadequate eddy digusion coef_cientor to _n
underestimated lossrate (or to both), indeed, ithu been shown from theoreticalcotmideratio_ ii01
that the ,pecified v_ue of the 1-D eddy diffuzion co_t_cient should be a function of the lifetime of the
tr_ce-con*tituent. Moreover, uncertainti_ remain in the c_]cu_tUon of the penetration of stmlight in the
Schuna_m-Runge bamds, leadingto uncert_n photod_sociation r_es ofthe chloroBuorocatbons.
The ca]cu]ated lifetime of the _ource g_es playing • major role in the ttrato_phere i_ given in Table 1.












Active Cues end Temporary Resem'oir_
The concentration of _tive g_e_ such _ OH. HO2, O, Ca, C}O, etc. isdifficulto me_ure since their
concentration hilow lind theirchemJcai re_ctix,'.yvery high. A reliablecomp_ison betw_n theoretical
model resultsend the few avli}abledata requi:_ the knowledge of the sollr_nith Lngle at the time of
the meuurement and the concentration in the observed aix mass of the transport dependent long-live
specieswhich are the progenitor ofthe f_t reaztingcompounds. From en examination of Figures 7 Lid
8, itca.nhowever be deduced that the most recent measurements o["the Oil radic_ !11,12, 13, 141 have
the s_e orderof magnitude th_.nviLluesprovided by theoreticalmodeis but that,inthe c_ ofHO_, the
v_Ju_s reported by Helten et al. i15]are in the lower strato6pherea f_ctor100 largerthe: ;edkted by
, , , , ,,i I i -¢ ' ' ''''l / "T / i ,,,,
_2
OH ih,_ _ort_f_'trt'_e- ' /"/--''
• _d_rson. _976 / z
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Fig, 7 Comparison between observed or indirectly deduced mixing ratia of OF[ [11, 12, 13,
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Fig. 8. Comparison between observed mixing ratio of HO_ _15] end theoretical profiles




theory. If additional measur(me:.': ".,_d co con_rm lhese data. the 7"_e.',tly a_cepted che.mical scheme
hi in error for the hydrolen spec.e_ _t ]e_si, in the a_.mospheri: la)¢r where :he ozone concentralion L_
the ]Lrgmt.
EBorta to meuure the vertical c!istr!Sution of temporary, reter_'oin have been reported on!y recently.
Figure* 9 a,-td 10 mhow that, e_peciadi> ior ClONO2, the data deduced from infra-red me_u.,ements, for







Fig. 9. Comparison _etween observatior_ of HORN02 [16 i _nd a 24-hour average theoret-
ical profile (mid-la:ilude, equinox).
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Fi|. 10. CompLriaon between ob_ervitiona of ClONOl [17, 18, 19] and i 24-hour average
theore.*,ic_d profile (told-latitude, equinox). The dotted line and the duhed line refer to
ATMOS dirt it 30"N (i_mset) at 4T'S (su_rke) respectively.
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Nitric Acid Lnd Ozone
FinsJly, • comp_on between theory and ol_ser_tioru_ is performed for 2 gases (HNO3 and Os) which
are produced i.u the s_rac_phere and _hose lifetime varies sig'ni6c2.ntl) _'ith altitude Lnd |•ti_ude l_
the cue of HNOs (F_p_re 11). the _IVeement is fairly good between theory and observation below 30
km but above this height, most models seem to overestimLte the HNOs m_xmg ra_io. This discrepancy
is emphu_ed by the fLct th• _.• new treatment of the HNO3 LI_tS data 1201 indicstes that the mixing
ratio retrieved in the upper stratosphere should be reduced by u much u • fLctor 2-5.
HNO3 -C- ..... _"_._
.... ", / /_ ,I
/--7 :_ ,,o9,,,_ ." t// 1
"--1 ..-" ..2// ;1
OC: C:
VOLUME HIXIN_ RATIO IDpbv)
Fill. I1. CompLrison be:ween observations of nitric Lcid (balloon-borne experiments _ J
LLMS data) and a theore_.k_ profile (24 hour average, mid-latitude, eq_ox).
Ozone h_ been meuured rather syslem•tically and by different techniques over a number of years.
The vertical profile provided by the L5 Sta.nda=d Atmosphe.re _:211 which is in close agreement wi'h
other d•t• bases is compued in Figure 12 with • model calculation. The "heorttical concentrations •re
obviously 20 to 40% lower than "he o_served values in the upper stratosphere. This ozone imbaJ_nce
which w_s noted in several investigations !22, 231 is not yet explained. It could be due either to unknown
additional production processes of ozone or to errors in some chemical or photochemical p_rLmeters. This
problem is • ma_or question u it refiecu some unknown processes occurring in the atmospheric region
where photochemical conditions apply and where the largest rtla'ive ozone depletions _ predicted as
a resl>Oase to the emiuion of CFCs.
CONCLUSIONS
Models reproduce most of the observed distributious of t.he trite species belonging to the oxygen,
hydrogen, nitrogen and chlorine families. Some discrepancies however remain, which rtflect errors or
uncertainties in the chemical scheme currently adopted in the models. Mort work is thus needed to
identifT the physical or chemical processes which could explain the cause of these discrepancies. A
more detail comparison between observations and theory, which should s_count for the latitudinal Lnd
sesaonal va_-i•tion of the tr_ce species concentration, should involve multi-dimensional models.
:_:_L "__*_,_ ,, _ _-,_
O( 7-;J'.3_, QU_!,LFrY
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Fill. 12. Comp_Lson betw_n the U.S. StLndasd itmo6phere model of ozone [211 a.nd a
theorelicLl vertic_ d_1.ribut]on.
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Niuic oxide h,'u been measured with an uln'aviolet specmameter on the polar-orbiting satellite Solar Mesosphere
Explorer (SME) for the period January 1982 to August 1986. The niwic oxide database contains densities at .all
latitudes soncd into 5°-bins and at 'altitudes between 100 and 140 km son_ into 3.3-kin-bins. The largest
densities occur at latitudes in the auroral zones where the density varies as a function of geomagnetic activity.
Van;_uu._,; of a factor of 10 occur between times of intense activity and quiet times. At low latitudes, the: nitric
oxide c_:;_,:'_v at 110 km varies from a mean value of 3 x 107 molecules/cm 3 in January 1982 to a mean value of
4x 106 mo::.u!es/cn_ 3 during solar minimum conditions in 1986. tn addition, the low-latitude nitric oxide density
















Fi_u.re 1. Nitric oxide density for the 19R2-lUg4 equinox periods as a function of geographic lati=ud¢ and ahitud¢.
Obsc_ations For the periods M;u'_h 7 to April 2 and Scpt,_mbcr ]0 to October 6/or {he years ]982, 19,_3, and
19S4 are averiL_¢d Ioge',her. The conlour inlerval is lx[07 molecules cm "3 and Lh¢ lowest contour |¢v¢1 is Ix 107
motccules crn "j.
Table 1. NO Density (x tO + molecules./cm _')
Ge_Xru _ / _-Jrude
Ah .90 -8S -gO .75 .30 -6S -60 -55 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -I0 5 0
160 I 2 2 3 3 3 I I I I I t I I I t I I
I._7 3 2 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 I t 1 1 I I t I I
1_,3 3 4 5 _, _i 3 5 ._ 5 4 4 4 3 t I I I 2
I_) _, "_ 7 7 "/ b 6 6 4 5 5 5 5 4 .'i 4 3 ?.
147 IU ¢) I( _ I( _ 8 7 7 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
143 it) Ifl 9 ") I_ H 8 "/ 6 b 5 _ 4 4 4 4 4 4
)4_ }0 H) ILl 9 9 9 _ 7 ? b ._ .'_ 4 4 4 4 4 4
137 II 13 II II It) ') q _1 "} 6 (_ 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
133 12 14 13 12 tl II Iu 9 ;_ 3 "/ 6 b b 6 6 b h
130 t4 Ih 15 I_i 14 13 12 It IO 9 I( X "/ '7 "7 "/ '7 "/
127 17 I¢/ I_ l_i lh t5 14 13 12 II IO tO U tO 9 9 tO 9
123 19 22 22 21 2U Iq 17 16 15 14 13 t2 12 12 12 12 t2 12
12O 22 20 _6 2_ 24 _2 20 19 |X |7 16 I_, t_ IS I_ [_, 15 I. ¢,
It3 24 30 32 31 _J 2_ 25 24 22 21 29 _.O IV IV I_ IU 19 II_
IIO _4 _O 3_ 33 31 29 26 24 22 21 2t 20 20 20 2U 19 19 19
IO7 22 2'_ 31 32 _! 211 25 23 21 20 20 I_ I_ 19 I_I IK II 18
tO3 IE 25 2_ ._ 21 7_, 23 21 19 II I1 17 16 16 16 16 16 16
IOfJ 14 2O 24 25 24 21 19 17 15 14 14 t3 13 13 IJ 13 12 12
0 5 JO I$ 20 2:5 30 35 40 45 $0 $5 60 65 ?0 ?S BO 115 90
16_ I I I I I t I O 0 O I t I I 1 l I i
tS_ I I 2 _ I I I I I t I I I I l ] I t
t _,?, 2 2 .=, 2 2 I 2 3 | 2 2 I I I I 2 I 5
I._9 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 2 3 ._ 4 6 "7 ?
14"_ 4 4 4 _* 4 4 4 _ 4 b 6 6 6 7 _ I( I1 ")
143 4 4 5 4 4 5 5 5 6 7 6 6 E II II II It II
14U 4 5 5 5 S S _ 6 6 7 _ ? t v ,) v 9 g
13_ 5 5 _ 5 S Iz 6 ? 7 ? I( 9 tO It Ill IU It tO
133 _ 6 6 6 6 7 7 _ I_ II 9 tO 11 13 12 12 13 12
130 "/ 3 I( It 1 ! i '.) IO IO |l 12 13 14 15 It, IS 14
127 9 9 }u 9 IO IO tO t I 12 ]2 13 ].S Ib t? 19 _'20 Ill )6
]23 12 12 12 12 12 I'E 13 1.3 14 15 16 II 2U 21 23 24 22 19
12U l_ 14 14 14 14 1.5 IS 16 1"/ Ill 19 21 23 ._b 21 _.9 26 22
II'_ l'I I'/ I'_ I'_ It, 19 l't IX 19 20 22 24 2") 30 33 33 _ 25
113 IX II tl IX It tX I_ Iv 20 21 23 26 29 34 37 3"/ 33 29
I10 19 19 IK Ix IX li I<J 19 20 22 24 27 31 35 3q 3_ ._I 27
I(T'/ t_ Ix 17 1"7 t_ I_ IX IX 19 21 23 26 3U 35 31 3"/ .33 26
103 lo }._ l.'i 15 I. _, l:_ IS Ib t? Ill 21 24 21 33 3.$ 34 29 23
IOU 12 12 I._ 12 II 12 t _- 12 13 15 17 20 24 25 30 2_ 24 19
Tabl_ 1. Nitric oxide density for the 1982-19P,4 equinox periods as a function of" geographic latitude and altitude.
Obscrv:tliOns for the ptriods M:m:h ? to April 2 and September 10 to October 6 for the ye;_rs 1992, ]91(3, and
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Figure 2. Nitric oxide density for the 1985-]986 equinox periods as a function of geographic latitude and a]fimde.
Observu:ionsforIh¢periodsMarch 7 toApril2 of 1985 and ]986 and Scplcml:>crI0 toOctober6 fortheyear
1985 arcavcm$cd together.The contourintcrva[isIx [07moleculescm'3and thelowestcontourlove|is[x 10T
molccuJes cm"J.
Table 2. NO Density (x 106 moleculeDcm3)
Gcoxraphic lauhwJ_
Air -90 -gS -$0 -?.$ -?0 -65 -60 -5S -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 .IS -I0 5 0
IbU O O 0 O (I 0 1) tl O 0 I) O t) O O 0 0 O
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10"7 7 16 Ill 21 21 21 Ig 14 II 9 R 7 _ 7 6 6 :, 5
IO3 6 13 16 IS Itl 19 17 12 ¥ ? 6 6 .5 S _ 5 4 4
100 5 I0 12 14 15 16 14 |0 7 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3
0 5 I0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 $0 S5 60 6,5 70 75 80 IiS 90
160 0 0 U U 0 U 0 U 0 0 U 0 U U O 0 U 0
157 0 0 0 O 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O 0 0
IS3 0 O O O O 0 0 l 0 0 O O o 0 0 O U 0
ISU O I I I 1 l I I l O 0 0 0 0 O 0 O 0
147 2 i I I 2 I 2 I 2 2 I 0 I O 0 I 0 0
143 2 3 2 2 2 2 ? 2 5 b 2 3 4 ) ) 2 4 3
140 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 4 .5 6 6 7 6 5 4 .5 5
137 3 3 3 3 3 3 .1 3 4 ._ 4 5 7 ? T M I v
133 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 5 5 "/ T _ 9 9 I0
130 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 "1 II IO IO II 12
127 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 J _ 5 b b l$ IO 11 12 13 14
123 .5 5 .5 5 5 J 5 5 b b 6 ? 9 II 13 15 Ib Ib
1:_t) b b b b 6 b 6 6 6 "_ "I 9 11 13 16 Ill 19 19
117 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 ? T II IO 12 15 19 21 22 21
113 6 6 6 6 6 6 ? 7 7 _ 9 II 14 I? 21 24 24 2"
110 6 6 6 6 6 b h 6 7 M 9 l| 14 [ | _-2 _ 25 _2
I[,17 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 7 ? I( I I 14 Ill 22 26 24
103 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 .5 6 b 7 IU 13 l? 21 24 22 17
lOLl 3 J 3 3 3 3 .3 3 4 _ 6 g tl 15 [& _.l II 14
Table 2. Nitric oxide drnsity for the 1985-1986 equinox periods as a function of geographic latitude and ahilndc,
Observations for tl_c periods March "/to April 2 of 1985 and 198fi and Seplemb,:r KI Io Oclobet 6 for the year
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Figure 3. Nitric oxide density for the 1982-1984 equinox periods as a function of geomagnetic latitude and
altitude. Observations for the periods March 7 Io April 2 and September 10 to October 6 for the years 1982,
1983, and 1984 are nveraged together. The contour interval is lxl07 molecules cm -3 and the lowest contour level
._s Jx ID 7 moJccules cm -3.
Table 3. NO Density (x 106 molecules/cm_)
AIr -90 -1(5 -ll0 -IS .10 -65 -_O -55 -SO -4S .40 -35 .30 .2S -20 .IS -10 5 0
160 I I 2 2 3 3 3 l t I I I 1 I I I t I I
157 I 3 2 2 3 4 4 4 3 1 I I I I 1 I ! 1 I
153 3 3 4 4 5 5 ,5 ,5 6 .5 4 4 4 3 l I I 2 I
I._d 5 7 6 9 "/ 7 7 7 h .3 4 .1 ,5 5 .3 4 3 3 2
14"1 1( II X tO 9 1( _1 7 6 .3 S 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
143 I(J IU Itl lO 9 _I 1( 7 6 5 .3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
140 10 II II II |(I ') 9 11 "/ 6 S ,5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
13_/ II 12 12 12 II Ill tO 41 "1 6 ,5 ,5 .3 .3 5 ,5 S .3 5
133 12 1.t 14 14 12 12 I I tO 9 11 6 6 b 6 6 6 h 6 h
130 14 15 1"1 t'/ 15 14 13 12 l0 9 11 7 7 7 "1 7 7 7 7
127 16 1"/ 20 20 I1( 16 t5 14 13 II II3 l0 9 9 9 t_ 9 9 _1
123 19 213 24 24 _t 2D Ig l) 15 ,14 IJ I2 12 J2 12 12 12 )2 12
120 21 22 2K 2K 2.3 24 22 20 |1_ 17 16 1.3 1`5 15 IS 14 14 14 14
It7 34 2`5 31 31 29 -`27 2.3 23 21 2(1 IV I1( t7 t'l 17 I'/ I1 t7 17
113 2.3 26 34 _ 32 3(I -`27 25 23 22 20 _ It_ 19 19 19 Itl 19 t_l
Illl 25 26 34 34 33 31 211 26 24 22 21 20 19 19 50 19 19 19 19
!_2? 23 25 33 33 32 3,0 21( 5.5 23 21 20 19 tx I1( t_ 1_1 IV I_( I1(
103 20 22 29 29 29 211 2._ 22 20 19 17 16 tb 16 It, I_, lb 16 16
10LI 16 17 -`24 24 2.3 23 21 19 l'/ l._ 14 13 12 1,,2 13 13 13 12, 12
0 5 10 IS 20 25 2,0 35 40 45 50 55 68 6S 90 7S 80 115 90
160 I I I I 1 O l I O I I I I 1 l I t I U
157 I I 2 I -`2 2 2 t I I I l I I I .t I l 0
153 I 2 3 3 2 3 2 I -`2 2 2, 2 t I I t 5 -`2 0
I._O 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 .3 2, 4 ,4 4 3 .3 4 6 11 2 0
1.47 4 4 4 4 5 -5 5 6 4 6 7 7 _ _ 1( _ I0 11 O
143 4 4 4 4 _ 5 .3 6 7 7 11 "/ 1( _ _i 8 I I t 2
140 4 4 5 5 5 `5 5 6 7 7 1( 9 9 9 9 It I,,2 9 2
t3"/ 5 .3 -5 5 ._ 6 6 6 7 11 9 t0 tl II l0 It 12 l0 2
133 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 X 9 tO 11 12 13 13 13 13 II 2
130 7 7 7 1( 11 _ 1( 9 I(] It 12 14 14 1.3 16 1.3 16 14 2
I,,27 9 9 q 9 9 Ill 1`0 II 12 13 15 16 I1( t_ 2t) I1_ I1( 16 3
123 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 14 16 17 IV 22 -`24 2.5 -`22 -.22 I'/ 2,
120 14 14 14 14 14 14 15 16 17 I11 20 23 2-5 ,,2V _ 26 25 19 3
Jr7 17 17 Jh 16 16 16 17 lit 19 20 23 _ _ 33 _ 30 211 2t 3
113 19 I1( I1( I1( I11 l_ I1( 19 20 22 24 29 32 37 31( 33 29 21 2.
II(J 19 III I11 I1( I11 IK I1( 19 2(] 22 25 29 34 31( 3'_ ]4 29 21 3
1`07 I1( 11( 1'7 17 17 17 17 tl_ 19 21 24 21( 33 2,_ 3_ 33 214 _'20 3
1(]3 16 1.3 15 15 15 15 tJ I_ 17 19 22 26 31 3.3 ._4 3(1 24 I11 2
1011 12 t2 12 II II 12 12 12 13 IJ I11 ,SZ -`26 .RJ _ 2,5 2`0 1.3 -`2
Table 3. Nitric oxide density for the 1982-1984 equinox periods as a function of geomagnetic latitude and
altitude. Observ:ttions for the periods March 7 to April 2 :rod September ILl to October _ for the years 1982,



















Figure 4. Nitric oxide density for the 1985-1986 equinox periods as a function of geomagnetic latitude and
altitude. Observation.,_ for the periods March 7 to April 2 of 1985 and 1986 and September 10 to October 6,
1985. are averaged together. The contour interval is Ix 107 molecules cm -3 and the lowest contour level is lx 107
molecules cm -3.
Table 4. NO Density (x l0 t molecules/em))
Geomuxnrtic Lmrt_
All -90 -35 .X0 -75 -TD -tf5 -60 -55 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 5 0
160 O O t} O O U O O U 0 O O 0 O 0 0 O
157 0 O t} t) 0 0 O 0 0 O O U 0 I) 0 O 0
153 U O t) O 0 0 O 0 O 0 0 U 0 O 0 0 0
150 O 2 2 2 3 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 t I 0 t
147 2 2 3 3 ] 3 2 I 0 I U 2 2 2 2 2 I
143 2 3 5 5 4 .5 5 1 I 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 3
140 4 7 X 7 _ ,5 x 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
137 '7 8 ;_ _ 7 7 7 6 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3
133 IO 9 9 9 _ _ 7 6 6 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 3
130 11 II I1 IO 9 9 II 7 6 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4
127 12 13 t3 12 II It '9 _t 7 b 6 5 5 5 5 5 5
123 l'i If* 16 1.5 13 12 11 9 I_ 7 7 6 (_ 6 .5 5 .5
120 17 19 19 17 15 14 12 tO 9 _[ 7 7 7 6 6 6 6
117 1'_ 21 21 20 17 IS 13 It 9 9 I_ 7 7 7 6 6 6
113 2U 22 23 22 19 15 13 II 9 9 _ tl 7 7 7 6 6
IIO 20 22 23 22 19 15 12 I0 9 I¢ _t 7 7 '7 6 _ 6
It)? IN 21 2t 22 I K 14 It 9 I_ "/ 7 7 tt 6 5 5 )
103 16 Itl t9 2G 17 12 9 7 6 6 5 5 5 5 4 4 4
1OO 12 14 15 16 14 9 7 .5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 ] 3
0 5 tO 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 11.5 90
160 U O 0 0 O O O O O (_ 0 O O 0 O 0 t)
1.57 O b 0 0 O O 0 O O O O 0 t) 0 0 0 0
1.53 O II o 0 0 0 I 0 O O O O 0 0 O 0 O
15,O 1 I I 1 I I I I 2 O 0 o U 0 0 O
147 1 t I I 2 I I 2 3 I I O 0 I U 0 2
143 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 5 6 2 4 3 3 4 4 2 2
140 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 4 5 2 6 .5 5 4 4 7
137 3 3 2 3 3 3 .'1 4 4 4 6 6 6 I_ 6 g _i
133 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 .5 5 6 7 _ 9 9 IU 9
130 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 .5 6 '7 9 t0 II II It
127 5 4 5 4 a 5 .5 5 5 6 7 9 IU 12 14 13 12
123 5 5 5 .5 5 5 .5 6 6 7 X tO 12 15 1"1 Ib 13
12U 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 W IO 12 t5 115 2U Ig 14
117 6 b 6 6 & 6 7 7 II 9 II 14 17 21 22 20 16
113 6 6 b 6 6 7 "J 11 tl IO 12 16 19 23 25 21 16
IIU 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 8 _ It} 13 16 2U 2.5 25 21 16
107 5 .5 5, 5, 6 6 6 7 X g 12 t6 2U 2.5 25 2U 1.5
I1)_ 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 h 7 _ II 1.5 19 23 22 17 I]
tU() 3 3 3 3 ] 3 4 .5 5 7 9 13 t'/ 2tl I_ 14 IO
Table 4. Nitric oxide density for the 1985-1986 equinox periods as a function of geomagnetic ladtude and
:altitude. Observalions for the t_rtods March 7 to April 2 of 1985 and 1986 and September 10 to Ck'tober 6. 1985,
arc ;r¢craged together 'lhc ;lver;tged dcnsitie:i are given in unitx of IO b molecules cm 3.
NITRIC OXIDE DENSITY
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Fibre 5. Nitric oxide density for the 1982-1984 equinox periods asa function of geomagnetic latitudeand
altitude for days when Ap>30. Observations for the period:;March 7 to April 2 and September 10 to October 6
for the year's 1982, 1983, and 1984 are avent..gedtogether. The contour interval is lxl07 molecules cm"3and the
7 Jlowest contour level is lxl0 molecules era".
Table 5. NO Densily (x 10= molecules/cmJ)
Geomagneli¢ Latilud¢
Ah -90 -85 -80 -75 -70 .65 -60 -SS -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -1$ -tO $ 0
160 0 O I I 2 2 2 O 0 0 0 U O O 0 I I I 0
1.57 0 2 I I 3 3 3 4 3 I I I I I l I I I I
153 0 2 3 3 3 5 4 5 5 4 4 3 3 3 t I I I I
I._O O I 5 7 9 K lO 9 7 6 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 I I
147 0 4 9 I0 12 13 13 12 II 7 5 5 5, h 5 5 5 2 ]
143 2 b II 13 t4 14 t4 13 12 II 8 6 5 5 5 b b 4 4
140 2 7 12 14 15 15 Ib 15 13 II g "/ 5 5 5 5 5 4 4
13"/ 2 7 13 16 Ifi 1"/ 17 16 15 12 9 _ 5 fi 5 5 5 5 5
133 2 g 15 18 18 IK 19 t_. 17 14 tO 9 g 7 b 6 ¢_ 6 b
I3O 2 9 17 2D 20 21 21 20 19 15, 12 tl 9 $ 7 7 -/ 7 8
127 2 II 20 24 23 24 24 23 21 17 15 13 It It 9 9 9 9 IU
123 2 13 :23 21_ 27 21( 2"/ 25 23 20 17 15 14 13 12 12 12 12 13
120 2 1.5 2"/ 32 32 32 3O 28 25 22 29 IK Ib 16 14 14 I,', 15 15
117 2 17 31 3b 3_, 3,6 .'13 3t1 27 24 22 2U 19 18 I'/ I'/ 17 I'1 I?
113 3 18 34 39 39 39 2,b 31 27 24 `23 21 _ 19 IX I1_ |_1 1'1 19
llU 3 19 36 40 41 41 36 31 26 24 23 '2-1 20 19 t9 ILl 19 19 [9
107 3 t_i 36 40 41 41 35 29 24 23 22 20 19 17 I[_ I_ I1_ I_l 18
103 3 17 33 37 3M 3x 31 25 21 20 19 I-/ 16 15, Ib 16 16 16 15
100 2 14 29 32 33 33 '26 20 17 16 15 13 13 11 12 13 12 12 12
0 S 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40 45 $0 55 60 65 ?0 75 gO I15 90
160 0 1 I 0 0 0 O O 0 0 I I l t 1 I I I
157 I l 1 1 I `2 I I l I I 2 I t I I I !
153 l I t 2 2 2 I I I I 2 2 2 I 2 I I 2
150 I 2 I 2 3 4 3 4 2 I 4 2 2 5 3 4 6 2
147 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 6 "/ tl 5 9 8 9 10 8
14.3 4 4 3 5 b b 5. 6 9 6 9 t1 It It IO t0 11 |0
140 4 4 5 5 6 7 7 7 _ 7 l0 12 13 12 II II 12 It
13-/ 5 5 6 "7 8 _ tO l0 tO 11 12 14 16 13 13 12 13 13
133 6 6 7 8 9 l0 It 13 16 17 16 I_ 17 16 IJ 15 14 14
130 8 _ I,I tO It 12 13 15 18 21 I_l _ 21 19 I'/ 17 16 15
127 tO I I I 1 12 13 14 16 I"/ 2U 24 20 24 23 22 '2,4 19 17 Ib
123 13 13 14 1._ 15 17 I/I 19 23 26 26 27 _ 29 2E 22 19 17
120 15 Ib 16 I'J 18 19 21 21 25 `26 2K 30 34 34 33 25 21 1"/
117 17 Ill IX 19 20 21 22 23 26 28 30 33 3_ 40 37 211 22 17
113 19 19 19 2U 21 22 2.1 23 26 2X 31 35 42 44 4,0 31 23 17
II0 19 19 19 2U 20 21 22 22 25 27 30 36 43 47 42 32 23 16
107 18 18 I_ 18 [9 `21) 20 20 2_1 24 211 35 43 4"1 41 32 2t 15
103 lJ 1._ 15 1._ 16 1/_ 17 17 19 21 25 32 39 43 3K .'¢d 19 13
10t) 12 12 I1 12 12 13 13 13 15 16 20 2"/ 34 3-/ 32 2-/ 15 10
Table 5. Nitric oxide density for the 1982-1984 equinox periods as a function of geomagnetic hltilude and ahitude
for days when Ap>30. Observations for the periods March 7 to April 2 :md September IUto October 6 Ior the



























Figure 6. Nitric oxide density for the 1985-1986 equinox periods as a function of geomagneuc latitude and
ahilude for days when Ap>30. Observations for the periods March 7 to April 2 of 1985 and 1986 and
September I0 to October 6, 1985, ;tre averaged together. The contour interval is lx IO "J molecules crn -3 and the
lowest contour level is lxl07 molecules cm J.
Table 6. NO Densit7 (x 10 6 molecules/era :_)
GttmmXnteic Lalitl_l¢
Air -90 -85 -_0 .75 -?0 -6S -60 -$5 .$0 .4S .40 -]S -30 -2S -20 .15 -I0 5 0
160 0 O 0 O 0 0 O O U O O 0 0 O g O 0
157 O U 0 O O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (i O O 0 O
I.',3 t3 D 0 0 0 O O O D 0 U 0 U L) 0 U O
150 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
147 X IO 12 12 O O 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 O O 0 0
143 _ 11 13 15 O 0 0 0 0 0 tl 0 0 0 0 0 0
140 _ 12 14 15 12 0 0 I2 0 O 0 0 0 3 0 ] 0
137 9 14 ]5 16 15 15 0 16 14 II _ u 4 3 0 2 2
133 It) 15 I'/ 17 17 18 19 II_ 15 13 IO "/ 6 4 3 3 ._
130 12 17 19 IX 20 21 22 2t 19 16 13 9 ? 5 4 3 3
127 14 2U 23 21 23 25 26 24 22 I t) 15 I1 9 6 3 3 3
123 t6 22 2b 24 26 2_ 21t 26 24 22 17 t3 11 /( 5 4 3
120 IK 24 29 27 21.J 31 3D 27 25 23 18 14 12 9 5 4 3
117 I# 25 ]t 3t 31 32 30 27 2$ 23 19 15 12 ') 6 5 -I
113 t8 24 31 33 32 32 2A 25, '24 21 17 14 11 9 5 5 4
IIO 17 22 2/I 33 31 29 25 23 21 I1_ 15 13 10 _; 5 .5 -1
107 15 IK 2-1 Jl 28 25 21 t_ 17 14 12 11 _1 7 -1 4 4
103 %2 I'_, 19 2Y, 24 20 16 14 12 |O 9 !_ 6 5 -1 3 3
100 9 10 13 22 19 14 I1 9 ? 5 5 b 4 3 3 2 2
0 ._ l0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 S0 55 60 65 70 75 SO 85 90
160 O O 0 O O u O O D O (J o 0
157 O O o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0
153 O U O U O O 0 O 0 0 (I 0 0
I._J O 0 o 0 O 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0
1-17 0 C O 0 O O 0 O 0 0 0 0 0
143 O t) 0 O 2 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 O
140 0 2 0 2 2 O 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
137 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 7 0 0 0 0 0
133 2 3 2 2 3 3 5, 9 I0 II 17 0 0
130 ] 3 2 3 3 4 6 lO II 13 Ib 16 19
127 3 3 3 4 4 5, 7 I I 12 15 19 19 23
123 3 4 3 4 5 _ _ 12 13 16 22 22 26
120 3 -1 4 5 6 6 K 13 14 17 24 26 311
I17 4 4 4 5 6 6 9 13 14 19 2? 30 32
113 4 4 4 .S 6 6 I_ 12 14 21.) 21; 32 3-1
IID 4 a 4 5, b 5 1_ I0 13 2D 2_, 33 3)
107 4 3 4 4 5 4 h _ 12 19 26 32 31
103 3 ._ 7; ?` 4 3 5 6 1O 17 2?, 29 27
100 2 2 2 2 3 2 4 4 7 14 19 24 22
"Fable 6. Nitric oxide density for the 1985-1986 equinox periods as a function of g¢omagnelic hltitude a.d ahitude
for days when Ap>30. Observ:.ttiot_,s for the periods March 7 to Aprit 2 of 1985 :.rod 1986 aud S,.'p_ctrtL_er 10 to
(October 6, 1985, are :t','en_ged togelher. The averaged densities arc given in uuit_ of I0 _' molecule_ cm 3.
2NITRIC OXIDE DENSITY
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Figure 7. Nitric oxide density for the 1982-1984 equinox periods as a function of geomagnetic latitude and
uldtude for days when Ap<.5. Observations for the periods March 7 to April 2 and September IO to October 6 for
the ye:u's 1982, 1983, and 1984 :u'e averaged together. The contour inlerval is lxl07 molecules cn'r 3 and the
lowest contour level is lxl07 molecules cm -3.
Table 7. NO Density (x 101 moleeules/cm 3)
Geom_llle_li¢L_till_¢
Ah -90 -KS -_0 .75 .70 -6S -60 -SS -SO -4S .40 -35 -30 -2S .20 -IS -10 5 0
160 fl I I I I I I l I I I I I I I I I I l
157 I I I I 1 I I 1 I I I I [ I I I I I 1
153 I I I I I I 1 ] I I 1 I 1 I I I I I !
150 I 4 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 I I 2 2 I I 2 I I I
1.17 3 4 5 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -.2 2 2
143 3 5 5 _ 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2
140 3 7 b 5 5 5 4 4 3 3 3 .t 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
137 3 X h 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 4 4 4
133 9 7 6 6 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4
130 ._ ll K _ _1 6 7 6 6 5 6 5 S 5 5 5 S 5 S
10 10 1O R 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 "1 7127 5 12 X g
123 6 14 12 14 13 II II II ILl 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
1211 9 It, 14 17 16, 13 13 13 12 12 12 I1 II II tl II 11 II II
117 K 17 Ib 2(I Itt I{_ 16 15 If* 14 14 13 Ill l] I.% I-% 1._ I.1 I.%
113 9 t0 I'_ 22 22 I1_ II_ 17 16 16 15 15 15 14 14 14 15, 15 15
lid 9 1'7 17 23 23 19 19 III 17 16 t6 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
I(D _ 15 16 22 22 19 19 17 16 16 15 14 14 14 14 14 15 15, 14
103 7 13 14 20 20 I_' 17 I.S 15 14 13 13 12 12 12 12 13 13 12
I00 5 10 II 16 I'/ 14 14 12 12 |1 10 10 9 9 9 9 10 IO 9
0 5 I0 15 20 25 30 3_; 40 45 50 .SS 60 6S '70 75 80 85 90
160 I I I I I I 0 I 0 I I I t l I I 0 0
15,7 1 I I I I 1 I I I [ I I I t I I 0 0
153 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 0
150 I I 2 2 2 1 1 I 1 I 2 2 I 2 3 1 ! 0
t4_ 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 '3- 3 2 3 I
143 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 0
I_ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 4 3 0
137 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 5 4 5 5 1
133 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 '7 6 b I
130 5 .'i 5 .5, 5 5 $ 5 5 5 5 _ 6 '7 9 7 I_ |
1..27 7 7 7 7 _ 7 b 7 7 6 "/ "2 q 9 II 9 II 2
In.3 9 9 9 K II K _ I_ _ 9 9 9 In. 13 14 13 I_, 3
1-'20 II II It II I(J 1O 10 t0 10 II I| 12 15 17 19 16 19 4
117 13 13 13 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 14 16 IX 20 22 19 21 5
113 15 14 14 14 13 13 13 13 14 14 16 19 22 23 24 21 23 6
|10 15 1._ 14 14 14 13 13 14 14 15 IK 21 24 24 9,1, 23 23 6
107 14 14 14 14 13 13 12 13 14 13 Ill 22 35 24 24 22 21 6
103 12 12 12 12 11 II II II t2 14 17 21 24 22 21 21 15 5
10o 9 9 9 9 9 9 1_ 9 10 12 Is I_ 21 19 17 17 14 5
Table 7. Nitric oxide density for the 1982-1984 equinox periods as a function of geomagnetic latitude :rod ahitudc
for days when AI,<5. Observations for 1he periods March 7 Io April 2 and Septemb,:r ID to October 6 [or the
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Figure _. Nitric oxide density for the 1985-1986 equinox periods as a function of geomagnetic latitude and
altitude for days when Ap<5. Observations for the periods March 7 to April 2 of 1985 and 1986 and
September 10 to October 6, 1985, are averaged together. The contour interval is Ix 107 molecules cm "3and the
lowest contour level is lxl07 molecules cm 3.
Table 8, NO Density (x 10' molecules/cm_)
Gtom_x_jiC I _/=lude
Air -90 -8S -80 -75 -'-/0 -65 -60 -SS -S0 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -!0 -15 -10 5 0
trio 0 0 U 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 O u 0 0 0 0 O
157 O O O 0 0 O 0 0 (} 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0
153 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 g u 0 0 0
I_0 0 2 2 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0
14"/ 2 2 2 I I 0 0 I 0 I 0 2 I l 2 t 1
143 I 2 3 2 2 0 I I I I 2 2 3 2 3 2 2
140 3 4 4 4 4 2 l I 2 I 3 3 3 3 3 2 3
13"/ 4 6 6 I_ 5 5 6 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
133 _ 7 7 7 6 b 5, 4 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
130 9 9 R 1_ ? 6 6 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
127 II 12 IU tO _[ 7 6 S 5 5 S 5 5 5 5. 4 5
123 14 IS 13 12 IO 8 7 6 6 6 5 5 S b 5 5 5
I.-'_O 17 Ill 16 14 12 9 II 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 b 6 6
117 19 21 19 17 14 tO 9 I_ "7 7 "/ 6 7 7 6 6 6
It3 21 23 21 19 I.S It 9 9 7 7 ? ? 7 7 6 6 "/
It0 21 23 21 20 16 II 9 I_ ! 7 7 6 S o 6 6 6
107 20 22 21 20 15, I I S I_ 6 O 6 6 6 6 5. 5. 6
103 17 19 19 19 14 IO 7 6 5 5. 5. 5, 5, ._ 4 4 4
I(R} 13 15. IS 16 12 _ 5 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
0 S tO IS 20 2S 30 3S 40 4S SO SS 60 65 70 7S II0 iS 90
160 0 U O 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0
1._7 0 0 0 O O 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0
15,3 I1 0 0 0 O O I 0 0 O 0 0 U 0 0 0 O
150 U O I 0 I I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 O 2
147 I I I O I t I 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 2
143 2 2 2 2 2 I 1 2 2 2 I t 2 t 2 2 2
140 ] 3 3 .,2 ] 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 4 4 4 '2-
137 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 ] 4 2 3 ] 4 4 4 3
]33 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 5 3 =t X 5 ;_ 7
13(J 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 S 6 lO 9 12 II Q
127 5. 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 6 II l0 IU 14 i3 tO
123 5 5 5 J J 5. _ S .S 6 7 9 II 13 17 16 l0
120 b 6 6 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 II tO 14 17 21 19 II
117 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 II 10 12 16 20 24 21 It
113 7 6 6 6 6 b 7 7 II 9 tl 13 19 24 26 -.22 It
|tO b b 6 6 6 b 7 II bl 9 It 14 20 26 26 21 IU
107 6 _, S ._ 6 6 6 7 7 9 II 14 20 27 25 IQ 11
IU._ 4 4 4 4 5 S 5 6 6 7 l0 13 19 26 22 16 "/
100 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 .S 5 6 I_ It I_ 23 I11 12 5
Table g. Nitric oxide density for tile 1985-1986 equinox periods as a funclion of g¢ormLgnetic latitude and ahitud¢
for days when Ap<5. Observ:nions for the periods March 7 to April 2 of 1985 and 19b;6 ;rod September 10 to
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Figure 9. Niwic oxide density for the 1982-1984 northernsummer solstice as a function of geomzgnetic latitude
and a.hitude. Observ:_tions for the periods June 8 to July 4 for the years 1982, 1983, and 1984 are averaged
together. The contour interval is Ixll.)7 molecules cm"3and Ihe lowest contour level is Ixl0 l molecules cm-3.
135
Table 9. NO Density (x 10* molecules/cm_)
G_'_tJgnetic L_mu_e









































5 13 13 12 13 13 13 13 14 14 15 16 16
7 16 16 14 i6 16 16 16 I_ 17 I,S IZl I'_
R 19 IH 16 IR tl_ IR I_ 19 19 20 2O 21
IO 21 20 17 19 19 19 20 20 20 21 ..22 21
IO 21 20 l? 19 19 19 19' [q 20 20 20 2U
tO 20 19 IS t7 t_ t7 IK IX I_t I_, I_; 17
|0 t8 16 13 14 t5 14 [5 15 15 15 14 t4
0 5 l0 IS 20 2S 30 35 40 4.$ S0 `$S 60 6S 70 7S gO 85 90
160 I I I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3
157 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 6 3 3 3
153 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 3 3 "7 7 7 IO tO tO 3 6 5
1.'¢.) 4 5 6 6 b 7 7 9 9 9 l0 IO It 11 11 II 9 9
147 5 6 _ 7 7 g K 9 [O [I I1 12 12 12 12 I1 10 9 9
143 5 b 7 7 _ K 9 IU It t2 12 13 13 13 13 tl tO It) |0
140 o b 7 8 9 9 IO tl 12 13 13 14 14 14 13 12 11 l0 10
137 6 ? 1_ 9 10 II 11 12 13 14 14 14 13 15 14 t2 11 It [I
133 7 I_ 9 l0 II 12 13 14 14 15 15 15 15 16 15 13 13 12 12
1.'_ 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 15 16 16 16 17 17 17 17 15 14 14 13
12"/ II 12 13 14 15 16 17 I'J 18 IX Ig 1# IX 19 19 17 t7 16 t5
123 14 15 16 17 Ig 19 19 20 20 20 2U 30 _ 21 21 20 19 |g 17
12U 16 17 l_ 19 20 21 22 22 22 22 22 23 23 24 24 22 21 20 I s_
117 19 19 20 21 22 23 24 24 24 24 24 25 _ 26 27 2.$ 23 21 20
113 21 21 21 22 23 24 23 25 25 25 26 27 2_ 29 28 26 24 21 20
It0 21 21 21 _ 22 23 24 24 25 26 27 -.27 29 _ _J 25 23 20 19
107 20 20 211 20 21} 21 22 23 '24 24 26 27 2_1 29 '2._ 23 ..21 1_1 I&
103 17 17 17 17 17 IK IV 20 21 22 23 _ 26 26 24 20 I"/ 15 15
IlJll 14 14 13 13 13 14 15 16 17 IK 20 21 22 22 19 15 13 12 II
Table 9. Nitric oxide density for the 1982-1984 northern summer solslice as a function of geomagnetic latitude
and altitude. Observations for the periods June R to July 4 for the years [982, 1983, and 19S4 are averaged
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Figure 10. Nitric oxide density for the 1995-1986 nonhero summer solstice as a function of geomagnetic latitude
and al6mde. Observations for the periods June 8 to July 4 for the years 1985 and 19_6 arc averaged together.
"["hecontour interval is Ix]0 ? molecules cm "3and the lowest comom" level is lxlO 7 molecules cm 3.
Table 10. NO Density (x 106 molecules/cm_)
Geon_&_lw L_aude
Ah -90 ._S .SO -75 -?0 -65 -60 .SS .$0 .4S -40 -35 -30 -2S -20 -IS -)0 5 0
Ih0 O o 0 O 0 0 O O O 0 0
[57 0 0 0 0 O 0 U 0 0 0 O
153 0 0 0 0 0 2 I 2 2 O I
I__,0 0 0 O 0 O 2 2 2 2 3 3
147 0 0 1 I I 2 2 2 3 3 3
143 O 2 I I 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
140 3 2 2 I 2 2 2 2 3 3 4
137 4 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4
133 6 4 3 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 5
1_0 5 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 5 5
127 5 7 5 5 4 4 4 4 ._ 5 6
123 5 9 7 6 5 5 5 5 6 6 ?
12U 7 II _1 ? 6 6 b 6 6 "/ K
I17 _ 13 I{) 9 _ ? "/ 7 7 g 9
ll3 II 15 It 9 II ? 7 7 7 _ 9
IIU 9 15 It IG 9 I_ 7 7 7 _ IS
107 I( IS It 9 II ? 7 7 '7 ? 7
103 X 13 9 8 ? 6 6 b 6 6 6
10U 7 10 7 6 6 5 5 4 5 4 4
0 5 tO 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 IO B5 90
16g 0 I) O u O 0 O O 0 O 0 O O O 3 0 0 U 0
157 0 O 0 o O 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 3 3 O 4 O 0
153 I 2 0 O 0 O 0 D 0 O 0 3 4 4 5 b 4 0 O
150 3 J 5 5 6 0 2 D 2 2 3 4 "7 7 6 6 4 O 0
147 3 4 5 6 ") ? 6 7 7 7 7 ? 7 7 6 7 4 4 3
]43 3 4 5 6 7 7 7 7 ? ? g I_ II 7 ? ? 4 4 3
140 4 4 _ 6 "/ x _ _ g I$ g ? _; _l _l 7 4 4 3
137 4 5 b 7 7 7 7 _1 kl 9 9 $ 8 8 9 I( 9 4 4
133 5 5 6 7 I_ Is 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 tO IO lO 4 4
130 5 6 ? H 9 9 9 9 9 IO tO 9 10 )O II II IO S 5
127 o ? It 9 9 tO IO tO IO II |O IO IO l| 13 12 II 5 6
123 ? 8 9 IO IO tO 11 II II il II II II 12 14 13 13 6 6
120 A 9 9 tO I0 II tl II II 12 12 12 12 14 16 14 13 "/ "/
It7 9 9 9 10 IO 1l It II 12 12 12 12 13 15 16 15 13 _ II
113 y 9 9 9 10 tO It It It 11 12 12 13 16 l') 16 12 8 1(
II0 8 8 8 8 9 9 tO )O tO |0 [I 12 14 16 16 16 II g "/
It)7 3 7 "7 "/ 7 8 $ 8 9 9 9 I| 13 16 15 15 9 ? 6
103 _ _ 5 5 5 6 6 7 ? "/ II 9 12 15 14 14 8 5 S
tuO 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 ? tO IJ It IU b 3 3
Table 10. Nitric oxide density for lhe 1985-1986 nonhero summer solstice _ a function of geomagnetic latilude
and altitude. Observations for the periods June 8 IO Jtdy 4 for Ihc years 1985 and 1986 are averaged together.
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Figure ! h Nitric oxide density for the 1982-1983 southern summer solstice _ a function of geomagnetic I;_litud¢
and uki[ude. Ob.scrvadons for the period D_cembcr 9 to January 4 for 1982 and 1983 arc avcrJged together. The
contour inlervul is lxl07 molecules cm "3 ;md the lowest conlour level is lx]O _ mol_ulcs cm "].
137
Table 11. NO Density (x 10 + moleculeslcm 3)
Gf_ltr_tic LQIi:_¢
All -90 -g5 -X0 -')5 -70 -65 -60 -SS -S0 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -I$ -10 5 0
160 0 0 0 0 0 (} O 0 O 0 0 O O 0 o o 0 I 0
157 S S 5 6 4 3 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 I I
IS3 13 S 13 II IO 6 (_ 3 2 2 2 3 O 3 2 2 2 2 l
l_.t It II 12 12 I0 9 9 9 g It 7 7 6 3 3 2 2 2 2
147 12 12 12 13 I I I I 11 Ill |O 9 ') 9 I 7 I_ 7 6 5 4
143 13 12 13 14 12 t2 12 12 11 ]1 l{) 9 _ It _ It 6 5 5
140 13 13 14 15 l] 13 13 13 12 12 iI IO I0 9 It It -7 6 5
137 14 14 15 16 15 14 15 14 14 13 12 12 II 10 9 It "7 6 6
133 16 Ib ]7 IX }6 ]b Ib 16 15 15 }4 ]J 12 |l II ]0 9 3 "$
[30 17 |'_ 20 2u 18 Ig lit IR 17 I-7 16 15 14 14 13 II lO 9 It
12"/ 19 19 23 23 21 20 2U 2ti 20 19 18 18 16 16 15 14 12 II IO
123 21 22 27 26 24 23 23 22 22 21 21 20 19 19 lit 16 15 14 13
120 23 24 3(I 2';' 27 25 25 24 24 24 23 22 21 21 20 t9 I_ 16 It_
117 25 26 33 32 29 27 27 26 25 25 24 24 23 23 22 21 -_O 19 lit
113 27 27 34 33 30 2a 2"7 26 26 26 25 24 24 23 22 22 21 20 )9
II0 27 27 .%4 33 30 2it 2"7 26 25 25 24 23 23 22 "_'_ 21 21 21) 20
IO"7 _ _-_ 3l 30 2it 26 24 24 23 22 22 21 2i 20 20 20 20 19 18
tO3 22 22 26 26 24 22 21 20 19 19 |K 17 17 16 16 i"7 17 16 16
IOO lit 17 20 20 19 17 16 16 15 14 14 13 13 12 12 13 13 13 12
0 5 tO I5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 SS 60 65 70 75 80 85 90
160 0 O 0 O 0 0 0 U 0 0 U 0 0
15-7 I I 2 O 2 O 0 O 0 O 0 0 0
t53 I t 2 2 2 [) 0 0 0 0 O 0 0
|._O 2 1 2 2 2 2 I I I 2 4 2 4
14"/ 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 4
143 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 5 "7
140 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 5 6 9
13"7 6 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 5 6 7 I_
133 "7 6 _ 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 8 9 10
130 It 8 7 "7 6 6 6 6 7 8 I0 13 13
127 lO I0 t) 9 8 X It It 9 I0 14 17 la
123 13 13 12 II II I0 tO I0 l| 13 1'2 22 24
120 16 15 14 14 13 I2 12 12 14 16 21 26 30
It'1 lit I"7 I"7 16 15 15 14 14 16 19 24 30 .34
113 19 19 lit lit 17 16 Ib 16 I[_ 22 2it 34 3_
II0 20 19 Is lit 17 16 16 I"7 20 25 .%(I 36 39
107 18 I$ I-7 Ib 16 16 15 I"7 21 26 31 36 3it
I[_] 16 t5 15 14 14 13 14 16 21 26 30 35 36
t_ i _. 11 It II st Io u 13 _6 22 25 3L jl
T;tble I 1. Ni,ric oxide density I-or the 191_2-19S3 soulhcm summer sOlSliC¢ as a funcdon of gcom;l_nedc lulhudc
and altitude. Observalions lor the period December 9 to Janu;u'y 4 for 1¢)_2 and ]983 arc avcnlgcd together. The
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Figure 12. Nitric oxide density for _¢ 1984-1985 northern summer solsticeas a function of'geomagnetic lalilude
and altitude. Ob.scrvations for ¢h¢periods December 9 to January 4 for the ),ears 1984 and 1985 ;u'¢averaged
together, The contour interval is lxl0./molecules cm-3 and the lowest contour ]eve] is Ix1{) ./molecules cm 3.
Table 12. NO Densily (x 1_ moleculesJcm:')
Geomol_nelic I _ilud_
Ah -90 -85 -gO -75 -70 -65 -60 -55 -SO -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 S 0
160 O U O 0 O 0 O 0 0 U U D 0 V 0 O O 0 0
157 0 U O O 0 0 O 0 0 U 0 U 0 O O 0 O O O
t_3 0 (] O 4 ] 3 {) 0 O 2 0 U 2 U I 0 U 0 U
I_LI 0 0 O I_ 3 "/ 8 4 5 4 4 2 I 2 2 1 t I 0
14./ 0 0 6 9 9 _ 8 6 ._ ./ 4 4 4 2 4 3 3 3 O
143 _ 8 4 ') 9 g ]( 7 ./ 7 6 6 S S 4 4 3 .3 2
140 5 _ V I(1 9 9 II ./ *) X "/ 6 S _ 5 4 4 3 3
137 4 5 IO tO lO IO 9 _ 9 X tl 7 6 7 6 .S 4 3 4
133 S 6 II 12 II II |O 9 9 9 9 II 8 ./ 6 8 S 4 4
130 .5 6 12 13 13 12 II II II IO I0 lO v I 7 "/ 6 5
127 b "_ 14 15 15 14 12 12 |I I| 11 11 tO 9 II 8 9 6 6
123 7 _ 16 17 I'/ 15 13 13 12 12 11 II IO 10 9 9 )[ ./ 6
120 ./ v 18 19 19 17 IS t4 13 12 12 II 11 11 lO 9 9 tl 7
If? _ tO 19 21 21 19 16 15 13 13 12 It It II I0 tO 9 _ ./
113 9 I0 20 21 22 20 1"7 15 13 12 l) 11 lO lO I0 9 9 _ 7
IIO 9 IO 19 20 22 20 17 IS 13 II IO 10 9 9 9 9 g "J ?
107 g I0 17 I8 20 19 17 13 I', IO 9 _ _ 7 ? ./ 9 6 6
103 _ 3 14 15 17 17 IS 12 9 _ 7 6 6 _, b 6 S 5 5
t00 6 ? 10 l[ 13 14 12 9 7 5 S 4 4 3 4 4 3 3 3
0 5 tO 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 6S ./0 "75 gO 85 90
160 0 U 0 O U CI 0 O O
157 O L_ 0 o 0 O O 0 O
153 o 0 0 O 0 O O 0 O
15o O u 0 0 O O 0 0 O
14./ 0 ._ O 0 0 O 0 0 0
143 2 3 I 0 0 0 0 0 0
140 3 3 3 ! 0 I 0 0 0
137 4 3 3 3 2 I I 3 0
133 4 _ 3 3 2 2 3 2 2
130 S 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2
12./ 6 5 5 4 3 3 3 2 2
123 o b 5 S 4 3 4 2 2
120 ? 6 6 5 _ 4 S 3 2
II./ ./ ) 0 6 5 5 S 3 2
It3 ./ 7 ./ 6 6 S 5 4 3
ll0 ./ 7 6 b 6 5 6 4 5
I07 6 b 6 5 5 5 6 .(, "7
IU3 5 ._ 5 4 4 _, 5 _ 1(]
tO0 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 5 II
Table 12. Nitric oxide dc'nsily for the 1984-19_5 southern summer solstice as a function of geomagnetic l:ttitt)dc
and ;altitude. Observations lor die periods December 9 to January 4 for _he }ca._ 1984 and 19X5 arc :weragcd
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ABSTRACT
A provisional Atomic Oxygen Reference model has been derived from average monthly ozone profiles and
the MSIS-86 reference model atmosphere. The concentrations are presented in tabular form for the
altitude range 40 - 130 kin.
INTRODUCTION
While atomic oxygen is an important constituent in the terrestrial atmosphere the measurement of the
atmospheric concentration profile is extremely difficult IlL Those measurements that have been reported
(see for example Planetary and Space Science, Volume 36, issue #9, 1988) have certainly not suggested any
general agreement on the concentration profile and have indicated that the concentration at the peak of
the layer, near 100 km, may vary by as much as two orders of magnitude /21. This apparent difference is
illustrated, in Figure 1, for two profiles/3/that were taken under similar conditions (latitude, season and
time of day), albeit separated by approximately half a solar cycle. However, it should be noted that possible
interactions between the measuring instruments and the ambient atmosphere could seriously influence the
measured concentrations. As the original source of this atomic oxygen must be the dissociation of molecular
oxygen in the thermosphere such large variations would require major fluctuations in either the ultra-violet
solar flux, or in those processes that control the loss of atomic oxygen. These latter could be either
chemistry or transport dominated. While there is general agreement that the atomic oxygen concentration
must exhibit some variation, there is much less agreement as to either the magnitude of these variations
or a mean atomic oxygen profile. Thus any proposed reference model for atomic oxygen must either
include these large, reported, variations or justify some data selection.
The atomic oxygen profile has been measured with a variety of different experimental techniques and each
has its limitation.
1. Mass Spectrometers -- The interactions of the atmospheric constituents with the mass spectrometer walls
have been discussed extensively by Offermann et al./1/but there seems to be general agreement that the
cryo-pumped systems are probably the best design for the lower thermosphere. These systems also offer
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Figure 1. The apparent variation in the measured atomic oxygen concentration height profile for two
nighttime profiles taken under similar conditions -- latitude, season, time of day -- but separated
by halt a solar cycle (P.H.G. Dickinson, private communication).
2. Resonance Lamps - The details of the scattering appear to be interpreted differently by the various
groups /4,5/ using this measurement technique so that the apparent concentrations are quite divergent.
Recently there has been some suggestion that interactions between the vehicle and the ambient atmosphere
may compromise the measurements/6/.
3. Oxygen recombination emissions -- The details of the oxygen airglow are still uncertain/7/so that any
atomic oxygen determination using these emissions is necessarily limited by the understanding of the airglow
excitation process.
4. The OH Meinel emissions - Recent work by McDade and Llewellyn /8/ has shown that our knowledge
of these emissions can be used for atomic oxygen determination but again the accuracy of the derived
concentrations are also limited by the knowledge of the airglow processes. However, there have been
significant advances since Good/9/first derived an atomic oxygen profile fi'om the hydroxyl airglow.
5. The quenching of the nitrogen Vegard-Kaplan bands in the aurora - Although this method has been
used [or atomic oxygen determination in the aurora there is a requirement for an independent knowledge
of the excitation rate of the band system. As with many of the remote sensing methods there is some
uncertainty in the appropriate rate constants/10L
6. The ozone concentration - The infra-red atmosphellc system of oxygen in the airglow can be used to
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determine the ozone concentration/11/and for the assumption that the ozone amounts are in equilibrium
it is a simple matter to calculate the atomic oxygen profile/12/. Since the airglow emission is very strong
there is little error in the derived atomic oxygen amounts for even strong auroral precipitation.
PROPOSED MODEL
For the mesopause region the available data base for atomic oxygen is somewhat limited. In-situ
measurements are necessarily restricted to the locations of available sounding rocket ranges. To overcome
this restriction it is believed that the best interim models should concur with the MSIS-86 model/13/. Thus
it is proposed that the interim atomic oxygen reference model be a combination of the MSIS-86 model and
the atomic oxygen profile derived from the global ozone distribution/14L It is this combined interim model
that is tabulated here. The proposed interim model, for atomic oxygen, makes a smooth transition from
the concentrations derived from the global ozone distribution to those of the MSIS-86 model near 100 kin.
The adopted MSIS-86 atomic oxygen concentrations correspond, in all cases, to quiet solar conditions. The
derivation of the atomic oxygen concentration from the ozone concentration follows the technique described
by Evans et al./15L The calculation of the daytime atomic oxygen profile assumes that the rates of ozone
formation and loss may be equated. As the ozone solar dissociation rate, at any altitude, depends on the
column concentration of ozone, above that altitude, and the solar elevation angle both factors were included
in the determination of the atomic oxygen concentration. For each month the mean solar elevation angle
at noon, at that latitude, was used to determine the solar dissociation coefficient. The appropriate
atmospheric densities and temperatures were taken from the MAP Reference Atmosphere of Barnett and
Corney/16/ and the chemical rate constants were those used by Evans et al. /15/. While the proposed
reference model must be considered interim it is expected that with new satellites (e.g. UARS) an improved
atomic oxygen reference model should be possible.
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profiles in a computer compatible format and Dr. A. Hedin for making a PC version of the MSIS-86 model
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atomic oxygen profiles.
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Table I: Zonally averaged Atomic Oxygen Concentrations (cm a) in the Southern Hemisphere
[Concentrations shorn as O.OE+O0 have noC been calculated as either the ozone
concentrationl are unknown or the atmosphere is in darkness].
Janua.'_r
Laclcude -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -i0
AIc (ks)
130 2.5E+I0 2.8E+I0 3.1E+IO 3.6E+I0 3.6E+I0 3.7E+I0 3.7E+I0 3.7E+I0
125 3.6E+I0 3.9E+I0 4.4E+I0 5.1E+IO 5.1E+IO 5.1E+IO 5.1E+IO 5.0E+IO
120 5.4E+I0 5.9E+I0 6.6E+I0 7.6E+I0 ?.6E+IO 7,7E+I0 7.5E+I0 7.3E+I0
115 8.9E+I0 9.8E+I0 I.IE+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II
II0 1.2E+11 1.4E+ll 1.6E+II 1.9E+II 1.9E+II 2.0E+II 2.1E+II 2.2E+II
105 I.TE+II I.gE+II 2.2E+II 2.8E+II 2.8E+11 3.0E+11 3.2E+II 3.4E+11
i00 2.5E+II 2.6E+II 2.9E+II 3.7E+11 3.7E+II 4.0E+II 4.2E+II 4.2E+II
95 3.0E+II 3.0E+II 3.2E+_I 3.8E+II 3.8E+II 4.0E+II 4.0E+II 3.9E+II
90 2.4E+II 2.3E+II 2.2E+II 2.4E+11 2.4E+II 2.3E+11 2.2E+II 2.1E+II
85 9.1E+IO 8.1E+IO 7.3E+I0 6.5E+I0 6.5E+I0 5.8E+I0 5.2E+I0 4.6E+IO
80 4.3E+09 4.5E+09 5.0E+09 7.5E+09 1.1E+I0 _.5E+IO I.gE+IO 2.1E+IO
75 4.9E+09 4.4E+O9 4.1E+O9 4.2E+09 4.3E+O9 4.6E+09 5.2E+O9 5.2E+09
70 6.3E+O9 5.9E+09 5.6E+O9 5.2E+09 4,6E+09 4.1E+09 4.2E+09 4.5E+09
65 7.2E+O9 7.0E+09 6.8E+O9 6.2E+09 5.8E+09 5.7E+09 5.9E+09 6.1E+09
60 6.4E+09 6.6E+09 6.8E+09 6.8E+09 6.8E+09 6.9E+09 7.2E+09 7.3E+09
55 4.8E+O9 5.2E+09 5.6E+09 5.9E+09 6.1E+09 6.3E+O9 6.5E+09 6.7E+09
50 3.0E+09 2.8E+09 3.7E+O9 4.0E+09 4.3E+09 4.6E+O9 4.7E+09 4.8E+09
45 1.2E+09 1.4E+O9 1.6E+O9 1,8E+O9 2.0E+09 2.2E+O9 2.3E+O9 2.3E+09
40 2.9E+08 3.9E+08 4.6E+08 5.2E+08 5.8E+08 6.1E+08 6.3E+O8 6.4E+08
February
Latitude -80 -70 -60 -50 "-40 -30 -20 -I0
AI_ (kin)
130 2.7E+I0 3.0E+IO 3.3E+I0 3.6E+I0 3.8E+10 3.9E+I0 3.8E+IO 3.7E+10
125 3.8E+I0 4.2E+I0 4.6E+I0 5.1E÷I0 5.3E÷I0 5.3E+I0 5.2E+I0 5.1E+IO
120 5.8E+10 6.3E+IO 6.9E+I0 7.5E+I0 7.8E+I0 7.8E+I0 7.6E+I0 7.4E+IO
115 9.3E+I0 I.OE+II I.IE+II 1.2E+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II
if0 1.3E+II 1.4E+II 1.6E+II I.SE+II 1.9E+II 2.0E+II 2.1E+II 2.2E*II
105 1.9E+II 2.0E+II 2.3E+II 2.5E+II 2.8E+II 3.0E+II 3.2E+II 3.3E+II
i00 2.6E+II 2.7E+II 3.OE+II 3.3E+II 3.7E+II 3.9E+II 4.1E+II 4.OE+II
95 3.0E+II 3,1E+II 3.2E+II 3.4E+II 3.7E+II 3.8E+II 3.8E+II 3.7E+II
90 2.2E+II 2.2E+II 2.1E+II 2.2E+II 2.2E+II 2.2E+II 2.1E+II 2.0E+II
85 7.2E+I0 6.8E+I0 6.4E+I0 6.2E+I0 5.8E+I0 5.3E+I0 4.8E+I0 4.3E+I0
80 5.0E+09 5.2E+O9 6.4E+09 8.9E+09 1.3E+IO I.SE+IO 2.2E+I0 2.2E+I0
75 5.0E+09 3.5E+O9 4.6E+09 4.6E+09 4.5E+09 5.2E+09 5.2E+O9 5.4E+09
70 6.1E+09 4.6E+09 5.8E+O9 5.3E+09 4.9E+O9 4.5E+09 4.6E+O9 4.6E+O9
65 7.4E+09 5.6E+09 6.6E+09 6.2E+09 5.9E+09 5.9E+09 6.1E+O9 6.OE+O9
60 6.9E+09 5.8E+09 6.7E+09 6.6E+09 6.8E+09 6.9E+09 7.OE+09 7.0E+O9
55 5.2E+O9 4.8E+09 5.7E+09 5.8E+09 6.0E+09 6.2E+09 6.2E+09 6.5E+09
50 3.2E+09 3.3E+09 3.8E+09 4.1E+09 4.4E+09 4.6E+09 4.7E+09 4.8E+O9
45 I.IE+09 1.4E+09 1.6E+09 1.8E+O9 2.0E+09 2.2E+09 2.3E+09 2.4E+09




Latitude -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -I0
^Ic (k_)
130 3.1E+IO 3.3E+I0 3.7E+I0 4.OE+IO 4.1E+IO 4.1£+10 4.0E+IO 3.9E+I0
125 4.3E+I0 4.6E+I0 5.1E+IO 5.5E+I0 5.7E+I0 5.6£+10 5,5E+I0 5.3E+I0
120 6.3E+I0 6,8E+IO 7.4E+I0 8.0E+IO 8.2E+I0 8.2E+I0 7.9E+I0 7.6E+IO
115 I.OE+II I,IE+II 1.2E+II 1,3E+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+ll 1.2E+II
Ii0 1.4E+II 1.6E+II 1.7E+II 1.9E+II 2.0E+II 2.1E+II 2.1E+ll 2,2E+II
105 2.1E+II 2.2E+II 2.4E+II 2.7E+II 2.9E+II 3,1E+II 3.2E+II 3.3E+II
I00 2.8E+II 2.9E+II 3.2E+II 3.5E+II 3.8E+II 4.0E+II 4.0E+II 4.0E+II
95 3.OE+II 3.1E+II 3.2E+n 3,5E+II 3.7E+II 3.7E+II 3.7E+II 3.6E+II
90 I.gE+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 2,1E+II 2.1E+II 2.1£+11 2.0E+II 2,OE+!I
85 5.2E+I0 5.3E+I0 5.3E+IO 5.3E+I0 5.1E+IO 4.9E+I0 4.6E+I0 4.2E+I0
80 9.8E+09 1.5E+IO 1,6E+IO I.gE÷IO 2.3E+IO 2.5E+I0 2,3E+I0 2.1E+IO
75 6.9E+O9 6,2E+O9 5.8E+09 5.7E+09 5.9E+09 5.8E+09 5.6E+O9 5.4E+O9
70 6.5E+O9 6.3E+O9 5.9E+09 5.2E+09 4.9E+09 5.0E+09 4.9E+09 4.7E+09
65 7,2E+O9 6.7E+09 6.3E÷09 5.9E+09 5.8E+09 6.1E+09 6.2E+09 6.1E+O9
60 7.OE+O9 6.7E+09 6.6E+09 6.4E+09 6.4E+09 6.6E+09 6.7E+09 6.8E+09
55 5.6E+09 5.2E+09 5.7E+09 5.8E+09 6.0E÷09 6.0E+09 6.1E+O9 6.4E+09
50 3.5E+09 4.1E+O9 4.2E+O9 4.4E+O9 4.5E+O9 4.6E+09 4.6E+O9 4.7E+09
45 I.OE+09 1.4E+09 1.7E+09 1.9E+O9 2,0E+O9 2.2E+09 2.4E+09 2.3E+09
40 2.OE+08 3.OE+O8 3.8E+08 4.5E+08 5.1E+08 5.6E+O8 6.3E+O8 6.7E+O8
April
Latitude -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -i0
AIc (kin)
130 3.4E+I0 3.6E+I0 3.9E+I0 4.1E+IO 4.3E+I0 4.2E+I0 4.1E+IO 3.9E+I0
125 4.6E+I0 4.9E+I0 5.3E+I0 5.6E+I0 5.8E+I0 5.7E+I0 5.5E+I0 5.3E+I0
120 6.7E+I0 7.1E+IO 7.7E+I0 8.2E+I0 8.4E+I0 8.2E+I0 7.9E+I0 7.6E+I0
115 I.OE+II I.IE+II 1.2E+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+II 1.2E+II
ii0 I.SE+II 1.6E+II I.SE+II 1.9E+II 2.OE+II 2.1E+II 2.2E+II 2.2E+II
105 2.2E+II 2.3E+II 2.5E+II 2.8E+II 3.OE+II 3.2E+II 3.3E+II 3.3E+II
I00 2.9E+II 3.0E+II 3.3E+II 3.6E+II 3.8E+II 4.OE+II 4.0E+II 4.OE+II
95 2.8E+II 3.0E+II 3.2E+II 3.4E+II 3.6E+II 3.7E+II 3.7E+II 3.6E+II
90 1.6E+II 1.7E+II I.SE+II I.gE+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 2.OE+II 2.0E+II
85 3.7E+I0 3.9E+I0 4.2E+I0 4.5E+I0 4.6E+I0 4.6E+I0 4.5E+I0 4.2E+I0
80 O.OE+O0 O.OE+OO 3.0E+IO 3.2E+I0 3.1E+IO 2.7E+I0 2.3E+I0 2.5E+I0
75 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 1.6E+IO I.IE+IO 7.8E+09 6.2E+O9 5.7E+O9 5.5E+09
70 O.OE+O0 O.OE_OG _.2E+O9 5.8E+O9 5.3E+09 2.7E+O7 5.0E+O9 4.6E+O9
65 O.OE+OO O.0E+OO 7.4E+09 6.6E+09 6.3E+09 6.5E+09 6.3E+O9 5.9E+09
60 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 7.3E+O9 6.9E+09 6.6E+09 6.7E+09 6.8E+O9 6.7E+09
55 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 6.6E+09 6.4E+09 6.1E+09 6.1E+09 6.2E+O9 6.4E+09
50 3.0E+09 5.2E+09 4.5E+O9 4,5E+09 4.7E+O9 4.6E+09 4.6E+09 4.7E+09
45 6.1E+08 1.4E+09 1.6E+09 1.8E+O9 2.0E+O9 2.1E+09 2.2E+09 2.2E+O9




Latitude -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -I0
AIc (kin)
130 3.3E+I0 3.5E+I0 3.8E+I0 4.0E+IO 6.1E+I0 4.O£+10 3.9E+I0 3.7E+IO
125 4.6E+I0 4.8E+I0 5.2E+I0 5.4E+I0 5.6E+IO 5.5E+I0 5.2E+I0 5.0E+IO
120 6.6E+I0 7.0E+IO 7.4E+IO 7.8E+I0 8.0E+IO 7.8E+I0 7.5E+I0 7.2E+I0
115 I.OE+II I.IE+II I.IE+II 1.2E+ll 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II
II0 I.SE+II 1.6E÷II 1.8E+II 1.9E+ll 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 2.1E+II 2.1E÷II
105 2.2E+II 2.3E+II 2.5E+II 2.8E+II 3.0E+II 3.1E+II 3.2E+II 3.2E+II
IOO 2.7E÷II 2.9E+II 3.2E+II 3.5E+II 3.7E+II 3.9E+II 3.9E+II 3.9E+II
95 2.5E+II 2.7E+II 3.0E+II 3.3E+II 3.5E+II 3.6E+II 3.6£+11 3.6E+II
90 1.3E+II 1.4E+II 1.6E+II 1.7E+II 1.9E+II 1.9E+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+II
85 2.8E+I0 3.1E+IO 3.4E+I0 3.9E+I0 4.3E+I0 4.5E+I0 4.6E+I0 4.3E+IO
80 O.OE+O0 0.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 3.7E+I0 3.1E+IO 2.8E+I0 6.9E+I0 3.2E+I0
75 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 1.4E+lO 9.1E+09 6.8E+09 6.1E+09 3.8E+O9
70 0.0E+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 7,8E+09 5.8E+09 5.4E+O9 4.8E+09 4.3E+O9
65 0.0E+O0 O.0E+O0 O.0E+O0 7,2E+09 7.0E+09 6.5E+09 6.3E+09 5.9E+09
60 O.OE+O0 O.OE+OO O,OE+O0 5.9E+09 7.0E+09 6.8E+09 7.0E+09 7.0E+09
55 0.OE+O0 O.0E+00 0.OE+O0 .7.4E+09 6.4E+09 6.0E+09 6.2E+O9 6.5E+09
50 O.OE+O0 3.4E+09 5.4E+09 4.4E+09 4.5E+09 _,2E+II 8.9E+I0 4.5E+09
45 O.0E+00 6.8E+08 1.4E+09 1.5E÷O9 1.8E÷09 2.3E+09 2.4E+09 2.OE+09
40 0.0E÷00 1.3E+08 2.4E+08 2.9E+08 3.5E+08 4.6E+08 5.4E+08 5.5E+08
June
Latk_ude -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -i0
AIc (km)
130 3.2E+I0 3.3E+I0 3.5E+I0 3.7E+10 3.8E+I0 3.7E+I0 3.6E+I0 3.4E+I0
125 4,4E+10 4.6E+10 4.9E+10 5.1E+lO 5.2E+10 5.1E+lO 4.9E+10 4.6E+10
120 6_3E+10 6.6E+10 7.0E+lO 7.4E+10 7.5E÷10 7.3E+10 7.OE+lO 6.6E+10
ll5 9.8E+10 1.OE+ll 1.1E+ll 1.1E+ll 1.2E+ll 1.1E+ll 1.1E+ll 1.1E+ll
llO 1.5E+ll 1.6E+ll 1.TE+ll 1.SE+ll 1.gE+ll 1.9E+ll 2.0E+ll 2.0E+ll
105 2.1E+ll 2.2E+ll 2.5E+ll 2.TE+ll 2.8E+ll 3.0E+ll 3,0E+ll 3.0E+ll
lO0 2.6E+ll 2.SE+ll 3.1E+ll 3.4E+ll 3.6E+ll 3.7E+ll 3.8E+ll 3.7E+ll
95 2.3E+ll 2.SE+ll 2.8E+ll 3.1E+ll 3.4E+ll 3.5E+ll 3.SE+ll 3.5E+ll
90 1.2E+ll 1.3E+ll 1.4E+ll 1.6E+ll 1.SE+ll 1.9E+ll 1.9E+ll 1.9E+ll
85 2.4E+10 2.7E÷10 3.0E+lO 3.6E+10 4.1E+lO 4.5E+10 4.6E÷10 4.4E÷10
80 O.OE÷O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE÷O0 3.1E+lO 2.6E+10 2.4E+10 2.5E+10
75 O.OE÷O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 9.4E÷09 6.8E+09 5.7E+09 5.1E÷09
70 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 6.4E÷09 5.7E+09 4.7Et09 4.2E+u9
65 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 7.7E+09 6.5E÷09 6.1E+09 6.0E+09
60 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 7.4E+09 7.0E+09 7.0E+09 7.2E+09
55 O_OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 6.5E+09 5.9E+09 6.1E+09 6.4E+09
50 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 4.4E+09 5.4E+09 4.4E+09 4.3E+09 4.4E+09 6.5E+09
45 O.OE+O0 O,OE+O0 9.9E+08 1.5E+09 1.6E+09 1.7E+09 1.8E+09 1.9E+09




Latitude -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -I0
Ale (k_)
130 3.1E+IO 5.3E+I0 3.5E+10 3.6E+I0 5.7E+10 3.6E+I0 3.5E+I0 3.3E+I0
125 4.3E+I0 4.5E+I0 4.8E+I0 5.OE+I0 5.1E+IO 5.0E+IO 4.7£+10 4.5£+10
120 6.2E+I0 6.5E+I0 6.9E+I0 7.2E+10 7.5E+I0 7.1E+IO 6.8£+10 6.5E+I0
115 9.7E+I0 I.OE+II I.IE+II I.IE+II l.lE÷ll I.IE÷II l.IE+ll I.IE+II
Ii0 1.5E+II 1.5E+11 1.7E+11 1.8E+11 1.9E+II 1.9E+II 1.9E+II h9E+ll
105 2.1E+II 2.2E+II 2.4E+II 2.6E+II 2.8E+II 2.9E÷II 3.0E÷ll 3.OE+II
I00 2.6E+I1 2.8E+II 3.1E+II 3.3E+II 3.6E÷II 3.7E+II 3.7E+II 3.7E+II
95 2.3E+II 2.5E+11 2.8E+II 3.1E+II 3.3E+II 3.4E+11 3.4E÷II 3.4E+II
90 1.2E+II 1.3E+II I.SE+II 1.6E+II I.SE+II 1.9E÷II 1.9E+II l,gE+ll
85 2.5E+I0 2.7E+I0 3.1E+IO 3.6E+I0 4.1E+lO 4.4E÷I0 4.5E+I0 4.3E+I0
80 O.DE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 2.5E+I0 2.5E+I0 2.5E+I0 2.3E+I0 2.1E+lO
75 O.OE+O0 O.OE÷O0 O.OE+O0 1.2E+IO 8.8E+09 6.6E+09 5.5E+09 4.9E+09
70 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 7.6E+09 5.8E+09 5.4E+09 4.6E÷09 4.4E+09
65 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 7.9E+09 7,1E+09 6.4E+09 6.1E+09 6.0E+09
60 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 6.9E+09 6.7E+09 6.8E+09 7.1E+09
55 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE÷O0 O.OE+O0 6.1E+09 5.9E+09 6.1E+09 6.4E+09
50 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 3.8E+09 4.8E+09 4.1E+09 4.3E+09 4.4E+09 4.6E+09
45 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 8.8E+08 1.4E+09 1.5E+09 1.6E+09 3.9E+08 2.0E+09
40 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 1.8E+08 2.6E+08 2.9E+08 3,6E+08 3.3E+08 4.8E+08
Augus_
Latitude -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -I0
Aft (kin)
130 3.2E+I0 3.4E+I0 3.6E÷10 3.8E+10 3.9E+I0 3.8E+I0 3.7E+10 3.5E+10
125 4.4E+IO 4.6E+I0 5.OE+IO 5.2E+10 5.3E+10 5.2E+I0 5.0E+I0 4.7E+10
120 6.4E+I0 6.7E+I0 7.2E+IO 7.6E+10 7.7E+I0 7.5E+I0 7.2E+I0 6,8E+10
115 I.OE+II I.OE+II I.IE+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II I.IE+II l.iE+ll
ii0 1.5E+II 1.6E+II 1.7E+II 1.BE+If "I.gE+II 2oOE+II 2.OE+II 2.0E+II
105 2.1E+II 2.3E+II 2.5E+II 2.7E+II 2.9E+II 3.OE+II 3.0E+II 3.1E+II
I00 2.7E+II 2.9E÷II 3.2E+II 3.4E+II 3.6E+II 3.8E+II 3.8E+II 3.8E+II
95 2.6E+II 2.8E+II 3.0E+II 3.3E+II 3.4E+II 3.5E+II 3.5E+II 3.4E+II
90 1.4E+II I.SE+II 1.6E+II 1.8E+ll 1.9E+II I.gE+II 1.9E+II I.gE+II
85 3.1E+IO 3.3E+I0 3.7E+10 4.1E+IO 4,4E+10 4.5E+10 4.5E+I0 4.2E+I0
80 O.0E+O0 O.OE+O0 2.9E+10 2.8E+IO 2.8E+I0 2.6E+IO 2.4E+IO 2.1E+IO
75 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 1.4E+IO I.IE+IO 9.2E+09 7.6E+O9 6.0E+O9 5.3E+O9
?O 0.0E+00 O.0E+O0 8.0E+09 6.6E+09 6.3E+O9 5.8E+09" 5.0E+O9 4.4E+O9
65 0.0E+O0 O.0E+O0 7.4E+09 7.4E+09 7.1E+09 6.3E+09 6.0E+O9 6.0E+09
60 O.0E+OO 0.OE+O0 7.0E+09 6.8E+09 6.6E+09 6.7E+09 6.7E+09 7.0E+O9
55 O.OE+00 O.OE+O0 5.1E+O9 6.OE+O9 5.8E+09 6.OE+O9 6.2E+O9 6.5E+09
50 O.0E+O0 1.3E+09 3.2E+09 3.7E+09 4.0E+09 4.3E+09 4,5E+09 4.7E+09
45 O.OE+O0 3.0E+08 I.OE+09 1.3E+O9 1.5£÷09 1.7E+09 2.OE+09 2.1E+O9




1._ti_ude -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10
Alt (kin)
130 3.3E+I0 3.5E+IO 3.8E+I0 4.1E+I0 4.2E+I0 4.2E+I0 4.0E+IO 3.9E+I0
125 4.5E+I0 4.8E+10 5.2E+10 5.6E+I0 5.8E+I0 5.7E÷10 5.5E+10 5.3E+I0
120 6.6E+10 7.1E+lO 7.6E+10 8.1E+lO 8.3E+10 8.2E+10 7.9E+i0 7.5E+10
ll5 1.OE÷ll 1.1E+ll 1.2E+ll 1.3E+ll 1.3E+ll 1.3E+ll 1.3E+ll 1.2E+ll
llO 1.5E+ll 1.6E+ll 1.8E+ll 1.9E+ll 2.0E+ll 2.1E÷ll 2.2E+ll 2.2E+ll
105 2.2E+ll 2.3E+ll 2.5E+11 2.8E+ll 3.0E+ll 3.2E+ll 3.3E+ll 3.3E+ll
lO0 2.9E+ll 3.0E+ll 3.3E+11 3.6E÷II 3.8E+ll 4.OE+ll 4.1E+ll _.OE+ll
95 3.OE+ll 3.1E+ll 3.3E+ll 3.5E+ll 3.7E+ll 3.7E+ll 3.7E+ll 3.6E+ll
90 1.SE+ll 1.8E+ll 1.9E+ll 2.0E+ll 2.1E+ll 2.0E+ll 2.0E+ll 2.0E+ll
85 4.3E+10 4.5E+i0 4.7E+10 4.9E+10 4.9E+10 4.8E+10 4.6E+10 4.3E+10
80 2.5E+10 2.8E+i0 3.1E+10 3.3E+10 3.2E+10 2.9E+iO 2.5E+10 2.2E÷10
75 1.4E+10 1.6E+lO 1.4E+I0 1.2E+lO 9.4E+09 7.3E+09 6.2E+09 5.5E+09
70 7.8E+O9 8.1E+09 7,2E+O9 6.7E+09 6.3E+09 5.8E+O9 5.2E+09 4,4E+O9
65 6.0E+09 7.3E+09 7,3E+09 7.3E+09 6.9E+O9 6.1E+09 5.7E+09 5.6E+09
60 O.OE+O0 7.0E+09 6,8E+09 6.7E+09 6.6E+09 6.5E+09 6.5E+09 6,7E+09
55 O.OE+O0 5.8E+09 5,8E+09 5.8E+09 5.8E+09 6.0E+09 6.1E+09 6,4E+09
50 I,OE+O9 3.1E+09 3.7E+09 &.0E+09 4.3E+09 4.5E+09 4.5E+09 4,6E+09
45 2.5E+08 I.OE+09 1.4E+O9 1.6E+09 1.8E+09 2.0E+09 2.1E+09 2.2E+09
40 I.IE+O8 2.9E+08 3.7E+08 3.7E+08 4.0E+O8 &.TE+O8 5.4E+08 6.0E+08
October
Latitude -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -I0
Aft (ka)
130 3.2E+I0 3.4E+I0 3.8E+I0 4.2E+I0 4.4E+10 4.4E+I0 4.3E+10 &.2E+IO
125 4.4E+10 &.SE+IO 5.3E+10 5.7E+10 6.0E+IO 6.0E+lO 5.8E+I0 5.7E*I0
120 6.6E+i0 7.1E+lO 7.8E+10 8.6E+10 8.7E+10 8.7E+10 8.4E+IO 8.2E+I0
ll5 1.OE+ll l. IE+ll 1.2E+ll 1.3E+ll 1.4£+ii 1.4E+ll 1.4E+ll 1.3E,ll
llO 1.5E*ll 1.6E+ll 1.8E+ll 2.OE+ll -2.1E+ll 2.2E+ll 2.3E+i1 2.4E+ll
105 2.1E+ll 2.3E+ll 2.SE+ll 2.8E+ll 3.1E+ll 3.3E+ll 3.5E+i1 3.6E_1
1OO 2.9E+ll 3.OE+ll 3.3E+ll 3.6E+ll 4.OE+ll 4.2E+ll 4.3E+ii &.3E÷ll
95 3.2E+ll 3.3E+ll 3.4E+ll 3.7E+ll 3.9E+ll 4.0E+ll 4.OE+ll 3.gE+ll
90 2.2E+ll 2.2E+I1 2.2E+ll 2.2E+ll 2.3E+li 2.2E+ll 2.1E+ll 2.1E+ll
85 6.3E+10 6.2E+10 6.OE+I0 5.9E+I0 5.7E+10 5.3E+10 4.9E+I0 4.5E+10
80 1.8E+lO 2.4E+i0 2.8E÷10 2.9E+10 2.8E+10 2.5E+iO 2.3E+IO 2.4E+I0
75 9.1E+09 8.9E+09 9.0E÷09 8.8E+09 7.6E+O9 6.6E+09 6.2E+O9 6.5E*O9
70 8.0E+09 7.7E+09 7.7E+O9 7.1E+09 6.&E+Og. 5.6E+O9 5.3E+O9 4.7E+O9
65 7.OE*O9 6.9E+O9 7.OE+O9 6.8E+O9 6.4E+09 6.OE+O9 5.7E+09 5.3E+O9
60 6.8E*09 6.7E÷O9 6.6E÷09 6.6E+09 6.5E+09 6.5E*O9 6.4E+09 6.5E+09
55 5.1E+09 5.6E+09 6.2E+09 5.8E+09 5.9E+09 6.0E+O9 6.1E+09 6.3E+09
50 2.7E+09 3.6E+09 4.0E+09 4.3E+09 4.5E+09 4.6E+O9 4.6E+09 4.7E+09
45 9.9E*O8 1.4E+09 1.6E+09 1.9E+09 2.1E+09 2.2E+09 2.2E+09 2.3E+09

























-70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -I0
3.1E+I0 3.5E+I0 3.9E+I0 4.1E+I0 4.2E+i0 4.2E+I0 4.1E+I0
4.4E+I0 4.9E+I0 5.4E+I0 5.7E+I0 5.8E+I0 5.7E+I0 5.7E+I0
6.7E+I0 7.4E+I0 8.1E+10 8.5E+I0 8.6E+I0 8.4E+I0 8.2E+I0
I.IE+II 1.2E+ll 1.3E+II 1.4E+II 1.4E+II 1.4E+II 1.3E+II
1.5E+II I.?E+II I.gE+II 2.1E+II 2.2£+11 2.3E+II 2.4E+II
2.1E+II 2.4E+II 2.7E+II 3.0E+II 3.3E+II 3.5E+II 3.6E+II
2.9E*II 3.1E+II 3.5E+II 4.0E+II 4.3E+II 4.5E+II 4.5E+II
3.2E+II 3.4E+II 3.7E+ii 4.0E+II 4.2E+II 4.2E+II 4.1E+II
2.3E+II 2.3E+II 2.4E+II 2.4E+II 2.4E+II 2.3E+II 2.2E+II
7.7E+I0 7.1E+I0 6.8E+I0 6.4E+I0 5.8E+I0 5.3E+I0 4.8E+I0
7.4E+09 9.8E+09 1.2E+10 1.6E+10 1.8E+I0 2.0E+I0 2.4E+I0
5.5E+09 5.9E+09 5.5E+09 5.9E+09 5.8E+09 6.0E+09 6.4E+09
6.5E+09 6.4E+09 6.2E+09 5.8E+09 5.4E+09 4.7E+09 4.7E+09
6.6E+09 6.5E+09 6.3E+09 6.0E+09 5.8E+09 5.6E+09 5.4E+09
6.6E+09 6.6E+09 7.2E+09 6.6E+09 6.7E+09 6.6E+09 6.9E+09
5.3E+09 5.7E+09 5,9E+09 6.2E+09 6.2E+09 6.2E+09 6.4E+09
3.4E+09 3.8E+09 4.1E+09 4.4E+09 4.6E+09 4.6E+09 4.6E+09
1.4E+09 1.7E+09 2.0E+09 2.2E+09 2.3E+09 2.3E+09 2.3E+09
4.0E+08 4.6E+08 5.4E+08 6.1E+08 6.4E+08 6.5E+08 6.5E+08
December
Latitude -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -I0
Aft (kin)
130 2.6E+I0 2.8E+I0 3.2E+I0 3.6E+I0 3.8E+I0 3.9E+10 3.9E+I0 3.9E+I0
125 3.7E+I0 4.0E+I0 4.5E+I0 5.0E+I0 5,3E+10 5.4E*I0 5.3E+I0 5.3E+I0
120 5.6£+10 6,1E+IO 6.9E+i0 7.6E+I0 B.0E+I0 8.0E+I0 7.9E+I0 7.8E+I0
115 9.2E+I0 1,0E+II I.IE+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+ll 1.3E+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+II
ii0 1.3E+ll 1.4E+II 1.6£+11 1.9E+II 2.0E+II 2.1E+II 2.2E+II 2.3E+II
105 1.BE+If 2,0E+II 2.3E+II 2.6E+II 2.9E+II 3.2E+II 3.4E+II 3.5E+II
I00 2.5E+II 2.7E+II 3.0E+II 3.4E+II 3.8E+II 4.2E+II 4.4E+II 4.4E+II
95 3.1E+II 3.1E+II 3.2E+II 3.6E+II 3.9E+II 4.2E+II 4.2E+II 4.1E+ll
90 2.5E+II 2.4E+II 2.3E+II 2.4E+ii 2.5E+II 2.4E+II 2.3E+II 2.3E+II
85 9.7E+I0 8.5E+I0 7.6E+I0 7.2E+I0 6.8E+I0 6.1E+I0 5.4E+I0 4.8E+I0
80 4.6E+09 5.1E+09 5.7E+09 7.8E+09 I.IE+IO 1.4E+I0 1.8E+I0 2.2E+10
75 5.0E+09 4.6E+09 4.8E+09 4.6E+09 4.6E+09 4.6E+09 5.3E+09 5.7E+09
70 6.6E+09 6.3E+09 5.9E+09 5.5E+09 5.3E+09 2.4E+09 4.5E+09 4.8E+09
65 7.1E+09 7.1E+09 6.8E+09 6.5E+09 6.1E+09 6.0E+09 6.1E+09 6.1E+09
60 6.6E+09 6.9E+09 7.0E+09 7.0E+09 6.9E+09 7.2E+09 7.4E+09 7.5E+09
55 4.8E+09 5.2E+09 5.6E+09 6.0E+09 6.2E+09 6.4E+09 6.5E+09 6.8E+09
50 2.9E+09 3.3E+09 3.7E+09 4.0E+09 4.3E+09 4.5E+09 4.7E+09 4.8E+09
45 1.2E+09 1.4E+09 1.7E+09 1.9E+09 2.1E+09 2.2E+09 2.3E+09 2.3E+09
40 3.3E+08 4.0E+08 4.8E+08 5.5E+08 6.1E+08 6.4E+08 6.4E+08 6.3E+08
149
Table 2: Zonally averaged Atomic Oxygen ConcantraClous (cm _) in the NorChern Hemisphere
[Concentrations shorn as O.OE+O0 have not been calculated as elther the ozone
concentrations are unknown or the atmosphere Is in darkneas|,
January
Latitude 0 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80
AIc (]aa)
130 3,2£+10 3.1K+I0 3.1E+I0 3.1E+IO 3.0E÷I0 2.9E+I0 2.7E+I0 2.6£+10 2.4E÷I0
125 4.3E+I0 4.3E+I0 4.3E+I0 4.3E+I0 4.2E+I0 4.1E+IO 3.9E+I0 3.6E+I0 3.4E÷I0
120 6.3E+I0 6.2£+10 6.3E+I0 6.6E+I0 6.4E+I0 6.2E+I0 5.9£+10 5.5E+I0 5.2E+I0
115 I.OE+II I.OE÷II I.OE+II I.IE+II l. IE+ll 1.0E+II 9.7E+I0 9.0E+I0 8.5E+I0
II0 1.9E+II 1.9E÷II 1.8E+II l.?E+ll 1.6E÷II 1.5E+II 1.4E+II 1.3E+II 1.2E+II
105 2.9E+II 2.9E+II 2.7E+II 2.5E+II 2.3E+II 2.1E+II 1.9E+II 1.7E+II 1.6E+II
I00 3.6E+II 3.6E÷II 3.5E+II 3.4E+II 3.1E+II 2.BE+f1 2,5E+II 2.4E+II 2.3E+II
95 3,3E+II 3.3E÷II 3.4E+II 3.4E+II 3.2E+II 3.0E+II 2.8E+II 2.7E+II 2.8E÷II
90 I.gE+II 1.8E+II I.gE+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+ll 2.0E+II 2,0E+II 2.1E+II 2.3E+II
85 3.9E+I0 3.9E÷ID 4.4E+I0 4.9E+I0 5.5E+I0 6.DE+f0 6.5E+I0 7.4E+I0 8.6E+I0
80 3,8E+I0 2.3E+I0 2.4E+I0 2.4E+I0 2.4E+I0 2.9E+I0 2.5E+I0 0.OE+O0 0.OE+O0
75 5.2E+09 5.7E÷09 7.1E+09 9.7_+09 1.3E+I0 1.5E+I0 1.4E+I0 0.0E+O0 O.OE+O0
70 4.7E+09 4,5E÷O9 4.7E+09 5.4E+09 6.3E+09 9.4E+09 1.2E+I0 0.OE+O0 0.OE÷O0
65 6.0E÷09 5.8E+09 5.8E+09 6.0E+09 7.6E+09 7.6E+09 4.9E+09 0.OE+O0 0.OE+O0
60 7.2E+09 6.9E+09 6.6E+09 6.4E+09 6.0E+09 7.2E+09 6.4E+09 0.OE+O0 0.OE+00
55 6.7E+Og 6.5E+09 6.2E+09 5.8E+09 5.5E+09 5.4E+09 0.OE+O0 0.OE+O0 0.OE+00
50 4.8E÷09 4.7E÷09 4.4E+09 4.1E+09 3.7£+09 2.8E+09 1.9E+09 0.OE+O0 0.0E+00
45 2.3E+09 2.1E+09 2.0E+09 1.7E+09 1.3E+09 8.9E+08 4.5E+OB 0.OE+O0 O.0E+O0
40 6.2E+08 5.6E+08 4.9E+08 4.0E+08 2.9E+08 2.0E+08 I.IE+08 0.0E+00 0.OE+O0
February
Latitude 0 I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Aft (km)
130 3.4E+I0 3.3E+I0 3.3E+I0 3.3E+I0 3.3E+I0 3.1E+IO 3.0E+IO 2.8E+I0 2.7E_
125 4.6E+I0 4.5E+I0 4.5E+I0 4.6E+I0 4.5E+I0 4.4E÷I0 4.1E÷I0 3.9E+I0 3.7E+I_
120 6.6E÷I0 6.6E+I0 6.6E+I0 6.7E+I0 6.7E+I0 6.5E+10 6.2E÷I0 5.8E+I0 5.6E_I0
115 I.IE+II I.IE+II I.IE+II I.IE+II I.IE+II I.IE+II I.OE+II 9.4E+I0 9.0E+I0
ii0 2.0E÷II 1.9E÷II 1.9E+II 1.8E+II 1.7E+II 1.6E+II I.SE+II 1.3E*II 1.3E+II
105 3.0E÷II 3.0E+II .2.8E+II 2.6E+II 2.4E+II 2.2E+II 2.0E+II I.gE+II 1.8E÷ll
I00 3.7E+II 3.6E+II 3.6E+II 3.5E+II 3.2E+II 2.9E+II 2.7E+II 2.5E_II 2.5E+II
95 3.4E+II 3.4E÷II 3.4E+II 3.4E+II 3.2E+II 3.0E+II 2.9E÷II 2.9E+II 2.9E+II
90 I,9E+II 1.8E+II I.gE÷II 1.9E+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 2.2E+II
85 3.9E+I0 3.9E+I0 4.3E+I0 4.7E+I0 5.2E+IO 5.5E+I0 5.9E÷I0 6.5E+I0 7.1E+IO
80 2.3E÷I0 2.4E+I0 2.8E+I0 2.8E+I0 2.7E+I0 2.6E+I0 2.4E+I0 1.7E+IO 0.OE+00
75 5.7E+09 fi.OE+09 7.3E÷09 9.5E+09 1.4E+IO 1.8E÷I0 1.8E+I0 1.5E+I0 0,0E+00
70 4.5E+O9 4.6E+09 5.0E+09 5.5E+09 6.2E+09 7.8E+09 I.IE+I0 1.2E+I0 O.0E+00
65 5.9E+09 5.5E+09 5.5E+09 5.7E+09 6.1E+09 7.6E+09 8.2E+09 6.5E+09 0.OE+00
60 6,8E+O9 6.6E+09 6,2E+09 6.0E+09 5.7E+09 5.8E+09 6.2E÷09 5.6E+O9 O.OE+O0
55 6.5E+09 6.5E+O9 6,1E+09 5.8E+09 5.6E+O9 5.4E+09 5.2E+O9 2.7E+09 O.OE+OO
50 4.8E+09 4.7E+09 4.5E+09 4.3E+O9 4.1E+O9 3.7E+09 2,8E+09 7.6E+08 O.OE+O0
45 2.4E+09 2,2E+09 2.1E+O9 1.9E+09 1.6E+09 1.2E+09 7.6E+08 1.9E+08 O.0E÷00




Latitude 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Ale (km)
130 3.8E+I0 3.9E+I0 3.9E+I0 4.0E+I0 3,9E+10 3.8E+I0 3.7E+I0 3.5E+I0 3.5E+10
125 5.2£+10 5.2E+I0 5.3E+I0 5.4E+I0 5,4E+I0 5.3E+10 5.1E+I0 4.9E+10 4.7E+10
120 7.4E+I0 7,5E+IO 7,6E+I0 7.8E+IO 7.8E+I0 7.7E+I0 7.4E+I0 7.ZE+IO 6.9E+I0
115 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1,2E+II 1.2E+11 1.2E+II I.IE+II I.IE+II
110 2.2E+11 2.2E+II 2.1E+11 2.0E+11 1,9E+II 1.8E÷11 1.7E+II 1.6E+11 1.6E+11
105 3.3E+11 3.3E+II 3.2E+Ii 3.0E+II 2.8E+11 2.6E+II 2.5E+II 2.3E+II 2.3E+11
I00 _.OE+ll _.OE+II 3.9E+11 3.8E+11 5.6E+11 3.4E+II 5.2E+11 3.IE+11 3.0E+11
95 3.6E+II 3.6E+11 3.6E+11 3.6E+11 3.5E+11 3.3E+II 3.2E+11 3.1E+II 3,1E+II
90 2.0E+II I.gE+II 1.9E+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+11 1.9E+II 1.9E+11 1.9E+11 1.8E+II
85 4.0E+I0 4.2E+I0 4.5E+10 4.6E+I0 4.7E+I0 4.7E+I0 4.7E+I0 4.6E+I0 4.6E+I0
80 2.0E+I0 2.2E+10 2.6E+10 2.9E+I0 3.2E+10 3.1E+10 2.8E+I0 2.3E+I0 I.SE+I0
75 5.4E+09 5.9E+09 6.7E+09 8.6E+09 1.2E+I0 I.TE+I0 2.1E+I0 1.9E+I0 1.4E+16
70 4.5E+09 4.5E+09 5.1E+09 5.8E+09 6.0E+09 7.2E+09 9.4E+09 1.2E+I0 I.IE+I0
65 5.BE+09 5.6E+09 5.7E+09 5.8E*09 6.2E+09 6.6E+09 7.0E+09 7.4E+09 6.7E+09
60 6.8E+09 6.6E+09 6.2E+09 6.1E+09 6.1E+09 6.1E+09 5.9E+09 5.9E+09 4.2E+09
55 6.5E+09 6.4E+09 6.2E+09 6.0E+09 5.8E+09 5.7E+09 5.5E+09 5.3E+09 2.2E+09
50 4.8E+09 4.7E+09 4.6E+09 4.5E+09 4.4E+09 4.2E+09 3.9E+09 3.0E+09 7.0E+08
45 2.3E+09 2.3E+09 2.2E+09 2,1E+09 2.0E+09 1.7E+09 1.3E+09 8.1E+08 1.9E+08
40 6.8E+08 6.5E+08 6.0E+08 5.3E+08 4.8E+08 4.0E+08 1.4E+08 1.7E+08 7.4E+07
April
Latitude 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Aft (k_)
130 3.8E+I0 3.8E+I0 3.8E+I0 3.8E+I0 3.7E+I0 3.6E+I0 3.4E+I0 3,2E+I0 3.1E+I0
125 5.2E+I0 5.1E+10 5.2E+I0 5.2E+i0 5.2E+10 5.0E+10 _.7E+10 4.5E+I0 4.3E+I0
120 7.4E+I0 7.4E+10 7.5E+I0 7.6E+I0 7.6E+I0 7.4E+I0 7.0E+I0 6,6E+I0 6.4E+I0
115 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.1E+II 1.1E+11 1.0E+II
ii0 2.2E+II 2.1E+II 2.0E+II 1.9E+II 1.BE+II 1.7E+II 1.6E+11 I.SE+II 1,4E+II
105 3.3E÷II 3.2E*II 3.1E+11 2.9E+II 2.7E÷11 2.5E+II 2.3E+11 2.1E+11 2.0E+II
i00 3.9E+11 3.9E+II 3.9E+11 3.7E+11 3.5E+II 3.2E+11 3.0E+II 2,8E+II 2.8E+11
95 3.6E+II 3.5E+II 3.6E+II 3.5E+11 3.4E+11 3.2E+II 3.1E+II 3.0E+II 3.1E+11
90 1.9E+II 1.9E*II 1.9E+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+11 2.1E+II
85 3.9E+I0 4.1E+I0. 4.4E+I0 4.7E+10 5.0E+I0 5.3E+I0 5.5E+I0 5.8E+I0 6.1E+I0
80 2.5E+I0 2.5E+I0 2.6E+I0 3.0E+I0 3.1E+I0 2.9E+I0 2.8E+10 2.5E+10 I.SE+I0
75 5.5E+09 5.4E+09 6.0E+09 7.5E+09 9.2E+09 1.0E+IO 1.2E+I0 1.3E+I0 1.2E+i0
76 4,4E_09 4.7E_09 5.4E+0_ 5,9E+09 6,kE+09 6,6E+09 6,9E+09 7,8E+09 8.7E+09
65 5.7E+09 5.6E+09 5.9E+09 6.0E+09 6.2E+09 6.4E+09 1.8E+10 6.7E+09 I.gE+I0
60 6.7E+09 6.6E+09 6.4E+Og 6.4E+09 6.5E+09 6.5E+09 6.4E+09 6.2E+09 6.0E+09
55 6.5E+09 6.4E+09 6.1E+09 6.1E+09 6.1E+09 6.0E+09 5.8E+09 5.6E+09 5.4E+09
50 4.0E+09 _.7E+09 4.3E+09 1.7E+12 4.6E+09 4.3E+09 4.1E+09 3.7E+09 2.8E+09
45 2.2E+09 2.3E+09 2.2E+09 2.2E+09 2.2E*09 2.0E+09 5.1E+09 1.2E+09 2.4E+09




Latitude 0 I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Alt (km)
130 3.6E+I0 3.5E+I0 3.5E+I0 3.5E+I0 3.4E+I0 3.3E+I0 3.1E+IO 2.9E+I0 2,8E+IO
125 4.8E+I0 4.8E+IO 4.8E+IO 4.8E+I0 4.8E+I0 4.6E+i0 4.3E+I0 4.1E+IO 3.9E+IO
120 7.0E+IO 6.9E+IO 7.OE+IO 7.1E+IO 7.1E+IO 6.9E+I0 6.5E+IO 6.1E÷IO 5,BE+IO
115 I.IE+II I.IE+II I.IE+II 1,2E+II 1.2E+II l,IE+ll I.IE+II 9.8E+I0 9.3E+I0
ii0 2.1E+ll 2.0E+II I.gE+II I.SE+II 1.BE+If 1.6E+II l. SE+ll 1,4E+II l. JE+ll
105 3.2E+Ii 3.1E+ll 2,9E+II 2,7E+II 2.5E+II 2.3E+II 2.1E+ll l.gE+ll l. SE+ll
i00 3,8E+Ii 3.8E+II 3.8E+II 3.6E+II 3.3E+II 3.0E+II 2,7E+ii 2.6E+ii 2,5E+II
95 3.5E+II 3.5E+II 3,5E+II 3.5E+II 3.4E+II 3.1E+II 2.9E+II 2.9E+ii 3.OE+II
90 1.9E+II 1.9E+II 1.9E+II 2.0E+II 2.OE+II 2.0E+ll 2.0E+II 2.1E+II 2.3E+II
85 4,0E+I0 4.0E+IO 4.5E+I0 4.9E+IO 5.4E+I0 5.8E+I0 6.3E+I0 7.OE+IO 7.9E+I0
80 3.3E+I0 3.0E+IO 2,7E+iO 2.3E+IO I,gE+I0 1.6E+I0 1.2E+lO 9.9E+09 7.4E+09
75 5.8E+09 5.7E+O9 5.7E+09 6.2E+09 5.8E+O9 5.9E+O9 5.4E+09 5.1E+O9 5.3E+O9
70 4,5E+09 &.7E+O9 5.2E+O9 5.2E+09 5.5E*09 5.8E+09 6.OE+09 6.4E+O9 6.9E+O9
65 5.7E+09 6.0E+O9 6,2E+O9 6.1E+O9 6.1E+09 6.4E+09 6.8E+09 6.8E+09 6.7E+O9
60 6.9E+09 6.9E+09 6.8E+O9 6.7E+O9 6.5E+09 6.7E+09 6.7E+09 6,6E+09 6,5E+09
55 6.5E+09 6.3E+09 6.2E+09 6.2E+O9 6.2E+09 6.1E+09 5.9E+09 5,6E+09 5,2E+09
50 4.6E+09 4,6E+09 4.7E+09 4.7E+09 4.5E+09 4.3E_09 4.0E+09 3.6E+09 3.1E+09
45 2.1E+09 2.2E+09 2.2E+O9 2.2E+09 2.2E+09 2.0E+09 1.8E+09 1.3E+09 I.IE+O9
40 5,9E+08 6.2E+08 6.1E+08 6.OE+08 6.0E+O8 5.5E+08 4.7E+08 3.7E+O8 2.7E+O8
June
Latitude 0 I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Aft (km)
130 3.3E+I0 3.2E+I0 3.2E+I0 3.2E+I0 3.1E+I0 3.0E+I0 2.8E+I0 2.6E+I0 2.5E+I0
125 4.4E+I0 4.4E+I0 4.4E+I0 4.4E+I0 4.4E+I0 4.2E+I0 4.0E+I0 3.7E+I0 3.5E+I0
120 6.4E+I0 6.4E+I0 6.5E+I0 6.6E+I0 6.6E+I0 6.4E+I0 6.0E+I0 5.6E+I0 5.3E+I0
115 I.IE+II I.IE+II I.IE+II I.IE+II I.IE+II I.IE+II 9.9E+I0 9.2E+I0 8.7E*I0
Ii0 2.0E+II 1.9E+II I.SE+II 1.7E*II I.TE+II 1.6E+II 1.4E+II 1.3E+II 1.2E+II
105 3.0E+II 2.9E+II 2.8E+II 2.6E+II 2.4E+II 2.2E+II 2.0E+II I.SE+II 1.7E+II
i00 3.7E+II 3.6E+II 3.6E+II 3.4E+II 3.2E+II 2.9E+II 2.6E+II 2.4E+II 2.3E+II
95 3.4E+II 3.&E+II 3.4E+II 3.4E+II 3.3E+II 3.0E+II 2.8E+II 2.8E+II 2.9E+II
90 1.9E+II I.gE+II 1.9E+II 2.0E+II 2.1E+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 2.1E+II 2.4E+II
85 4.0E+IO 4.0E+I0 _4.5E+I0 5.1E+I0 5.7E+I0 6.1E+IO 6.6E+I0 7.6E+£0 8.9E+I0
80 2.5E+I0 2.3E+I0 2.0E+I0 1.7E+I0 1.3E+IO 1.2E+II 6.2E+09 4.8E+09 4.4E+09
75 5.1E+09 5.0E+09 5.1E+09 5.1E+09 4.9E+09 5.2E+I0 4.5E+09 4.3E+09 4.9E+I0
7D 4.2E+G_ 4.4E+09 4.5E+09 4.9E+09 &.gE+09 5.1E+09 5.5E+09 5.9E+09 6.2E+09
65 6.0E+09 6.2E+09 6.4E+09 6.1E+09 6.2E+09 6.7E+09 7.2E+09 7.3E+09 7.2E+09
60 7.3E+09 7.4E+09 7.4E+09 7.1E+09 7.0E+09 7.2E+09 7.2E+09 6.9E÷09 6.5E+09
55 6.5E+09 6.4E+09 6.3E+09 6.2E+09 6.1E+09 6.0E+09 5.6E+09 5.3E+09 4.8E+09
50 4.6E+09 4.7E+09 4.7E+09 4.6E+09 4.3E+09 4.1E+09 3.7E+09 3.3E+09 2.9E+09
45 2.1E+09 2.1E+09 2.2E+09 2.2E+09 2.1E+09 1.9E+09 1.7E+09 1.4E+09 I.IE+09




Latitude 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Alt (ka)
130 3.2E+10 3.1E+lO 3.1£+10 3.1E+10 3.0E+10 2.9£+10 2.7E+10 2.6E+10 2.4£+10
125 4.3K+I0 4.3E+I0 4.3E+i0 4,3£+I0 4.2E+i0 4.1E+I0 3.9£+10 3.6E+I0 3.4K+I0
120 6.3£+10 6.2E+10 6.3£+10 6.4E+I0 6.4E+10 6.2E÷I0 5.9E+I0 5.5E+I0 5.2E+I0
115 1.0E÷II 1.0E+II 1,0E+II 1.1E+II I.IE+II 1.0E+II 9.7E+I0 9.0E+I0 8.5E+I0
II0 1.9£+11 I.gE+II 1.8£+II 1.7£+11 1.6E+ll I.SE+II 1.4E+II 1.3E+11 1.2E+ll
105 2.9E+II 2.9E+II 2.7E+11 2.5E+11 2.3£+11 2.1E+II 1.9E+II I.TE+II 1.6E+II
I00 3.6E+II 3.6E+II 3.5E+II 3.4£+11 3.1E+II 2.8E+II 2.5E+II 2.4E+11 2.3E+11
95 3.3£+11 3.3E+II 3.4E+II 3.4E+II 3.2E+II 3,0E+II 2.8£+11 2.7E+ii 2.8E+II
90 1.9E+II I.SE+II 1.9E+11 2.0E+II 2.0E+11 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 2.1E+II 2.3E+II
85 3.9E+I0 3.9E+I0 4.4E+I0 4.9E+I0 5.5E+I0 6.0E+I0 6.5E+I0 7.4E+I0 8.6E+I0
80 2.0E+I0 2.0E+I0 1.8E+I0 1.7E÷I0 1.3E+I0 8.9E+09 5.6E+09 4.6E+09 4.3E+09
75 5.2E+09 5.3E+09 5.3E+09 5.1E+09 4.8E+09 4.8E+09 4.2E+09 4.1E+09 4.7E+09
70 4.4E+09 4.3E+09 4.1E+09 4.5E+09 4.9E+09 5.2E+09 5.3E+09 5.8£+09 6.2E+09
65 6.1E÷09 6.3E+09 6.3E÷09 6.2E+09 6.3E+09 6.6E+09 7.1E+09 7.5E+09 7.4E+09
60 7.3E+09 7.5E+09 7.5E+09 7.5E+09 7.1E+09 7.2E+09 7.2E+09 7.1E+09 6.6E+09
55 6.6E+09 6.6E+09 6.4E+09 6.3_+09 6.0E+09 5.9E+09 5.6E+09 5.2E+09 4.7E+09
50 4.7E+09 4.7E÷09 4.7E+09 4.6E+09 4.4E+09 4.0E+09 3.6E+09 3.3E+09 2.9E+09
45 2.1E+09 2.2E+09 2.2E+09 2.1E+09 2.0E+09 1.8E+09 1,6E+09 1.4E+09 1.1E+09
40 5.5E+08 5.7E+08 5.7E+08 5.5E+08 5.3E+08 4.9E+08 4.3E+08 3.6E+08 2.9E+08
August
Latitude 0 i0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Aft (km)
130 3.4E÷I0 3.3E+I0 3.3E÷I0 3.3E+I0 3.3E+I0 3.1E+I0 3.0E+I0 2.8E+I0 2.7E+I0
125 6.6E+I0 4.5E+I0 4.5E+I0 4.6E+I0 4.5E+I0 _.4E+I0 4.1E+I0 3.9E+I0 3.7E+I0
120 6.6E+I0 6.6E+I0 6.6E+I0 6.7E+I0 6.7E+I0 6.5E+I0 6.2E+I0 5.8£+10 5.6E+I0
115 I.IE÷II I.IE÷II I.IE+I1 I.IE+I1 I.i_+II I.IE+II 1.0E÷IE 9.6E+I0 9.0E+I0
II0 2.0E+II 1.9E+11 1.9E+11 1.8E+II 1.7E+II 1.6E+II I.SE+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+II
105 3.0E+II 3.0E+II 2.8E+II 2.6E+II 2.4E+II 2.2E+II 2.0E+II 1.9E+II 1.BE+If
I00 3.7E÷II 3.6E+II 3.6E+Ii 3.5E+II 3.2E+II 2.9E+II 2.7E÷ll 2.5E+II 2.5E+II
95 3.4E+II 3.4E+II 3.4E+II 3.4E÷II 3.2E+11 3.0E+II 2.9E+II 2.9E+II 2.9E+II
90 I.gE+II 1.8E+II 1.9E+II 1.9E+II 2.0E+11 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 2.2E+II
85 3.9E+I0 3.9E+I0 4.3E+I0 4.7E+I0 5.2E+I0 5.5E+I0 5.9E+I0 6.5E+10 7.1E+I0
80 2.0E+I0 3.1E+I0 2.1E+I0 I.gE÷I0 1.4E+I0 1.0E+I0 7.0E+09 5.4E+09 5.4E+09
75 5.1E÷09 5,2E+09 5.8E+09 5.5E_0_ _.SE-;C9 _.7E+09 4.4E+09 4.5E+09 _.8E+09
70 4.6£+09 _.8E+09 4.7E+08 4.6E+09 4.8E+09 5.2E+09 5.5E+09 5.6E+09 6.0E+09
65 6.1£+09 6.3E+09 6.1E+09 6.1£+09 6.1E+09 6.2E+09 6.6£+09 7.0E+09 7.2E+09
60 7.IE+09 7.1E+09 7.1£+09 7.0E+09 6.9E+09 6.8E+09 6.8£+09 6.8E+09 6.7E+09
55 6.6E+09 6.5E+09 6.2E+09 6.1E+09 5.9E+09 5.7E+09 5.5E+09 5.3E+09 4.9E+09
50 4.8E+09 4.8E+09 4.7E+09 4.7E+09 4.4E+09 4.1E+09 3.7E+09 3.4E+09 3.0E+09
45 2.3£+09 2.3E+09 2.3E+09 2.2E+09 2.0E+09 1.8E+09 1.6E+09 1.3E+09 1.0E+09




LaclCude 0 i0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
AIC (km)
130 3.8E+I0 3,8E+IO 3.8E+I0 3.8E+I0 3.8E+IO 3.7E+I0 3.5E+I0 3.3E+I0 3.2E+I0
125 5.1E+IO 5.1E+IO 5.2E+iO 5.2E+I0 5.2E+I0 5.0E+10 4.8E+I0 4.6E+I0 4.4E+I0
120 7.4E÷I0 7.3E+IO 7.5E+IO 7.6E+I0 ?.6E+IO 7.4E+I0 7.1E+IO 6.7E+IO 6.5E+I0
I15 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+II 1.2E+ll I.IE+II I.IE+II l.OE÷ll
ii0 2.2E+II 2.1E+II 2.1E+II 2.OE+II I.gE÷II I.SE+II 1.6E+II I.SE+II 1.5E+II
105 3.3E+II 3.2E+II 3.1E+II 2.9E+II 2.7E+II 2.5E+II 2.3E+II 2.2E+II 2.1E+ll
IOO 4.0E+II 3.9E+II 3.9E+II 3.8E+II 3.5E+II 3.3E+II 3.1E+II 2.9E+II 2.9E+II
95 3.6E+II 3.6E+II 5.6E+II 3.6E+II 3.5E+II 3.3E÷II 3.2E+II 3.1E+II 3.1E+II
90 2.0E+II I.gE+II I.gE+II 2.OE+II 2.DE+f1 2.0E+II 2.OE+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+II
85 4.0E+I0 4.1E+IO 4.5E+I0 4.7E÷IO 4.9E+I0 5.1E+IO 5.3E+I0 5.4E+I0 5.5E+I0
80 2.1E+I0 2.0E+IO 2.2E+I0 2.3E+I0 8.6E+12 1.9E+I0 I.SE+IO 1.5E+I0 1.2E+IO
75 5.5E+09 5.6E+O9 5.7E+O9 6.0E+09 6.OE+O9 6.1E÷09 5.7E+O9 6.3E+09 7.5E+O9
70 4.3E+09 4.6E+O9 4.7E+O9 4.6E+09 2.0E+I0 4.9E+09 5.4E+O9 5.6E*09 6.1E+O9
65 5.8E+09 5.8E+09 5.7E+O9 5.6E+O9 5.5E+O9 3.3E÷05 5.7E+O9 6.0E+09 6.5E+09
6D 6.TE+D9 6.6E+09 6.7E+O9 6.5E+09 6.3E+09 4.0E+08 6.4E+O9 6.2E+09 6.1E+O9
55 6.4E+O9 2.2E+12 6.1E+O9 6.OE+O9 5.8E+09 3.8E+O8 5.5E+O9 5.4E+O9 5.3E+O9
50 4.7E+O9 4.8E+O9 4.7E÷O9 4.7E+O9 4.9E+09 3.7E÷O8 4.1E+09 3.8E+09 3.1E÷09
45 2.3E÷O9 2.3E+09 2_3E+09 2.2E+O9 2.1E+O9 3,0E+O8 1.6E+09 1.3E+O9 9.OE÷O8
40 6.4E+08 6.3E+08 6.0E+08 5.4E+O8 5.0E*O8 1.6E÷08 3.6E+08 2.7E+08 1.8E÷08
October
Latitude 0 i0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
^ic (kin)
130 4.2E+I0 4.2E+I0 4.3E+I0 4.4E+I0 4.4E+I0 4.3E+I0 4.1E+IO 4.0E+IO 3.9E+I0
125 5.6E+I0 5.7E+I0 5.8E+I0 5,9E+IO 6.0E+I0 5.9E+I0 5.7E+I0 5.4E+I0 5.3E+I0
120 8.0E+I0 8.1E+I0 8.3E+IO 8.5E+I0 8.6E+I0 8.5E+I0 8.2E+IO 7.9E+I0 7.7E+I0
115 1,3E+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+II 1.3E+II 1,3E+II 1.3E+II 1,2E+II 1.2E+II
II0 2.4E+II 2.4E+II 2.3E÷II 2.2E+II 2.1E+ll 2.0E+II 1.9E+II 1.BE+If l. SE+ll
105 3.6E+II 3.6E+11 3.5E÷II 3.3E+11 3.1E+II 2.9E+II 2.7E+II 2.6E+II 2.5E+II
i00 4.3E+11 4,3E+II 4.3E+n 4.2E+II 4,0E+11 3,7E÷11 3.5E+II 3.4E+11 3.3E+11
95 3.9E+11 3.9E+II 3.9E*II 3.9E+II 3.8E+II 3.6E+ii 3.5E+ii 3.3E+II 3.2E+II
90 2.1E+II 2.1E+II 2.1E+II 2.1E+II 2.1E+II 2.0E+II 2.0E+II 1.9E+II l. SE+ll
85 4.3E+I0 4.6E+I0 4.9E+IO 4.9E+I0 4.9E+I0 4.8E+IO 4.7E+IO 4.5E+I0 4.3E+10
80 2.5E+I0 2.3E+I0 2.1E÷I0 2.4E+I0 2.8E÷I0 2.8E+I0 2.6E+I0 2.3E+I0 1.6E+I0
75 6.6E+Og 6.0E÷09 6.3E÷O9 6.6E+09 7.3E+09 9.7E+O9 1.4E+I0 1.6E+lO I.SE+IO
70 4.4E+O9 4,4E+09 4.7E+09 4.8E+09 5.1E+09 5.2E+09 7,0E+09 I.OE÷IO I.IE*I0
65 5.1E+09 5.1E+09 6.1E+09 6.0E+09 6.2E+09 6.3E+O9 S.TE÷09 7.3E+O9 O.OE+O0
60 6.5E+O9 6.4E÷09 6.5E+09 6.3E+O9 6.1E+O9 6.0E+09 1.0E÷IO 6.7E+O9 0.OE+00
55 6.5E+09 6.4E+09 6.8E+O9 6.0E+09 5.9E+09 6.0E+09 6.0E+09 6.0E+09 O.OE+00
50 4.7E+O9 4.7E+O9 4.6E+09 4.6E+09 4.6E+09 4.5E+O9 4.4E+09 3.9E+09 3.1E+09
45 2.3E+09 2.2E+09 2.2E+09 2.1E+09 2.0E+09 1.8E+O9 1.5E+09 I.IE+09 6.3E+08




Latitude 0 i0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Aft (km)
130 4.2E+i0 4.3E+IO 4.5E+I0 4.6E+I0 4.7E+I0 4.6E+I0 4.6E+I0 4.5£+I0 4.4E+I0
125 5.7E+10 5.8E+I0 6.1E+lO 6.3E+10 6.4E+I0 6.4£+10 6.2E+IO 6.1E+lO 6.0E+IO
120 8.2E+10 8.4E+10 B.7E+lO 9.OE+lO 9.2E+10 9.2£+I0 9.OE+10 8.8E+I0 8.6E+IO
ll5 1.3E+ll 1.4E+ll 1.4E+ll 1.4E+ll 1.4E+ll 1.4£+11 1.4E+II 1.4E+ll 1.3E+ll
llO 2.SE+ll 2.5E+I1 2.4E+ll 2.4E+ll 2.3E+I1 2.2E+11 2.1E+ll 2.0E+ll 2.OE+ll
105 3.7E+ll 3.7E+ll 3.7E+i1 3.5E+ll 3.4E+ll 3.2E+11 3.0E+ll 2.9E+II 2.8E+II
1OO 4.5E+ll 4.SE+ll 4.6E+ll 4.5E+11 4.3E+I1 4.1E+ll 3.9E+ll 3.7E+ll 3.5E+11
95 4.1E+ll 4.1E+ll 4.2E+ll 4.1E+ll 4.0E+ll 3.8E+11 3.6E+ll 3.4E+ll 3.2E+ll
90 2.3E+ll 2.3E÷ll 2.3E+ll 2.2E+ll 2.2E+ll 2.1E+ll 1.9E+ll 1.8E+ll 1.7E+ll
85 4.6E+10 5.0E+lO 5.3E+10 5.2E+10 5.0E+lO 4.6E+10 4.2E+10 3.8E+10 3.6E+10
BO 2.8E+10 2.9E÷I0 2.6E+O8 2.9E+10 3.2E+10 3.3E+10 2.9E+10 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0
75 6.6E+O9 6.5E+09 618E+09 8.3E+09 9.9E+09 1.4E+lO 1.6E+lO O.OE+O0 O.OE+00
70 4.4E+09 4.3E+09 4.5E+09 5.3E+09 6.1E+09 7._E+09 1.1E+lO 0.OE+O0 O.OE+O0
65 5.2E+O9 5.3E÷O9 5.9E+09 6.6E+09 6.9E+09 7.4E+09 8.1E+09 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0
60 6.8E+09 6.7E+09 6.3E+09 6.5E+09 6.2E+09 6.3E+09 7.3E+09 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0
55 6.6E+09 6.5E+09 5.9E+09 6.1E+O9 6.1E+09 6.2E+09 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0
50 4.7E+09 4.5E_O9 4.1E+09 4.5E+O9 4.4E+09 4.5E+09 4.4E+09 3.OE+09 O.OE+O0
45 2.2E+O9 2.1E+O9 2.0E+09 2.0E+09 1.9E+09 1.6E+09 1.2E+09 6.OE+08 0.OE+O0
40 6.3E+OB 5.BE+OB 5.3E+OB 4.7E+08 3.9E+O8 3.1E+08 2.2£+08 I.IE+08 O.OE+O0
December
1.a=l=ude 0 I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Alt (km)
130 3.9E+I0 4.1E+IO 4.3E+IO 4,5E+I0 4.6E+I0 4.6E+I0 4,6E+I0 4.5E+I0 4.5E+I0
125 5.4E+10 5.6E+i0 5.9E+10 6.1E+lO 6.3E+IO 6.3E+10 6.3E+IO 6.2E+IO 6.1E+IO
120 7,8E+10 8.0E+lO 8.4E+10 8.8E+10 9.0E+IO 9.1E+lO 9.0E+lO 8.9E+i0 8.8E+10
ll5 1.3E+ll 1.3E+ll 1.3E+ll 1,4E+ll 1.4E+ll 1.4E*ll 1.4E+ll 1.4E+ll 1.4E+ll
llO 2._E+ll 2.4E+ll 2.4E+ll 2.3E+ll 2.3E+ll 2.2E+ll 2.1E+ll 2.1E+ll 2.OE+ll
105 3.6E+ll 3.7E+ll 3.6E+ll 3.6E+ll 3.4E+ll 3.3E+i1 3.1E+ll 3.0E+ll 2.9E+ll
lO0 4.4E+ll 4.5E_ll 4.6E+ll 4.5E+ll 4.3E+ll 4.1E+ll 3.9E+ll 3.7E+11 3.5E+ll
95 4,1E+ll 4.2E+II 4.2E+II 4.2E+II 4.0E+ll 3.BE_ll 3.6E+II 3.3E+II 3.1E+II
90 2,3E+II 2.3E+II 2.3E+II 2.3E+II 2.2E+II 2.0E+II 1.8E+II 1.7E+II 1.6E+II
85 4.8E+I0 5.2E+I0 5.5E+I0 5.3E+I0 4.9E+I0 4.4E+I0 3.8E+I0 3.5E+I0 3.2E+I0
BO 2.3E+I0 2,_E+IO 2,5E+I0 2.6E+I0 3.1E+IO 3.3E+I0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0
75 5.8E+09 5.9E+09 6.8E+09 9.0E+09 1.2E+IO 1.6E+IO O.OE+O0 O.OE÷O0 O.OE+O0
70 4.6E+09 4.4E+09 4.7E+09 5.8E+09 7.2E+09 I.OE+IO O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0
65 5.gE+O9 5.8E+og 5,8E+09 2.0E+IO 8,1E+Og 8.6E+09 O,OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0
60 7,4E+09 7.2E+09 6.9E+09 6.8E+09 6.3E+09 8.IE+09 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0
55 6.9E+09 6.7E+09 6.2E+09 5.8E+09 5.7E+09 6.6E+09 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0
50 _,8E+09 4,6E+09 4.3E*09 4.1E+09 3.BE+09 3.4E+09 3.2E+09 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0
45 2.2E+Og 2.1E+09 1,9E+09 1.7E+09 1.5E+09 I.IE+09 7.1E+08 O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0
40 6.0E+08 5.5E+08 5,0E+08 4.2E+08 3.2E+08 2.2E+08 1.3E+OB O.OE+O0 O.OE+O0
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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE SEASONAL/LATITUD]INAL VARIATIONS
OF ATOMIC OXYGEN AND NIT_C OXIDE IN THE LOWER THERMOSPHERE AND MESOSPHERE
D. Rees and T. ]. Full_-Rowcl]
Del_rtm_t of Physics and Amonomy. University College Logo,
Gow_ Street. London WC1E 6BT. United Kingdom
•A 2-D_enalonal zonslly-evlraged thenmxphsrlc :ode1 end the globe1 UCL the_oepherlc model
have been used to tnvestlSete the seasonal, sole: activity end Seo_gnetlc variation of
atomic oxygen and nitric oxide. The 2-DLmenslonel model includes detailed ozygen and
nit=seen chemistr 7, w£ch appropriate completion of the energy equation, by sddin S the
thermal Infrared cooling by [O] end iNS]. This solution includes solar and auroral
production of odd nitrogen compounds end metastabie species. This model has been used for
three investigations: firstly, tO study the tnterecttons between atmospheric dynamics end
minor species transport end density, secondly, to examine the seasonal variations of acomlc
oxygen and nitric oxide within the upper mesosphere end thermosphere end their response to
solar end geomagnetic activity variations; thl:dly, to study the factor of 7 - 8 peek nitric
oxide density increase as solar FI0.7 ca flux Increases from 70 to 240 reported from the
Solar Meeosphsrlc F.xplorer. Auroral production of [NO] is shown to be the dominant source
at hlgh latitudes, generating peak |He] densities • factor of 10 greater then typlcal number
densities er low 1colludes. At low latitudes, the predicted variation of the peek [NO]
density, near 110 km, with the solar F10.? ca flux is rather smeller than is observed. This
la most likely due to en overestiJnAte of the soft Z-ray flux et low solar actlv£ty, for
times of extremely lov sunspot nuxber, as occurred in June 1956. As observed on pressure
levels, the varietlon of [O] density is small. The global clrculstlon during solsclce and
periods of elevated geoasgnet£c ectlvlty causes depletion of [0] in regions o_ upwelllng,
end enhancements in regions of dovnvellln S.
YNTEODUGTIOH,
This paper provides s brief review of some two and three-dimensional model studies of the
Inter-reLatlonshlps between the major end minor species of the lover thermosphere and upper
mesosphere. Several timely quesclons ere addressed by the model s l:ularlons. The data from
the Solar Mesospherlc Explorer (SH_ /I/) show a factor of about 7 - $ variation of pesk low-
latitude nu:ber density as the solar FI0.7 cm flux increases from 70 to 240 units, compared
vlch a varlaclon of approximately a factor of 4 found in previous numerlcal scudles /2/.
The degree of posslble varlsb111cy of atomic oxygen number denslties in ths lower
thermosphere and upper mesosphere consistent vLth major meceorologice£, seasonal sad
geomagnetic variability of the atmosphere is also of Interest. Previous studies (for
example I speclal issue of Planetary and Space Science, 1988) have shown up co a factor of
at least I00 verlablllty In the density ^f steele oxygen at end below the peak density of
the species, normally observed around 10§ k:.
ATOMIC OXYGEN AND NITRIC OXIDE: KEY MINOR CONSTITUENTS.
Atomic oxygen is created by the photodLssoclatlon o_ molecular oxygen within the
thermosphere. Having approximately half the molecular _aa of 02 and N2. its scale height
Is double that of 02 end N 2 for the some temperature. Since recomblnation ls very slow oC
middle end upper thermospheric densities and collLalon rates end if diffusive equillbrLum
prevxlls, [O| becomes the :aJor constituent above around 150 k_ /3,4.$,6/. Given the long
recomb£natlon else, the specles can be transported globally by mean vlnds. When large-scale
upve111n 8 and edvectlon occurs, psrtlcularly at solstlce, end else associated wlch the
intense large-scale heating during geomagnetic storms, diffusive equflibrlum no longer fully
controls the vertical profiles of [0] e.d iN2, O2]. Under such conditions /7,8/. the
process known as wind-driven diffusion _y cause large relative departures of individual
llgh_ or hee_ species from diffusive equillbrlua, although hydrostatic equllibrltLm vlll
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still be generally observed, kelative to density valuae which would be expected for the
appropriate kinetic temperature. N 2 is strongly enhanced in regions of persietent upvelllng
end outflow, where atomic oxygen Ls strongly depleted. In regions of persistent convergence
end dovnvelling, the converse is true. The major direct consequences are an excess of
molecular nitrogen at the summer pole. particularly at times of high geomagnetic activity,
while the winter pole (at quiet times) end winter mid-latitudes (under more disturbed
conditions) contains the highest densities of atomic oxygen end helium.
These perturlmcione of minor species density extend to lover thermosphere altitudes, and
wind-driven diffusion is one significant cause of variability of atomic oxygen in the lower
thermosphere. Eddy dlffuafon can also cause vertical transport of minor species, and can
change the vertical profile of atomic oxygen end other minor constituents /8/.
Nitric Oxide is primarily created through _he reaction of the atomic nitrogen species H(ID)
end N(4S) vlth molecular oxygen /3,?/. H(D) and M(S) are produced by auroral dlssoclecion
/10/, by photodlasociation /11/ and various ion chemical reactions involving N2 + /12/.
Although nitric oxide Is chemically and radlatively active, its chemical lifetime in the
lover 'thermosphere is long enough for vlnd transport to be ImpaTient. Its diffusion Into
the meeosphere is also important, and it has been shown /13/ that in the winter polar
stratosphere, it also has a long effective lifetime in non-sunlic raglans. Increased
production, st tlmes of high solar sctlvity, or associated vlth enhanced auroral production
during geomagnetic starve, may create very large lover the_ospherlc densities of [NO].
Clven enhanced vertical transport due to turbulence, thls _ay result in large [NOJ densities
in the mesosphere and even in the upper stratosphere ac vlncar high-lacltudes, where there
Ls no solar phocodescructlon of nitric oxide. There are a number of major consequei_ces of
such enhancements, affecting the chemical and radiative balance of the mesosphece and
thermosphere, end properties of the ionosphere.
THE NUMERICAL MODEL.
The three-dlzens ional atmospheric model has been vell-descrlbed in e number of papers.
including Pullar-Rowell and Rees /14,15/ and Puller-Rowell et el /16/. The zonally-averaged
modal evolved from the nested grid model of Fuller-Rowell /17/ and is further described in
Reas and Fuller-Rowell /8/.
The seasons1, latitudinal and solar acclvicy variations of atomic oxygen density will be
considered, as will the response to variable geomagnetic forcing at high geomagnetic
latitude. Large-scale Hadley-type circulation ceils are generated within the thermosphere,
closlns in the upper mesosphere, as the result of the solar diurnal heating variation, the
seasonal / hemispheric asymmetry of solar heating, and due tO geomagnetic heating, usually
at high latitudes. These large-scale circulation systems force a parclal breakdown of
diffusive equlllbrlum as the result of the combineclon of vertical convection end horizontal
sdvectlon. The full 3-dlmenslonal global coupled ionosphere - thermosphere UCL model will
be used for these simulations /14,1_,16/.
A second series of simulations uses the zonally-averaged 2-dimenslonel model. Nitric oxide
and other 'odd nitrogen' compounds are included as minor species. Vith this model, It is
possible to examine, in addition, the seasonal, latltudinal, solar acrlvlty and geomagnetic
reaCheS of [NO_. It IS also possible to evaluate the transport end thermal effects o_
variable eddy turbulence within the lower thermosphere and upper mesosphere. Thc model
takes into account the thermal radiation from nitric oxide, which has very important effects
on the thermal balance, end consequences for the mean clrculaclon.
The tvo-dineosional, zonally-averaged model of the thermosphere solves the no1_-llnear
energy, momentum, continuity end three-constltuent composition equation self-consiscently
end time-dependently. The f Inlte-dlfference grid covers the latitude range from the north
to the south geographic pole in steps of 5° latitude, and the seventeen pressure levels, one
scale height apart, cover altitudes from 70km to approximately _OOkm, depending on solar
activity. The model has been adapted from the high-resolutlon, nested-grld model of Fuller-
Rovell /17/, which contslns a complete description of the numerical procedure, the set of
equations, bounder 7 conditions and peremeterlsatlon required to simulate the thermospheric
neutral wind, temperature end density. The same paper also describes the photochemistry,
and the dissociation end recombination race constants included in the computation of the
mass mixing ratio ot the laJor species of atomic oxygen, and of molecular nitrogen and
oxygen.
A further addition hal been made to the model to include the production, lois end transport
of N('D), N(_S), end NO (Nitric Oxide). The evolution of the concentrations of these minor
species ere computed eelf-consl|tently in parallel wlth the development of the etructuru.
dynamlcs and energy budget of the major species. The creation of nitric oxlde occurs through
the odd-nitrogen chemlstry primarily through the reactions of N(2D) end N(4 $) with molecular
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oxygen. The N(ZO) and N(_S) are produced by ion chemical reactions Involving N2*. end by
direct dissociation of N 2 by auroral pmrtlcles /i0/ or solar radiation /ll/. The odd-
nitrogen chemistry, branching ratios, and rate coefficients, included In the model are as
described in _oble et al /2/.
All three prod_ct_on source_ of atomic nitrogen are included in the zonally averaged model.
The sources of N('D) and N(_S) through the ion chemical reactions are evaluated within the
UCL-Sheffiald coupled the_oephere-ionosphera model. The reference spectre appropriate for
high and lay solar activity, together with the ionisation frequencies of the major species.
• re taken _:cl Tort et al /18/. The solar production function thus produced is used wlthin
the zonally averaged code, where solution of the odd nitrogen chemistry end transport
proceeds in parallal vlth that of the dynamics, energy budget end composltlon of the msJor
species.
The particle prec lpleation source ls derived from the T_ROS/NOAA satellite data /19/ and Is
used to describe the high-latitude auroral hearing rat•, Ionic•alan rate. end molecular
nitrogen dissociation /I0/. aelf-conslstently within the model. The dlrect p•rtlcle heetlng
acts in •ddltion to the Joule disslpatlon which together modify the global circulation
pattern. The clrculetlon, which transports and mixes the major species and Is described
fully in Fullsr-govell /17/. also acts •s a source of transport to the minor species. The
dlstrlbutlon of nltrlc oxide, as • strong radiative cooler /9/. has a strong Influence on
the latltudlnal temperature gredlent, and on the global mean thermospherlc temperature as
has been shove by &able end Emery /20/. The lstltudlnsl dlstributlon of temperature and NO.
and the global cLrculatlon pattern, iS a highly coupled and Interectlng system of variables.
The auroral precipitation also produces Ionlzation whlch enhances the ton densities above
the quiet background levels described by Chiu /21/. This additional source of tonizatlon has
been included, where the auroral enhancement is aeaumed co be in chemlcal equillbrlu=, and
is •dded re the background solar-produced values of Chiu /21/ by the square root of the sum
of the squares. This l_ a less sophlstlcated approach than is used in the 3-D fully-coupled
ionosphere - thermosphere model, but produces an overall result which ks adequate for the
purposes of these 2-D sLmulatlons, where we are not yet concerned wlth the details of the
ionospherlc predlctions.
RESULTS OF THE SIMULATIONS.
Global distributions with seasonal, latitudinal and geomagnetic variations.
Figure 1 shows the global distributions of temperature, mean molecular mass, •tOmlC oxygen
density and molecular nitrogen denslry at pressure level 7 (12_ k_) of the UCL three-
dimens konal, time-dependent model (E-Rag ion, •pproxl_tely 125 km). The seasons I /
latitudinal variation of •tomlc oxygen density shows • very distinct minimum at the summer
pole, and a maximum at the winter pole. For moderecely &ctive solar (F10.7 - 185), and
quiet geomJEnerlc activity condirlons, there is a factor, of more than 2 variation of E-
region atomic oxygen denslcy from global mlnLmum to global maximum. This simulatlon
includes the effect of lower atmosphere tides introduced via lower boundary forcing /22/.
Figure 2 shows the global dlstrlbutlons of temperature, mean molecular mass, atomic oxygen
density and molecular nitrogen density at pressure level 12 of the UCL threc-dlmenslonol.
alma-dependent model (F-&eglo., approximately 320 km). There is a very large seasonal /
lstltudln•l variation of atomic oxygen denslry. The minimum oxygen density is st the summer
pole. however, the _Ximum values are displaced from the winter pole, towards high wLntec
mLd-latitudes, as a result of high-latltude energy input. Thls slmuleCion Is fOr moderately
active solar (F10.7 - 185), and moderately disturbed geom_gnetlc activity conditions (Kp -
3), Atomic oxygen number densLty varies by more than a factor of 6 from global mlnlmum to
global maximum, conslstent with emplrlc•l model re*ults /16/.
Figure 3 shows the global distributions of temperature, mean molecular mass. atomic oxygen
density end molecular nitrogen density et pressure level 7 of the UCL chree-dlmenslon•l.
alma-dependent model (E-Region, epproxLmetely 125 km) taken from the same slmuletion as that
shown in Figure 2. It shows that a similar, if somewhat smaller seasonal / latitudinal
variation of atomic oxygen density occurs at the lower altitudes. The minimum oxygen
density is again st the summer pole end. as st F-raglan altitudes, the maximum values ere
displaced from the winter pole, towards high winter mid-latitudes, as a rssulc of high-
latitude energy input. There is a surprisingly large varlation of atomlc oxygen density
from global linim_ tO global _xlmum, about • factor of 5, reaultlng from the #eeaon•l
asymmetry of solar insolation, combined with the hlgh-latitude geomagnetic energy input.
This factor of $ aronlc oxygen density veriarion at_12_ ks altitude greatly exceeds the
latltudlnal / seasonal total density variation.. It Is necessary to
_ecall that the _Jorlty of species denslty profiles are measured wlch sole reference to
geometric altitude, end no reference to pressure level or to total gas density.
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LatiOadinsl distributions for equinox and variations with solar and goouanetie activity.
Figure 4 shays Ta=Lations of ecaosphoric structure and composition as • function of altitude
end Is=lauds a_lated using the two-dJJensionsl0 time-dependent model. Panel A shays the
density distributions of atomic oxygen, nitric oxide, molecular oxygen and molecular
nitrogen, heal g shays Temperature, Her£dional and vertical neutral wind. end mean
moXooular usa. ?anal C displays nitric oxide density dlstribucion from I00 to 160 ks, for
comparlaon with the results obtained from SHE /I/. The conditions depleted ate equlnox, lay
solar (FIO._ ¢m - 80) and lay geomagnetic (Kp - 1) activity. There is a weak latitudinal
variation of atomic oxygen density, caused by the high-latitude geomagnetic energy inputs.
Nitric oxide density is structured by two peaks, one at lay-latitudes, due to solar
production, end the other in the auroral oval, resulting from auroral pert|clo dissociation.
Figure S shoYs variations of atmospheric st_ctute and composition as a function of altitude
and latitude slm_isced using the two-dimensional, time-dependent model. The displays are as
for Figure 4. The conditions s_mulatsd are low solar (FI0.7 cm - 80) and moderate
gsoaasnetlc activity (Kp - 3), st equinox. There is now a small latitudinal variation of
atomic oxygen density, with decreased density in regions of increased high-latitude
gaome'_Itatlc energy inputs. The major feature fn nitric oxide density is the enhanced high-
latitude peeks, raeultlng from increased auroral production. There is a rails of shout 4:1
between low-lstltude and hlgh latitude values of nltrlc oxide.
Figure 5 shays variations of atmospheric structure and eomposltlon as • function of alcltude
and letlcude s/_ulated using the two-dlmenslonal, tlme-dependent model. The dlsplays are as
for Figure 4. The conditions which are simulated are low solar (FIo.7 cm - 80) and high
geomagnetic activity (Kp -5), st equinox. The latltudlnal vsrlaclon is further enhanced.
Atomlc oxygen is further depleted, and molecular nltrogen further enhanced, in those Legions
vhlch correspond co the enhanced auroral energy and particle lnputs. Nettle oxlde dcnslcles
vary by an order of magnitude from lay to high laclcudes. The broad latitude extension of
elevated nitric oxlde denslcies correspond mainly co the extended raglans of energeclc
particle preciplcacion described by the statistical models of energetic electron
precipitation. Marked changes of nitric oxide extend to the lower altitude limits (70 km)
Of the nodal, while significant changes of atomic oxygen denslty exceed belay 86 km. These
low-aLtltude disturbances are primarily due to intense sea.gaelic energy Inputs within the
auroral oval.
Figure 7 shays vsrlatlons of atmospheric structure and composition as a function of altltude
and latitude el=elated using the two-dlmensfonal, clme-dependenc model. The dlsplays ere ss
for Figure 4. The condltlons vhlch are slmulated are high solar actLvlCy (FI0.7 cm - 200).
and lay geomegneclc activity (Kp - 2) at equinox. There are considerable enhancements of
molecular nitrogen, molecular oxygen and nitric oxide densities and a marked decrease of
atomlc oxygen density vlthin both auroral ovals. At this h_gh level o_ solar acclvlcy, the
lay latitude values of nlcric oxide density are considerably Increased. by about a factor of
4, compared vlch chose for low solar sctlvlty (FI0.7 cm - $0). This factor is smaller then
the factor of 7 - 8 reported for the same range of solar activity by Berth /I/. This
apparent discrepancy yell be discussed in the foLLovins section. Even st high solar
activity, the low Latitude values _emain belay the peak auroral oval values, except for very
quiet geomagnetic Conditlons. Kp - i or lover. Thls indicates that except for prolonged
periods of geoaasnetlc quiet during periods of high solar radio and UV / £UV fluxes, hLgh
Isticude peaks, corresponding co enhanced auroral production, will still be a dlstlncttve
feature of the global dlacrlbution of nicrlc oxlde.
Latitudinal distributions for solstice.
Figure 8 shows variations of atmospheric structure end composition as s function of altitude
and latitude simulated using the two-dimensional, rime-dependent model. The displays are as
for Figure 4. The condiclons which are simulated are moderately high salsa activity (FIo.7
tm - 150), and low geomagnetic activity (Kp - 2) st the December solstice. A slgnlflcanc
seasonal / latitudinal asymmetry develops in the distribution of all constituents. There is
• large summer high lacitude enhancement of molecular nitrogen and of nitric oxide, sad
dopleclon of atomic oxygen. For nitric oxide, these is approximately a factor of 50 t
summer high latitude enhancement, the co.bluefiSh of solar and auroral production. For
eComlc oxygen and molecular nlcrogen, the behaviour in the sum_er and vlnter homLsphetes is
quite opposlce, due to the influence of global, pole co pole circulation. For nlcrlc oxide,
there is sclll an enhancement in the winter auroral oval, as Yell aS the rather larger
enhancement £n the summer auroral oval.
Atomic oxygen in the upper thermosphere shows large seasonal / latitudinal variations in
response to asymmetric solar insolation. Such varlacions have been well known for many
years, end have now been successfully simulated by theoretical end numerical modelling.
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Figure 4. Variations of atmospheric structure and composition as a function of altitude and
latitude, simulated using the UCL two-dimensional, time-dependent model. Panel A
shows the density distributions of atomic oxygen, nitric oxide, molecular oxygen and
molecular nitrogen. Panel B shows temperature, meridional and vertical neutral wind, and
mean molecular mass. The conditions depicted are equinox, low solar (FI0.7 cm = 80) and
low geomagnetic activity (Kp = 1). Panel C depicts the distribution of nitric oxide between
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Figure 5. Variations of atmospheric structure and composition as a function of altitude and
latitude simulated using the two-dimensional, time-dependent model. The display is as for
Figure 4. The conditions simulated are low solar (F10.7 cm = 80) and moderate
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Figure 6. Variations of atmospheric structure and composition as a function of altitude and
latitude simulated using the two-dimensional, time-dependent model. The display is as for
Figure 4. The conditions which are simulated are low solar (FI0.7 cm = 80) and
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Figure 7. Variations of atmospheric structure and composition as a function of altitude and
latitude simulated using the two-dimensional, time-dependent model, the display is as for
Figure 4. The conditions which are simulated are high solar 0::'10.7cm = 200) and low
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Figure 8. Variations of atmospheric structure and composition as a function of altitude and
latitude simulated using the two-dimensional, time-dependent model. The display is as for
Figure 4. The conditions depicted are moderately high solar activity (FI0.7 cm = 150) and
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Vlnd-dr_ven diffusion /23/ caused by systematic upvellln$ over the sumner pole, dovnveillng
near the veneer pole, with an tnterconnectlng mean morldtonal flay of the order of 50 e/set.
partly owercoees d£ffuslve equillbrlum vlthln the thermosphere. This cause• the enhancement
of heavy atomic and molecular specie• relative to light atomic species in the sumBer polar
region and the converse in the region O_ downwelllng near the wlnter pole.
At higher levels of geomagnetic activity, the wind-driven diffusion process is enhanced.
causing a further enrichment of heavy and molecular specie• in the summer geomagnetic polar
cap, where the strongest combined solar and geomagnetic heating occurs. At such times, the
laCltudlnal variation• of the atomic oxygen mixing ratio In the upper thermosphere become
both larger and sore complex, partlculariy st the solstice, U•ing coupled ionosphere -
thensoephere uodele, the structures observed dutlng major dleturbencee can be resso:_sbly
yell simulated, and rsle_ed to the locally-enhanced heating and upwelling caused, in the
polar region•, by enhanced Ion-neutral coupling (ion drag / fr£ctlonsl / Joule he•Sing)
resultlng from the enhancement of E-region plasma densltims by particle prectpltaClon.
Under disturbed gaomaguetlc conditions ac soleClce, there can be s factor of 10 lstltude
varletlon in atomic oxygen concentratlon at the same F-region alcltude (300 km). Even ec E-
raglan alCit_del (around 125 km), s factor of 5 varlatlon can occur. In both cases,
mlniw_a IO] value• are within the •_er geomagnetic polar cap, while maximum [O] values ere
ec high winter mfd-laclcude•, equacorwerd of the sutural oval.
It is citer from the figures chac the dominant influence on global {HO] production Is from
the sutural dlssocl•tlon of N 2 at high latitude•. For all but the nest qulet geomagnsclc
condlclons, the high lacltude peak NO number density is consldersbly greater then values
observed •t equacorlal latitudes. At lov latitude•, however, m fetes vari&tlon over the
solar cycle has been observed /1/. This is a direct result of the solar cycle-re!a_ed flux
increase in the wavelength range up to 100 nm.
The solar production of N(2D) and (N4S). the precur•or• of |HO], occurs prlmsrily through
the ion chemical reactions, particularly N2 + with neutral oxygen. A small additional source
has also been Idenclfled by Richards et al /i_/, namely the predlssoclaclon of H 2 In the
wavelength range B0 - 100 nm. The peak |NO| density, near I05 k=, is strongly controlled at
low latitudes by the strength of the solar loni•Ing flux able to penetrate to these levels.
The wavelength region of most interest therefore, is the I - 14 nm soft X-ray flux.
The present simulation• have used th• •olaf fluxes end ionisation frequencies of the ms|or
specie• described by Tort et el /iS/. The reference •pectrul for low solar activity is from
rocket-borne measurements in April 1974. when the FI0.7 cm radio flux va• about ?0 units.
For high •olaf activity, the period in June 1979 was used. when the FI0.7 cm flux was in
excess of 2h0 units. Using these reference spectra to define the range of solar flux in the
model, the peek Iow-latltude |_O] denslcy around II0 k_ varied from 0.S * i06 cm-3 at lay
solar actlvicyo to 3 * 106 cm-3 at high •olaf actlvlty. The [NO| values dlffer from the
ob•ervaclons of Berth /i/ over the le•t solar cycle. He reported • varlstlon of a factor of
7 - g for the ratio of peek equatorlal |HO] from high to lovsolar activity. The only
fundamental difference with the present results is thac chs modeX appear• to underestimate
the minimum values by • factor of 2. end hence undere•tlauttes the ratio of equatorial [NO]
density frc_ high Co low solar activity.
2he mvat plausible explanation is chat the aofc X-ray flux use •cruelly lower during the
lest solar cycle minimum in June 1986, than in the April 1974 mlniu_ period, when direct
solar EUV radiance measurements were available. Although the FIO ? _m radio flux was
similar during the two periods, the sunspot number• dlffered considerably. In April 197_.
cho sunspot nv.lber was 40. In 1986, the minimum value was I during June. and the LgB6
average only l_. In view of ths strong correlation of the E-region critical frequency with
ths Zurich eunspot number, a direct relationship between [HO| density snd the soft X-rsy
flux appears the most Likely explanation. The PlO.? cs radio index is thus not a
particularly good Indicator o_ [NO] equa_orial density, and an index related to sunspot
number alght provide a becc&r key for prediction.
ge have previously shove /8/ that Increased eddy turbulence causes enhanced downward
transport of nitric oxide from the upper thermosphere to the msso•phere. The number density
of nitric oxide is increased in the lower thermosphere, aC the mssopsuae, and In the upper
mesoephars by more than m factor of I0 by enhanced value• of eddy turbulence (within
published values).
The dmairmnt consequence of the enhanced do_mvard transport of nitric oxide is eCrong
masopauee cooling in the vicinity of the region of enhanced eddy diffusion coef_lcienc. The
cooling is due to increased I.R, radiation from regions of elevated nitric oxide density.
There is s change in the mean meridionel wind and flay towards regions of increased eddy
turbulence, which causes i complex sequence of inter-related effects.
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If eddy t_rbulence is t.ncrtasad eysCQuuhticali7 on a latea scala, (or a period of several
days, mssospbaric nitric oxide densities increase, This causes, via increased radiative
cooli_l| , :aaOl_Uaa coolin$ of the order of 30 _, in the region of anhancld add 7 turbulence,
The increased eddy transport also enhances upper masospherlc ato_alc oxylan densities, but
lass draLatically than for nitric oxide, since atomic oxygen is removed rather rapidly belay
about 95 to 100 kB.
I. this study, we have attempted to use the ntmericel nodal| to study cite range o(
variability of acnsic oxygen and nitric oxide which might be expected to occur as the resul[
of.four f_ndam, ntaL processes of chaise cffect_,_ the lower and upper thermosphere.
(1) St&canal / latitudinal variations.
"/_e effect of global convection end advectlon induced by asyI_etrlc solar isolation nest
solstice causes a strong latitudinal variation in the composition of the thermosphere.
Systematic upveIllng and outflow near the summer pole. the connecting circulation end
syeteluatic convergence and downwalling toverds the winter pole disturb diffusive
equilibrium. The result iS thl enhancement of heaYy atomic and molecular species, as viewed
at constant pressure Levels, in _he summer polar regions, end a complementary enhancement of
llght atosic Species near the wlnter polar region (again relative to constant pressure
levels). Th_ effects are well-determined empirically, and the seasonal / latitudinal
variation is further enhanced by the high latitude heating during periods of high
geosmgnecic activity.
In the s_er polar region, the mean molecular mass nt pressure level 12 (F-region, around
300 k_) nay increese to above 24 / 25 amu (high solar activity, Flo,7 - lgS, and for
aodetateiy disturbed geomagnetic conditions, Kp - 3+ - 5). The minimum mean moleculac mass
at pressure level 12 (around 280 km) is now at high wlnter mid-letlcudes (rather thaI_ in the
winter polar region) but still has s vel_e CLose to l? smu,
Such compositional dlsturhances are nO_ con(lead to the F-region. an6 evmn at 125 k_.
variations of a factor of 5 in atomic oxygen density can be generated at high geomagnetic
activity levels.
For nitrlc oxide, there is approximately s 50 I modulation in number density caused by
seasonal vsrlatio_s.
Solar Acrlvlty variations.
_hs latitude variations obsec_ed a_ constant pressure levels £n eto_ic oxygen and molecu_a_
nitrogen caused by seasonal asymmetries of lllu_inetlon end heating are only marginally
changed by variations o_ solar activity. _owe_er, nitric oxide responds quite dramatically
7he simulated variatlon of a (actor of 4, es solar FIO.7 cmflux increases from 70 to 240,
is smaller then the ratio reported from SHE observations - a factor of ? - B. This
difference is most likely assoc/seed with smaller X-ray fluxes during the 1986 solar minlmu_
than during 1076, the ptevlous solar cycle m£nlmu_. During 1986, the sunspo_ number vas
excepclonaliy low,
Geomagnetic Activity Variations.
The relatively localised energy inputs Sssoclated vith elevated levels of geomagnetic
activlty generally decrease atomic oxygen concentrations {when observed on constant pressure
Levels). In the suu_er polar sap, this decrease can be an ocder O[ magnitude at F-raglan
altitudes (around 300 Pus), and e factor of 5 st E-raglan eLtltude_ (125 km), Normally,
molecular nitrogen densities are e_eva_ed as the atomic oxFgen density decreases. Nltrlc
oxide generally responds quickly and increases rapidly in response to an increase of auroral
production, varying by more then one order of magnltude fro_ quiet to disturbed geomagnetic
cnndiclons.
Effects of eddy turbulence transport:
Atomic Oxygen.
Increased eddy turbulence causes enhanced downward transport of atomic oxygen from the upper
thermosphere into the mesosphere. Where eddy turbulence is enhanced° the mixing ratio of
|O| Is Increased at el_ altitudes, not only in the vt¢inlty of the mesopau_e and lower
thermosphere.
Nitric Oxide.
Nitric Oxide is readily transported downward by enhanced eddy dlffuelon around and above the
mesopau_a. This may enhance radiative tooling of the upper meeomphere caused by nitric
oxide, vlth fureher signatures In temperature and wind d£etrlbu¢lons.
A comblnJtlon of sea•anal, solar activity and saomagna¢Ic vatS&clans discussed in thle paper
can cause tmuxual walues or profiles of nitric oxide or ••omit oxygen vithin the Lover
thansoephare and upper meeoephere. CenaralLy. there should be a correlation or
encicorrelatLon betveen variations of difforan_ iaJor and minor constitu_,.i, within the
lower thermosphere and upper meeoephere, which mRy also l•&v• a signature in temperature.
dansLt 7 or wlnd profiles, Va have pravlousLy shown chat varlm¢[ons in ehe eddy dlffueion
coafflclenC, ran cause • wide range of sIEnlfltanc carrel,ted composition, t_ermal end wlnd
changes.
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